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Abstract
This is a study on the intelligibility of love in social families. Using field research
from contemporary Australia and Bahir Dar, Ethiopia it examines the ways that
adults are performing in loving relationships with non-biological children to
make their relationships intelligible, particularly when spoken language may not
allow articulation of the intersecting lines of desire, conflict and loss. The
examination occurs across different social worlds, where the divide between
biological and social kinship differs, and anticipates revisions of kinship in all its
complexities. It involves analyses of fifteen face-to-face interviews and provides
interpretations of the emotional and psycho-social phenomena revealed in the
interviews both academically and through a creative writing process.
In this research a rich theoretical tapestry is woven to investigate the complex
and multifaceted lived experiences of the participants, as well as the possibilities
of love and kinship that arise. Key to this is an engagement with Judith Butler’s
work, in particular Antigone's Claim: Kinship Between Life and Death (2000).1
Butler’s work helps to uncover tensions and ambiguities that arise when
relationships are formed amid a current of opposing discourses, particularly in
societies which persist in privileging the nuclear family model, and make the topic
hard to talk about. Her concept of performativity also provides a means of
understanding why each family is doing things differently. Foucault’s concept of
subjugated knowledges2 is another structuring thread throughout this
investigation. It informs my aim of bringing to light and interrogating the buried or
hidden knowledges of social parents to uncover alternative discourses and possibilities
for action.
The dissertation includes six chapters. Each chapter contains scholarly and
fictional analysis of the fieldwork, which consists of interviews with fifteen

1 Judith Butler, Antigone’s Claim: Kinship Between Life and Death, New York:
Columbia University Press, (2000).
2 Michel Foucault, “Two Lectures” and “Truth and Power,” in Power/Knowledge
– Selected Interviews and Other Writings 1972-1977, ed. Colin Gordon, 2nd ed.
New York: Pantheon Books. (1980), 82.
v

participants: eleven adults parenting children in step, adoptive, foster and samesex families in Australia, and four adults who have adopted children in Ethiopia.
In line with a reflexive methodology based on visual ethnography, the fifteen
participants were invited to bring photographs of themselves with their nonbiological children to discuss with me in one-hour long unstructured interviews.
In Ethiopia I was accompanied by a co-researcher, Mr Temesgen Beyene.
In the scholarly analysis of the fieldwork I review discourses to capture the effects
of the many power-plays that influence the participants, and I explore playful and
creative spaces where the subjects’ inner and outer worlds may meet in ways that
foster loving relationality, drawing from Donald Winnicott’s Playing and
Reality (1971)3. It is my intention, through such a focus, to cast light on the way
that processes of love and aspects of the unconscious interact. The fictional
analysis, by way of creative writing methodology, works through some of the
more immeasurable emotional phenomena, and highlights moments of conflict,
confusion and ambiguity in the interviews and scholarly analysis. It explores the
more immeasurable emotional, haptic and affective information that was
conveyed outside of spoken language and leaves space for the reader to navigate
some of the confusions and tensions that arise in the participants’ descriptions of
their relationships for themselves. It also incorporates the researchers’ lived
experiences and positions more fully into the research.
The findings indicate that, while loving relationships in social families can be
confusing and fragile, people are reworking discourses to find ways of making
them intelligible. In some cases adults appear to be creating transitional spaces
where differences might be negotiated, and intersubjective relationality can
develop in complex psycho-social terrain. In other cases, adults appear to be
making use of such spaces that already exist. Just as Antigone’s Claim anticipates a
social revision of kinship — where the unwritten rules are examined and new
possibilities of fulfilling family relationships can emerge — the findings of this
study anticipate a social revision of kinship where the hegemony of biological
relationships weakens and people come together in new kin-like formations to
extend ideas of what family, home and kinship are.

3 Donald Winnicott, Playing and Reality, London: Tavistock Publications, (1971).
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Chapter 1: Introduction
“They may be mom and dad, but they are NOT her parents.”4
We are in a situation in which adults across the globe are increasingly parenting
non-biological children. All around us we see biologically based, nuclear family
models5 giving way to more fluid social parenting configurations. Children are
being adopted, fostered, step-parented, and placed in kinship care arrangements,
while many remain homeless or living in orphanages. These kinship
configurations are forming across cultures, languages and vast geographical
spaces, and, often form as children and adults are dealing with significant losses
and bereavements. Yet, a lot of what we are hearing, not only about love, but also
about parenting and relational living, is not fitting with this world around us.
At the same time nuclear family discourses and their associated languages are
continuing to influence how some people perform as family. Attributed to
anthropologist George Murdock, the term “nuclear family” refers to a married
man and woman living with their offspring.6 The nuclear family notion of family
has long been disputed in queer and feminist scholarship, primarily because,
“[t]he family remains a vigorous agency of class placement and an efficient
mechanism for the creation and transmission of gender inequality,” as well as
excluding countless individuals.7
Judith Butler summarises the current kinship predicament in Antigone’s Claim:
Kinship Between Life and Death.

4 Erik Brady and Rachel Axon, “NBC’s Al Trautwig apologizes for comments on
Simone Biles’ parents,” USA Today, August 8, 2016,
5 The Changing American Family,” New York Times , May 18, 2001.
6 Ibid.
7 Michèle Barrett and Mary McIntosh, The Anti-social Family, London: Verso,
(1982), 89.
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If the stability of the maternal place cannot be secured, and neither can the
stability of the paternal, what happens to Oedipus and the interdiction for
which he stands? What has Oedipus engendered?
I ask this question of course during a time in which the family is at once
idealized in nostalgic ways within various cultural forms, a time in which
the Vatican protests against homosexuality not only as an assault on the
family but also on the notion of the human, where to become human, for
some, requires participation in the family in its normative sense. I ask this
as well during a time in which children, because of divorce and remarriage,
because of migration, exile and refugee status, because of global
displacements of various kinds, move from one family to another, move
from a family to no family, move from no family to a family, or in which
they live, psychically, at the crossroads of the family, or in multiple layered
family situations, in which they may well have more than one woman who
operates as the mother, more than one man who operates as the father, or
no mother or no father, with half-brothers who are also friends — this is a
time in which kinship has become fragile, porous, and expansive.8
Antigone’s Claim anticipates a social revision of kinship where the unwritten rules
are examined and new possibilities of fulfilling family relationships emerge.
Butler’s use of Sophocles’ play, Antigone, describes Antigone’s deviation from
expected social behaviour when she disrupts conventional kinship norms to
disobey the rule of Creon to bury her brother. Butler theorises that Antigone’s
action destabilises the social and the psychic order of kinship precisely because it
involves her: 1) using the language of men of power as if there are no necessary
links between such language and bodies, and 2) deciding for herself what kin ties
most to observe, which in many ways is a further iteration of this first point.
Butler’s Antigone defies the state “at a point where it seems the laws of living a

8 Judith Butler, Antigone’s Claim: Kinship Between Life and Death, New York:
Columbia University Press, (2000), 22.
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‘culturally intelligible’ life are installed.” 9 Antigone exceeds the limits of the
intelligibility of kinship and knowingly gives up her life to do so. Butler writes,
When she buries her brother, it is not simply that she acts from kinship, as
if kinship furnishes a principle for action, but that her action is the action
of kinship, the performative repetition that reinstates kinship as a public
scandal. Kinship is what she repeats through the action; to redeploy a
formulation from David Schneider, it is not a form of being but a form of
doing. And her action implicates her in an aberrant repetition of a norm, a
custom, a convention, not a formal law but a lawlike regulation of culture
that operates with its own contingency.10
Butler’s analysis of kinship is complex in that her view of social revision combines
both psychoanalytical theory and notions of subject formation following
Foucault’s theories of power relations. But we can say summarily that in this
work Butler presents us with two radical philosophical challenges. The first is
that, although the language of the law is patriarchal and oppressive, it is still
available to all. For Antigone is able to act from within the normative regulation
she is subverting: in this case, by taking on a masculine role and using the
language of Creon. The second challenge that Butler presents us with is the notion
that the sibling bond can be as important as the parent-child bond. Butler argues
that although Antigone’s actions cannot endure politically, they challenge kinship
from within. Both of these strategies, subverting patriarchal family discourses
from within them, and acknowledging powerful sibling relationships, play an
important part in my investigation. How hegemonic discourses are subverted
plays a major part in this thesis.
My research concerns contemporary Euro-American and Australian social
families — those not formed biogenetically, and Ethiopian adoptive families and
their socio-political contexts. Often parents in these families must subvert
9 Angela McRobbie, “Mothers and Fathers, Who Needs Them?” Feminist Review,
75, (2003), 130.
10 Judith Butler, Antigone’s Claim: Kinship Between Life and Death, New York:
Columbia University Press, (2000), 58.
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oppressive languages and discourses in order to make their experiences of
familial love intelligible to themselves and others. The languages of unwritten
nuclear family rules and discourses can delegitimise the cultural and affective
intelligibility of experiences of familial love in these families. As David Eng notes,
idealised notions of family and kinship relations are often envisaged as “removed
from or eccentric to the racial tensions, cultural differences, and national
conflicts,” 11 in which they exist. One of the participants in my research, Ingrid,
explains how these prescribed, idealised notions of family have been used to hurt
and humiliate same-sex families, like her own.
The whole approach [to opposing a same-sex marriage plebiscite]12 from
the Australian Christian lobby was targeted at our families, because you
know they’ve lost all their other arguments. Their whole idea is there are
terrible consequences for people being raised by two mums or two dads.
They say we’re starting the whole next Stolen Generation because we are
severing the ties of a biological mother or father, and that our kids,
because they have no father, because we’ve severed that tie, all sorts of
negative things are going to happen to them. And they’re saying there’s
evidence that kids are going to drop out of school and be more likely to
take drugs and more likely to be in the prison system, blah, blah, blah.
This commentary that attempts to reinforce your invalidity if you like, the
invalidness of the non-bio parent, and to say repeatedly from a very loud
platform, over and over again, that the child needs a father, that
relationship is critical and more important and that ours, mine, is not only
irrelevant but harmful.
Ingrid points out that the nuclear family discourses that oppress social families
are not only circulating in outdated modes of language, they are being wilfully
used in attempts to delegitimate lives that do not conform to the aforementioned
11 David L. Eng, The Feeling of Kinship: Queer Liberalism and the Racialization of
Intimacy, Durham [NC]: Duke University Press, (2010), 8.
12 Plebiscite (Same-Sex Marriage) Bill 2016,” Parliament of Australia,
Parliamentary Business, accessed March 21, 2019.
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idealised notions of family. My investigation into the intelligibility of love and
kinship in social families is motivated by stories such as Ingrid’s, which reveal the
ways languages and discourses surrounding family structures are mobilised to
potentially harm people.
Whilst it is possible to identify instances where language and discourses restrict
experiences of familial love in social families from becoming intelligible, many of
the factors which allow this are underexplored. Partly this is because
representations of parental love that circulate, such as the expression, the “loving
family,” contain implicit assumptions that there is one such entity as a loving
family, everyone knows what it is, and it is something to aspire to. Yet, there is
much research and commentary that points to the need for investigation into the
alternative ways social parents and their children are experiencing their lives and
loves.
Additionally, with globalisation there is an increased range of available sociopolitical discourses for social families to draw from. In Ethiopia, for example, the
biologically based nuclear family model does not have the same hold. Instead,
cultural rituals bind people in networks of kinship that are both socially and
biologically constituted. For example, the husband of one Ethiopian participant in
my research said,
So, I can tell you, in our culture we have a very strong culture of adoption.
We have very strong social bonds. Whenever one of the family members
passes away, then their children will be sent to sisters, brothers, and
grandfathers and grandmothers, and they will be cultivated and supported
in the house as their own children are.
This model of kinship, which is not based solely on biology and descent, but which
is organised on “the principles of ‘local contiguity’ (or ‘community’), [and] formal
and informal voluntary association,”13 presents different possibilities for parents

13 Herbert S. Lewis, “Neighbors, Friends, and Kinsmen: Principles of Social
Organization among the Cushitic-Speaking Peoples of Ethiopia,” Ethnology 13, no.
2, (Apr. 1974), 146.
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in social families to make their experiences of familial love intelligible. It allows
for explorations of alternate ways of relating — such as through community
belonging — to make social parenting experiences intelligible.
It is against this backdrop that I pose my research question: how are the adults
who parent non-biological children making their experiences of familial love
intelligible to themselves and others? It is to languages and discourses that I look
to see what is happening, and to identify, if, how and where people are acting to
transform oppressive discourses, for example through the reiteration of a new
performance as the “aberrant repetition of a norm.”14
This investigation searches for the unexpected, hidden and creative ways of
interacting that are going on and not often spoken about, as well as exploring the
sometimes ambiguous and fragile bonds that hold relationships together. The aim
is to discover how it is that loving relationships can be made intelligible in these
different parenting situations. This requires looking for slippages where
discourses have been re-worked, as well as instances where new groups of people
form family. Transitional spaces of relationality and occasions where rituals are
generated outside of hegemonic discourses are also sought.
To decipher the intelligibility of love in situations where the language fails to keep
up, I firstly developed a way of analysis by writing fictional interpretations of the
data and secondly propose that we should look to transitional spaces of
relationality to find how love between non-biological kin is becoming intelligible.
This may illuminate ways that love in social parenting arises. The more we
understand the complexities of these forms of parenting, the more the problems
troubling the heart of contemporary Australian kinship can be acknowledged and
addressed.
In the following section, I will present a series of snapshots with the aim of setting
the scene for my examination which takes in step, foster, kinship care, blended,
same-sex, adoptive and transracially adoptive families. The picture that they paint

14 Judith Butler, Antigone’s Claim: Kinship Between Life and Death, New York:
Columbia University Press, (2000), 58.
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demonstrates some of the problems that arise when out-dated normative
discourses, which are never neutral, govern and restrict social parenting. They
show that languages, including those not spoken, need to be investigated to allow
the people involved to make their unique experiences intelligible. Following these
snapshots, I explain my research approach and review the literature, then I hone
my investigation into finding out how experiences are being made intelligible by
people living and loving in social families.

1.1.1 Setting the Scene
My thesis focuses on domains where failures of language hurt social families and
disrupt the cultural intelligibility of their lives and loves. The following snapshots
demonstrate this. For example, implicit assumptions about what constitutes
“real” parents were highlighted in a celebrated case where adoptive parents were
delegitimated in the global media. “They may be mom and dad, but they are NOT
her parents,”15 were the words used by Al Trautwig to describe Simone Biles’
adoptive parents when she won an Olympic gold medal in gymnastics at the Rio
de Janeiro Olympic games in 2016. When Trautwig called Simone Bile’s adoptive
parents, Ron and Nellie, her grandparents, he was inundated with tweets advising
him that he should call them her parents. Trautwig realised that he had offended
the family, and many other adoptive parents and children, and so publicly
apologised for his mistake. Trautwig was reported worldwide on Yahoo news,
saying, “To set the record straight, Ron and Nellie are Simone’s parents.”16 In this
case, it appears that language restricted people from making unique experiences
intelligible by holding implicit assumptions that “real” parents are biologically
related to the child in a particular way, and that there can only be two parents for
each child. When the language we use fails to allow equal merit to such
distinctions it is important to investigate the impact on those involved.

15 “NBC's Al Trautwig apologizes for comments on Simone Biles' parents,” USA
Today, August 8, 2016.
16 Debbie Emery, “NBC Announcer Al Trautwig Apologizes for Offensive Tweet
About Simone Biles’ Parents,” (August 9, 2016).
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The failures of language are also made obvious in the awkwardness kin in social
families often feel in choosing which terms to use to address each other. One of
the participants in my archive, Ruth, who parents her adoptive cousin’s son in a
kinship care arrangement, explained that when they go to hospital appointments
or more formal settings, they have decided that she will be known as Jack’s
mother “to avoid both the story and the confusion.” Ruth notes that their story is
personal, complex and confusing to put into words, so they refer to the accepted
roles and language to prevent added distress. Also, if Jack refers to her as Mum, it
makes it easier for the others, such as the doctors involved. Another participant,
also named Jack, wondered out loud if his stepson calls his birth father Dad. “I
wouldn’t even know if he calls him Dad or not. He calls me Dad.”
Other analysts of social kinship and same-sex families agree that the languages
depicting “the norms, conventions and institutions that regulate contemporary
family making” are failing to keep up with new forms of social families.17 When
children are conceived with the help of networks of friends and professionals,
rather than in private between two people, there are new relationships and
emotional connections to make intelligible. An important example of the necessity
to make room for multiple adults in conceptualisations of family can be found in
Joshua Gamson’s description of the network of people who played key kinship
roles in the formation of his own same-sex family. This network was made up of
the two fathers, their friends, the female friend who donated the egg then
fertilised by the father’s sperm, and another friend, who carried the baby in her
womb as surrogate mother. All of these people were involved in the pregnancy
and birth of the child, which Gamson described as follows:
Out of the wreckage of Tamar’s lower body our baby was pulled … A few
seconds of cooing at the baby exhausted Tamar, and nurse Amy brought
her back over to me and Richard.

17 Joshua Gamson, Modern Families: Stories of Extraordinary Journeys to Kinship,
New York: NYU Press, (2015).
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“Hi, Reba Sadie,” I said. I didn’t wipe my tears away; there are times when
it’s only right to overflow. I thought, This is the first time I am seeing your
face, Reba Sadie. I thought, You found us.18
Also present was Tamar’s husband and the couple’s parents. There were thus
many more people, and many more roles involved in the parenting of this child
than just a mother and father. Gamson also identifies the importance of the
communities of support for his family and other same-sex couples on their
journey to becoming families. All of the people in the immediate and extended
networks are more than friends. They are bound by emotional connections of
family and help each other navigate emotional and financial costs and the
legalities of surrogacy. The language we currently use, however, does not make it
easy to legitimate the roles and positions of all the people involved in forming a
family.
It can be that when adults do not play what were once considered conventional
roles in family, personal parenting stories are hard to tell to those outside the
intimate family. One of Gamson’s participants, a non-biological mother in a samesex relationship, Julia, “did not tell people the whole story”19 of how she became a
mother. Gamson explains that “the very genetic connection that made her feel like
a “real” mother worthy of congratulations,” thus making her parental position
intelligible to her and her partner, was not a story the couple wanted to, or knew
how to, share. What they did not want to explain was that Julia had eggs
harvested from her ovaries to be fertilised in vitro and subsequently implanted in
her partner’s womb, making both women physically part of the birth process. The
way social family becomes intelligible to the people involved does not always, as
indicated, make immediate sense to those outside the intimate family circle.
In spite of the progress being made with all sorts of biological, technological and
social innovations, extending kinship out of the realm of biological reproduction,
the fact remains that Euro-Americans and Australians do not always have the

18 Ibid, 43.
19 Op cit, 103.
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resources to talk about relations clearly, and people can be left struggling to
explain their roles. What is more, the nature of biotechnological practices means
that more subjects, including medical and legal professionals, can be involved in
the intimate act of creating life than older kinship terms allow for. If becoming
parents occurs not through an intimate sexual encounter but in an office or a
court of law, how can the desires and emotions that both connect and separate
the two kinds of kinship experiences become intelligible to those involved and to
the world? Indeed, the emotional effects of the new ways technology and biology
are merging to produce children is another area where the language of family
does not keep up with new family forms.
But the problem is not merely a matter of social conveniences. As well as the
personal and social confusion that can result from failures of the languages of
kinship and love, legal decisions that rest on interpretations of family in the
nuclear sense can have devastating effects on both adults and children. One
situation that illustrates what can result is the case of baby Veronica. 20
This case involves a baby, Veronica, who was given up for adoption by her birth
mother, on the understanding that her biological father had relinquished his
rights to parenting. Veronica’s parents broke off their engagement to each other
before Veronica was born, and her father, Dusten Brown, a member of the
Cherokee nation, reported that he had signed a form before leaving for military
service, that he thought “was relinquishing custody to his ex-fiancée during his
military deployment.”21 Brown said he was not aware that Veronica’s mother was
planning to have their child adopted. Veronica was adopted by a white, married
couple, the Capobiancos, at birth. Brown then went to court to apply for custody
of his daughter. Initially, in 2011, the South Carolina Supreme Court found that
Veronica should be taken from the adoptive couple, who had parented her for
20 Supreme Court of the United States. Adoptive Couple v. Baby Girl, 570 U.S.
(2013).
21 Kathryn A. Sweeney and Rachel L. Pollack “Colorblind Individualism, Color
Consciousness, and the Indian Child Welfare Act: Representations of Adoptee Best
Interest in Newspaper Coverage of the Baby Veronica Case,” The Sociological
Quarterly 58, no. 4, (2017), 701.
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twenty-seven months, and given to Dusten Brown, in accordance with the 1978
Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA). This is an act that established standards for the
placement of Native American children in foster and adoptive homes, with the
aim of preventing the breakup of Native American families.22
However, in a subsequent appeal in 2013, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in favour
of the Capobiancos. Brown lost the appeal when the court found that the ICWA
did not apply to Native American biological fathers who are not custodians of the
child. 23 The supreme court of the United States blog reported that the issues
presented were:
(1) Whether a non-custodial parent can invoke the Indian Child Welfare
Act of 1978 to block an adoption voluntarily and lawfully initiated by a
non-Indian parent under state law; and (2) whether ICWA defines "parent"
to include an unwed biological father who has not complied with state law
rules to attain legal status as a parent.24
The determination of legal parenthood, in this case, was guided by a definition of
the concept “parent,” in his case “father,” that relies on the father being married to
the child’s mother, or already being a custodial parent when making the
application. The case was analysed at length in social and mainstream media.
Laura Briggs explains how the law was interpreted by the state juridical system.

22 Adoptive Couple v. Baby Girl, 570 U.S. (2013), “The Indian Child Welfare Act
of 1978 (ICWA) establishes federal standards for state-court custody proceedings
involving Indian children. It bars involuntary termination of parental rights
absent a heightened showing that serious harm to the Indian child is likely to
result from the parent’s “continued custody” of the child, 25 U.S.C. 1912(f);
conditions involuntary termination of parental rights on showing that remedial
efforts have been made to prevent the “breakup of the Indian family,” (1912(d));
and provides preferences for adoption of Indian children to extended family,
members of the tribe, and other Indian families.”
23 Lyle Denniston. “Speed-up of “Baby Veronica” transfer,” SCOTUSblog, August
6, 2013, https://www.scotusblog.com/2013/08/speed-up-of-baby-veronicatransfer/
24 Supreme Court of the United States blog, (accessed April 2019).
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She writes: “If the Baby Veronica case had been in Massachusetts, for example,
Dusten Brown would be treated as a legal parent, and his daughter could not be
adopted unless he either relinquished his parental rights or was shown to be
unfit—the same standard as ICWA.”25 She also bemoans the lack of feminist
support in the case26 and points out : “This is not an anti-feminist “father’s rights”
case. This is a case about whether poor people of color are going to have
meaningful protection of their rights as parents.”27
The implicit assumptions in the language used to define parental roles can thus be
used in court in ways that Briggs describes as both racist and classist. In this case
it delegitimises the birth father, working in a contrary way to other examples in
my archive where the non-biological parent is delegitimised. Sweeney and Pollack
also note that the verdict was shaped by inadequate recognition of American
Indian families’ emphasis on collective views of belonging. These include
spirituality and connections to land “based on history, language, values, beliefs,
and practices.”28 This suggests that languages of family are important because

25 Laura Briggs “Feminists and the Baby Veronica Case,” 2013,
https://somebodyschildren.com/2013/05/08/feminists-and-the-baby-veronicacase/
26 “So far, the only feminist voices in this debate have been Joan Heifetz
Hollinger and Elizabeth Bartholet, who support Paul Clement and Nightlife
Christian Adoption Agency in their in the case, which argues for a standard some
states have invented, that ICWA should only apply when it disrupts an “existing
Indian family,” a standard that has been interpreted very narrowly—a married
heterosexual couple living on a reservation. Why feminists would think that is a
good idea, when 48% of children are born to single mothers, is beyond me…
When unmarried fathers are not really parents, unmarried mothers are
vulnerable too.”
27 Op cit.
28 Kathryn A. Sweeney and Rachel L. Pollack, “Colorblind Individualism, Color
Consciousness, and the Indian Child Welfare Act: Representations of Adoptee Best
Interest in Newspaper Coverage of the Baby Veronica Case,” The Sociological
Quarterly 58, no. 4, (2017), 706.
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current terminology is inadequate to describe so many real-life relationships,
which in this case include communities of kin.
When a communal form of social parenting is conceived in nuclear family terms
its merit becomes much harder to articulate. This is reflected in custodial
decisions such as Dusten Brown’s, where grief and loss often ensure. Dusten
Brown’s statement reflects this:
The court gave its blessing to a transition plan offered by the Capobiancos
that says upon transfer to them, Veronica will be “fearful, scared, anxious
confused.” They say she will likely become quiet and withdrawn and may
cry herself to sleep. That the transfer will cause her to suffer “grief” and
“loss” and she will feel rejected by me and my family. They say it will leave
her with many “unanswered questions.” I will not voluntarily let my child
go through that; no parent would. I am her father and it is my job to
protect her. My family and I continue to pray that the justice system will
bring justice to Veronica. To Matt and Melanie Capobianco, I want to say
this: please, for Veronica’s sake, just stop. Stop and ask yourself if you
really believe this is best for her.29
Brown’s claim that the questions Veronica has about her birth family will not be
answered suggests a sense of resignation that language will not be sufficient to
capture the complexities of what occurred. If Veronica lives in a different culture
to Brown it is unlikely that her adoptive parents will be able to answer her
questions in a way that explains her birth family’s more communal kinship
belongings. This is a different kind of family and kinship altogether than the
interpretation of the singular “existing Indian family” the court decision was
based on. Similarly, responses from the Native American community, including a
cartoon in Indian Country Today by Marty Two Bulls, reflect the irony of the
situation, depicting Veronica puzzling over the campaign that would save her, a
Native American child, from other Native Americans. It read, “Save Veronica from

29 Associated press, “Tribes reject proposal to change ICWA,” Cherokee Phoenix,
December 6, 2012) cited in Sweeney et al, (2017), 710.
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the Indian Child Welfare Act" and Veronica stating, "Let me get this straight. You
want to save me ... from me?"30
A somewhat similar impasse is observed when Indigenous community kinship in
Australia is conceived according to a nuclear family model as opposed to kinship
models which entail community belonging. This is brought to our attention when
Indigenous children in need of parental care are placed with white families.
Indigenous advisor to the Australian Capital Territory government, Samia Goudie,
explains, “We end up with kids being put in families and not accepted, respected
or having their own culture included in their life, which I see is very much being
the carry on from the policies of trying to breed out Aboriginality — that frame is
still there.”
The frame that Goudie describes arises from a violent historical legacy which has
made the Euro-Australian family model extremely difficult for Indigenous people
to sustain. Oppressive colonial discourses have contributed to failures to
acknowledge Indigenous community kinship as parenting in terms of parental
care. The following snapshot taken from a recent morning television program on
just this issue corroborates Goudie’s claim. It demonstrates that oppressive
colonial discourses still have power.
Less than twelve months ago on Chanel Seven’s, Sunrise morning breakfast
television program,31 co-host Samantha Armytage said, “A Federal government
minister has suggested white families be allowed to adopt abused Aboriginal
children to save them from rape, assault and neglect.”32 Then a guest
commentator, Prue MacSween, said:
Don’t worry about the people who’ll decry and hand wring and say that
this’ll be another Stolen Generation. Just like the first Stolen Generation,

30 Marty Two Bulls, Indian Country Today, August 5, 2012.
31 Samantha Armytage, Sunrise, aired 13 March Sydney: Channel Seven, (2018),
television broadcast.
32 Ibid.
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where a lot of children were taken because it was for their wellbeing, we
need to do it again, perhaps.33
The show was followed by days of protests involving crowds of people, waving
red, yellow and black Aboriginal flags and holding placards that read “Hands off
our kids” and “Stop stealing our kids.”34 The anger infusing the protest relates to
more than the what was said on the morning television program. As Goudie
explained the belief that the Stolen Generation was tied to “the policies of trying
to breed out Aboriginality,” remains as a deep place of hurt. These sorts of
discourses negatively affect the intelligibility of adoption in this country, and
particularly problematise white families fostering Aboriginal children. However,
there is one participant in my archive, Simone, who I write about in Chapter Two,
who gives an account of this type of family life where she addresses this cultural
impasse. Simone explains that she and her husband met with the children’s
Aboriginal family and the local Elders, and the government agency, to explain who
they are as people.
Simone: We went and met with their Grandma, and their extended family,
and we said, ‘This is who we are.’ And we said to Care and Protection, ‘It’s
really up to the family to determine if they’re happy for the boys to be with
us.’
These situations are locally unique, in fact some emergent kin forms are a result
of colonisation in Australia, that I describe in Chapter Three of this thesis,35 and

33 Prue MacSween, Sunrise, aired 13 March Sydney: Channel Seven, (2018),
television broadcast.
34 Paul Barry, Media Watch, aired 16 March Sydney: ABC TV, (2018), television
broadcast.
35 Simone said, “I can remember when they were quite young going to a Naidoc
week and a couple of people we didn’t know just came up and said, “Hi Bro, Hi
Bro,” and squatted down and started talking to them, and completely disregarded
George and I, and obviously either knew them, or knew that they were Aboriginal
boys and made those connections.”
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for this reason native American and Indigenous Australian experiences are
dissimilar as well as having equivalences.
The terrain of transracial adoption can be just as problematic. Australia is
exposed to the global mediasphere, consuming sensationalised stories that news
agencies know will touch the hearts of those in social families. As such, in addition
to discourses of stealing children that linger in Australia, celebrity transracial
adoption has introduced discourses of both rescuing and buying children into the
language and consciousness of adoptive parents and the general public,
complicating the intelligibility of parental love.
One such example is the exchange that followed Madonna’s adoption of David
Banda from Malawi in 2006. When journalist, Andrea Peyser questioned whether
the desire to become a parent justifies removing children from their kin and
culture, asking, “[I]s the price a child?”36 Adam Pertman from the Evan B.
Donaldson Adoption Institute37 stated “It's not shopping. Adoption is not
shopping, no matter what anybody thinks.”38 When people can think of parenting
other people’s children in terms of stealing or shopping, in the terms of
commodification, then the language can discredit, and place pressure on, loving
parental relationships in transracial adoption scenarios.
Yet, while the languages and discourses of transracial adoption that circulate
globally can involve negative emotions and critiques, social families are also
transforming both practices and languages, notably in conceiving the “home” as
including more than one geographical site or representing more than one site of

36 Andrea Peyser, interview with Madeleine Brand, Day to Day, National Public
Radio (NPR), 13 October, 2006, radio broadcast.
https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=6260996
37 An adoption organisation in New York designed to provide “independent and
objective adoption research, education, and advocacy,” as stated on the
Donaldson Institution website.
38 Adam Pertman, interview with Alex Chadwick, Day to Day, National Public
Radio (NPR), 13 October, 2006, radio broadcast.
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kinship belonging. Katrien De Graeve39 finds in her research that “adoption
discourse emphasizes the necessity of symbolically or actually reconnecting
newly constituted families to children’s birth countries through return trips […], it
emphasizes the adoptee’s essential connection to her country and culture of
birth.”40 I also found evidence of Australian adoptive families making extended
trips to Ethiopia in my Master’s research (2012).41 One family I interviewed
returned to visit an adopted child’s birth family in Ethiopia every year. Further to
this, Kit Myers points out that transnational adoption “has been interpreted as an
act of love, compassion, and humanitarianism, [but] can also be an act of
violence,”42 if the adoptees are not assisted to keep their pasts alive. This
qualification touches upon a notion that I explore later in the dissertation: the
concept of home can include multiple belongings and different geographical sites,
and this conception assists in making social families’ lives and relationships
intelligible.
There is one further snapshot I wish to consider in this preliminary survey of
cases where the contemporary languages for kinship is failing social families. The
case of Geraldine Cox, an Australian woman who has been both acclaimed and
criticised for her role as co-founder, or ‘Big Mum’43 in Sunrise Cambodia
(formerly Sunrise Children’s Villages) demonstrates the casual way nuclear

39 Katrien De Graeve, “Geographies of Migration and Relatedness:
Transmigrancy in open Transnational Adoptive Parenting,” Social & Cultural
Geography 16, no. 5 (2015): 522-535.
40 Ibid, 524.
41 Michelle Elmitt, Reconfigured Kinship: The Politics of Love, (Unpublished
master’s thesis), University of Canberra, Canberra, ACT, (2012).
42 Myers, K. (2009). Love and Violence in Transracial/national Adoption. Master’s
Dissertation. University of California, San Diego, 2009. Access online,
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/9m61n1bg
43 Helen Grasswill, “Geraldine Cox: ‘Big Mum’ on search for heir to Cambodian
orphanage, welfare empire,” , aired August 17 (ABC TV Australia, 2015),
television program transcript web, https://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-0817/geraldine-cox-searching-for-heir-to-orphanage,-welfare-empire/6700850
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family kinship terms can be used by people who are not kin, and who are
providing care that is paid work. This predicament is made apparent on the
Sunrise Cambodia website, where Cox is described as follows:
With very little resources, Geraldine gave everything she could to provide
care for the orphans, giving them nourishing food, a safe place to call
home, the opportunity for an education and the nurturing love of a
mother.44
Ashlee Betteridge reports that, in general, it is accepted that orphanages should
be the last resort for children who are better off integrated into the community.
Whereas Cox not only publicly represented herself as “mother” on the website
cited above, according to Betteridge she “made it quite clear, in a Fairfax media
interview45 and an ABC radio interview,46 that she was reticent about
reintegrating all ‘her children’ into their families.”47 In this case it is possible to
see how Cox has utilised the narrative of the loving family in a situation of paid
care to make her life as a parent intelligible to herself, and some others.
The example I have just given points to ambiguities when social parenting
includes payments for care, but also encompasses the possibility of love. In this
thesis there are situations where children are cared for by adults in foster care
arrangements which are salaried. This does not mean that their parenting cannot
involve love. Temporary parenting relationships have been given affective value
in my archive by one participant, Carly, who explained that she would “always be

44 Sunrise Cambodia, Web Site, accessed March 8, 2019,
https://sunrisecambodia.org.au/our-story/
45 “‘You just can’t give up on all of them’: Cambodian orphanage is Geraldine
Cox’s passion,” The Sydney Morning Herald, (June 4, 2016).
46 Triple J Hack, “Does orphanage volunteer tourism do more harm than good?”
(31 May 2016).
47 Ashlee Betteridge, “No orphanages, or just ‘good’ ones? Books and
controversies from Cambodia’s Australian orphanage doyennes,” Devpolicy blog,
Development Policy Centre, Australian National University.
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there” for one foster child currently in her care, even though the parenting
relationship may soon end.
Carly: I’ve said to her, ‘You know just because you live here doesn’t mean
that we are the right fit family for you, you might be better off in suburbia.
You know the farm is not for everyone, it’s not for all kids.’ This week she’s
been in foster care, she went into the system, just to try a few things out so
she can get a bit of a feel.
This flexibility demonstrates ambiguities inherent in this type of parenting
alongside the presence of emotional connections.
With these snapshots of legal, celebrity and social cases it is apparent that for
social families to make their lives and loves intelligible there are multiple
regulating structures, and powerful socio-political discourses to negotiate, all of
which require new inventions in the language we use to describe our experiences
of family and familial love. As we have seen, discourses such as that of the loving
family are routine and carry certain beliefs and idealisations that retain
hegemonic power. This can make it very difficult for some social parents, like Guy
in my story, “Negative Space” (see section 1.1.2 below), to know how much of
their story to share. This story is a response to my interview with Kasey, the
adoptive mother of two Korean children, analysed in Chapter Two.
The snapshots into Euro-American Australian stories so far point to a variety of
failures in the language of social kinship and love. They can be seen to stem from
both historical and contemporary discourses to do with gender, the “private”
sphere and community, and from other confusions that originate in government
and non-government agencies that have been established to care for abandoned,
removed and orphaned children. However, there are places where the situation
seems different.
Social kinship in Ethiopia does not seem to cause the same kinds of tensions.
While parenting in the Euro-American and Australian societies remains tied to a
binary opposition between social and biological kin formation, Ethiopian society
understands family life along very different lines, with less significance placed on
whether one’s children are biologically or socially produced. Instead, concern is
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directed towards individuals filling community roles. Ethiopian society includes
distinctive forms of family, extended family and tribal or clan life, that play out in
communal structures. As Temesgen Beyene, my co-researcher in Ethiopia, put it,
“In Ethiopia no one lives alone, no one works alone, no one is alone.” 48 One of
Barbara Yngvesson’s49 Swedish informants (children adopted from Ethiopia) put
this discrepancy, so often overlooked in daily life, as follows: “To be adopted or to
have been abandoned, it’s no big thing there [in Ethiopia]. But here in our society
[Sweden] it’s huge.”50 Another of her informants explained the situation in
Ethiopia:
Friends and contacts we have there, there are many who live in big
families, there are cousins and neighbours, and many of them are not
related by blood. So they say: “Jaha, that one there is also my brother,
though not my real brother.” But here [Sweden], people are really careful
about: “And who are you like, and who is yours?”—so that one is reminded
the whole time that one actually is not biological.51
African versions of family can seem quite modern in their relation to EuroAmerican and Australian biologically based kinship norms referred to above. For
another example: Regina Smith Oboler describes an alternative family form in
Nandi, Kenya where postmenopausal, sonless women can become husbands to
younger brides. The younger bride can then be impregnated by a man of her
choice and the older woman becomes the “social and legal father of any children
her wife may bear.”52 This is practical kinship, from social and economic

48 Temesgen Beyene, recorded in field work interview, May, 2016.
49 Barbara Yngvesson, “Refiguring Kinship in the Space of Adoption,”
Anthropological Quarterly 80, no. 2 (2007), 561-579.
50 Ibid, 571.
51 Op cit, 571.
52 Regina Smith Oboler, Women, Power, and economic change: the Nandi of
Kenya, California: Stanford University Press, (1985), 131.
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perspectives, and allows for inheritance to be passed down. Oboler describes one
such situation where,
[A]n elderly woman and her elderly husband married young brides almost
simultaneously, divided their plot, and from then on lived side by side with
their young wives at a level of amity and cooperation such as characterizes
the relationships between the households of brothers who occupy
adjacent plots.53
These existing conceptions of family are relevant to my investigation of how
oppressive languages and discourses can be subverted by conceiving of family
and kinship as bigger than nuclear family models.
It is possible to see that idealisation of the nuclear family construct, and its
associated family roles, makes it difficult for social families to find ways to make
their relationships intelligible to themselves and to others, but not impossible.
People are finding new ways to transform discourses that extend conceptions of
family to include way more than two parents and their offspring. The impact of
globalisation on personal and social life is increasingly beneficial in both realising
and representing the radical transformations of kinship that Butler predicts.
Against this background, in what follows I will explain my method as writer,
researcher, co-researcher and adoptive parent, to bring together my knowledge
with the hidden, and at times subjugated, knowledges of adoptive parents. My
focus as researcher is on what these knowledges reveal about the creative ways
that adoptive parents are overcoming challenges caused by outdated hegemonic
discourses in order to make their relationships intelligible to themselves and to
others. It is important to examine these relationships, particularly when, as this
selection of stories and media representations reveals, there are substantial
emotional impacts when the terms of family restrict intelligibility. I will turn
shortly to a discussion of the approach I have taken to cast light on these matters.
But first, a story:

53 Ibid, 271.
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1.1.2 Negative Space
Guy was out the front cleaning his racing bike when we got back from the shops. I
was so excited to show him Vinnie’s drawing I nearly dropped a bag of freshly
squeezed juices getting out of the car.
“We have a surprise for Daddy don’t we,” I called out.
Guy made some noises but didn’t look up at us. He held the bike on an angle and
was rubbing a toothbrush on the chain.
“Get your painting Vinnie,” I said pointing to it beside him on the back seat.
But Vinnie was leaning forward, examining something on the floor. He was trying
to read what was written on some old food wrappings. I liked that he wants to
read, but they discouraged him from picking up wrappers and things with writing
on them at daycare.
“He’s painted six rosellas perched on a telephone wire,” I called out loudly. “It’s
amazing. They’re all in a line and the one at the end is lifting its wings, ready to fly
off.”
“Let’s have a look then,” Guy said, carefully resting his bike against the wall. But
Vinnie didn’t look up from the wrappers. I reached into the car and grabbed his
painting off the seat, knocking the back of my hand on Vinnie’s head. I held it up to
show Guy, saying, “It's obviously a child's work, but the lines all work, see how the
birds could be about to move, I mean the birds have life. He has captured it.”
Guy sprayed some degreaser on the bike chain and smiled over at the painting.
“Good work buddy,” he called out looking towards the car.
“Come on please V,” I said, passing the painting to Guy, who just stood there
watching me. I leant in to pick him up, but Vinnie would not come, he never does
when I want him to do something. He resists with his body and he looks away
from me and it is as if he can’t hear me.
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“Guy, please,” I said standing up so I could stretch my back.
“Leave him for a bit,” Guy said. “The juice looks pretty good. Which one is yours
V?” he called, but still no answer.
“His memory floors me, you know,” I said. “For a four-year-old to remember the
way birds were perched in relation to each other is amazing.”
Guy had already finished his juice and was looking at me skeptically, the way he
does whenever I talk about Vinnie’s gift. This time he said, “I know you majored in
art, but I don’t understand how you can make these sorts of claims. Maybe he
copied it.”
Guy gets agitated by little things I say now, but not the big problems.
“It’s the angles of the little red and green bodies and their necks,” I said, I couldn’t
help myself. “And the spaces between their bodies; it’s the negative space that
gives it power.”
“Oh please,” Guy said under his breath, but I heard.
“Get out of this car now,” I yelled at Vinnie then, and I tried to pull him up off the
floor again, but he pushed me away. I looked at Guy and then went inside with the
shopping, trying to take some deep breaths.
I drank my juice before I went back outside.
“Are you stretching your hammies, Dad?” I heard Vinnie ask.
“Yeah, buddy; I’m off on a long ride tomorrow. Got to prepare.”
“And you and I are off to the gallery,” I said looking at Vinnie’s face. He looked
back at me meeting my eyes at last.
“Aren’t you coming to pick me up from the coast? You are, aren’t you?” Guy asked.
I had completely forgotten.
“Oh no,” I said, “We’re meeting friends there and there’s a dance for the kids. I
must have misunderstood,” I said.
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“We’re riding all the way to the coast,” Guy started to say while Vinnie was saying,
“No, I don’t want to dance.”
I threw my hands up in the air and looked at them, one then the other.
“I can get a lift back,” Guy said. He lay down on the ground and stretched out. I
know how he relaxes when he lies flat on the ground because we both used to lie
like that together, preparing for our rides. Back then, we lay down together and
we talked, planning and daydreaming about going to China to get our baby.
“Would that be alright?” I asked. “I really want V to join in with the kids
tomorrow.”
“Of course it will,” Guy said.
.....
Guy was the first or second rider in the group of twelve men most of the way
across the mountains to the coast, taking the wide turns into the wind and
powering up the steep climbs. Even oncoming trucks did not faze him. He felt
powerful and he felt free, but he knew the feeling was temporary.
They made a stop after the first hour, pulling into a car park at the start of a
walking trail. The bush track lead one kilometre out to a lookout over the ridges
with the river cutting through between them. They had been on the same ride
many times but had never walked their bikes out to see the view. The bird sounds
and screeching cicadas were loud that time of the year, making it easy not to have
to talk.
Guy was watching a flock of wild ducks fly over as they remounted to take off up
another hill.
“Take a break,” Nick said, and gestured Guy to ride at the back of the pack with
him. “Save your legs for Brown Mountain,” he said.
“How’s the little fella?” Nick asked.
“He’s a worry,” Guy said and laughed.
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They rode on in silence.
Guy was remembering when they brought Vinnie home, and the night all their
mates came over to celebrate with them. And before that there had been the
drama of trying to decorate his bedroom in a Chinese style. The room had been
empty for the three years, but when it came time to get it ready at last, they had
no idea. The red paint Jo bought clashed with the baby things. Jo was
disappointed but it ended up looking like any other baby’s room by the time they
had finished.
He was about to say something to Nick about Vinnie when they reached the bend
before the summit and the long downhill ride. The group rolled though so Guy
and Nick moved into the front positions and then Nick took off. Guy sped behind
him but could not get onto his wheel. They reached fifty-six kilometres an hour,
racing each other ahead of the pack.
When they stopped at the grassy flat in the parkland at the foot of the mountain
they lay on the grass, on their backs, looking up at the sky, breathing it all in. Guy
felt half delirious with the surge of endorphins running though his body, but still
there was something that would not let him relax fully into it. He forced himself to
close his eyes and put the niggling thoughts into words he could use. It was Sofie
from day care who had got under his skin.
“I think you should stop making excuses for V,” she had said to him (not to Jo). “I
know you want him to be the same as everyone else, but he isn’t,” she had said.
“You should get him tested.”
“There is no such thing as normal,” Guy said, but he had been thinking of the
normal curve even as he spoke. The trouble was that Guy could see what Sofi
meant, watching Vinnie over the fence. Most of the children moved about
between activities, interacting with each other, playing or fighting, but Vinnie did
his own thing. He was always doing things on his own.
“It just takes time,” Guy said to Sofie. “He was an abandoned baby you know,” he
said, fearing he had said too much.
.....
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“Look at this picture,” I said to Guy the moment he got home. “I am so excited. V
did this at the gallery, while the kids were dancing.”
Vinnie was pleased too. He stood holding my hand while we showed Guy.
Guy held the painting in his hands, but he was looking at us, not the picture, and
smiling. I know it was because we were holding hands. It was hard to see the
beauty in the painting at first glance, all dark brown and grey shades with some
white highlights, but it made sense after you looked for a while. Then it
transformed into waves, moving waves. I wanted to say the word “gifted” again,
but I knew I would break the spell if I did, so I waited for Guy to really look at the
painting.
“That’s great work, mate,” Guy said, and came across to give him a hug.
Vinnie moved back a step and held his nose. Guy needed a shower. We all laughed.
“Is this a picture of the duck pond?” Guy asked.
“Yes,” Vinnie said.
“I just want to show you this,” I said to Guy before he left for a shower. “See these
ripples, between the light and dark? What can you see?” I felt excited waiting for
him to make out the marks.
“Ducks?” he finally asked.
He was right, but there was more to the answer than that. It would have to wait.

1.2 My Approach
In this section I explain my methodology. I begin by explaining my overall
approach and then discuss the cross-cultural collaboration, the use of both
sensory ethnography and creative writing methodologies, and the ethical
guidelines I followed.
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My approach centres on an interpretive analysis of qualitative data from
fieldwork in Australia and Ethiopia using both reflexive sensory ethnography and
creative writing methodologies. The aim is to identify some of the ways people
involved in social parenting are making their experiences of familial love
intelligible to themselves and to others. 54 The qualitative data that is analysed
consists of interviews with 11 Australian adults and four Ethiopian adults, all of
whom have been parenting non-biological children for at least 12 months.
I deemed reflexive sensory ethnography to be the methodology that was most
appropriate for the fieldwork as it allows participants to speak for themselves and
collaborate in the meaning-making process. It acknowledges that ethnographic
research is informed by the embodied, multi-sensory engagement of the
researcher with the research participants and the social, material and discursive
environments that they inhabit. It does not elude to an “anonymous voice of
authority.”55 Using a reflexive sensory ethnography methodology I thus
encompass experiential information that was conveyed outside of spoken words
in the interviews, including sensory, material, haptic and affective information,
and incorporate my own experiences as researcher into the data, therein
supporting my aim of fully capturing the lived experiences of the participants and
the researchers throughout the research process. Reflexive sensory ethnography
also requires engagement with “the political and ideological agendas and power
relations integral to the contexts and circumstances of ethnographic processes”56
which is of particular importance to this investigation because discourse analysis
forms part of each individual case analysis; it is used to contextualise each
individual’s experiences and describe what influences the ways these adults may
perform in relationships. I expand upon the reflexive sensory ethnography
methodology however, by combining it with a creative writing methodology. As a
result, each chapter in this thesis contains excerpts from the interviews with the

54 With approval received from the University of Canberra Research Ethics
Committee in September 2015.
55 Sarah Pink, Doing Visual Ethnography, London: Sage, (2007), 26.
56 Op cit, 29.
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participants and a scholarly analysis, in line with a reflexive methodology based
on sensory ethnography, as well as a collection of short stories.
In the following sections, I elaborate on how the cross-cultural fieldwork was
conducted, and on the ways that both the reflexive sensory ethnography and
creative writing methodologies informed my approach. I also discuss the ethical
guidelines that I followed in more detail.

1.2.1 Cross-cultural Research
My approach involved interviewing adults who are parenting non-biological
children in both Australia and Bahir Dar, Ethiopia. It became apparent throughout
this cross-cultural research that, with globalisation, relational spaces are opening
up in the crossover of different discourses and rituals across cultures. This brings
with it potential for new languages and practices that might help make nonbiological parental love intelligible to others and to those involved.

1.2.1.1 Australian Social Worlds
The Australian component of the cross-cultural study consists of interviews with
eleven participants. These adults responded to advertisements and were accepted
in the order they contacted me. This accounts for the uneven distribution of the
types of social parenting, gender and age of the participants. The interviews were
approximately one hour long and took place in public spaces, such as cafés, or in
the participants’ homes if they requested. Participants were invited to bring
photos of themselves with the non-biological children they parent, or have
parented, and to discuss these photos in the interviews. They spoke about their
relationships with the children they parent in social and personal contexts, and
often told moving stories that were significant to them regarding moments of
shared meaning. If a long pause occurred when we were looking at the
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photographs, I asked if they had other memories of meaningful times shared with
the child that were not depicted in the photographs.
The interviews were subsequently assigned to one of three categories: (1)
parents of transracially adopted children, (2) step and same-sex parents, (3)
foster or kinship care parents. Step and same-sex parents have been included in a
single category, despite their social experiences being so different, because there
are some deeper similarities. Notably, all three participants expressed concerns
that their love and their role as parent was not intelligible to their own family
and/or to the outside world because they were the non-biological parent in a
couple where the other parent was biological.
There were five parents who fell into category (1). Three of them were living
according to a nuclear family model with a mother, a father and children all living
together in a home. The fourth was a mother of two biological children and one
adopted child. She later divorced her husband. The fifth adult was a man in his
sixties in a friendship relationship, who lived in a different house to the children
he quasi-parented. The second category of Australian participants was made up of
two adults who step-parented children—one who had parented his ex-wife’s
teenage son since birth, and one who was a mother in a large blended family—
and a non-biological mother, in a same-sex marriage. There were three
participants who were in the third category of foster or kinship care parents. One
woman lived on a farm with her partner and two foster children, and one
Indigenous woman was fostering her adoptive cousin’s child through kinship
care. The third participant was a white, married Australian woman fostering two
Indigenous brothers.
These eleven Australian participants represented a range of ages, genders and
social families within a middle-class demographic. The results of the Australian
component of my research are presented in Chapters 2-4. Further
contextualisation of the Australian interviews will emerge as the chapters
proceed.
I turn now to discuss the Ethiopian component of my research, the results of
which are presented in Chapter Five. I will spend more time introducing this
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component of my research on the grounds that such intercultural work is not only
highly challenging and productive, it raises important methodological and ethical
issues for a researcher in my position.

1.2.1.2 Cross-cultural Collaboration and Ethiopian Social Worlds
I begin by discussing the research collaboration for the Ethiopian component of
the research. I was fortunate to work with a co-researcher, Mr Temesgen Beyene.
This was important to ensure the methodology and fieldwork were not westerncentric, so that, as Bagele Chilisa and Julia Preece recommend, “African value
systems of connectedness to the earth and ancestral spirits, and their oral
traditions and Indigenous knowledge systems”57 could be part of the
methodology. The framework that we employed sought to place the participants
at the forefront and promote Africanisation, the view that the African worldview
should at the centre of analysis when researching in Africa.I made email contact
early in 2014 with Temesgen, and we met later that year in Bahir Dar, Ethiopia.
This initial meeting was necessary to ascertain whether our paths of study
crossed and if we could work together. Following this meeting, the Bahir Dar
University supported Temesgen to meet with me and to assist in my project.
Temesgen offered to recruit participants and to translate the interviews. After the
first meeting, we corresponded by email until the field trip eventuated in 2016.
Based on our work together we published a paper on our research process.58

57 Bagele Chilisa and Julia Preece, Research Methods for Adult Educators in
Africa, South Africa: Co-published UNESCO, Germany & Pearson Education,
(2005), 12.
58 Michelle Elmitt and Temesgen Beyene, “What Connects Social Worlds Across
Spaces? A Reflexive Look at an International Research Collaboration,” (December
2014): ACSPRI (Australian Consortium for Social and Political Research
Incorporated
Website). https://conference.acspri.org.au/index.php/conf/conference2014/paper/view/
711.
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The research collaboration with Temesgen had several benefits, importantly the
link that I established between folklore, visual ethnography and Foucault’s
concept of subjugated knowledges, that became a structuring thread in this
investigation. Our different perspectives and lived realities, approaches to
research, and interpretations of what was conveyed by the interviewees,
stimulated interesting discussion. Temesgen was teaching Folklore at Bahir Dar
University at the time and he spent some time describing his research to me.
Slowly, through the process of interviewing the participants and discussing our
thoughts, my approach to investigating both the personal and social lives that we
were exploring shifted focus to include family lore. We had many discussions
about the use of folklore in research and how to let the participants speak for
themselves, rather than having our own training become evident. The grounds for
this approach come, for me, from Arjun Appadurai, who emphasises the problem
that “our informants are often made to speak for us.” 59 Through our discussions
thus rose the question: how do we hear and portray the voices of people while
also acknowledging our own roles and voices? Or, as Appadurai asks:
How can we construct our voices so that they can represent the diversity
of voices we hear in the field? How can we construct in anthropology a
dialogue that captures the encounter of our own many voices with the
voices we hear and purport to represent? 60
My reading prior to our fieldwork was based on social sciences writing, so it took
a while for me to grasp the benefits of folklore as a research methodology. I
gradually realised that interviewing through the lens of folklore allowed us to
collect personal histories that revealed lore (or maybe unwritten discursive laws)
that were passed down orally and by ritual. Soon after the fieldwork took place, in
conversation with Adrian Howe,61 I came to think of the discipline of Folklore
along the lines of Foucault’s notion of subjugated knowledges, which are
59 Arjun Appadurai, “Place and Voice in Anthropological Theory,” Cultural
Anthropology 3, no. 1 (1988), 16-20.
60 Op cit, 17.
61 Adrian Howe (personal communication), 2016.
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knowledges owned by the people and that are not recognised by institutions. So,
incorporating folklore into the methodology became a way to avoid “othering”
participants who had a different world view, and to bring together their
knowledge with our knowledge to form new understandings in both contexts.
The incorporation of folklore had further benefit in forging the analytic link
between intersubjective relations and creative performance in ritual in a more
general sense. Assisting my aim to explore how non-biological parents are making
meaning in their lives through kinship and social parenting practices, the lores
Temesgen described, included rituals that provided creative spaces for
relationships to occur, with spoken and unspoken language, in performances
where everyone has a part to play. Thus, seeing the participants as the experts on
their own lives, choices and relationships, our roles as researchers became to give
form to the knowledge so that it might be understood in new ways. Foucault
wrote:
It seems to me that our critical discourses of the last fifteen years have in
effect discovered their essential force in this association between the
buried knowledges of erudition and those disqualified from the hierarchy
of knowledges and sciences.62
By referencing folklore in our collaboration, we could investigate kinship ties and
connections held together by shared meaning and performance, thus allowing me
and Temesgen to fill the roles of authorisers of knowledge appropriately.
Temesgen was able to recruit four participants, translate for those who did not
speak English and provide information on the rituals I heard about and was
invited to join. As in the Australian cases, each adult was asked to bring a
selection of photographs to the meeting with us and the interviews were led by
the participants talking about their pictures. Two participants spoke English, and
two spoke Amharic. Translation, while a hurdle, also assisted the project, by

62 Michel Foucault, “Two Lectures” and “Truth and Power,” in
Power/Knowledge – Selected Interviews and Other Writings 1972-1977, ed. Colin
Gordon, 2nd ed. New York: Pantheon Books, (1980), 82.
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impelling me to look for affective and unconscious ways of communicating. My
role as researcher extended in a performative way as the collaboration unfolded
and I needed to think on my feet, sometimes adding actions to my questions and
responses to make sure the participants knew I understood what they were
telling me through Temesgen. Just as Vicky Singleton, in discussion with John
Law, 63 describes research as “an intervention [that] may be invisible, denied or
unacknowledged,”64 I realised that, although “intervention” was not our intention,
there were moments of shared understandings and maybe some invisible
misunderstandings that might alter knowledge. We were invited to join a coffee
ceremony, which is an important social ritual, at three of the participants’ houses
and invited to a meal at the fourth.
My research in Ethiopia, although beginning with a motivation to identify the
ways social parents were making their experiences of familial love intelligible,
was less focused on binaries. It instead identified “sites [that] would throw people
off their routine readings and deciphering of African spaces.” On this, Achille
Mbembé and Sarah Nuttall write:
In the attempt to overturn predominant readings of Africa, we need to
identify sites within the continent, entry and exit points not usually dwelt
upon in research and public discourse, that defamiliarise common sense
readings of Africa. Such sites would throw people off their routine
readings and deciphering of African spaces. Identifying such sites entails
working with new archives — or even with old archives in new ways […]
Moreover, identifying many such sites at times implies drawing on new
critical pedagogies — pedagogies of writing, talking, seeing, walking,
telling, hearing, drawing, making — each of which pairs the subject and the

63 John Law and Vicky Singleton, Vicky, “ANT and Politics: Working in and on
the World,” Qualitative Sociology 36, no. 4 (2013), 486.
64 Ibid, 486.
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object in novel ways to enliven the relationship between them and to
better express life in motion. 65
Given that investigations into the intelligibility of love at the heart of kinship
practices cannot be understood in isolation from local and global socio-political
discourses, my research is designed to look for transformations of discourses and
rituals that open up new possibilities for social parenting.
My approach in Ethiopia was further informed by Homi Bhabha, who advocates
for research across cultures. In his reading of Adrienne Rich’s poem, “An Atlas of
the Difficult World” (1991), he says:
Rich emphasizes the importance of historical and cultural re-visioning: the
process of being subjected to, or the subject of, a particular history ‘of
one’s own’ — a local history — leaves the poet ‘unsatisfied’ and anxious
about who she is, or what her community can be in the larger flow of a
transnational history. If we look at the relation of cultures in this way, then
we see them as part of a complex process of ‘minoritarian’ modernity not
simply a polarity of majority and minority. 66
The perspective that Bhabha recommends is particularly relevant to my research
that includes social families formed across cultures through adoption. For the
ways in which parents in these families make their relationships and loves
intelligible appears to be affected by the ways in which they understand their
place in relation to transnational communities.
The way subjects relate across transnational/racial communities can be seen
through the lens of Butler’s concept of performativity, as theorised in Bodies That
Matter: On the Discursive Limits of Sex (1993).67 This explains the way in which
65 Achille Mbembé and Sarah Nuttall, “Writing the World from an African
Metropolis,” Public Culture 16, no. 3, (2004), 347-372.
66 Homi K Bhabha, The Location of Culture, London; New York: Routledge,
(2004), xx.
67 Judith Butler, Bodies That Matter: On the Discursive Limits of Sex, New York:
Routledge, (1993).
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subjects are formed by repetition of speech acts and non-verbal actions derived
from cultural discourse. This is referred to as discursive formation. Butler
theorises the boundaries of discursive formations in Gender Trouble: Feminism
and the Subversion of Identity (1990), arguing that “these limits are always set
within the terms of a hegemonic cultural discourse predicated on binary
structures that appear as the language of universal rationality.”68 Bhabha’s
perspective entails the expansion of cultural discourses. Accordingly, a crosscultural perspective aligned with the ideas of Bhabha can be seen to broaden the
performative69 scope available to social parents.

1.2.2 Sensory Ethnography and the Reflexive Approach
In both the Australian and Ethiopian components of my research, I take a
reflexive approach and acknowledge and incorporate my position as a social
(transracially adoptive) and biological parent, short story writer and researcher. I
make it clear that the interpretation I provide of the participants’ narratives is
“only one form of sense making,”70 and analyse each interview not looking to
draw conclusions, but rather to present a picture of languages of love and how
68 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity, New
York: Routledge, (1999), 13.
69 Culler, Jonathan, “Philosophy and Literature: the Fortunes of the
Performative,” Poetics Today, 21 (2000), 479-502. Performativity is understood to
perform what is uttered in language. An “utterance”, as Jonathan Culler (2000)
suggests, “accomplishes the act that it designates,” so “what act I perform with my
words is not determined by my intention but by social and linguistic
conventions.” Butler argues that in effect, the law produces and then conceals the
notion of ‘a subject before the law’ in order to invoke that discursive formation as
a naturalised foundational premise that subsequently legitimises that law’s own
regulatory hegemony (Butler, 1999, 5). Using the concept of performativity to
explore family is a means to discover how subjects are being constituted, and
where there could be opportunity for agency within social processes.
70 Sarah Pink, Doing Visual Ethnography, London: Sage, (2007).
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they might become intelligible in everyday lives. My representations, both
academic and creative, describe real social situations and raise philosophical
questions that, with the inclusion of the fictive element, embrace affective and
haptic languages, as well as the flesh and blood of the material world. My
reflexive approach, suggests there is no objective truth to be determined, but that
research can uncover alternative discourses and possibilities for action.
As a researcher I actively reflect on all aspects of the research, the design, the
interviews and the analysis. Visual ethnography inspired the use of participant
chosen photographs, meaning the participants have control over what they share
and how they share it. Studying the images thus becomes a collaboration
between the researcher(s) and the participants. My intention is to represent some
of the meanings people describe by accessing the social worlds they describe and
how they represent themselves. This approach includes acknowledgement of my
insider status as a transracially adoptive parent. I am part of an informal network
of Ethiopian adoptive families and have completed foster care training.
The connections I make between the sensory ethnographic approach and the
importance of Africanisation (which I explained in the previous section 1.2.1.2)
are further enhanced with the creative writing analysis, thus providing a clear
theoretical framework. This I see as being woven together by Foucault’s concept
of subjugated knowledges (which I also link with folklore), such that the
researchers’ knowledges combine with those of the participants, where the aim is
to bring to light new perspectives on love in social parenting ̶ perspectives that
better reflect the hidden and at times subjugated knowledges of adoptive parents.
The result of the research is an archive which contains not only the words spoken
in the 15 one-hour long, unstructured interviews with the participants, but also
descriptions of the photographs that participants brought of themselves and their
families to discuss and to guide the interviews. I include descriptions of the
reflections on my multi-sensory engagement with the social, material and
discursive environments I inhabited throughout the research process.
I will now explain the second methodological component to my approach, which
involved using a creative writing methodology.
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1.2.3 Creative Writing Methodology
I rely on creative writing’s capacity to convey what was intimated in the
interviews about emotional, psychic and material encounters. This mode of
analysis both protects the anonymity of the participants and acknowledges that I
am extending the realms of what they have told me to include hypothetical social
worlds. I use Bruno Latour’s Actor-network theory (ANT)71 as a way to frame
these fictional analyses. ANT, which was developed in the early 1980’s, is a
relational way of looking at social, technological and natural phenomena in the
world, The “Negative Space” story we have just read is an example of how these
many factors can be included in one analysis. This story was based on the
interview I did with Kasey, the adoptive mother of two Korean children, whom I
talk about in Chapter Two.
Each chapter includes academic analyses of the interviews, alongside fictionalised
accounts of poignant fragments of the participants’ experiences. My stories draw
on a range of voices in some cases, and in others I take a more in-depth look from
one perspective. The array of theories and perspectives in the creative
interpretation of the fieldwork stretches the way that the cultural research can be
interpreted. It combines artistic sensibilities and practices with qualitative
research strategies. My intention is to extend the ideas and questions that arise
from my research to stimulate philosophical questions about the nature of love
within a continuum of social kinship configurations. The product is directed to
both academic and literary audiences.
There are several rationales for presenting an archive on love in social kinship
creatively. Firstly, it is part of my ethical approach whereby creative interpretation
of the interviews allows de-identification of the respondents by changing their
names, identifying details and the contexts of their stories. Secondly, I am able to

71 Bruno Latour, We Have Never Been Modern, trans. Catherine Porter, New York:
Harvester Wheatsheaf, (1993).
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metaphorically open up the themes to include the materiality of relationships and
the moods associated with emotional and social encounters. A third reason for
this choice of presentation is that personal, rather than academic, writing allows
the reader to imagine themselves as an insider to the subject’s thinking; to
experience the sort of immeasurable, emotional phenomena I am looking for.
Employing creative writing as analysis also becomes a method of autoethnography or bio-ethnography — whereby I can write the researcher into the
analysis, and again depict more than what was spoken. This method, while it
might be an accurate interpretation of my inner experiences, is guesswork, or
fiction, regarding how the participants’ thoughts and stories unfold.
To create an understanding of the inherent tensions from multiple points of view
was important in regard to the discursive analysis of the interviews, and this was
made possible by writing in a way that the voices of different subjects could be
displayed. This is important because my investigation is not the sort of research
that can categorise responses but rather develops a picture to demonstrate
changes associated with the thinking and emotion in intimate social family
relationships, from different perspectives.
I employ methods such as changing the narrator and the tense in all the short
stories to convey the multiple ways that complex situations can be understood.
For example, in the short story, “Certain Colours,” I use metaphors of journeys
through the outback and the power of the land to demonstrate the force of
parental love in combination with the pull of kinship and the embrace of the other.
In “The Thing that Mattered Most” I use metaphors of the farm and animal
instincts to indicate notions of aggression as well has notions of change, growth
and repair. This is also a link to psychoanalytic understanding of love, aggression
and repair.
By including a creative analysis, I encourage the reader to experience these
characters’ deeper feelings and inner world realities, such as their differing
experiences of loss, fear, hope and love. One method I use is pathetic fallacy to
enhance private emotional moods and feelings with descriptions of changing
landscapes, while at the same time giving physical context to relationships.
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Contradictions and points of discord can be more readily experienced with
images of landscape, such as the following description in, “The Thing that
Mattered Most.”
One night the donkey kicked some sheep and two of them had to be killed.
Another night her mum, Jan, found the stallion serving his sister. Once her cousin,
Lucy injured one of their dogs. That was not spoken about. Grace wanted to say
something about it, not to Lucy, she hated her, but to Maud. Grace needed to hear
something said about it. They had all woken up hearing the little dog yelping and
crying in the night and then early in the morning they heard Jan drive off with the
dog in her car.
In the creative work I display some of the confusions that appear in the literature
and in the archive, by offering different perceptions and reactions to new
situations, and I often also include a third person narrator. Academic writing, on
the other hand, is forced to adopt one, totalising perspective, however much it
might quote from others, and as such takes the immediacy from such a situation.
Access to other people’s lived experiences enables understandings from
emotional and psychological positions, and insights into what norms may be
restricting emotional connections. Using performativity as a concept of analysis
shifts the analysis to relationality that involves bodies and the use of
somatosensory imagery. This can trigger emotional responses beyond the
ambiguities and tensions in relationships. This technique allows human visceral
reactions to be included in interpretations of relationships. This passage from my
short story, “Fistulas and Flowers,” is an example of the type of visceral imagery I
use to convey overwhelming emotional reactions to loss.
We decide it is a good day to go to the Fistula Hospital and take them our
donation. “We won’t meet any of the patients,” Mum tells me. “We don’t want to
pry.” But I need to see something that will help me make sense of this.
We walk through two wards to get to the office. There are nurses in white
uniforms moving about and girls lying in beds under pale blue blankets. It all
happens quickly; our feet are moving us forwards across the linoleum floors, our
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shadows passing over the beds, and the three of us just moving forwards, with
dry mouths, smiling if we catch the eyes of one of the patients.
The women look at us and the nurses stroke their arms. I see dark, strong hands
rubbing the skin on brown, still arms, making me think of the way Mum would
scrub the dirt off my arms when I dug in the garden when I was young.
There is a tension in the creative writing process, as there is in living, as
experienced phenomena are interpreted, and relationships compete within
normalising interdictions. Some of the characters in my fiction struggle to
understand and reveal their inner lives while performing family roles in the way
they believe society expects them to. There are confusions as discourses compete.
Like us, my characters are fallible, and they each need one another.
The auto-ethnographic role I take on as adoptive parent, writer and researcher, is
portrayed more fully in Chapter Five, where I research in the city where my
adopted daughter was born. I have written this chapter differently because I did
not try to remove my own visceral, intellectual or philosophical responses from
the experience of interviewing Ethiopian adults who have adopted Ethiopian
children. Some of my feelings and reactions are explained in a semi-fictional way
and some I have written about plainly. The purpose of including personal
experience in this chapter was not to detract from my findings by making the
project about myself but rather to add another dimension to understanding social
kinship whereby transracially adoptive parents are often in the position of
meeting the children’s birth families and communities – indeed this is a desired
position to be in. Ironically in my case my adopted child chose not to accompany
me to her birthplace on this trip.
Interpreting each interview by writing imaginatively on the emotional tensions
that the participants articulated allows me to expand on the performative
conception of life I find in Butler, but with references to my own encounters and
other’s stories I have been told in the course of this research. For example, in the
story, “His Face,” I use the following description to indicate tension between
Ingrid’s desire and the social confusion of being the second mother.
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The nurses had taken him down to the nursery with all the other newborns while
Bea was having a sleep, and they told me I could go down and bring him back. I
looked through the window of the nursery, but I couldn’t see him. There were six
babies in there and none of them looked like Simon. Then I thought, why don’t I
know his cry? A mother should know her baby’s cry. She should be able to spot
her son from metres away. I listened, and I heard some of the babies crying, but I
did not know which one Simon was. A nurse came by then and saw me. I was so
embarrassed I had to go back to Bea without him.
A further benefit of creative writing analysis is the ability to depict rituals, such as
birthday celebrations, weddings and funerals as places where family relationality
can be examined. In ritual performances descriptions of haptic and material
interactions can be displayed artistically without the theoretical restrictions of
academic argument. Bodies interact physically through space and touching each
other as the day to day physicality of life and ritual take place. The artistic voice
allows the writer and the reader to zig zag between theories, voices, emotions,
paradigms, and bodies, creating individual ways of understanding phenomena
through language.
This methodology presupposes that meanings made from interpretations
from field data are valuable as a way of matching theory to general
knowledge about contemporary society—putting together what is thought to be
happening with what is found to be happening in some cases, and trying to find
out what is not being spoken of. The creative voice is a device used to add depth
to stories that may include such emotions as loss, joy, fear and despair, as well as
including slippages and silences.
Interpreting lived realities that reach beyond, but are still limited by language,
requires a means of extending representation past language to phenomenology
and material encounters. The understanding that the subject does not just
experience the world phenomenologically, but that prevailing discourses and the
material world equally effect the way the subject performs, is paramount to this
study.
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The genre I have chosen, short stories, relates directly to the archive. The short
stories each correspond to the physical and emotional content of one participant’s
shared anecdotes, worked up in the creative writing process, stimulated by my
own memories, as well as the theory and fiction examined, all of which reflect
confusions, tensions and scope for new possibilities. This form allows for
subjectivity which augments interpretation of the interviews, so the personal and
emotional development of the main characters becomes the focus of the writing.
When it comes to making decisions that involve children’s lives positivist
research cannot be enough. Research should also discern what is happening in
the personal, social and emotional spheres. Policy regarding the care of children,
including adoption and foster care, should be informed by as much depth in
research as possible, from as many sources as possible.

1.2.4 Ethical Guidelines
I received approval for this research from the University of Canberra Human
Research Ethics Committee for the project titled “An exploration of non-biological
kinship relationships in Australia and Ethiopia,” (Project number 15-127) August
2015. My methodology, largely based on Sarah Pink’s scholarship, is designed to
protect participants and involve them in collaborative research, in that they
choose photographs and we look at them together while they lead the discussion.
Further to this I used a creative writing analysis to protect the participants’
anonymity.
The recruitment processes used to identify potential participants in Australia
were community advertisements, including advertisements to existing networks
in the adoption community, and snowball sampling. In Ethiopia Mr Temesgen
Beyene recruited the participants. He used the same information sheets
translated to Amharic. To be eligible adults must have parented a non-biological
child for 12 months or more.
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It was recommended by the Ethics committee that Mr Beyene should be named
co-researcher because third parties cannot collect consent forms and he would
have responsibility for large parts of the research in Ethiopia. He was happy with
this request and was supported in the role of co-researcher by the Bahir Dar
University, who forwarded their official recommendation.
Once the participants volunteered to participate in the project, they were invited
to compile a photographic journal or gather together a set of photographs that
depicted their relationship with their child. They were offered a digital camera if
they did not have the means of digital photography. They were invited to
photograph chosen moments of family interactions that they wished to share and
discuss that might involve intimate connections and/or family rituals, on the
understanding that ritual plays a part in a subject’s organisation of emotional and
social life by integrating psychological and cultural elements.
An unstructured interview with each participant followed, led by the participant. I
met each participant with Mr Beyene in Ethiopia. I decided case by case how
much to share of my own story, not wanting to be overfamiliar in a way that might
lead participants to share more than they would wish others to know, even when
de-identified, but at the same time being open that I am an adoptive and a
biological parent myself. The interviews were recorded and I transcribed them.
After transcribing the interviews, those participants who completed the forms
stating that they would like to read the transcript were then emailed copies with
the option of withdrawing should they so desire.
In order to plan the field research in Ethiopia, achieve ethics approval and meet
African, and Ethiopian specific, requirements, I reviewed the literature on
international research, which I discussed in the section on cross-cultural
collaboration.

1.3 Literature Review
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To discover how other people are examining the ways that social families are
making experiences of familial love intelligible, I began reading and going to
conferences. While there was no-one writing directly about the intelligibility of
love in social families, there were some who were on similar paths. Above all, I
found the way into to my investigation through poststructuralist thinking and
Judith Butler’s theory.

1.3.1 Butler and Butlerian thinkers
In her critique of kinship studies in Antigone’s Claim: kinship between life and
death, Judith Butler asks, “What new schemes of intelligibility make our loves
legitimate and recognisable?”72 She argues that those who set out to make kinship
normative suppress this question. She advocates for a larger frame of analysis and
looks at the subject both from Foucault’s perspective of regulatory discourses and
Lacan’s psychoanalytic notion of the way subjects are formed. Vicki Kirby, reading
Butler, says that this allows us to understand how normative practices can
provide opportunities for change by “distinguishing among the norms and
conventions that permit people to breathe, to desire, to love and to live, and those
norms and conventions that restrict or eviscerate the conditions of life itself.”73
Butler’s argument that the assumption of symbolic kinship norms directs the
intelligibility of culture opens up a way to see kinship as a fluid range of practices.
Parental roles, as Butler argues, may be filled by multiple people, or left empty.
For example, she asks us to:
Consider that in the situation of blended families, a child says “mother”
and might expect more than one individual to respond to the call. Or that,
in the case of adoption, a child might say “father” and might mean both the
absent phantasm she never knew as well the one who assumes that place
72 Judith Butler, Antigone’s Claim: Kinship Between Life and Death, New York:
Columbia University Press, (2000), 24.
73 Vicki Kirby, Judith Butler: Live Theory, London: Continuum, (2006), 123.
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in living memory. The child might mean that at once, or sequentially, or in
ways that are not always clearly disarticulated from one another. Or when
a young girl comes to be fond of her stepbrother, what dilemma of kinship
is she in? For a woman who is a single mother and has her child without a
man, is the father still there, a spectral “position” or “place” that remains
unfilled, or is there no such “place” or “position”? Is the father absent or
does this child have no father, no position, and no inhabitant? Is this a loss,
which assumes the unfulfilled norm, or is it another configuration of
primary attachment whose primary loss is not to have a language in which
to articulate its terms?74
As I mentioned earlier, Butler invites us in the course of her investigation to
question what would be the result if Freud had chosen a different metaphor and
based psychoanalysis on Antigone rather than Oedipus. She argues that such a
revision “might put into question the assumption that the incest taboo legitimates
and normalises kinship based in biological reproduction and the
heterosexualisation of the family.”75 She goes on to say that,
It is quite possible to argue in a Lacanian vein that the symbolic place of
the mother can be multiply occupied, that it is never identified or
identifiable with an individual, and that this is what distinguishes it as
symbolic. But why is the symbolic place singular and its inhabitants
multiple? 76
This question prompts a search for other ways that parent-child relationships
might be constructed at the symbolic level to become intelligible; a search that
may require considering perspectives from differing social worlds.
However, while Butler argues that there is room for multiple people in psychic
parental positions, David Eng finds that when subjects grieve the loss of culture
74 Judith Butler, Antigone’s Claim: Kinship Between Life and Death, New York:
Columbia University Press, (2000), 69.
75 Ibid, 66.
76 Op cit, 71.
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and kin, melancholia may result. Eng explains that such melancholia can make it
impossible for the subject to work through the mourning process, so psychic
space may not become available to accommodate another parent. His account,
that there must be enough space in the adoptee’s psyche to love more than one
mother, is based on Freudian theory. He explains:
In “Mourning and Melancholia,” Freud describes the lost object as
embodying a person, place, or ideal. When one leaves the country of origin,
voluntarily or involuntarily (as in the case of transnational adoptees), a
host of losses both concrete and abstract must be mourned. To the extent
that lost ideals of Asianness — including homeland, family, language,
property, identity, custom, status — are irrecoverable, immigration,
assimilation, and racialization are placed within a melancholic framework,
a psychic state of suspension between “over there” and “over here.” In
Freud’s theory of mourning, one works through and finds closure to these
losses by investing in new objects and ideals — in the American dream, for
example.77
The quote is particularly relevant to the component of my research focused on
Australian adults parenting children who have been adopted transnationally. The
space, or lack thereof, to mourn lost objects, seems to bear directly on the
experiences of familial love that arises, or fails to arise, in these families.
This scholarship in current research demonstrates the need for more enquiry into
what is happening at the subjective level in a world where kinship is a fluid range
of practices across cultures. If the available vocabularies for social family and love
are to be found, particularly in circumstances where psychic processes can be
foreclosed, close interrogation is necessary.

77 David L. Eng, The Feeling of Kinship: Queer Liberalism and the Racialization of
Intimacy, Durham [NC]: Duke University Press, (2010), 116.
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1.3.2 Other Queer Theorists
The recent re-articulation of kinship, whereby social families now exist in
multiple fluid forms, has been accompanied by a re-affirmation, among other
parts of the population, of the notion that there is a 'biogenetic basis’ to the ‘adultchild bond’78 and by other related narratives of what parental love should look
like. Most of the scholarship on these topics comes to us from Queer theory. It
seeks to expand peoples’ ideas “about what counts as a proper human
relationship” 79 between adults and other people’s children in Euro-America and
Australia, where queering the norms that have been established by nuclear family
dominance since the 18th century is such a political imperative.
Although Queer theory research aligns with my enquiry, examinations of how
love is experienced or becomes intelligible between social parents are more
difficult to draw out from it. Such examinations, however, can almost be found in
Stephen Hicks’ work. He strives to dismantle a perceived biogenetic superiority in
family forms that influences the intelligibility of social families. In his paper,
“Genealogy’s Desires: Practices of Kinship amongst Lesbian and Gay Foster-carers
and Adopters”80 (2006) Hicks explains how adoption and foster-care practice can
learn from “new forms of intimacy, care and parenting developed by lesbians and
gay men,”81 forms which are not based on biogenetic adult-child bonds and so
expand how foster-care and adoption can be thought of.

78 Stephen Hicks, “Genealogy’s Desires: Practices of Kinship amongst Lesbian
and Gay Foster-carers and Adopters,” British Journal of Social Work 36, no. 5,
(2006), 761-776.
79 Ibid, 761.
80 Hicks (2006) uses Genealogy in two senses: 1) as manifestations of family ties
and ancestry, 2) referencing Michel Foucault’s genealogical method, to investigate
“how ideas and practices concerned with a particular topic emerge and attempt to
establish themselves” (762).
81 Op cit, 762.
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Similarly, in his book, Lesbian, Gay and Queer Parenting (2011), Hicks draws on
field research and analysis of social media and policy to question how subjects
can form intimate connections in the queer parenting context. His archive
consists of gay and lesbian parents who, in most cases, have adopted or fostered
children. Hicks’ investigations are informative to my examinations of love in
social families. He looks to discover how practices of intimacy that “push against
the boundaries of genealogy”82 suggest that we question not only who we are as
kin but “what we might become.”83
Queer theory literature also identifies further restrictions that occur when
parental roles are aligned with single, gendered bodies. Kareen Malone and Rose
Cleary suggest a view of parenting that provides productive angles on my
question. They write:
Mothering and fathering are made up of collages of images, signifiers,
moments, fantasies; they are not embodied in particular identities.84
Malone and Cleary urge us “to cross the traditional/queer divide in a much more
interesting way” when forming views of family life.85 Their approach would entail
dismissing the gendered roles of mother and father that stem from nuclear family
models and are aligned with single, gendered bodies.
This research in Queer theory, following Judith Butler’s call for a re-articulation of
kinship, has determined key areas on intimacy in social families, as well as
questions that remain unexplored in intimate relationships between adults and
the non-biological children they parent. It indicates that it is important to find out
how parents come to love the children they adopt or foster, and how they make
their lives and loves intelligible.

82 Op cit, 774.
83 Op cit, 773.
84 Kareen Malone and Rose Cleary, “(De)Sexing the family. Theorizing the Social
Science of Lesbian families,” Feminist Theory 3, no. 3, (2002), 275.
85 Ibid, 275.
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This literature also has a firm and important ethical commitment. It matters that
we know what influences relationships and how people perform. For when
decisions are being made about children’s lives based on outdated, idealised
notions of family and family love, things can go very wrong. In the snapshots of
the current kinship scene that preceded this literature review there were
examples of the confusion and sadness that accompanies reliance on nuclear
family ideals. The literature explains how society is changing and how nonbiogenetic families subvert hegemonic discourses. Nonetheless this literature still
does not have all the answers I need to examine how adults make their lives and
loves intelligible with the non-biological children they parent.
Even though Butlerian and queer scholarship has made a profound and important
contribution, there is much more to be said about the relation of queer kinship to
emerging social kinship more generally and specifically when adopting children
cross culturally. Because my investigation includes eight Australian adults
parenting children of a different culture, the literature on transracial adoption is
also relevant to my question. The concept of race, though widely discredited in
many scholarly fields, forms part of adoption scholarship literature and is widely
used by scholars in the United States, and so I refer to race in this context in this
thesis.

1.3.3 Scholars of Adoption, Local and International
Much adoption research approaches parent /child relationships with the
understanding that adoption has always been a common kinship practice. As far
as Europe is concerned, adoption is known to have been practised since Roman
times. On the other hand, its more recent increase in popularity has been
described by Eng as “a post–World War II phenomenon closely associated with
American liberalism, post-war prosperity, and Cold War politics.”86
86 David L. Eng, “Transnational Adoption and Queer Diasporas,”
Social Text 76, vol. 21, no. 3, (2003), 1.
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In the literature on transnational adoption, the phenomenon is often
characterised as a “process in which the social and biological interact in multiple
ways.”87 Attention is given to the range of discourses, including nuclear family
discourses, that subjects need to navigate, as well as to social and political
commentaries, which add pressure to adoptive families by comparing them to the
nuclear family. Kit Myers finds that because transnational adoption is
“stigmatized as non-normative and less-than in relation to kinship based on
biology and blood,” there can be consequences in the material world. The result
can be that, for adults to make these relationships intelligible, adoptive parents
often try to promote themselves as “just as good” or even “better than” biological
families. 88
It follows that trying to normalise the adoptive family can delegitimise the
adoptee’s past meaningful relationships. Myers argues that, while “love is
constantly operating” within these adoptions, “various types of violence are
simultaneously and differently attached to them.” 89 Two of Myers’ points are
valuable to my investigation: 1) it is not only the removal of the child from the
extended birth family but severance from other significant relationships [such as
those] formed in the orphanage that is traumatic, and 2) these losses, which
Myers regards as a form of violence, need to be acknowledged, not foreclosed. In
other words, it would seem unlikely that children who are grieving emotional
relationships that have been foreclosed will be able to find ways to love new
parents unproblematically.
The literature also identifies other discourses that the parent/child dyads in
transracially adoptive families have to navigate. Many of these were introduced in
section 1.2, above. For instance, discourses of altruism, which entail ideas of
‘saving’ impoverished children, complicate understandings and practices in this
87 Sara Dorow and Amy Swiffen, “Blood and Desire: The Secret of
Heteronormativity in Adoption Narratives of Culture,” American Ethnologist, 36,
no. 3, (2009), 565.
88 Ibid, 179.
89 Kit Myers, “‘Real’ Families: ,” Critical Discourse Studies, 11, no. 2 (2014), 179.
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form of social family, particularly when notions of 'race/racialised ethnicity'90 are
involved. Twila Perry provides two contrasting paradigms that can be applied to
racialised ethnicity. Firstly, “colorblind individualism”, where race is not seen as a
factor that affects life outcomes and individuals’ rights are prioritised. And
secondly, “collective color consciousness,”91 where the rights and interests of
‘racial’ groups with which individuals’ identify are prioritised. “This perspective
recognises that race has a profound influence in the lives of individuals in terms
of both the choices they make and the choices they believe they have.”92
Perry’s view is that the ‘colorblind perspective’ may lead to the eradication of
racism in America. My interpretation, however, is that in the context of
transnational adoption, the “colorblind perspective” on racialised ethnicity has
the potential to eradicate an adoptee’s past by not recognising their birth family
and culture, and this has the potential to harm the adoptee, as will be highlighted
in the review of Myer’s work on love and violence in Section 1.3.5. This
emphasises the importance of acknowledging and navigating the oppressive
racist, structural and psychological discourses that come into play when adopted
children are moved to Western cultures. And, importantly to this thesis, how
these discourses are navigated in individual families affects the ways lives and
love can become intelligible.
Some participants in this research did not address racialised ethnicity and
difference as a way to make the family intelligible in its semblance of a hegemonic
‘real’ family. For instance, one participant, Kathryn said, “That was one thing that
my husband and I agreed on, we’d treat them the same. But in hindsight we

90 Where I refer to ‘race'/'racialised ethnicity' throughout I do not intend to
imply that race is biologically real, rather I intend to refer only to socially
accepted categories with which people identify and take to impact their lived
experiences.
91 Twila L. Perry, “The Transracial Adoption Controversy: An Analysis of
Discourse and Subordination,” NYU Review of Law and Social Change 21, no. 33,
(1993-1995), 43.
92 Ibid, 35.
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should have treated her differently, because she wasn’t the same.” Analyses of the
interviews in Chapter Two, point to how the collective colour consciousness
perspective can feature positively in transnational adoption. How these
discourses are navigated in individual families effects the ways lives and love can
become intelligible.
Research on the discursive complications that arise from hegemonic frames of
‘real’ family, tends to focus on the ambiguities and difficulties that adoptive
families face; however, there is also research showing how transracial adoptive
relationships can progress in a more positive manner. Sara Dorow and Amy
Swiffen found some people create new rituals whereby two disparate cultural
rituals are combined and so create new meaning for the family. Dorow and
Swiffen describe an American family with adopted Chinese children, who created
a new family ritual in order to celebrate coinciding Jewish and Chinese festivals:
“they erected a sukkah, looked at the moon and thought of their child’s birth
family.” 93 This new ritual provided a positive place of relationality, a concept we
will come to shortly. Their discussion is reflected in the references to ritual,
performances and play in my archive.
Dorow and Swiffen94 also examine a form of cultural sense making that I have
observed in practice, which is when the adoptive family take on aspects of the
adoptive child’s culture. For example, I have seen white Australian adults wearing
Ethiopian clothing, speaking Amharic, performing ceremonies and dance, and
joining local Ethiopian committees. Dorow and Swiffen suggest that in the
intersection of the domains of cultural heritage of the adoptee (Chinese heritage
in their project) and the move away from heterosexual reproduction to social
families, Chinese culture becomes the sign of social family intelligibility and so
does not depend on a recognisable biological formed family. They explain:

93 Sara Dorow and Amy Swiffen, “Blood and Desire: The Secret of
Heteronormativity in Adoption Narratives of Culture,” American Ethnologist, 36,
no. 3, (2009), 585.
94 Ibid, 563-573.
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We find that, across the narratives of single-parent, straight, and queer
families, Chinese-culture works as a socially intelligible sign that mediates
blood and social family origins. But more than this, narrative labor around
Chinese-culture leads us to rethink how ideas of blood origin and social
desire operate in the construction of socially intelligible kinship in general:
Each does not so much collapse into the other as require the other in
particular ways. 95
The support groups for transracial adoptees and their families often share visible
cultural signs in costume, food, dance and cultural celebrations, finding ways to
make this social kinship intelligible in their social worlds. Dorow and Swiffen
conclude:
Parents' negotiations of Chinese-culture thus offer a unique entrée to the
operation and circulation of desire in kinship — desire for particular kinds
of kinships, even and especially when they do not and cannot involve
blood relation.96
This research is close to my area of enquiry into making social families’ lives
intelligible, and points to the ways some adults can merge their adopted child/
children’s cultural rituals with their own to make meaning in relationships. Like
me, these researchers look to the intersection of adoption scholarship and queer
theory approaches in analysis. However, like many of the queer theorists, they too
do not explicitly address love.
The concept of “relationality” offers an investigative means to interrogate
important areas of parental love in non-biological kinship. It does this by looking
for the processes and interactions that result in social family’s loves and lives
becoming intelligible.

95 Op cit, 564.
96 Op cit, 570.
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1.3.4 Thinkers of Relationality
Relationality is a term used in Sociology to convey the dynamic nature of
relationship forming between subjects. It acknowledges the various psychic
aspects of relationships which are brought up in the literature, and in the
interviews with the participants in this study. Stephen Mitchell gives an account
of the dynamic between personal and psychic processes:
Interpersonal relational processes generate intrapsychic relational
processes which reshape interpersonal processes reshaping intrapsychic
processes, and so on in an endless Mobius strip in which internal and
external are perpetually regenerating and transforming themselves and
each other.97
These interpersonal relational processes, whereby psychic, emotional and social
information is constantly passing between subjects, are further clarified by Sasha
Roseneil and Kaisa Ketokivi. They examine this dynamic nature of relationality by
studying object relations, contemporary relational psychoanalysis, and Ettinger’s
notion of transubjectivity.98 They write:
In the transactional or relational approach, the units involved in
transaction derive their meaning, significance and identity from the
transaction. The basic unit of analysis, then, is not the constituent elements
of reality, but rather the dynamic, as an unfolding process.99

97 Stephen A. Mitchell (2000) “Relationality: From Attachment to
Intersubjectivity,” cited in Roseneil and Ketokivi, “Relational Persons and
Relational Processes: Developing the Notion of Relationality for the Sociology of
Personal Life.” Sociology, 50, no. 1 (February 2016), 152.
98 Sasha Roseneil and Kaisa Ketokivi, “Relational Persons and Relational
Processes: Developing the Notion of Relationality for the Sociology of Personal
Life.” Sociology, 50, no. 1 (February 2016), 148. (Citing Dewey and Bentley, 1949;
Emirbayer, 1997)
99 Roseneil and Ketokivi, 2016, 148, draw from Mustafa Emirbayer, “Manifesto
for a Relational Sociology,” American Journal of Sociology 103, no. 2 (September
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According to this approach, it is in the relation, not before or after, that the self
emerges in a perpetual ongoing process in relation to the other. The notion that
interpersonal and intrapsychic reshaping processes are generated in an ongoing
relation points to further changes in meaning and affect that, as I have argued
above, require a means of intelligibility.
Broader perspectives on relationality are particularly important in investigations
of intimacy in families, particularly when two subjects come together from
different worlds. A key figure here is Jacqui Gabb. She draws on Levinasian ethics,
which characterises our intersubjective responsibilities in terms of ethical
relationships with ‘the other,’ and advances relational thinking with new
perspectives that take in material as well as cognitive and affective dimensions.
In her study, “Family Lives and Relational Living: Taking Account of
Otherness,”100 Gabb points to ways connections embedded with affect can be
forged between parents and children, humans and animals and humans and nonhuman objects in ways that traverse generational, gendered and natural-cultural
boundaries and embrace otherness. She explains that our lives are “interwoven at
a material, emotional and metaphorical level,” and the connections between
subjects that are embedded with affect bring us in relation to one to another.101
She uses an example of a family walk where her son adopts a stick, ‘Sticky,’ which
accompanies them and mediates a deeper connection between them and
“something other.”102 ‘Sticky,’ she explains, mediates their connection to the trees,
the sticks, the woods, and allows them to notice more of the surrounds and
“wider networks of relating”103 while they walk. This in turn, she says, “does more

1997), 281-317 and John Dewey and , “Knowing and the Known,” Boston: Beacon
Press, (1949).
100 Jacqui Gabb, “Family Lives and Relational Living: Taking Account of
Otherness,” Sociological Research Online 16, no. 4 (December 2011), 1–10.
101 Ibid, 6.4.
102 Ibid, 6.6.
103 Op cit, 6.6.
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than project human sensibilities onto an inanimate object, it places us in relation,
one to another, in ways that bring together natural-cultural worlds.”
My investigation is similarly interested in the ways that non-human others
mediate relationships between adults and children. Examples where this has
occurred are highlighted throughout the dissertation. For example, in Chapter
Two I present a shared experience of music described by one participant, Jack,
who is the stepfather to a teenage son. Jack said that spoken communication with
his son had recently deteriorated and left him feeling “shut out,” but he also
described another type of positive communication.
Jack: he did choose one of my favorite songs to learn on the guitar, “Just
Ace” by Grinspoon, and then he played it for me, and that was da da da
dada. And so that was good, and just seeing him happy . . . and good
sounding noises.
Vignettes such as these are used to investigate boundaries where interpersonal
exchanges occur. I envisage that in examples like this, where a step-father and his
son are playing guitars together, singing, making the “good sounding noises,”
feeling fingers on strings, and singing words that might have some shared
meaning, they traverse boundaries to embrace difference.
My investigations further draw on forms of relationality found in Donna
Haraway’s descriptions of “attuning” with “companion species,”104 typically dogs.
The way humans and others work together and adapt to the other by attuning can
be considered a relational process that features non-verbal communication.
Haraway characterises the trust involved in this relational process as a form of
love. This is seen in her descriptions of the “permanent search for knowledge of
the intimate other, and the inevitable comic and tragic mistakes in that quest,”105
and the ability of humans and companion species to respond to each other.106
104 Donna J. Haraway, When Species Meet, Minneapolis: (2007).
105 Donna J. Haraway, The Companion Species Manifesto: Dogs, People, and
Significant Otherness, Chicago: Prickly Paradigm Press (2003), 35.
106 Ibid, 61.
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Such thinking is significant because it gives shape to the ways that non-verbal
attunement might work in the relationships between the participants in my study
and their children, particularly where they are unknown to each other at the
point when they come to live together.
Haraway writes:
Love, commitment, and yearning for skill with another are not zero sum
games. Acts of love like training in Vicki Hearne's sense breed acts of love
like caring about and for other concatenated, emergent worlds. That is the
core of my companion species manifesto. I experience agility as a
particular good in itself and also as a way to become more worldly; i.e.,
more alert to the demands of significant otherness at all the scales that
making more liveable worlds demands.
Alertness to others and acts of love and care can be found embedded in
relationships where difference is present.
The literature on relationality I have referred to provides a way to acknowledge
psychic aspects of the relationships brought up in the interviews, and to question
if, and how, the described relationships may have been mediated by human and
non-human others. This thinking deals more directly (than queer and adoptive
theory) with possibilities of love between subjects. It is thus an important part of
the theoretical tapestry that is required to adequately describe and understand
the complex and multifaceted lived experiences of the participants in this study.

1.3.5 Psychoanalytic Trends
Psychoanalysis can be a valuable approach to interrogating family dynamics
when trying to understand human behaviours, including love. I make reference to
scholarly work in this area, but psychoanalysis as a research tool is beyond my
scope. In this section I refer to some projects in transracial adoption that address
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love’s intersections with cultural difference and loss, pertinent to some cases in
my archive. I am also drawn to theory on love, hate and ambivalence, which I
work with more easily in the fictive analysis. Both these psychoanalytic
perspectives add some clarity to the complexities of the intelligibility of love in
general and in individual cases. I also include the work of a theorist who explains
how children’s ambivalence to their parents draws parallels between adoptive
and biologically formed families. This may also have an impact on the
intelligibility of love for social families.
Kit Myers argues in a psychoanalytical vein, following Franz Fanon, that in
transracial adoption love can be liberating, but must be interrogated, so that
systems of “structural and psychological oppression”107 associated with racist
discourses are not reproduced. Myers anticipates a project like mine, saying,
“most people involved in the politicized adoptee and the general adoption
communities are moved by this thing we call love.”108 However, love between
subjects does not just occur because they become parent and child and in
transracial adoption the “loving family” ideal is complicated by “both the political
aspect […] and violent aspects [that] must be acknowledged.109
What Myers contends is that internalisation of oppressive racist, structural and
psychological discourses should not be overlooked when adopted children are

107 Op cit, 6.6.
108 Kit Myers, “The violence of love in transracial and transnational adoption:
moving away from the good / bad binary,” Gazillion Voices, (2013), 4,
http://gazillionvoices.com/the-violence-of-love-in-transracial-and-transnationaladoption-moving-away-from-the-good-bad-binary/#.VBtr2_mSx8G
“In one of his seminal books, Black Skin/White Masks, Franz Fanon explores antiblackness that existed not only in the minds of white European colonizers but also
internalized in the consciousness of blacks in Martinique. In it he says, ‘Today I
believe in the possibility of love; that is why I endeavor to trace its imperfections,
its perversions.’ Fanon suggests in his quote that love has the potential to
facilitate liberation but that it must be interrogated to ensure that we do not
reproduce old systems of structural and psychological oppression” (4).
109 Op cit, 4.
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moved to Western cultures. Ways need to be found for intra-psychic adjustments
to accommodate ethnicity and difference. One of the implications I take from
Myer’s work is that we need to dispense with biogenetic models of family when
searching for ways to make lives and love in transracial adoptive (and foster)
families intelligible where the adoptee’s “psychological oppression” is a feature.
A second psychoanalytic perspective, one that is applied to all parenting
relationships, is that of the love-hate spectrum, where love, hate and reparation
are commonly identified as related functions of psychic life. These ideas were
brought to attention by Sigmund Freud and followed with work on the concept of
emotional ambivalence between parents and children by Melanie Klein, and later
by Donald Winnicott. The unconscious, psychic influences in parent/child
relationships, are explained in Melanie Klein’s work on childhood development.
Klein describes the child's internal world as a place where intense object
relationships occur both in real life and phantasy life. Klein describes the intense
relationship the child forms in phantasy, marked by curiosity and ambivalence, in
relation to the mother’s body. “The child's phantasies of the mother's body as the
source of all riches, stirring both love and hatred and powerful curiosity.”110 Klein
explains that it is when the infant recognises that the mother is the same good
and bad figure that guilt about aggression against the loved person arises. “These
feelings gradually replace the early feelings of persecution and give rise to loving
and reparative tendencies.”111 More explicitly, Klein writes:
Our grievances against our parents for having frustrated us, together with
the feelings of hate and revenge to which these have given rise in us, and
again, the feelings of guilt and despair arising out of this hate and revenge
because we have injured the parents whom at the same time we loved —
all these, in phantasy, we may undo in retrospect (taking away some of the

110 Hannah Segal, “Introduction” in Melanie Klein, Love, Guilt and Reparation,
and other works. 1921-1945, London: Vintage, (1998).
111 Ibid, xii.
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grounds for hatred), by playing at the same time the parts of loving
parents and loving children.112
Klein’s studies refer to birth parents. These ideas, however, seem to play out
when the roles are changing and there may be multiple parents in a continuum of
love, aggression and reparation. What occurs in the unconscious might not be
possible to unravel but is something I try to include in the fictional analyses on
my fieldwork interviews, often by using monologue.
Psychoanalytic theories of these intersubjective relationships further
problematise the idea that there can be one entity that is “a loving family,” with its
associated narratives of how families should perform and relate to each other.
What is evident is that there are too many psychic possibilities, aside from
discursive influences, that are always in the state of becoming, for this one,
commonly described thing, a loving family, to occur. Each parent/child dyad
navigates unique social, personal and psychic terrain. But, as was made clear
earlier in the Introduction to this thesis, it is often the idealisation of the nuclear
“loving family” that guides lawyers, politicians and government agencies when
deciding who can parent which children. From my archive it seems clear that this
‘loving family’ ideal can also dictate performances in the home and in public.
Moving now to a slightly different angle, though coming from a similar
psychoanalytic perspective, John Brinich113 finds that elements of
psychopathology associated with adoption are often instances of general
phenomena that "pertain to all parent child relationships." Brinich writes that
while psychoanalysis provides us with some important insights into adoption, in
“return, however, adoption sheds light on some fundamental aspects of human
nature that are both of clinical and theoretical interest to psychoanalysts.”114

112 Melanie Klein, Love, Guilt and Reparation, and other works. 1921-1945,
London: Vintage, (1998), 312.
113 Brinich, Paul M. “Psychoanalytic Perspectives on Adoption and
Ambivalence,” Psychoanalytic Psychology, 12, no. 2 (1995), 181-199.
114 Op cit, 182.
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After extensive archival research, from 1982 to 1992,115 Brinich used his findings
to question “some of our assumptions about the psychopathogenic potential of
adoption,” 116 and argued that the conflicts of ambivalence which are highlighted
in adoptees and their parents (both biological and adoptive parents) exist in all
parent child relationships. 117 Referring to Freud's essay, “Family Romances,”
where a child can imagine that he/she has been adopted and the real parents are
much nicer than the ones he/she is with, Brinich says, fantasies of adoption “allow
us to express both love and hate at the same time and to direct these feelings
towards different aspects of our parents.”118 In the case of adoption (or social
parenting in my context) such a perspective, where ambivalence exists in the
same way in biological and social parent/ child relationships, provides another
way of thinking about the perceived social/ biological parenting divide in EuroAmerican, Australian societies.
This literature review has brought together important ideas from diverse
academic fields; however, it also points out significant gaps. What remains open is
the need for research on how adults parenting other people’s children manage
socio-political and local discourses, the hegemony of nuclear family narratives
and the psychic implications of loss, mourning and melancholia, ambivalence and
racialised difference. What I want to know is how some of these adults explain
their relationships and their lives, and how they make love for their children
intelligible, to themselves and to others. None of the literature deals explicitly
with how love becomes intelligible in socially formed parent/child dyads.
These key ideas from the literature on the unconscious influences at play in
parent/child relationality play an important role in my research on love. I will
now examine literature that helps me to focus my investigation on love.

115 Together with his wife, Brinich examined inpatient and outpatient records
of adults and children seen at the Langley Porter Psychiatric Institute.
116 Ibid, 186.
117 Ibid, 197.
118 Ibid, 194.
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1.3.6 Some Ways to Think About Love
Love plays an important part in the formation of subjects and in the ways they
make meaning in their lives. bell hooks describes this with particular power:
Love and death were the great mysteries of my childhood. When I did not
feel loved, I wanted to die. This would take away the trauma of feeling
unwanted, out of place, always being the one who does not fit in. I knew
then that love gave life meaning. But it disturbed me that nothing I heard
about love fit with the world around me. 119
A fitting way to explain how I think of love in this research is through Plutarch’s
observation that love between two persons cannot exist, “unless each has been
affected by the force of the other.” 120 Love is something experienced by both
people as a force. It follows that this experience will obviously not be understood
or performed in the same way between subjects in differing personal, social and
discursive contexts. However, I assume that love can be recognised. I look for
expressions of love in multiple languages and performances and in descriptions of
experiences of affective forces. Thus, in my exploration of the intelligibility of love
I understand that love is always in a state of becoming as subjects are formed in
particular discursive realities.
The idea that love is always in a process of change and “is shaped and reshaped
by physiological and psychological constants”121 suggests that love forms and is
reformed in relationality processes between subjects. People who meet from
119 bell hooks, Salvation: Black People and Love. New York: William Morrow,
(2001), xv.
120 Plutarch, On love, the family and the good life: selected essays of Plutarch,
Moses Hadas, trans., New York: New American Library of World literature,
(1957), 49.
121 “The Love Research Network,” University of Hull, last modified 2018, This is
an international network of a multidisciplinary scholars actively investigating
experiences and representations of love.
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different social realities to become family may experience “the intermediary role
of love,” in the way Linnell Secomb,122 following Luce Irigaray, describes. Here
love mediates opposites whilst it is “always in the process of becoming, never
resolved.”123 Similarly, Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari write:
Love is freeing bodies from the organism and subject, allowing their
triggers and patterns to interact and form new maps (new longitudes and
latitudes) that allow new types of flows and hence new affects. 124
What I search for are new maps that might reveal how relationships are uniquely
shaped and reshaped by love, and how these maps are understood by those
involved.
One way to see how love becomes intelligible is through its performative
appearances, that Michael Gratzke (2017) names “love acts.” Gratzke argues:
[T}here is no actual difference between ‘practices’ and ‘discourses or
beliefs’ of love, as love only comes into being as an act of love. A speech act
(of love) is not fundamentally different from a repetitive set of love acts
which constitute a practice of love.125
As a researcher looking for how love may become intelligible to subjects in social
families, this theory adds an important dimension to my enquiry. Michael Gratzke
writes:
I hypotheses that the term ‘love’ stands for an inexhaustible potentiality of
love (the langue of love), which in its fullness is inaccessible to lovers and
to researchers alike. This langue of love has to be realised in individual
122 Ibid, 14.
123 Ibid, 14.
124 Paul Patton and John Protevi, eds., Between Derrida and Deleuze, London:
Athlone Press, (2002), 9.
125 Michael Gratzke, “Love is What People say It Is: Performativity and
Narrativity in Critical Love Studies,” Journal of Popular Romance Studies, (12 April,
2017), 8.
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love acts (parole of love) to come into being. As lovers and researchers, we
do not have full understanding of the potentiality of love. We are in a
position, however, to judge whether the love acts we are experiencing, or
studying are intelligible in the context of their occurrence (“utterance”).
There may be occurrences of love we do not yet understand as such (they
go unnoticed or are rejected). There may be occurrences of love which jar
with our understanding of what constitutes a well-formed love act (they
usually get a lot of attention). And finally, there are occurrences of love
which are covered by convention and hence form part of a dominant
pattern of accepted love behaviour (they are often taken as given but
warrant our critical efforts).126
A love act, like a speech act might work performatively to accomplish “the act that
it designates.” 127

1.3.7 Where to Look for Love
My investigation into love became shaped by the idea of looking for
intersubjective relationality in transitional spaces. In the early to middle stages of
my research, it became clear to me that some of the participants were describing
creative or playful spaces where they interacted with their children. When an
Australian mother with children adopted from Ethiopia explained how her family
slept in the one bed, similarly to how many Ethiopian families sleep in one room, I
thought about what might be occurring in these sort of relational spaces. The
more I thought about this, the more I was reminded of my earlier studies in
parent-child mental health and the works that I read by Donald Winnicott and
Melanie Klein.

126 Op cit, 4.
127 Culler, Jonathan, “Philosophy and Literature: the Fortunes of the
Performative,” Poetics Today, 21 (2000): 506.
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At the same time, borrowing Homi Bhabha’s conceptualisation of the “third
space,”128 I conjectured that it was in these more relaxed spaces that subjects’
innate differences were played out and honoured. In conversation with my
daughters about Winnicott’s transitional or in-between spaces of play, we
speculated that creative play and performing ritual might well facilitate
communication and knowledge of the other by tempering the structuring power
of spoken language and the prevailing discourses and opening them up to
possibilities of transformation. It was then I knew I wanted to follow up on this
conjecture. This is what I dedicate the remainder of this chapter to.
I begin with a review of the ideas of Donald Winnicott, a psychoanalyst and
paediatrician active from 1920 to the 1960’s and well known for his ideas on the
transitional object and the true and false self. Winnicott theorises that a person’s
“sense of being”129 is fostered by childhood play that occurs in a “Potential
space.”130 Winnicott’s term, potential space, describes “an inviting and safe
interpersonal field,”131 where, by using imagination, subjects learn to distinguish
self from other as they simultaneously form connections. Winnicott wrote:
Play is immensely exciting. It is exciting not primarily because the instincts
are involved, be it understood! The thing about playing is always the
precariousness of the interplay of personal psychic reality and the
experience of control of actual objects. This is the precariousness of magic

128 Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture London; New York: Routledge,
(2004).
129 “One of the elements that Winnicott considered could be lost in childhood
was what he called the sense of being – for him, a primary element, of which a
sense of doing is only a derivative. The capacity for being – the ability to feel
genuinely alive inside, which Winnicott saw as essential to the maintenance of a –
was fostered in his view by the practice of childhood play”(my italics). Reageer
(24 June, 2016)
130 Ibid.
131 Ibid.
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itself, magic that arises in intimacy, in a relationship that is found to be
reliable.132
Where I reference “play” throughout, I have this characterisation of Winnicott’s in
mind.
This concept of play as a potential space for intersubjective relationality has
further significance in relation to Homi Bhabha’s concept of the “third space,” as
theorised in his The Location of culture. The “third space” is where cultural
differences appear and understandings arise from the articulation of differences;
differences that are not fixed in definition or in time, but instead can change in
meaning. I envisage it as a space where subjects meet to constitute identity from
multiple cultural signs through a “dangerous tryst with the untranslatable —
rather than arriving at ready-made names." 133
Winnicott’s and Bhabha’s ideas are applied in two ways in this thesis. Firstly, they
motivate and inform my search for descriptions of what I am calling transitional
spaces of relationality in my interpretation of the fieldwork interviews. Secondly,
and equally as importantly, they provide the lens through which I postulate how
play and ritual have created possibilities to transform the discursive situations
that the participants inhabit so that their experiences become intelligible. These
ideas, however, are also used to focus my investigation on love as a process
where, in the words of Stephen Mitchell, cited above, “[i]nterpersonal relational
processes generate intrapsychic relational processes which reshape interpersonal
processes reshaping intrapsychic processes, and so on,”134 wherein new maps of
love can be formed.

132 Donald Winnicott, Playing and Reality, London: Tavistock Publications,
(1971), 47.
133 Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture, London; New York: Routledge,
(2004), 325.
134 Stephen A. Mitchell, Relationality: From Attachment to Intersubjectivity, New
York: Routledge, (2000), 152.
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An example of one such transitional space from my archive is one where a parent
through kinship care, Ruth, is with her foster child, Jack, in a nursing home. Ruth
said Jack asked her if he should go up and sing to a lady who they knew was close
to dying.
Ruth: I said, ‘Just get really close to her ear and sing something,’ and he did
that, and so then the director of the nursing home asked him to sing at
Auntie Alice’s funeral when she died. . . Jack said, ‘Oh I’m so honored,’ and
he practiced and practiced, and I got him some extra singing lessons. The
song was “Time to say goodbye” by Andrea Bocelli, and he did it perfectly,
and it’s not an easy piece.
I am imagining what was felt between those in the room when Jack was singing to
the lady, close to her ear, and what was experienced in Ruth’s home while Jack
was practising the song as transitional spaces.

1.4 The Thesis to Follow
The thesis is organised into five chapters. In Chapter Two I analyse five
interviews with adults in Australia who adopted children transnationally. In
Chapter Three I analyse three interviews in Australia, where one man is a stepparent, one woman performs as mother in a blended family and the third is a nonbiological mother in a Rainbow family. In Chapter Four there are three interviews
with Australian adults who are caring for children in foster and kinship care
arrangements. One is a woman who, with her partner, fosters two children on a
farm, one is an Indigenous woman who cares for her cousin’s child in kinship
care, and the third is a woman who, with her husband fosters Aboriginal brothers.
Chapter Five contains the four interviews conducted in Ethiopia where four
adults have adopted children. Each chapter includes both scholarly and creative
analyses of the interviews. I have written Chapter Five differently to the other
three chapters, in that the nature of my African fieldwork lead me to reflect much
more on the role of the researcher and the question of reliability in
interpretations of data. I also worked with a co-researcher, Mr Temesgen Beyene,
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for the Ethiopian fieldwork component. In Chapter Six I present my concluding
comments.
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Chapter Two: Transracial Adoption
In this chapter, I explore five interviews with adults parenting transracially
adopted children in different family configurations. These interviews are not
meant to be representative of certain groups of people, but rather intended to
portray the multiple ways adults may make familial love intelligible across
cultures and across social barriers. The five adults include: Yvonne who, with her
husband, adopted two Ethiopian children over a decade ago; Maureen who, with
her husband, adopted three Ethiopian children after first fostering them, over
twenty years ago; Kathryn a divorcee, who, with her husband adopted a child
from Asia thirty years ago; Martin who is an adult friend of the parent of four
children, including one child adopted from Ethiopia ten years ago; and Kasey who,
with her husband, adopted two children from Korea within the last ten years. All
identifying features have been changed to protect the participants’ anonymity.
In every chapter I begin with the de-identified fictional versions of what the
participants conveyed. These fictional explorations are intended to cast light on
the way love and more unconscious registers interact, and to uncover unspoken
material and affective connections. Following this I proceed to the academic
analyses of the interviews on which these stories were based.

2.1 Fiction
2.1.1 Fistulas and flowers
I’m digging in the soil with my fingers. It’s been raining for days so the rich smells
of earth and decay have changed and become more intense as if the ground is
telling me something. But I can’t describe earthy smells, and I like to touch slimy
worms and slaters.
I am digging with my fingers, not sure what for, but liking it, when Mum opens the
door and calls out to me to stop.
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“Wash your hands, scrub your nails, we’re going to your aunt’s house,” she says,
and then she goes back inside.
I stop and slowly stand up, careful not to tread on the rotten apples. The smell of
the off fruit is strong. We don’t pick up the fallen fruit here. We have our own big
garden and the fruit trees are decorative, so we don’t need to eat the small, red
apples. The birds pick at them with their pointy beaks. Cockatoos sit on the top
branches of the white gum and wait for the right light, usually dusk, before they
descend and start pecking. They are so white against deepening blue skies, and so
noisy and purposeful. I stay back from their sharp beaks and squawking. I like
birds with pink feathers, like galahs and flamingos. Mum told me that everybody
likes flamingos; I’m not unique.
I pick Sue a couple of flowers as I walk by. The camellias are a vivid crimson. I
don’t usually pick them as they lose their petals quickly.
I wash most of the dirt off my hands with the hose, but you can’t really see it on
my skin, which is the same colour.
We head off to my Aunt’s place. Mum seems scared of her sometimes. I think it’s
because she’s so rich and her house is full of treasures.
Sue tells my mother, “You go and lie down and do a mediation tape. Or you can
have a spa? You go and rest and we’ll amuse ourselves.”
“Don’t you want to have a spa with me, Sofi?” Mum asks me.
I look at my aunt’s eyes telling me that we have better things to do.
I hear the splashing sounds of Mum’s feet breaking the surface of the hot, blue
water and know she is lying back with jets of pressure pounding into her white
thighs and against her back. She would just be lying back with her eyes closed,
instead of looking up at the sky.
I can’t resist the spa at night, looking at the stars in the huge blackness that
belongs to no one. I never relax, I lie back in the jets and feel a bit excited, but
mostly irritated. It’s inexplicable. I am pleased to be in this place where I can
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choose what I become, but I can’t grasp whatever it is that will tell me the things I
want to know. They are there, but I can’t seem to get hold of them.
Sue and I sit in her sunroom. Two of the walls are made of glass windows so the
sunrays touch your skin in the morning. On the third wall there are different sized
mirrors with frames that don’t match. They reflect back portions of the garden.
We see all different greens and yellows, moving, shining shapes. It’s exotic but
distorted.
Sue has her laptop on her knees. She shows me a picture of a hospital in Ethiopia.
“Do you know this place?” she asks.
“Oh yes,” I say, vaguely placing it, maybe not from having been there, but perhaps
I’ve seen a photo of it. I feel I should know it.
Sue can tell that I don’t know what she is showing me. It’s been ten years since I
came to live here, so even if I had been to that hospital, I would have been too
young to remember it.
Then there’s a white woman’s face on the screen, staring. She looks kind. And
then I see images of rooms of young Ethiopian girls in hospital beds. Then
suddenly there is the most appalling thing I’ve ever seen: it’s a girl’s body split
with sores and blood.
“Fistula,” Sue names the disgraceful, horrible thing as if it’s a flower. Or a fist.
Things are not the same for me after that.
Sue spoke about helping the girls. She did things like that with all her money.
At home, I look at more and more images on my laptop. I see destroyed anatomy
and tearing, brown flesh, bleeding anuses, torn vaginas, and infections. I see a
mass of colours that are mangled bits of girls’ bodies. I read that the smell may be
so bad that these split open girls are abandoned. Then they may be left to live
outside, alone.
Alienation is a theme we explored at school, but for other reasons than this. We
were debating peer pressure. This is not something I want to bring up at school; it
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is somehow shameful. I tell Mum I want to go there, to the Fistula hospital, and
she says we probably can go one day, when we can find time.
I wait another six months or so, but I can’t stop thinking that I should go to this
place, so I write an email to Sue. I ask her what she thinks is the worst imaginable
thing for the girls with fistulas, some of them are only fifteen like me. Is it the time
it is happening to them, the pain, or what happens after that’s worst?
“But what about becoming a mother and not being able to keep the child. And,
there is the degradation of being outcast, and nearly dying. What about the
loneliness too? And being betrayed by your family and God. What is worst?”
Sue doesn’t reply, but later she tells me that the babies usually don’t survive. She
also calls Mum and apologises for working me up.
The betrayal of family and God is worst to me.
Mum wants to take me on holidays to Singapore. Flower arranging is a hobby for
her, and she thinks I’d be good at it too. She says when I first came to her I had
nothing in my head, and she wants to help me find something. I don’t know about
flower arranging; I’m more physical than decorative. I tell Sue I will give it a go.
“Well I’m still saving my pennies for Ethiopia, we’ll get there eventually,” Sue says.
Mum and I spend an entire day in the world’s largest glass-house. It is
overwhelming. The space goes up and up and the air is cooled and moist. We walk
around as if we are in a fairy-tale, but it is really more of a laboratory. I want to
say to Mum that it makes me feel strange, but I don’t as she is so excited,
photographing the flowers with her big lens. It affects me in a weird way. The
flowers are beautiful, one at a time, but they are not abundant. It is more like a
jewellery store where you look at each gem.
Mum is often flushed and hot, so she likes the cool air. We spend three days in the
glass-houses and Mum posts some pictures of me with an orchid on Facebook.
The orchid is somehow sickly connected in my mind with the fistulas. I can block
them both out.
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In the entrance to the glass-house there are cases with dioramas. I spend time
standing at each one trying to work out the life cycles of plants. I see they occur in
time with seasonal changes. I like these dioramas more than the real flowers,
which annoys Mum. Watching the buds shoot out from the bulbs in fast motion is
calming.
Two years later Sue and I start to plan the trip. Mum is organising the flower stall
for what will be my last school fete. She is savage with those flowers.
It is my job to carry the buckets of water and plonk the bunches of leaves and
blooms from people’s gardens into them. Then Mum plucks them out, tears off the
leaves and hacks into the stems. Then with another mother, Monica, they arrange
the flower heads between the green leaves. I display the bunches and price them.
We often make the most money of all the stalls. Mum’s hands are usually bleeding
by the end. I bring the two of them a bottle of champagne and Mum posts photos
of herself with a glass in her hand, showing her bleeding fingers and broken nails.
The trip finally happens. I drink too much wine with my boyfriend the night
before we leave and use a mirror to show him how I once thought orchids are a
bit similar in shape to undamaged women. We stay out all night then, arguing
because he wants to have a family one day, with me, and I know, without a doubt,
that I will never give birth to a child. He tries so many ways to convince me that I
end up breaking up with him.
Mum is furious with me on the plane and Sue gives me some painkillers for my
hangover. Neither of them ask me what happened with my boyfriend.
I am more concerned about how I can face the women we will meet in the
hospital. I don’t speak the language anymore and I’ve given up on God. All I feel I
can offer them is Sue’s money.
At the guesthouse, I need to lie down. I don’t usually get drunk, so I can’t recover
well, and I feel sick. I hear Mum and Sue in the next room. The walls are thin and
there is no outside noise, so I hear everything they say. Mum is very upset, she
sounds like she is crying, and Sue is distracting her, telling her we can visit the
pool at the Hilton and then take a taxi out of town to see the Rift valley.
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I wonder if Mum has picked up on something here in Ethiopia. It’s like there is
another layer of things that we don’t have at home. It’s hard to describe it because
you can’t really see anything, or hear anything, but there is something going on,
like a force and it makes you feel a bit wary and excited at the same time. It makes
me feel like that, but it seems to have shattered Mum.
“What’s up?” I call through the wall and they are both silent.
I try again but they are both still silent, so I get myself off the bed and,
remarkably, I feel well again. I get dressed, drink some bottled water and call out
that I’m going for a walk.
“No!” they both call at once and the door opens.
Mum looks pale and old. I haven’t seen her without makeup on for so long I hardly
recognise her. She is wearing a tracksuit I have never seen before. I stand still,
looking at someone I don’t know.
I try to look past her for Sue. I see she is also wearing a tracksuit, but she has
lipstick on. She is doing up her shoes.
“I’m coming with you,” she says and tucks her money belt into the top of her
pants.
I don’t want her to come with me, but I don’t want to offend her, so I just wave to
Mum and turn, and we start walking slowly down the gravel driveway to the main
road. We walk in an awkward silence.
The next morning, I can’t believe the reception the guest house owners give us.
The table in the outside courtyard is set, the sun is shining through the trees, and
the sky is the azure colour described in Mum’s guidebook. Abebo and his wife give
me a hug as if I’m family, three kisses, cheek to cheek from Elsa, and then we sit,
and they bring us pancakes and fresh fruit and coffee. Mum has the guidebook in
her hand and she seems to be more herself, even without make-up.
We decide it is a good day to go to the Fistula Hospital and take them our
donation. “We won’t meet any of the patients,” Mum tells me. “We don’t want to
pry.” But I need to see something that will help me make sense of this.
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We walk through two wards to get to the office. There are nurses in white
uniforms moving about and girls lying in beds under pale blue blankets. It all
happens quickly ̶our feet are moving us forwards across the linoleum floors, our
shadows passing over the beds, and the three of us just moving forwards, with
dry mouths, smiling if we catch the eyes of one of the patients.
The women look at us and the nurses stroke their arms. I see dark, strong hands
rubbing the skin on brown, still arms, making me think of the way Mum would
scrub the dirt off my arms when I dug in the garden when I was young.
Mum and Sue have a long conversation with the Doctor in charge. They have a
spring in their step, both of them, as we walk back through the corridors.
That night I hear them drinking wine and talking excitedly. Mum thinks she can
open a flower shop and there will be money over to go to the Fistula Hospital. She
tells Sue she will know how to make the business profitable. She’s forgotten the
school fete just about killed her.
When they go to sleep for the night, I leave my room and find Abebo and Elsa
sitting in the courtyard. They have no trouble speaking English.
“What’s your life been like in Australia?” Elsa asks me.
They can’t imagine, and I can’t find the words to tell them.
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2.1.2 Milk
Jordan answered her phone, even though she knew it would be her mother, again.
“You’ll have to go to the funeral with Jack, you know that,” Margie said to her. “He
is your husband, you have to… it’s his father…”
“Jack will be fine, Mum,’ Jordan said. ‘He has his whole family there.”
Jordan could imagine her mother sitting on the balcony of her unit as they spoke,
watching the traffic. She had nothing better to do with her time then watch cars
go by and interfere in her children’s lives.
“No one can help with that sort of grief, it’s just a matter of time,” Jordan said. It’s
different altogether to her baby’s grieving, she thought to herself, Jack’s father
was an old man.
“I’ll come and look after Yesem for you,” Margie said. “It’s only for five days isn’t
it?”
“You can’t,” Jordan said, “Yesem has never been without me or Jack.”
“But you said you can’t take her with you,” Margie said.
“No, that’s right, and you still don’t understand,” Jordan said. “No one understands
how frail she is, she’s been barely alive.”
“I want to help,” Margie said.
“I don’t need help,” Jordan said.
“Everyone needs help,” Margie said, “It’s how life works.”
Jordan was rocking Yesem against her body as she paced. She ended the call and
sat with Yesem still tied to her in the papoose. The yellow sling was tangled so
Jordan couldn’t get her hand in beneath it to loosen the cord that was pulling her
trousers tightly around her belly. Yesem cried and Jordan lay herself back in the
armchair so the baby’s little body curled around the front of her breasts and belly.
Jordan’s face steamed with pressure again, so she wrenched the cord again to free
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her stomach. She wondered if gastritis was anything like postnatal pain, both
probably brought on by stress. She took a pill to ease the pain.
The chair held her form while she held Yesem. They stayed quietly pressed
against each other for some time. There were no other sounds inside the house.
Jordan decided not to call her mother back. Yesem’s next supply of breast milk
was due and she was anxious that it would be late, or that it would not arrive, or it
would be contaminated. The uncertainty was stressing her own system. Her
stomach rumbled with the gas which then finally escaped her body so loudly that
Yesem shuddered against her.
Neither Margie nor Jack seemed to grasp that Yesem needed real breast milk; her
baby needed the real thing, made from bodies that wanted babies to grow, not
from chemicals. Jordan felt her stomach settle and then she thought maybe she
should go with Jack to Scotland, to guide him through the funeral — where to sit,
what to say, what to wear, when to drink water or whisky. She could laugh with
him at the stories and grieve by the grave. But she could not travel halfway round
the world when the baby depended on her body, and the breast milk of maybe six
women.
“We found out we definitely can’t take her with us,” Jordan told Margie the next
morning. “She can’t go on my passport. She needs to be with us for one year
before she’s allowed papers.”
“Even in cases like this?” Margie asked.
In this case of stumbling about, worrying about milk, days and night blurring,
everyone exhausted, Jordan thought.
“Yes,” she said.
Other people’s pain had shape — like solid blotches of color, Jordan thought, but
theirs was still unformed: the baby’s half-formed loss, like a slit of moon behind
clouds.
Yesem stirred against Jordan as she walked around on the cold linoleum floor,
mixing the new milks and warming them, tasting them, wetting her tongue,
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smelling breast milk that was a mystery to her own body. Her big breasts were
capable of secreting milk from the glands, but they couldn’t feed this little baby.
She knew her body was able to carry another life. She felt inside what was an
unknowable ocean, both calm and dangerous, but there was no life. Jordan tasted
the mixture of milks, sweet and warm.
Yesem drank, with her mouth moving rhythmically on the teat of the warm bottle,
looking straight at Jordan while she lay back in the chair with her clothes fallen
open so her body could expand. Jordan began to drift off, then woke confused,
loving and hating her own mother who did not know how to help her. Jack came
home from work and stood looking in from the door. He looked at the two of them
sprawled out together and gulped, leaning back against the door frame. He
paused, thinking of his own mother, and the light touch of her voice on him, and
his father who made his world. Jack saw the almost circular form of Jordan and
Yesem’s bodies in the chair and he wished he knew what was missing.
“I’m so tired,” Jordan said, looking up at him.
“I’ve got her.” Jack said and moved in to take Yesem in his arms. “She’s asleep,” he
said.
“But she’ll wake again, ten minutes, two hours, she’ll wake up and she’ll cry. And
it’s because we’re failing her.”
“No, we are not. We have this almost right,” he said. “And you know we’re all
she’s got. What’s the opposite of failing?”
“We’re not winning,” Jordan laughed.
“Solving, succeeding?” he asked.
“Okay, but it’s killing me.”
“You don’t usually talk like this,” Jack said rocking Yesem.
“It’s just an expression, just words.”
“Killing has a meaning,” Jack said, feeling irritated.
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“But is not failing the same as loving her then?” she asked.
“That doesn’t quite make sense, but I know what you mean,” Jack said, looking at
Jordan, still sitting sideways across the chair with both hands clasping her belly.
She was breathing unusually slowly, taking in big, slow breaths of air. He looked
away, trying not to grimace. He used a clean, blue wrap to tie Yesem onto his
chest and then walked out into the garden, but Jordan had caught the shape of his
lips. He walked outside singing softly to Yesem and saw there was deadheading of
the roses to do, but if he picked up the secateurs Yesem would swing forwards. He
paced and Yesem drifted into another short sleep, twitching and kicking against
his ribs.
“You don’t have to come to stay. I’ve asked Liu to come,” Jordan said to Margie the
next day.
“I’ve already got my bus ticket,” Margie said.
“Liu can wrap Yesem the way we do, and carry her day and night, and feed her.
Remember how good she was with her those first few weeks?”
“I’ll see you in the morning,” Margie said.
....
Liu had Yesem wrapped against her and Margie was warming milk on the stove
when they left for the long-haul flight to Scotland. It was a rush, not what Jack
wanted, but it had to be quick, just the long flights then only two days before they
left to get back to Yesem. They no sooner arrived and they were in a car to the
funeral. The whole thing felt surreal to Jordan. She was short of breath and
unfocused standing around in the fog and sadness of the funeral, leaning against
Jack and missing the feel of her small baby struggling against her. The formalities
of the service were too stereotypical for her to relate to, like a movie everyone
had seen.
“I hardly recognise myself as the person they were talking about,” Jack said to her
after the service. “I feel almost like I didn’t exist fully before you and Yesem came
along,” he said.
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“The pictures of you with your family up there on the screen; I don’t know that
side of you at all, I mean I know what you’ve told me, but I realised looking at
them that I have no sense of what it was you all did together, how you all got
along,” Jordan said.
“We were just a typical family,” Jack said. “We just got on with our lives. And now
that part of us, that family I mean, has ended, I mean with Dad passing, we will
never have those times again.”
They walked together to the wake in silence. A crowd of people had come to
farewell Colin and it was easy to stand back and listen to the stories and
consolations, to swallow the whisky he liked so much; just to stand there as the
talking and movement held then in the mix.
“No one asked me about Yesem,” Jordan said to Jack.
“They all have children,” Jack said, “we’re here to talk about Dad.”
The next morning Jack was mixing painkillers at the sink. He hadn’t slept, and he
could have sworn he heard his father cursing him, and then Yesem crying. He was
mixing an aspirin in water in a glass, but he accidentally poured in milk, and then
an idea had come to him.
He was on the phone when Jordan came out. The kitchen was cold. She could hear
him talking loudly.
“We have it, we have it now, I love you,” Jack said to her.
Jordan leant against him while he spoke.
“Iain is right now working on a formula for breast milk. We’ll have it before we
leave, and then I’ll mix it up for her myself,” Jack said. ‘We will feed her on our
milk,’ he said.
....
The house looked as if it had just been cleaned when they arrived home. The
garden had been mulched and the rose bushes dead-headed. Jordan was
surprised to find her mother sitting calmly, peeling potatoes for dinner.
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“Where is Yesem?” Jordan asked.
“She is sound asleep,” Margie said. “Liu’s just having a nap too. We’ve worked it
out quite well; I do my shift and she does hers. Between us our little girl is
thriving. How was the funeral Jack? I was thinking of you.” Margie asked, slicing
through the potatoes, then placing them into the greased pan to bake.
Jordan looked at Jack, then left the room to find Yesem.
“It was pretty hard,” Jack said. “We never stopped thinking about Yesem,” he said.
“You know what it takes.”
“I do know,” Margie said. “None of us will ever be able to stop thinking now.”
Jordan came back with Yesem hugged in against her and sat in the armchair, then
she turned Yesem to face her, looking at her, smiling at her.
“She’s smiling,” Jordan said as Jack joined them.
Jordan looked across the room and saw Margie was crying.
“Mum?”
“I don’t know how we did it really,” Margie said.
“You made it seem effortless, you’re even cooking dinner,” Jack said.
“It was too much to ask of me,” Margie said.
“You were the one,” Jordan began, then stopped.
“I’ll drive you home,” Jack said, “You’ve been amazing, did you see Yesem
smiling?”
Jordan and Jack lay together on the bed that night with Yesem between them.
“We are so lucky,” Jack said.
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2.1.3 Markings
1.
Meryn waited for a reply for two weeks, but Jilly did not respond to her message.
She wrote again, “Please will you come?”
“I don’t even know the man.” Jilly replied.
“Will you meet Richard with me then? Before the wedding?” Meryn wrote back
and attached a photo of Richard. She chose one that was not too close-up. Meryn
thought he looked relaxed, staring across a green golf course.
Again, she waited for a reply from her daughter. After three weeks Meryn tried
again.
“Can we meet then? Just you and I?”
“Where?” Jilly wrote back.
“Tomorrow at lunchtime by the river? At the park. I’ll be there at one o’clock. I’ll
bring drinks.”
The air seemed to be thick, pressing against her skin, against the pressure of her
blood, as she waited behind the bench seat at the park. After an hour Meryn was
ready to give up when she noticed the heads of two big dogs that were swimming,
further down, at the bend in the river. They had been there for some time in her
peripheral vision. Meryn stood and slowly walked towards the river bend, looking
through the reeds at the dogs’ heads as they moved steadily through the water.
The water was already dark with shadows, but there were occasional lighter
patches of sky reflected between overhanging leaves.
Then Meryn saw Jilly, sitting alone, further along on the bank, watching the dogs.
She noticed Jilly did not look at her, but she must have sensed her coming. Jilly
looked thinner than she had been, and composed, hugging her knees to her chest.
Meryn stepped over the muddy brown rivulets that seeped away from the edges.
She raised her hand and Jilly turned and nodded her head. Meryn started to walk
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quickly across thick, silty sand, littered with bark and stones, watching where she
put her feet. But when she looked up Jilly was in the water with the dogs.
Meryn waited awhile, then she took off her long jacket and waded into the water
wearing only her pale camisole and dark leggings, so her white body looked half
dead to Jilly. She turned her back, then turned again to watch Meryn slowly,
deliberately breast-stroking towards them. Jilly braced against the relentlessness
of her mother, pushing on with the slow stroking movement toward her. She
swam further out.
Meryn eventually slowed, hating the coldness of the water and the pungent smell
of wet dog hair. Jilly watched as Meryn began to struggle, supposing it was a ruse
to get her attention. She swam in to the bank with the dogs and waited, watching.
Jilly patted her dogs as they sat while Meryn floundered towards where she
thought the shallow ridge was. Meryn had her back to them, but she knew they
were watching her when she found her feet reaching the sand. She righted herself
and stumbled up the shore to the grass to find her coat and bag.
Meryn thought, if she was struggling, out of her depth, I would have tried to help,
but she didn’t even call out to me. This made her think of Jilly in the hospital, lying
so still and quiet, her brown body on hyperwhite sheets, and she couldn’t help.
“You ok?” Jilly asked Meryn when she got across to her.
“I’m a bit cold,” she said, “that’s all.”
They stood in silence.
“Your wedding?” Jilly asked.
“Yes, so at last I seem to have found my soul mate. I’m sure you’ll get on with
Richard. I would like us to make peace now.” The silence was full of the sounds of
water moving and dogs panting.
Meryn went on, “I won’t be happy if you’re not there. Will you come, please?”
Meryn waited for an answer, but Jilly was looking at the stretch of the river,
watching the dogs running.
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“I don’t know,” she said.
2.
“This is the last picture I have of me and Jilly together. We’re at Tamworth, four
years ago,” Meryn said, reaching across to pass Bev the small picture of two faces.
But it was getting dark outside, and it was too dark to see it. There was static as
their hands touched.
“Oh dear,” Bev said, straining to see the picture.
“Yes,” Meryn said, ‘A lot has happened in the last fifteen years. Not all of it pretty.
It’s not a nice story.”
They were sitting side by side at Meryn’s old farmhouse, on the same two deck
chairs they would usually end up in after a day of painting, getting through a
bottle of wine. There had been plenty of time for painting and sitting around
before Jilly came, Bev etching tin plates in the dull light, making constant
scratching and scraping noises. And later she had exhibitions and made editions
of the prints, which were mostly rocks and stones, shapes and marks made from
memory.
“She doesn’t look like a happy girl. Was she about fifteen there?” Bev asked,
glancing at the photo and wondering why she had agreed to come. Bev lit a
cigarette and drew in. When she exhaled, the smoke hung there. There was no
breeze.
“She was just thirteen there actually, see all that hair hiding her face, it was filthy.”
Bev looked away. In the silence, Meryn would always talk.
“She was hiding things from me. I didn’t know she was drinking,” Meryn said,
standing up.
She paced back and forth, seeing blue-black sky, and stars, that were distant. Once
she had seen a shooting star, in the bush. It was when they had just adopted Jilly
and they were camping, in the early days before Pete walked out. But no one else
had seen it.
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“So, you were at Tamworth, at the music festival?” “That surprises me. You’re not
really musical. At least, you weren’t when I knew you.”
“I couldn’t sing like you, but I still liked music,” Meryn said, finishing her glass of
wine.
“So, you took the poor girl to a country and western music festival? She’s
Malaysian for fuck’s sake.”
Bev reached into her bag and pulled out a bag of chips. She sat crunching them in
the dull light. It was a still night with only occasional sounds of dogs barking.
Meryn reached for a chip and knocked her glass onto the cement. It shattered. She
ate the chip then gathered up the glass in her hand. She felt it cut her skin and
squeezed it, so it cut a bit more, but it hurt so she stopped. She stood up and
walked to the edge of the garden, then threw the pieces of glass. Meryn ran her
hand under the hose then sucked it. The blood in her mouth made her feel sick.
She took another sip of the red wine straight from the bottle.
“Use my glass,” Bev said, and passed her the full glass of wine.
“I can see more now, looking back. I mean there are the benefits of looking back,
reflecting, like we did with the paintings. You said it was better to look from a
distance, move back,” Meryn said, as she sat back down next to Bev.
“You always got confused about perspective,” Bev said.
“Anyway, at the time of that photo in Tamworth, we were on our own. Pete had
already moved out, and Jilly was lying to me, and I didn’t really feel like making
new friends. I didn’t feel like seeing anyone at all actually; but we had to do
something. You couldn’t just have the two of us alone in that big house with
nothing going on, just emptiness all around.” Meryn looked across to see if Bev
was following the story, but she couldn’t tell.
“One night,” she went on, “I was just out wandering, Jilly was with friends, and I
came across this pub. There were yellow lights, and inside everyone seemed to be
smiling, listening to this upbeat music. There were so many sounds going on, you
couldn’t walk past, and so without really planning it I just went in and sat down. I
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realised I didn’t have to be alone, but I could still be on my own. You know, they
could have been playing anything, it was just such a relief to be sitting with
people, not talking and not arguing, but having a glass of wine, and it went on
from there. I found more new places and festivals, and I realised Jilly and I could
be out of the house, and we could go places together, and we didn’t have to talk,
and we were doing something with people.”
“Did you think not talking would bring you closer?” Bev asked.
“I don’t know, the music was easy to follow, you didn’t have to try, and the
atmosphere was easy, no real tension. We could just be.”
“Be alone with your own thoughts, side by side,” Bev said.
There was silence for a while, then Meryn sat back in her seat. “I’m glad I found
you again,” Meryn said. “I haven’t been able to talk to anyone about what has been
going on for me.”
She turned herself around in her chair, so she was face-on to Bev, aware that the
night was becoming a performance, almost a plea for help, which wasn’t what she
had intended.
“You mean you knew I would tell you what a dickhead you’ve been,” Bev said.
“How’s Pete anyway?” Bev asked when Meryn didn’t respond. “Do you two talk?
It’s strange sitting out here without him lumbering around in the yard.”
‘There’s actually something else. I’m getting married again and I want you to
come to the ceremony,” Meryn said.
Bev waited but did not answer. Meryn’s words were lost in the empty space that
was not a farm now, just vacant space, where they used to paint. Once Meryn had
painted four boards of rich, Prussian blue skies, one with a staircase of wooden
steps that lead nowhere, while Bev painted a series of abstract bodies.
“Why didn’t Jilly ever speak up, that’s what I don’t understand. Was she scared of
you?” Bev asked as she pulled her phone out of her bag to check the time.
“Aren’t you staying? The beds are all made,” Meryn asked.
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“I can’t help you,” Bev said quietly. “You still live in a fantasy land,” she said and
stood up. She picked up her bag and waited for Meryn to stand up too.
Funny how you could always stay when I provided the canvases. And those
expensive brushes, Meryn thought, rubbing her hands over the skin on her face.
Bev walked away into the garden, seeing dark, spiky, familiar leaves, and the
joyless, stretches of dark, flat land behind the trees. Meryn sat still.
“It was my life too,” Meryn said finally.
“So, you took the poor girl to meaningless places, so you could drink and watch,
and not face up to things. That’s so you.”
“No, it wasn’t like that,” Meryn said. “It was more like we used to do, you and I,
when we did things that were unfamiliar. There were possibilities, you know,”
Meryn said.
Meryn felt hot, the alcohol made her emotional and her sinuses throbbed, so she
had to squint. Her head hurt as she looked across to the shed at the bottom of the
yard. It blocked the view of the empty paddocks. There was an old water tank, not
in use, and an empty half gallon drum, rusted and jagged that they used to light
fires in.
“I feel sorry for the child,” Bev said.
“She’s a woman, not a child. We all feel sorry for her. But she did it to herself. I did
all I could. There was not a thing more I could have done for her. She cut herself,
her skin is scarred. She did all that and now she won’t see me. How do you think
this makes me feel? I’ve spent the best part of my life on her and now she’s
rejected me.”
Bev lit another cigarette, exhaling close enough that Meryn felt her breath touch
her face. She rubbed her eyes. It was always like this with Bev, which made her
wonder if maybe it was the uneasiness that led her to pressure Peter into the
adoption, to fill the hopeless spaces, the void in her life.
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“Why didn’t you get in touch with me sooner then? You could have called me,
instead of relying on those women you hang around with. You know they’re at the
bottom of the problem between you and Jilly don’t you?” Bev said in a flat voice.
“You don’t even know who I hang around with now,” Meryn said.
“It’s obvious; you always had those blue-ribbon friends.”
“Who I associate with has nothing to do with what’s up with Jilly,” Meryn said.
The picture of Jilly had fallen off the table between them and was lying on the
ground. Meryn bent and picked it up. She watched Bev’s large form moving off in
the dark as she walked slowly towards the shed. She still wore the same loose
black clothes. Meryn knew the way she moved, and she knew there were smudges
of paint on her clothes, and her nails would be black, fingers stained. Meryn
watched the slight sway of her shoulders, waiting for the pause before she cut her
with some other harsh truth.
3.
Meryn began unpacking in the new apartment in the centre of the city, on her
own. They had chosen to be on the ground floor ahead of their aging. She was
setting up her bedroom, bringing boxes in from the car and quickly putting her
clothes into drawers, as if the whole thing would disappear if she didn’t move
quickly. She spread a designer batik bedspread on their bed, then lay down and
opened her laptop. Seeing that Bev and Jilly had both sent her emails she felt
excited, until she read that neither of them would be coming to the wedding.
Meryn thought she would cry, but then Richard came in with take-away coffees.
He said he was in favour of a fresh start. Richard told her that there were so many
people coming to their function that she would hardly notice that Bev and Jilly
were not there, and he had booked the restaurant on the waterfront, and ordered
the food that morning.
Meryn called Jilly’s mobile number, not expecting her to answer, but she did.
“I can't make it. I can't face a crowd of people, but thank you for wanting me to be
there,” she said and hung up.
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Then she called Bev, who said she would be on a field trip, with a film crew.
“I’ve sent you a present though, not because I believe in weddings,” Bev said.
“What is it?” Meryn asked.
“It’s a print, an old one. It will mean something to you. Remember the mehndi?”
“The henna hands, I was thinking about that after I saw you. We drew the designs
on each other’s hands for your opening . . .” Meryn said lightly.
They talked about Bev’s art and the television documentary. It would be set near
Meryn’s old property, in the bush, filmed by a fire at dusk. Meryn could imagine it,
but not the mehndi, she had pushed the henna hands out of her mind when Jilly
began cutting her arms.
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2.1.4 Think out loud
1.
“Remember Greece? I was thinking about all that time we spent sitting in cafes in
Piraeus, looking across the water; all those expensive yachts. Remember how
easy we were back then, just sitting around writing in journals, before laptops
existed,” I said, looking across and seeing the side of Marty’s face. He didn’t
answer.
“We talked about what we would do with our lives,” I said.
Marty and I walked slowly over the unmown nature strip. I felt something like
impending doom as we walked, and it was coming from Marty, not me. I was
keyed up. I wanted to talk to him about things in life again, things that would not
surface by themselves, that I needed his help to articulate. We walked from out
the back of his apartment along to the channels, inspecting the damage from the
recent floods. He was particularly keen to check on a family of plovers, guessing
that their nest would have been washed away.
“Did you ever really think we could plan our lives?” Marty asked.
“Yes,” I said.
“I’m not so idealistic,” he said laughing. He walked on in front of me when the
ground became single track.
“We drank beer at lunch times, and we were looking ahead,” I said. “It was fun.
You have to have to think out loud if you want to know what to do with your life.”
“You mean plan your life, like you get given this life and you have however many
years to make it form some shape before it ends. It’s a game?” he asked.
“Yes,” I said, “I was meaning that.”
I don’t think I was meaning that, I was thinking more of words from a song, “What
you gonna do with your life?”
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“Sometimes there are just too many choices, and sometimes there are none,” I
said.
“Well you can look at it many ways, can’t you? So many choices, so many fuckups,” Marty said, and he turned to face me, so I almost walked into him. He looked
so much older and his skin was not pink. I saw him catching his breath, but his
body was poised for something. I backed up a step.
“Plenty of people don’t give it much thought,” he said.
We walked on in silence for a while before Marty stopped and said, “But people
want to stay alive, no matter what, mostly.”
I was getting a weird feeling, he turned back and walked off again.
“No matter what,” I said lamely, which was the opposite to saying what would
have taken the conversation the way he was heading.
We walked across the over-pass and saw how high the water had risen, flooding
the playing fields down by the school. I was still thinking back to Greece. I have a
good memory visually, but I’m not as good with facts. I can relive certain scenes
vividly and I wanted to remind Marty about what it was that we shared back then,
probably thirty years ago now.
“Do you remember that day when we were walking around the port, in the sun
and the wind, and we saw ourselves?” I said as we tramped through the debris
beside the channel unable to find the nest.
“What?” Marty asked me.
“I’ve never forgotten it; we saw two people walking towards us and they were
Greek versions of us: you with your hair in a ponytail and a beard and me with
loose hair and the flowing scarf. The four of us walked towards each other and all
at once we saw that we could be replicants, but the fellow had a pipe, and the
woman, my double, had a see-through, lacey top.”
“So, the difference was they were intimate, when we were just friends,” Marty cut
in.
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I never talked about boundaries with him. But the recognition of our selves that
day, combined with alcohol, the harbour, the soft shores, then the muted sky, and
two people being almost the same, stayed with me. We all smiled at each other as
we passed. I’d been reading Simone de Beauvoir.
“What makes you think of the Mediterranean?” He asked me.
“I’ve been thinking a lot lately, about us: me and the kids and you,” I said.
“Oh?”
I waited, and his steps slowed.
“Actually, the other night I was reminding the kids about that awful experience
you went through for Mae’s adoption. I decided it was time to explain to Mae what
your role was in the whole thing; she’s old enough now to understand. Her fate
could have been so different.”
“Yes,” Marty said, almost back to his old self. “That psychologist gave us all a hard
time. I wonder what’s happened to him now? He’s probably in therapy, one would
hope,” he said. Then Marty exclaimed, “I knew the nest would be gone,” and he
stomped on some aluminium cans lying on the ground. I bent to pick them up, but
he beat me to it.
“They were good times though, in Greece,” I said.
“Yes, they were, and remember how you used to get fiction confused with life
then too,” Marty said, turning to examine some graffiti on the cement channel.
This was true, I knew. I looked across to where he was looking but I couldn’t
make out what the graffiti was about.
He started walking back towards his apartment and I followed, thinking again
that something wasn’t right with him.
“You were absorbed by the ruins, that amazing architecture, but I was interested
in becoming someone, becoming someone more interesting at least. I don't think I
ever became quite what I wanted,” I said, and I noticed Marty had a limp when he
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walked over uneven ground. He kept stopping and poking at the undergrowth
with a stick. I wanted to tell him the eggs were gone, he was right.
“That wasn’t our best holiday,” Marty said.
When I didn’t reply he waited for some time, then in true form he said, “But what
about Kashmir, with the girls? You remember Kafir on the houseboat, running
around and locking all the windows at night when he thought we were asleep?”
I remembered all right; I’ve never been so scared. We weren’t meant to be there
on that lake with the fighting going on. “Srinagar,” was all I could say. My friends
looked at the photos afterwards, and said, “You look so happy,” not getting it at
all.
We walked back to Marty’s apartment and he asked me in for a cup of tea.
“Or we could go to the pub?” I suggested. I still wanted to talk to him about Mae. I
felt he had some obligation.
“I’m not allowed to drink at the moment,” Marty said, “No coffee either. Didn’t I
tell you?”
2.
Not long after that day Mae and I began our first overseas holiday together. We
spent our first night in a two-star hotel, in a small room with yellow walls and no
bathroom. We were in Athens. We lay on the beds and the sheets made us scratch.
I had laughed when the woman sitting beside me on the plane told me that the
area where are Hotel is wasn’t safe. “There are problems there, with so many
immigrants,” she told me.
“At least they take refugees in Greece,” I said.
“Yes, we took all the people America and England refused,” she said.
I asked to get new sheets and I missed a call from Marty. I tried calling him, but I
couldn’t get through. I had asked him to come on the trip to Europe and Ethiopia
with us, but he didn’t get back to me, so I booked the journey without him. We
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never did get to talk. We got a taxi to the airport because he said he wasn’t
driving.
It was night when Mae and I went out onto the street to look for some food. There
wasn’t a lot of light in the streets. We saw damaged, graffitied apartment
buildings and the train station, but no cafes or restaurants. There were a few
people out and there was traffic on the roads. The wind in derelict buildings made
me feel lonely. We held hands. We watched cars and motor bikes and police
motorbikes coming and going, but we could not find a cafe. I thought we would
have to find food at the petrol station. The cars didn't stop at pedestrian
crossings. Mae let me keep holding her hand. At one point we were trying to cross
the road at some lights when opposite us, ready to walk towards us, appeared a
family I guessed were immigrants. A man in a colourful shirt, not smiling, an old
woman using a walking stick and assorted children with bare feet and wild hair
started to walk towards us.
There was a strange irony there, crossing the road at Larissa station that evening.
Mae was in the refugee stream at her school, having had a ‘refugee like’
experience, yet she passed those people with no understanding of what their lives
were. I have had no such experiences, but I found myself almost on her trajectory
as we passed close by so our bodies were almost in contact, but I was thinking I
needed to justify our lives. We all nodded to each other with some kind of
acknowledgement, maybe of being alive, maybe just that we were all a bit scared
and, on our ways, somewhere.
There was no television in the room, so Mae and I ate chips in bed, and I tried to
explain what I thought had happened in Syria. It was important, I thought, that a
15-year-old Australian girl should have a grasp of these sort of things. I pieced the
story together in a way I thought she would understand, because with her start in
life really her understandings were more at a primary school level. When I looked
over at her she was asleep. I tried Marty’s phone again, but it went to messages, so
I just said what was on my mind.
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“I would not have been able to adopt Mae without you.” I kept thinking back to
when he used to play “Black magic woman” on the guitar, when we were so
young, and I was so idealistic.
“It won’t be a child you can bring home and play with,” he said, he when I asked
for his help. “It’s someone’s life you’re interfering with.”
Then there were those interviews with Justine, the psychologist, and Robert, the
senior psychologist, and they put Marty on the spot. I told the other kids this, but I
didn’t tell Mae. He was made to draw his family tree and then to relive his family
dramas. And then, after all the interrogation, those psychologists still would not
believe that Marty supported me “with no strings attached.”
“So how did we end up getting Mae then if they wouldn’t accept Marty didn’t want
to live with you?” Connor, my oldest, asked me.
“Well,” I said to the kids, “They were really sure he was doing it to win me over
and they could not see the value in his zero-population growth philosophy, none
of that, so he tried something different and it worked. In the end they were
swayed by his presence.”
The kids all looked at me like I was crazy.
“Marty never actually said that he was gay, but his body language made them
believe it,” I said.
“That sucks,” Connor said, glaring at me as if I was the hypocrite.
3
Marty didn’t respond until we were coming to the end of our time in Greece and
getting ready to fly to Ethiopia via Dubai. I was so relieved I only skimmed over
the email. When Mae asked me what it said I had to read it again.
“I was thinking,” he wrote. “Have I let Mae down?”
Of course not, I would have said if he were there, without even waiting to hear his
reasoning.
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“She wanted me to help her find her mother,” was his next line.
Her mother’s not alive, how can she be found, I thought.
“I have found out her mother’s full name though, and where she lived,” I read.
“Shit,” I said out loud. I hadn’t got very far with that, not with everything else I had
to contend with.
“What did Marty say?” Mae asked. “How is he?”
I didn’t find out about Marty’s health or about Mae’s mother’s name.
“He asked how you are?” I said.
“Anything else?” she asked.
I took a breath. “He wants me to help you find out more about your mother; it’s on
his mind,” I said.
“Me too,” she said.
I started crying then. I wanted to delete the email. I remembered the first picture
we saw of Mae, blown-up and printed on a full sheet of paper; a little girl playing
with a balloon on a cement yard. Mae had been approved for adoption and we
were all so excited, but then it took two more years of paperwork before we could
meet her. That photo, taken by another adopting mother, Julia, against the rules,
shook me up, especially when Julia said she watched Mae fall down on the ground
crying when she left.
“It was not just crying, it was that real soul pain,” she said. “Mae thought I had
come to take her with me,” Julia told us. “She knew someone was coming and she
thought it was me; she thought I came to get her, and then when I left without her,
she was devastated. I didn’t have the language to explain through the fence that
you were still coming,” she said.
“Why are you crying? Is Marty going to die?” Mae asked me. She cannot cope with
loss.
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I suddenly had had enough of that cheap, flea-ridden room. I got on my laptop and
searched for a hotel near the harbour, for a clean room with a bathroom,
overlooking the sea.
“Why did you say that?” I said, confirming a four-star Hotel in Piraeus.
When we heard that Marty died suddenly in the night, everything came undone. I
needed to be on the phone to Connor constantly to get me through every step of
the day, even just to move hotels I rang him three times. When we sat on the bed
in the new room looking out, seeing the ocean and the sky, it was as if everything
was moving. It was not just the wind, I saw everything moving within itself, as
well as whole objects moving, and then the horizon moved back away from us.
Mae had cried some more and then fallen asleep while I talked to myself, out loud,
as if I was talking to Marty.
“You were so right, it is someone else's life, so I can't fuck it up,” I said to him,
“Help me.”
“Marty found out some important information for you,” I said to Mae, the next
morning. “We have your mother’s name.”
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2.2 Field Work
In this section, I look at each of the five participant’s accounts separately, first
describing what was said in the interview and then analysing the language used
and prominent discourses. I also look for possibilities of transitional spaces of
relationality and explore what was said or suggested about love. All names and
identifying characteristics are changed for the sake of anonymity.

2.2.1 Yvonne
Yvonne is a Canadian Jungian scholar, married to an Australian man. They moved
to Australia five years ago, after adopting two Ethiopian children. Yvonne said
they made connections with other adoptive families. The oldest child is a girl, now
fifteen, and her brother is now ten years old. I met Yvonne in her home after
having a long initial phone conversation. We sat at her kitchen table and went
through an assortment of photographs that Yvonne had ready to show me and
she spoke at length about each one.
Yvonne began with a family picture that her husband took recently of her with the
two children. They were sitting on the couch, reading. She was absorbed and
looking up at the camera for the photograph. She said:
The reason I love this photo is it kind of typifies me, in the middle, being a
mother to two children. And this idea of reading is very important in this
house, the idea of sharing books, sitting down and exploring together.
That’s why I love this picture, it captures the spirit here. I smile when I see
it because it’s so us in a way.
Yvonne talked about how by being physically close while “exploring worlds”
together addressed the issues her son has with processing sensory information.
She said sitting closely allows the tactile input to have a calming effect when too
much information overloads his sensory system. She described the way the family
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had previously created a space of meditation at a Buddhist temple in Canada, but
this did not transfer to Australia.
Yvonne: I haven’t found a community, a meditating community that also
serves children, and I’ve tried a couple of things and it hasn’t worked, so,
this [getting lost in imagination in books] to me is their meditation.
She digressed to explain how her daughter became an avid reader and learnt to
explore the relationship of the self to different worlds through reading. Yvonne
said she was “absolutely thrilled that this has happened for her, because now she
has it, she’ll always have it, she’ll always have the skill.” She told the story of how
her daughter had a “hiatus” from reading, so Yvonne did something she said she
was “not so proud of, it but it worked.” She paid her to read twenty-five pages at a
time and eventually she “became an obsessive reader” again.
Yvonne then showed me a picture of her husband and son at a fish and chip shop
at the beach, from a time when they were holidaying at the coast for her birthday.
She said:
I love this photo because they are so in love with each other, absolutely
besotted with each other, they’re just such mates. And you know he [her
son] is incredibly honest about how I’m not his favourite parent. He’s says,
‘Mumma, It’s ok, you don’t have to worry, I like Daddy better.’ He says, ‘I
like you, but you know Dad is just the number one,’ and I think there is just
such comfort in the photo and such ease.
Yvonne explained that she was elated by the simple companionship in the
photograph because they had had a hard time helping their son to settle and
thrive, which Yvonne attributed to him having embodied trauma from being born
at the same time as his mother was dying. She said on top of this, as a baby, he
was cared for in a number of places before their adoption was successful.
Yvonne: He came into his body with trauma, and I’m a tuned in kind of
person, I can feel that it was really hard emotionally. I was worried about
his well beingness, so we worked really hard on bonding, and he didn’t
sleep for three years. We discovered that it had a lot to do with him really
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worrying that if he fell asleep, we would be gone, so often in the middle of
the night he’d wake up and say, where are all of us?
Yvonne’s description of how they dealt with her son’s problems is insightful in a
problematic area of transracial adoption when children are moved between
homes and childhood trauma results from episodes of (sometimes) repeated grief
and loss and poor bonding. She explained how they worked on bonding with him
by rearranging beds and bedrooms and engaging an Ethiopian nanny, Tsion, to
help nurture him. Yvonne said:
Tsion came to us for five months and stayed for almost six years. She was
fundamental in helping us. We needed another pair of hands and another
warm body and she wore him on her back, she wrapped him and then
wrapped him on her back and she would wear him on her back all over the
house doing other things […] we held him for two years, between the three
of us he was never, ever not within touching contact. He needed that.
We speculated on the alternative which would be childcare, probable exhaustion
from crying and, maybe medication. Yvonne also said she saw a naturopath
because the baby had a problem with formula and this man mixed his own
formula which was as close to breast milk as possible. She said the baby
responded: “It was a life saver, and he was on that for four years, that formula,
and we mixed it ourselves.” Yvonne also said they “tried to do the milk bank thing
a few times and gather some breast milk from various people in the
neighbourhood,” but it didn’t work as well as the mixed formula.
The next photograph we looked at was her with the children in her sister’s garden
before they left Canada to come to Australia. Her daughter was wearing the
Ethiopian national dress. In Chapter Five I discuss the symbolism of the national
dress and note that each Ethiopian adoptive parent bought their child/children
national clothes to be worn in private celebrations and take part in social rituals.
We spoke about how life was different for them in Australia, in particular,
because there were not as many African people where they live. Yvonne also
commented that she thought Australians were uncomfortable with adoption
because of the forced taking of Indigenous children in the Stolen Generations,
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which has never been reconciled. She told me that she noticed at the National
Museum people are tense, shamed and sad when confronting this history.135
Although this is a topic I am passionate about and her insights are inspiring and
do impact on their discursive and material context, I restrained myself from
further discussion so we could focus on the photographs and the parental
relationships.
Yvonne said her daughter spoke about social relationships with her and they
discussed how it can be hard for her being “the only brown one” in a
predominately white school. She said they work through the impacts of racialised
bodies on their life as a family and sometimes her children are relaxed, but at
other times they share concerns with her. Yvonne said when they complain she
realises, “Okay so we’re in that space now, and I can’t paint that happy family
space over her, I can’t whitewash that; pun unintended.”
Communication is Yvonne’s strength. We ended the interview with her comment,
“So that journey has been interesting. I’m so glad we get a chance to tell this story,
it’s exactly the thing that needs to be told, isn’t it?”

135 The Stolen Generation is the psychic wound of this country. Yvonne
continued: ‘Doh, of course the people don’t want to talk about it [adoption]. Of
course, they aren’t open about it, this hasn’t been reconciled in the cultural psych.
This hasn’t been held down and talked about, apart from the National Museum of
Australia where there’s a whole room for it, but people interacting with those
exhibits are uncomfortable. There’s tension there, there’s shame, there’s desire to
walk away, and there’s this sadness. It’s because of that I suddenly became a lot
more compassionate about the issues here around adoption. So I thought, ‘Well
I’ve got to lay off here and be a little more relaxed that people are not going to
have the same experience, you know, we are into this in Canada and in The States,
with a far different tempo, very positive. There’s research out there, people are
talking about this, there are now adoptees who are psychologists who, their
entire practices are devoted to adopted children, and transracial families, so we
have generations of research now, that’s quite vibrant, so we moved here with
that kind of openness, and so it’s just been. . . maybe it’s up to us, who are living
positive lives to be up front and available.’
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I now turn to my analysis of this interview.

2.2.1.1 Analysis
1) Language
Yvonne’s language was positive, and her presentation was enthusiastic. Although
they present in a conventional family form, these parents appear to have altered
discourses to make their lives and love intelligible. The intentionality of this is
reflected in Yvonne’s language. My impression was that she does not leave things
to chance, nor does she back away from uncomfortable or controversial readings
of their situation. She used phrases such as, “And this was really intentional,” and
“I can’t whitewash that.”
Yvonne’s recognition of the unintended pun might be read as an
acknowledgement of the theories that criticise white approaches to parenting
black children. Racial identity is a popular subject in the US and Canada. For
example, Darron Smith opened a forum for discussion on his blog, “Can Love
Overcome Race in Transnational Adoption?” 136 Smith’s concern is that adoptive
parents are typically resistant to openly examining America’s history of slavery,
and resistant to “identifying their role as benefactors in a system of white
privilege.”137 He argues that racial frames rooted in the image of bodies are
resilient and racial discourses lurk “beneath the level of consciousness.”138 With
her comment on “whitewash[ing],” Yvonne makes a reference to these critiques,
which can be difficult to navigate in day-to-day practice, and she intentionally
addresses them in language that the children can draw meanings from.

136 Darron Smith, “Can Love Overcome Race in Transnational Adoption?”
HuffPost (blog), April 30, 2013,
137 Ibid.
138 Ibid.
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Yvonne used language that depicted her parenting as having a quasi-teaching or
problem-solving role. For example, she consciously made the decision that she
would help her daughter to achieve “a relationship with herself” through reading
books. She gave her daughter money to read when she “fell out of interest in
books” and used the term “re-enter” to describe her daughter joining in with the
stories she was sharing with her son. The term “re-enter” seems to allude to a
space that was opened through reading; a space where they related with each
other and the materiality and stories of books. She also noted the importance of
physical connection in this process, saying: “We’ve used books to physically be
close, to touch each other and to touch the book and to talk about worlds.” [my
emphasis] Yvonne described how it was important that her son sat closely with
her while they read: “he became tactile through reading and through sitting and
through touching.” The following statement denotes both her intentionality and
her goal of facilitating her daughter’s transnational adoptee identity:
So, I decided what I wanted for her is this life skill, not only knowing how
to read and appreciate reading, but there’s a comfort space that you create
when you read a book, you’re having a relationship with yourself.
Yvonne chose words that indicated she too is learning in the role and using a
range of languages to communicate. For instance, she says: “Now they’re getting
older … I have to be responding as opposed to be creating. I used to create spaces
and create parenting, and now I’m responding as a parent,” and, “I’m a tuned in
kind of person, I can feel that...” Affective communication and creative worlds of
literature play parts in this family’s relationality.
My creative process when writing the story, “Milk,” was stimulated by the images
of the bodies “wearing” the traumatised child and nourishing him. I imagined
what this might look like while the young couple carried out their day to day lives
in a society largely ignorant of the demands of parenting non-biological and
traumatised children in mainstream society. I envisioned a series of images of the
couple in the intimate sphere and in public and used secondary characters to
voice what might be going on around them in their family and social lives. Above
all I wanted to portray the creative and intense relationality between parents and
child.
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2) Discourses
The predominant discourses that I identified in my interview with Yvonne relate
to her knowledge of Jungian studies, and adoption studies. She appeared to
employ these discourses to adapt narratives of family to make their lives
intelligible.
2.1) Parenting children should encompass conscious and unconscious subjective
realms.
Discourses stemming from Jungian studies take account of interactions between
the conscious and unconscious parts of the mind. The approach that Yvonne, as a
Jungian scholar, took to parenting seemed to reflect this. One important Jungian
concept Yvonne alluded to is individuation — a path to self-knowledge and
wholeness. Yvonne alluded to this in her discussion of reading with the children.
She described reading as a way to have “a relationship with yourself.” She
explained:
Having this relationship with your sense of imagination, and your sense of
possibility… it runs parallel to film studies in Jung, what happens when
you walk into a cinema and have the experience of film, there’s a parallel
discussion about what’s happening in the psyche when you engage with a
book, because it’s engaging this whole canvas within your interiority, and
so this is what I’m now joyful about, that she has now come to this space,
she’s now found that space, and I remember having this sigh, this collective
breath, and saying, “She found it,” not the reading, but she found that place
in herself.
Yvonne also said that getting lost in the imagination in books, “to me is her
meditation, and I’m just absolutely thrilled that this has happened for her,
because now she has it, she’ll always have it. She’ll always have the skill.”
Similarly, she described how they have helped their son find a place of ease. She
said:
He is getting better at being at ease, but it hasn’t been a smooth road
getting there, you know he’s been a serious child, because of the
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adjustments we’ve made along the way to help him understand himself
and to help him to live with himself, and to help him live with us.
Here Yvonne spoke about their son’s psychological and emotional needs which
she relates to embodied trauma. Talking about how her son is still not ready to
sleep away from home yet, even with his grandparents, Yvonne phrased it as,
“He’s really just aware of what he’s able to do and what he’s not.”
2.2) The “Collective color consciousness”139 discourse and global inequalities
The collective colour consciousness discourse was also employed by Yvonne to
make her social family intelligible. This discourse allows differences ascribed to
cultural differences to be acknowledged in the home, and in intimate
relationships. Twila Perry describes it in contrast to an alternative discourse:
“colorblind individualism,” where race is not seen as a factor that affects life
outcomes and it establishes a focus on the individual’s rights. Whereas, the
“collective color consciousness” approach, by contrast, places the focus on the
rights and interests of the (racial) groups with which individuals identify. To me,
and it seems Yvonne, too, this second approach addresses family intelligibility by
embracing colour and difference. Yvonne told the story,
There was this beautiful book called The Colors of Us.140 It talks about
different coloured skin, and the mother being an artist. It’s the story of a
mother teaching her children to look at skin colour and to go and paint it,
and she goes around the neighbourhood and there’s the grocer and his
skin colour’s like peanut butter. We would read this book and I remember
she had this dress and the dress had different colour panels, and she
couldn’t remember how to describe the dress and so she said, ‘Oh I love
that dress that’s The Colors of Us dress.’ This was her way of describing
139 Twila L. Perry, “The Transracial Adoption Controversy: An Analysis of
Discourse and Subordination,” NYU Review of Law and Social Change 21, no. 33,
(1993-1995), 43.
140 Karen Katz, The Colors of Us, New York: Henry Holt and Co., (1999).
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something and accessing something she met in a book but couldn’t
describe.
In this way Yvonne articulated difference in imaginative spaces when the children
were young, which led to more frank discussions as they matured. She said they
speak about issues involved with transracial adoption as they come up. For
example, Yvonne said, her daughter “goes through times where she’s totally fine
about being adopted, and then it sucks, and she says, “Of course I have to be the
only one adopted and the only one brown, AND Canadian.”
She said her children also talk about inequality. Yvonne said her daughter will
often say, “Okay Mumma, I’m going to share a first world problem with you now,”
which she said shows she has perspective, so their privilege will not be an issue.
Yvonne: I mean we know how privileged we are in Australia, socioeconomically all of us, but I don’t necessarily want her to be self-conscious
about it. I don’t want that to be a motive for growth and a mode of being
for her.
In Chapter One I discussed how subject formation is not separate from sociopolitical and cultural life, and racial identity is associated with global inequalities.
Yvonne gives one example of how this might be articulated in daily life.
Yvonne: I had an interesting conversation with my son in the car this
morning, we were suddenly talking about poverty and he asked me
something about Ethiopia. He said, ‘But not everyone in Ethiopia’s poor,’
and I said, ‘You’re very right, and in fact there are lots of people all over the
world who are from Ethiopia who are going back, who are bringing their
brain trust with them, who are reinvesting, who are bringing their money
and building an incredibly strong, rich country,’ and I said, ‘Maybe that’s
something you want to think about when you’re older, that could be a
really interesting option for you.’
2.3) Parenting is what you make it: “another pair of hands and another warm
body,” and a big, shared bed.
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The third discourse I identified is one of flexibility in parenting roles. Yvonne’s
rejection of the idea that only one person and one body can perform as a mother
reflected Malone and Cleary’s idea that the “identitarian view is a misconception
of the psychic processes that define various moments of mothering in
families.”141In other words, it reflected the idea that there can be more than one
person who relates in the personal and psychic realms associated with mothering.
Yvonne talked about Tsion, the nanny who stayed for six years, the milk bank, the
homeopath, and communities of people such as the meditation community, who
were all important in meeting the children’s needs for touch, holding, and growth.
However, as well as her openness to what the role of mothering, or nurturing, can
encompass, she did still emphasise her central position as the mother. In the first
photograph she showed to me she was seated between the two children, which
she said, “kind of typifies me, in the middle, being a mother to two children.”
Flexibility in parenting roles was also important in addressing the Yvonne’s son’s
sleeping problems. Yvonne fleshed out how worried they were about their son
and how traditional parenting norms were of no interest to her, saying:
I mean we were worried; how can you be a human being and not sleep? I
mean seriously he was a baby. How can you have a baby not sleep? So,
month after month of sleeping for maybe no more than twenty minutes
sleep, my husband said, ‘How can we all survive this?’ We worked for a
while trying a crib, and it was just too exhausting, so we put him in bed
with us, and that extended from twenty minutes to maybe two or three
hours sleep, so we’d all get two or three hours and he’d wake up, and it
wasn’t for long, then he’d sit up, he’d look around, looking for everyone,
head count. Then we did a family bedroom. We had a California king, and a
queen, and that was like Angelina Jolie’s nine-foot bed, and we all slept in
the same room and in the same bed. I was not really interested in the
whole, ‘You’ve got to do this.’ That narrative of child raising wasn’t going to
work for us, so I never really cared. And people would say you know he’s

141 Kareen Malone and Rose Cleary, “(De)Sexing the family. Theorizing the
Social Science of Lesbian families,” Feminist Theory 3, no. 3, (2002), 271–293.
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going to be in bed with you forever, and I’d say, ‘yep, and that’s how it has
to be.’
Flexibility in parenting roles was clearly needed here to overcome the separation
that may be expected to exist between adults and children if they follow
hegemonic narratives of child raising. On the notion of children sleeping in their
own rooms and being trained to sleep with controlled crying Yvonne said:
I used to think, does this make sense? So, someone grows in your womb
for nine months and then you put them by themselves . . . in a space on
their own. That doesn’t make any sense to me at all. So, what we were
trying to do was create a closeness where there wasn’t one.
Yvonne further reinforced that her son was never alone for the first two years of
his life. This runs an interesting parallel to parenting practices in Ethiopia, which I
will elaborate on in Chapter Five. Parenting can be what you make it. It can be a
dynamic relationship that can include more than the parent’s two warm bodies in
flexible parenting roles. This flexibility assisted Yvonne in making relationships
with her children intelligible to herself and to the children.
3) Transitional spaces
Yvonne described transitional spaces and mediators created for communication
in all sorts of ways — bodies placed in relation to each other physically and
emotionally. Daytime roles can be dispensed with in night-time shared spaces.
The night-time arrangement may constitute a transitional space, where
interactions can be more like play. This space of intimacy is a space where
communication occurs in many ways, awake and asleep and in the in-between. As
Winnicott said, the area of playing is not in the psychic reality, it is outside of the
individual, but not in the external world.
It is easy to see how the Ethiopian nanny functions as a mediator of culture
between subjects, and, in doing so, queers normative family roles by having three
adults parenting, making the cross-cultural family intelligible to themselves. The
unknown women providing breast milk also queer hegemonic norms. Bringing
Tsion into a quasi-parenting role for two years creates a relational space where
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birth culture and language is included. Whatever may have transpired in this
intimate space I am not privy to.
Another transitional space for close intersubjective connections to develop might
be one that occurs in their reading together. Yvonne highlighted that she used
books, signifiers of knowledge and imagination, while motivating haptic
connections. Yvonne said about reading, “You’re having a relationship with
yourself, having this relationship with your sense of imagination, and your sense
of possibility…”
4) Love
Yvonne spoke about love. She said of her husband and her son, “They are so in
love with each other, absolutely besotted with each other, they’re just such
mates.” I had the impression that Yvonne included this unpretentious picture of
the two of them together as a contrast to the difficult times she described when
her son was younger.
Yvonne described love as a journey and including friendship, saying her son and
his father are “such mates,” sitting closely in “comfort” and “ease.” She described
the journey between bodies, minds and spirits where they “worked really hard on
bonding.” She implied the bonds were uniting with phrases such as the picture
captures “the spirit here,” and “it’s so us.”
Yvonne referred to one child’s insecurities of being left alone in the world,
reminiscent of bell hook’s words, “When I did not feel loved, I wanted to die.”
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Establishing the joint bed and continuous touch were strategies for life and love
and being responsible one for the other. Creative transitional spaces were created
for intersubjective relationality to progress.
What was said about love in this interview points to multisensory communication
and affective transmission between subjects, sometimes mediated by others.

142 bell hooks, Salvation: Black People and Love. New York: William Morrow,
(2001), xv.
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Yvonne highlighted establishing trust (they will not disappear in the night) with
the children as a way to connect lovingly with them.

2.2.2 Kathryn
I met with Kathryn, a mother of two biological children and one transracially
adopted child, on the back veranda of her home. She had spoken to me on the
phone first to make sure she understood what I was exploring in my research.
Once she knew that I am also a transracially adoptive parent and am aware that
there are many failed adoptions as well as some successful she agreed to
participate. She said that her three children are now in their thirties. Kathryn
warned me before we started that she could not tell me a happy story. I will
describe what we talked about in the interview before analysing the language she
used, the evident discourses, transitional spaces of relationality and what was
said about love.
Kathryn started by showing me a picture of herself on her fiftieth birthday with
her three children seated around her. When I looked at the photograph, I said to
her that her children were all in the same pose around her; all with their heads
tilted in towards her and all smiling at the camera. She said:
Yes, but it’s not the same, never has been, probably never will. She [Lori] is
on a different level to us; she thinks differently, she talks differently, she is
different.
Kathryn explained that after she and her husband had their first child, they were
unsuccessful in conceiving again, which, she said, was because of her husband’s
low sperm count. She said at the time they were on a short term posting in a third
world country and lived near a convent. She said, “Just off the cuff one day, I asked
if there were ever any children available for adoption.” She said within two weeks
the nuns had arranged visits with a girl who was two and a half years old, and the
adoption soon went ahead, and Kathryn said, “So, for some bags of beans Lori was
handed over.”
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Kathryn said she realised straight away that she “didn’t have those feelings I was
supposed to have,” but the decision was made to persevere. Then, eleven months
later, she became pregnant again. She said, “and we’d decided we wanted three
children, so it was fine; it wasn’t as if I only wanted two.”
Kathryn chose not to show me more photographs, but rather to describe what
happened through the school years and beyond, where Lori’s situation
“progressively got worse and worse.” She said from Year Seven at school onwards
Lori refused to do school work, “she had no motivation,” and she was stealing port
and drinking at night, which, she said, they found about out later. Kathryn said, “It
all came to a head one morning, she collapsed at my feet, and I called the
ambulance straight away, I thought she’d had a seizure.” It unfolded that Lori was
taking drugs and drinking alcohol.
I asked, “Did Lori ever say anything to you about what she wanted?”
Kathryn said, “It was all silence. We’d try to sit her down and talk to her, she
would just, she would just agree with us, you know.”
Kathryn said Lori then went to live with a friend who lived nearby because she
found Lori’s diary, “that outlined how Lori was planning to murder me.” The
arrangement with the friend lasted only six weeks. Kathryn said Lori then came
back home and they took her to see a psychiatrist: “They couldn’t get through to
her.” Then she said:
We’d been at emergency at the hospital a few times, because I found her
with razor blades in the bathroom, you know, the whole catastrophe.
Kathryn also relayed a story about Lori being drunk at a party and then physically
attacking her and being ordered out of the house. She said Lori was then gone,
with no contact, for a number of years, until she entered a rehabilitation facility.
The next contact was a call for help at four o’clock one morning, “out of the blue.”
Kathryn said that she thinks Lori has been sober for either ten or twelve years,
she was not sure, and that Lori lives in a house with her two dogs. Kathryn said
that the two of them have little contact, but Lori does have visits with her father.
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Kathryn: Lori blames me for everything that’s gone wrong in her life, and I
think its possibly because I worked part-time, and I was the one who
enforced the rules, and they all had the same rules, and they weren’t strict
rules, they were just normal rules you’d have in a house. And I guess there
may have been a few frustrating times with me when I’ve raised my voice
and I shouldn’t have, and I felt guilty for that.
Then Kathryn slipped between discourses with the sort of confusion that kinship
terminology can cause. She said, “But I’m not her mother. I’m not her mother,
yeah?”
I was lost for words to answer her question, but it was rhetorical, and she moved
on. Following this confusion and sadness, Kathryn told me that she was going to
get married again. She also said that her mother had recently died and there was
some inheritance for each of the grandchildren, so she instructed the children to
buy something to remind them of her parents’ “hard work.” She said two of the
children did but,
Lori stood up, and she said, ‘How dare you tell me what to spend that
money on? For all you know I might want a fridge or a washing machine,
why can’t I spend it on that?’ This is in the middle of my engagement party,
across the table from my then ex-husband and his latest girlfriend. I mean I
was upset, and my ex-husband’s girlfriend had already had a go at me
because she found out we were having a wedding at the golf club, and she
said very loudly how bad the food was there.
Kathryn said that after a long time passed with no contact between them, she
decided to send Lori a text message to ask her to meet before her wedding.
Lori just really let me have it, saying I was the worst mother ever, I was
manipulative and controlling and always crying… and she said, “Everyone
hates you.”
I asked if she invited Lori to her wedding and Kathryn said she did, and “she
turned up at the appointed time, and she looked very nice and she behaved
reasonably well.”
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Kathryn said they have had occasional contact since, saying:
We’ve met, not for meals, but for coffee, and I always ask her sister as well,
so there are three, so we have something to talk about. . . My ex-husband is
the person she talks to. She’s cunning and manipulative, as he has the
money.
I wanted to move on, which was difficult because the photos weren’t forthcoming.
I asked if Lori had ever returned to her birth country. Kathryn said:
We did send Lori back to her own country for a holiday, she needed to see
the reality. I took her to the bus. She met up with a half sibling. Her father
had died in jail. The sibling stole money from her… and she got sick, gastro
and vomiting… It was an eye-opener for her. She needed to go there.
Kathryn then said that Lori is now working in a woman’s refuge.
I said, “Oh, that’s positive.”
Kathryn said, “It is through the people she sought help from, so she has empathy.”
Kathryn then went on to explain why she thinks the relationship failed between
the two of them.
Kathryn: There’s not that relationship with me; you can’t force a child to
have a different personality, but the way she is with me is not nice . . . I
found it terribly difficult, she just threw away all her opportunities . . . But
it wasn’t black and white, my son and I could see the grey areas. We could
imagine what it must be like to be the middle, coloured child between two
high achieving, white children, but she always appeared to be coping.
Looking back, I see I trusted her too much . . . I put it down to lack of
balance, her body, she must have felt so different, being in a family but not
really part of it. I thought it was a happy family and she had everything the
same as the other two, she had piano lessons, braces on her teeth, dance
lessons, but it wasn’t enough. When she was little, and I was pregnant she
was so innocent pointing out her brown skin and curly hair, her difference.
But superficially you know she was one of us. One week before the
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wedding she said, ‘I am glad I was adopted,’ but she never spoke of it again.
If I was drowning and her two dogs were drowning, I know she’d save the
dogs first.
I asked about the dogs. She said, “Lori has a staffie and a bull terrier, tough dogs,
like her,” but inwardly “who would know?” Kathryn looked at me to signal that
she was perplexed and defeated that she did not know about her daughter’s inner
world.
Kathryn then became quite sad and said if she had her time again maybe she
wouldn’t have treated Lori the same way as the other children, because “she
wasn’t the same, she was different.”
She asked me, “How do you give them that affection if you don’t feel it?"
Then Kathryn looked at me and began to cry, saying:
Lori felt she had to cover the cuts, up both her arms. It hurts me so much,
sorry, it’s just so hard for a mother. I just wanted her to be happy and I
failed.
I turned off the recorder and we had break, looking out at the garden. When she
had recovered, Kathryn explained that she copes by considering something is
probably amiss with Lori genetically, and she thinks the doctor knows what’s
wrong and won’t tell her, and she thinks her ex-husband, even her children know,
and they won’t tell her.
I now turn to analyse the language Kathryn used, the discourses available,
possible transitional spaces and what was said about love.

2.2.2.1 Analysis
1) Language
Kathryn tended to use clichés and colloquialisms that arose from nuclear family
discourses that circulated in middle class Australia thirty years ago. She usually
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downplayed the unequal relationship between her and Lori and their respective
origins. At the same time, however, she acknowledged it, and made explicit the
socio-economic differences between the sender and receiver countries, saying,
“So, for some bags of beans Lori was handed over.” And, “She came to us with
malnutrition and a headful of lice.”
The part global inequalities and white privilege played in the adoption and their
relationship was partly understood by Kathryn in retrospect, but she was not
critical of global inequality, rather she was critical that she was not better
informed beforehand. She repeated three times, “It [the adoption process] was
too easy. That’s one of the problems when I look back on it, it was too easy.” It is
not clear whether Kathryn means that she might have changed her mind if there
had been more information about transracial adoption available before she asked
“off-the-cuff” if there was a child “available,” or if she meant that if the process
had not been so easy their relationship would have been different. The choice of
the word “available,” echoes the narrative of transracial adoption as a market.
Kathryn repeated her reflection that their power and privilege made the adoption
too easy, saying:
We were living near to the guy in charge of the law over there and he,
combined with another friend of ours in government, were able to get her
Australian citizenship very easily, again too easy.
Kathryn indicated that she was naïve in her expectations of what parenting
another person’s child would involve but she has had time to go over what
happened. What she did understand at the time was that she didn’t have the
feelings she was “supposed to have,” but she decided to “persevere.” This
description, which has connotations of adoptive parenting as work and duty.
Kathryn placed value on concepts of “difference” and “normality,” considering
normality to be desirable, even if only superficially, and difference to be
problematic. For example, she said:
Lori was quite bright, she learnt easily, they wanted to put her into a
higher class one day, and I said, ‘No, she’s different enough as she is. How
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about we just leave her, she’s supposed to be a year behind her sister, so
let’s just try and keep as much normality as we can.’
Kathryn also said, “When she was little and I was pregnant she was so innocent,
pointing out her brown skin and curly hair, her difference.” I think here Kathryn
means that Lori was too innocent to know that her difference to the rest of the
family was not a positive in her eyes. Comments like this feed into the colourblind
discourse, where cultural difference is ignored, as discussed in the Introduction
and referred to in Yvonne’s interview. Kathryn indicated that she tried to keep the
family appearing normal and as she matured, Lori only pretended to go along
with what was expected. Kathryn said at the start of the interview that Lori’s
smile was not “real” in the picture of them together. She repeated, “That’s not
real,” suggesting that the way they tried to make their family intelligible to others
was not how they understood their private relationships.
Kathryn pointed to communication problems between her and Lori. She said she
found it hard to bond because Lori was “very, very guarded,” and then later she
explained that they could not speak Lori’s language when they adopted her. It was
evident in the interview that Lori’s apparent lack of spoken communication with
her mother continued from childhood to adulthood. Repeatedly Kathryn said that
Lori would respond to her by shrugging or agreeing with whatever was said. For
example, Kathryn said that Lori was quite musical and having piano lessons, but
because she stopped progressing at the end of Year Seven, Kathryn said, “I really
didn’t think there was any point continuing. . . we tried to talk it through, but she
just shrugged her shoulders as if she didn’t care.” And, “It was all silence. We’d try
to sit her down and talk to her, she would just agree with us.” Kathryn said, “We
knew there was something wrong, we took her to a psychologist and Lori would
always tell everyone, the doctors the psychologists, us, exactly what we wanted to
hear.”
When they met, they had no language in common, but Kathryn said Lori started to
pick up English probably within two to three weeks, but, “we didn’t know her
language.” She described an ongoing problem with communication between the
two of them. She said even now there are always three family members at their
meetings, “so we have something to talk about.”
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The following comment highlights their communication difficulties. Kathryn said
that Lori had been living in a house with her two dogs for over three years and
she had never been invited to visit, until recently:
Lori said, ‘Oh when I clean up you can come over for a meal, what do you
like to eat?’ And I said, ‘Well, I like most things, but I’m not really good with
really rare meat,’ and I know she loves really rare meat, and she said,
‘What made you think I was going to cook you meat?’
The way I interpret this exchange is that Kathryn made the comment about meat
to connect with Lori, to show Lori that she’s thinking about something she knows
Lori likes, but to also innocuously say that she (Kathryn) doesn’t like it. Therefore,
Kathryn may have been hurt by the comment because it was out of line with her
intention in bringing up the rare meat. It seems that both are, and have, misread
the other’s intention. This exchange may be indicative of issues in the
communication between the two them.
Finally, I note that Kathryn’s language changes to a more colloquial, street
language when she addresses their altercations. For example:
Of course, we got a phone call saying she’s paralytic drunk, could you come
and get her?
One day she beat me up physically, and then I ordered her out of the house.
..
I didn’t know if she was dead or alive for quite a while. . .
So, we met, and she arrived with all guns blazing. . .
The language in these instances is loaded in the way that makes me think Kathryn
is trying to portray the scenes as comparable to a television drama to reinforce
that she sees her own role as the victim.
My creative process when writing the story, “Markings,” was stimulated by the
images of the dogs and the scars on Lori’s arms from self-harming. To relate the
potentially trusting relationships Lori had with her dogs to the sad relationship
she had with her mother, I wanted to explore how the mother’s thinking may
have changed over the years. To do this I brought in the critical voice of an art
teacher/ friend who challenged her perspectives and entrenched thinking.
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2) Discourses
2.1) (Not) one of us
Kathryn signposted that she subscribed to nuclear family discourses. She also
favoured neoliberal discourses and such qualities as working hard, doing well and
making money. She also indicated that she was disappointed when Lori did not
share the same philosophy. Kathryn said her husband “was a hard worker and he
brought in a good income,” while she was the one who enforced the rules, “and
they all had the same rules, and they weren’t strict rules, they were just normal
rules you’d have in a house.”
“One of us” appears discursively, with an associated set of meanings and
assumptions about family belonging, but with different readings, throughout this
thesis. The sense of belonging to a family can concern the members’ beliefs,
reputations and inheritance, such as Jack Halberstam describes: “values, wealth,
goods, and morals are passed through family ties from one generation to the
next.”143 In this case Lori was not seen as “one of us,” because, Kathryn said, “she
is on a different level to us; she thinks differently, she talks differently, she is
different.” This impasse was not something Kathryn could reconcile with her
preference for a nuclear family model where reputation and behaviour is
expected to concur with the preceding generations. She said that they gave Lori
all the opportunities, “piano lessons and braces on her teeth,” but it still “wasn’t
enough.” Kathryn indicated that she thought their material efforts were not
enough for Lori to fill the role they expected her to play because her difference
was too great. At the end of the interview Kathryn said she thought Lori may have
a genetic problem, making a link, probably unintended, to biogenetics. Kathryn
reflected that their approach was not successful, saying that she persevered, using
the family practices she knew, “because, you can’t…” [give her back].
2.2) Performances can be deceptive

143 Jack Halberstam, In a Queer Time and Place: Transgender Bodies, Subcultural
Lives, London: New York University Press, (2005), 5.
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Kathryn alluded to discourses of performing roles. In this case, Lori performed in
two incongruent ways which Kathryn associated with deception. She said that
they had no idea that Lori was drinking in her bedroom every night and explained
that Lori would get rid of the bottles in the morning when she walked the dogs,
and that she cleaned her teeth to get rid of the smell. She said, “She, like a lot of
kids, had braces and she’d clean and clean, she had the most beautiful teeth in the
house, and we had not a clue.”
Kathryn said that Lori was a good actress and she had been in some shows at
school. She said this followed by an admission that they had no idea Lori was so
“tormented.” She said they had no idea that Lori “was going to bed with a bottle of
port.”
Kathryn: I don’t know when she started smoking marijuana, probably
before she turned 16, because she seemed to be in a very depressed state
looking back, but I didn’t know, you know, she got multiple piercings in
every possible place she could, and she started cutting herself.
The idea that Lori more or less lived two lives, one superficial where she acted the
role the family set out for her, and the other, a secret life of torment at night,
might be a version of the discourse that adoptees might live across two realities.
Lori’s inner world and the outer reality appear to be at odds from Kathryn’s
description of Lori’s performances. Barbara Yngvesson (2002) describes this
predicament as a “kind of doubling” of the subject when the “gift child” is placed
in transnational adoption. She writes, the “double vision it bespeaks might be
interpreted as simply a replication of the familiar story about alienation from
roots and the split self this produces.”144 Here “alienation from roots” focuses on
the psychological aspect of the clean-break discourse, where the break from a
known reality can result in feelings of powerlessness.
Lori commented, “Superficially, you know, she was one of us.”

144 Barbara Yngvesson, “Placing the "Gift Child" in Transnational Adoption,”
Law & Society Review, 36, no. 2, (2002), 227-256.
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2.3) The clean-break discourse
There are references to colourblind, clean break and associated discourses of
rescuing impoverished children, in this interview. Kathryn made a point of
explaining she and her husband thought they were doing the right thing by
treating the children in the same way and not acknowledging difference, saying:
That was one thing that my husband and I agreed on, we’d treat them the
same, but in hindsight we should have treated her differently, because she
wasn’t the same. You live and learn and hindsight’s a wonderful thing.
Kathryn described Lori’s visit to her birth country negatively saying when she got
there, she was sick, and she was robbed. Kathryn said, “We did send Lori back to
her own country for a holiday, she needed to see the reality.”
The impact that this discourse had on the family’s intelligibility was to point to
Lori as the cause of her own complex psychological predicament.
3) Transitional spaces
I was not aware of in-between spaces of play between Kathryn and Lori, so I am
going to suggest two possibilities of spaces where Lori may have had the
opportunity to relate to others in imaginative spaces. When describing Lori as
being tough like the dogs, Kathryn said, “but who would know” [what her inner
world was like]? I am suggesting that her friends at the rehabilitation centre
where she lived for a while, and she now works, might know, and that probably
her dogs have met her in spaces of play.
I deliberately accentuated the part that the dogs play in Lori’s life in the creative
analysis of this interview, “Markings,” imagining shared spaces of trust and
affection. Early in the story, Kathryn explained that Lori walks the dogs every
morning. She said Lori now shares her house with two dogs. Kathryn said she is
sure Lori would save the dogs over her if she had to choose. It is unclear whether
the relationship with the dogs could be described as a transitional space of play
where difference is acknowledged and regulating family discourses do not have
the same power, but I would like to think that it is.
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My speculation is that the rehabilitation centre may have provided transitional
spaces of therapy and empathy. If this is the case there is a link to a theme
running through this thesis that coincides with Michèle Barrett and Mary
McIntosh’s call for community to better meet the needs of the individual, rather
than having all needs ascribed to a family.145 If this were the case, it would be one
of the few examples in the Australian archive where society has provided material
and emotional support, the other examples being in the Indigenous kinship care
communities discussed in Chapter Four and the Rainbow Family group discussed
in Chapter Three.
With the evident lack of transitional spaces and the problems identified with
spoken communication, it appears that Lori used body language and her body to
communicate her messages. Kathryn said:
She’s done everything, she’s shaved her head, and when she got her first
tattoo, she never told me, she knows I don’t like tattoos, so they’ve never
been discussed. She won’t discuss anything past one or two sentences, she
likes to punish me, to do things to upset me. She thinks I’m the reason for
all her problems… and this is the saddest part, she has sleeve tattoos now,
full arms, and I was told they’re to cover the cuts.
I asked Kathryn what images were tattooed on her arms and she told me that they
were flowers from her birth country. I make a connection to David Eng’s term
“racial melancholia,”146 grieving for the lost “racialized” parents and ideals,
without closure, which was discussed in Chapter One. Eng explains, racial
melancholia is “a psychic condition by which vexed identification and affiliation
with lost objects, places and ideals […] remain estranged and unresolved.”

145 Michèle Barrett and Mary McIntosh, The Anti-social Family, London: Verso,
(1982). Barrett and McIntosh argued that before the family can transform to a
more sociable institution there must be social and political changes that allow the
community to better meet the subject’s needs.
146 David L. Eng, The Feeling of Kinship: Queer Liberalism and the Racialization of
Intimacy, Durham [NC]: Duke University Press, (2010), 116.
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This is the only example Kathryn gave to suggest that Lori wanted to connect to
her birth culture, but symbolically it is strong. I am not sure whether Kathryn
meant that the cuts were the saddest thing, or the sleeve tattoos were the saddest
thing, or both.
4) Love
Kathryn did speak about love. She said, “Lori has said she loves me, and I’ve said
the same to her, but that’s different to liking.” Kathryn described these
declarations not as, “Lori said she loves me, and I love her,” but, in the past perfect
tense that makes it sound like she may not mean it. Kathryn said, “But we never
really bonded, and I think she got to the stage where she just didn’t like me.” She
said that she had thought they were “a happy family,” but realised affection was
lacking. She asked ““How do you give them that affection if you don’t feel it?"
Without feelings and affect able to flow between bodies her ideal of a “happy
family” did not eventuate.
In Kleinian terms of love, hate and reparation, Kathryn reported that once she and
Lori said that they loved each other, and also that Lori said to her, “Everyone
hates you.” It appears that repair was difficult with poor communication
emotionally and affectively and silences, so what was lacking was a “permanent
search for knowledge of the intimate other.”147
This interview contributes to the bigger picture on love between social parents
and their children by depicting failures of nuclear family discourses to meet the
needs of social families. It also points to difficulties in negotiating difference at the
intersubjective level, and describes a situation where “racial melancholia,”148
impacts the child’s psychic space.
Kathryn relied on the ideal of the happy family but then questioned me, “But I’m
not her mother. I’m not her mother, yeah?” This crossroads seemed to be key in

147 Donna J. Haraway, The Companion Species Manifesto: Dogs, People, and
Significant Otherness, Chicago: Prickly Paradigm Press (2003), 35.
148 David L. Eng, The Feeling of Kinship: Queer Liberalism and the Racialization of
Intimacy, Durham [NC]: Duke University Press, (2010), 116.
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preventing Kathryn from creating spaces where differences within her family –
cultural, racial, linguistic or otherwise – could be acknowledged, honoured and
negotiated.

2.2.3 Maureen
Maureen came forward to tell her story when she heard in a library about my
project and offered to talk with me if I could travel to her place. I did and she
welcomed me into the family home. She told me that she and her husband
adopted three African, refugee children, after first fostering them, over fifteen
years ago. She explained that they were called by DoCS (Department of
Community Services) and asked if they could foster two Ethiopian children for
two months. They then found out the two children had a brother who had been
separated from them, so they agreed to take all three children, and the
arrangement eventually became permanent.
Maureen had albums of photos to show me, including three albums of the family
holidays. She also had the school scrapbook her daughter, Izzy, made in year six
— her “autobiography.” We looked at photos of their holidays: six weeks in
Europe, Disneyland and Vietnam. I asked if they had been to their birth country,
Ethiopia, but Maureen said:
It’s not safe, it is not the right time, and I wouldn’t encourage it at all at the
moment, but one day Izzy might go. She’s doing nursing now and she’d
actually like to go and help with the Hamelin Fistula Hospital . . . And she’s
done some modelling too.
We looked at pictures of the children growing up with their family’s interstate
cousins and aunts and uncles, more photos of holidays in resorts overseas, and
then we had a closer look at the autobiography. Maureen showed me the pages
where Izzy “talks about her early life and what she could remember from the
early days.” She said she had recalled some of her memories and she had some
photos that, “We actually got from Ethiopia.” There were also two pictures of a
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refugee camp in Kenya. Maureen then explained that the family was brought to
Australia from the camp in Kenya by a church group. She said once the family
settled, because their mother had post-traumatic stress, she could not look after
the three children. Maureen said their birth mother was only fifteen when she had
her first baby.
Izzy’s book had more conventional family photos after the first two pages of the
photographs of her birth parents’ journey from Ethiopia to Kenya to Australia.
Maureen told me about Izzy’s gap year [the year between finishing school and
starting tertiary studies] in Europe, and her “white” Australian boyfriend. I asked
if the three children have had any more connection with Ethiopia now they are
older. She said:
They have no connection to the birth country side of things, I don’t hear
about it . . . They’ve never shown any interest, other than sports on TV,
they identify with that sort of thing, but they have never really asked
anything about it or said they’d like to go back there.
Maureen told me that the three children used to see their birth father but he
eventually “drifted from the scene.” Maureen said that Izzy was asked to be the
buddy to an Ethiopian girl at school, and she then babysat for the family and this
Ethiopian mother taught her some cultural practices, such as feeding bread into
the mouth. Maureen said Izzy just “lapped all that up when she learned something
about culture, whereas the boys just think, oh that’s ridiculous.”
We finished the interview talking about the children’s birth father who, Maureen
said had good English and had spoken to the children a lot about their birth
country including: “Problems with the government and that sort of thing. He tells
them all the ins and outs, which I could never do . . . And they’re all corrupt, he
says everyone is corrupt and that’s the biggest problem.”
She said when they were young, “they used to see their Dad every school holiday
for a couple of hours” in the cafe that he ran. She said:
He’d have Abel do the cooking, and every now and then he sent them home
with a big bowl of the stew and the meat and fermented bread, and they
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loved to bring that home and they would teach us: ‘you don’t use a knife
and fork you eat with your fingers.’ Abel showed me how it was done, they
loved doing that, but unfortunately their father has drifted from the scene.
I don’t think they have seen him now for about five or six years, so we
don’t get the food brought home, but it was a highlight for them, they felt
really special bringing it back home and showing me how to eat it.
I will now look at the language Maureen has used and identify some discourses
that are relevant to this interview. The transitional spaces I was looking for did
not really arise in conversation, but I extended the fictional account of their
possibility in the short story, “Fistulas and Flowers.” Maureen spoke of love and
family throughout the interview, trying to impress on me that their family is the
same as any other, so, in the fiction, I wrote in another perspective with the Aunt,
to imagine how Izzy’s visit to the Hamelin Fistula Hospital might play out.

2.2.3.1 Analysis
1) Language
Maureen spoke in a straightforward manner and she described how their
transracially adopted family fit into common nuclear family narratives. I told her
that I had also adopted a child from Ethiopia, and she asked a small number of
questions to ascertain that things were going smoothly for us, then did not cross
the boundaries of the research encounter to ask me anything else. Looking at the
photographs with me she described her children as beautiful, normal and loving.
She repeated the word ‘family’, five times and the word ‘love,’ four times. She said:
Really, it’s just normal, you know, there’s nothing, well we don’t think that
they’re different, they’ve been with us for so long, that’s our life, there’s
nothing remarkable, it’s just a family.
She spoke a lot about Izzy, saying: “Izzy loves that family feeling and I think she’s
just embraced it,” and “she loves to get together and loves all that family stuff…
she just loves the people, all the cousins and aunties and uncles, and loves a good
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get together.” Looking at the pictures Maureen commented, “See how they love
getting together, they just love family situations,” and, “they love the family. They
are the only Ethiopians in our whole family and friends.” Maureen spoke proudly
of having a “normal,” loving, transracial family.
The only time her language became more performative and emotive was when
she was telling me about two instances where “nosy people” pointed out the
children’s difference to her.
Maureen: Once, at the shops my son was with me, he would have only been
three, only little, and this woman she’d have been around sixtyish I
suppose, no idea who she was, she just said, “Oh are you married to an
African?” And I just said “No,” and left it at that. “Oh,” she said and made
some sort of comment about him, “Oh, he’s got your dark eyes,” or
something. “No, he’s got his own dark eyes thank you.” She was desperate
for me to elaborate, but no, it’s none of her business and I didn’t know her,
so I just said, “No,” and she just was stumped. She was expecting me to tell
her so much.
And one day in Vietnam, they love to ask, they don’t have that
embarrassment or anything, one of the girls at the resort, one of the
workers there, she said, “Your children are very dark (Maureen
demonstrated rubbing her arm), very dark.” “Yes, I’m sorry I hadn’t
noticed,” I said.
Maureen indicated how upsetting it was to her when people pointed out that the
children had a different skin colour to her. She explained how they make their
lives intelligible as a “normal” family by performing according to nuclear family
norms.
My creative process when writing the story, “Fistulas and flowers,” was
stimulated by the child’s journal and hearing from Maureen that Izzy was
interested in going to the Fistula Hospital one day. I projected what this trip might
look like at the intersection of two cultures while differences and inequalities
were confronted at philosophic, emotional and visceral levels.
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2) Discursive factors
There were a number of discourses that this family drew from to make their lives
and love intelligible to themselves and others. It is apparent that Maureen
accepted the colourblind discourse — not seeing colour and not acknowledging
cultural difference. Secondly, Maureen is one of the participants who I think
accepts the notion that one can earn the right through meritorious conduct to be
considered the same as or better than a biological parent. Thirdly, the emphasis
on travel and holidays suggests discourses of globalisation and multiculturalism,
where transracial adoptive families are seen as citizens of the world. I link the last
two discourses together because the second supports the notion that their
parenting surpasses what might be considered a normative suburban family,
created fifteen years ago. I also write about discourses that might influence the
backdrop of this family’s life, that were brought up in the discussion of Izzy’s
scrapbook, that involve the children’s birth parents.
2.1) Race has no impact on family life
I have discussed the colourblind narrative in other contexts. Some statements
Maureen made that demonstrate how this influences their family life include: “My
kids don’t have memories of Ethiopia as they were born here.” David Eng and
Shinhee Han have written extensively on the psychic impact of race saying:
“Arguably one of the most undertheorized aspects of psychoanalytic theory, race
cannot be seen as merely additive or symptomatic of primary psychic
conditions.”149 There was nothing said about the children’s psychological traits in
this interview, nor did I ask. I identified this discourse from what Maureen said,
but it did not appear to be influencing family relationality one way or the other at
the time of the interview.

149 David L. Eng and Shinhee Han, “Desegregating Love Transnational Adoption, Racial
Reparation, and Racial Transitional Objects, Studies in Gender and Sexuality 7, no, 2,
(2006), 168.
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2.2) Meritorious parenting and the multicultural family.
Maureen said her children are just Australian and they are a “normal” family. She
said that the children do not want to know about “the African side of things.” I
mentioned that it sometimes comes up in my research that, when one family
comprises two cultures, they might blend a ritual, like Christmas for example, to
encompass things from both cultures, and I asked if their family had created
anything like that.
“We’re just Australian,” Maureen said.
As well as the albums of holiday photos, Maureen had albums of family
photographs to talk about, showing the children with their cousins, friends and
extended families, at every age and for every celebration and birthday.
Maureen clarified that she had permission to bring the children up as Australians
because the children’s birth father told her and her husband that he wanted the
children to be brought up by them in their Christian family and to be well
educated. She spoke of the food one of the boys cooked with his birth father but
she did not use the Ethiopian words, injera, for the “fermented bread,” or wat, for
the “stew,” and she described the novelty, where she had to be shown, how to eat
with her fingers. Maureen also explained, when I asked if their birth father spoke
English, that he had very good English and she said he was a good “liaison,” rather
than a good father.
This is a situation where, like Kathryn’s account, the intelligibility of the family
seems based on performatively becoming subjects in the Australian social
context. On the other hand, the family have embraced narratives of the global
world. We looked at photographs in albums that Izzy had put together of their
holidays that included: Madame Tussauds, Disneyland, and many pictures of the
children pulling faces in different cities around the world in front of different
landmarks.
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2.3) It takes a village to raise a child150
I am using this discourse to make a reference to the village life that Maureen said
the children’s birth mother would have had access to in Africa. Maureen said:
Their mother had post-traumatic stress. She saw some horrible things
happen to her family, all horrible, horrible things, so she couldn’t look after
them at all, she was in no state.
I commented, “And she was in a new country with a different language.”
Maureen said, “Yes and with no support, because in her village, or in the camps,
all the women look after the children together, and here she was just on her own,
it wasn’t working out for her.”
Had Australian society been ready to support the children’s birth mother, my
conjecture is that she may have been able to parent, and/or there may have been
room for both women to perform as mother in the children’s lives. When Eng and
Han (2006) pointed out that, “The adoptive mother's “failures,” if they can be
labelled as such, are less individual than social,”151 they made reference to social
and political policies that contextualise each situation. In Maureen’s case she
described social failures that separated the children from their birth mother in
Australia in contrast to the camps where women support each in caring for all the
children.
What I have tried to do by including reference to such psychic impacts, is to relate
the way the colourblind discourse, (where cultural differences are not considered
significant in relationships), that appears in three of the interviews, might
complicate the intelligibility of this type of social parenting at unseen or
unconscious levels, in comparison to other configurations of social parenting. I
150 Quora, “Where does the phrase, ‘It Takes a Village’ come from?” by Suraj
Budhani, accessed March 21, 2019. “The origin of the popular saying is a mystery.
It is said that this phrase is attributed to an Igbo and Yoruba proverb. Some
people believe the saying originated in an ancient African proverb; others believe
it came from a Native American Tribe.”
151 Op cit, 157.
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don’t know enough (from any of the interviews) to elaborate on if, and how, the
psychic impact is experienced, but in the creative responses I speculate on family
dynamics that include psychic aspects of relationality.
I now turn to look at possible transitional spaces of relationality in this family.
3) Transitional spaces
I could guess that in-between spaces of play occurred when the family travelled to
different countries and performed in “crazy” ways for the camera. Each album
had “some crazy [photos] as well.”
A second transitional space could be one that Izzy shared with the local Ethiopian
family. Maureen explained that when Izzy was in her final year at school, she was
asked to be the buddy of a new, younger Ethiopian girl at school. This relationship
grew to one where she babysat the girl, and she eventually spent more time in the
home with that family. Maureen told the story that one night, when Izzy was
invited there with her boyfriend for a traditional meal, she said they came home
having taken part in a traditional Ethiopian ceremony.
Maureen: This woman was explaining to her that if you’re really fond of
someone or you love someone, you feed them. They break the bread off
and put it in your mouth, actually put the food in their mouth, like you’re a
little kid that can’t do it yourself, that’s how they do it . . . and Izzy said, ‘She
was feeding me,’ and I thought, ‘Wow, Okay.’ So that was a good thing to
learn, because I don’t know any of these things, you know we’ve never
been there, but she laps all that up when she learns something about the
culture, whereas the boys just think, ‘Oh that’s ridiculous.’
Because Maureen chose to describe this event, I can guess that it was significant;
maybe one of their few encounters with Ethiopian culture and difference. In
Chapter Five, I describe an Ethiopian adoptive mother, Liya, performing the same
feeding ritual with her daughter during my interview with her.
4) Love
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Maureen spoke about familial love in generic ways throughout the interview,
many times, with phrases such as: “They love getting together,” “They love family
situations,” and, “They just love the people, all the cousins and aunties and
uncles,” but I have no real insight into how love is experienced in this family.
The symbolic action of feeding the one you love, on the other hand, occurred with
an Ethiopian woman, a friend. Maureen said:
This woman was explaining to her that if you’re really fond of someone or
you love someone, you feed them. They break the bread off and put it in
your mouth, actually put the food in their mouth, like you’re a little kid that
can’t do it yourself, that’s how they do it . . . and Izzy said, ‘She was feeding
me,’ and I thought, ‘Wow, Okay.’
Not much was said in the interview to illuminate themes on trust or transitional
spaces in the family context, but Maureen did briefly talk about relationships
between the children and their birth family and she asked me if I wanted to
photograph Izzy’s journal to look over again. All I can say is these relationships,
between the children and their birth kin, are not foreclosed, and the complexities
remain their business.

2.2.4 Kasey
Kasey heard about my research and offered to participate. I was pleased that
someone who had adopted more recently than the other participants would be
included. We met at a community library and set up a private space where I could
record our conversation. She said that she and her husband adopted a child from
Korea eight years ago, and then, two years later, they adopted a second Korean
baby. Kasey had a collection of photographs of the children when they were
babies and some photos of Christmas celebrations and overseas trips over the
years since the adoptions. I will first discuss what was said in our interview and
then examine the language she used, discourses I identified and possible
transitional spaces, as well as what was said about love.
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Kasey said she carefully chose photographs that were significant to her to bring in
to discuss. The first was the photo of her daughter, Gianna, which was sent to the
Department of Human Services from Korea on the announcement of the adoption
allocation. Kasey said she raced in to see who her “allocated child” was, because
she was so excited after the six and a half years she and her husband had spent
trying to become a family. This included trying in vitro fertilisation and the long
adoption process. She said they framed the allocation photograph of Gianna,
which is, “maybe equivalent to a birth photo for us — it represents that moment”
[of becoming a family].
The next photograph we saw, that is also framed and usually on her desk, was
taken on their first meeting with Gianna at the orphanage. This was followed by
the photograph of the first bottle she gave Gianna. Kasey described how in Korea
there are rooms in the orphanages where the adoptive parents stay while they get
to know their babies. She said she felt completely inexperienced when it came
time to feed Gianna, but that first bottle was, “in some ways my first moment of
true motherhood.”
The photograph of Gianna’s first Christmas was also described as “momentous” to
them because the previous six Christmases had been a struggle for Kasey because,
she said, the years were going by without her becoming pregnant and she was
nearing forty years old. The picture was of a chubby, smiling, little girl in a red
jumpsuit. Kasey said, “There are so many reasons why the first Christmas was
important to us, because it was the first Christmas as a family as opposed to being
a couple.”
Another significant milestone that Kasey discussed was when Gianna had been
with them for longer than she had been with her foster mother:
I mean for Gianna, even though she couldn’t express it of course, it would
have been significant that she’s now been with us for longer than she’d
been anywhere… I mean we have become the more stable long-term
environment for her at that point [just over three months]. I mean we
were always going to be the long-term environment… Well it felt
permanent from the start, but it’s hard to describe.
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Kasey then described the adoption of their second daughter and the delays with
the changed adoption processes in Korea which meant that, while Gianna was six
weeks old when they collected her, Lilly was fifteen months old by the time they
were able to travel to pick her up. Kasey said one of the reasons for this was that
Korea was trying to phase out international adoption, so they were releasing only
a certain number of exit permits per year.
Kasey: So, what was happening was there were still more children, so all
these kids, not in the best interests of the kids, waiting, as they would use
all the exit permits up, and then you just had to go into a queue, so she was
fifteen months old when we picked her up.
She showed me that first sibling photograph, which, she said, was equally as
significant as the baby photographs to them.
The next picture was of their children in a Disney themed Christmas card, taken
on a trip to America. Kasey said, because her husband is English, they travel back
to the UK at least every two years and they are truly a “multicultural family.”
Kasey side-tracked then to talk about how much easier it was for her to bond with
the younger, more dependent baby than the older, fifteen-month-old Lilly, who
did not want to be held.
Kasey: Part of the bonding process, and I actually liked it, it’s probably
going to sound really weird, but I liked having a little baby so dependent
on me, you know, being able to carry her all the time and have her in the
little papoose, I found that really, really good…
Kasey said that Lilly’s life before adoption involved moving between families,
which she said was disruptive and has contributed to some ongoing behavioural
issues. She said the issues are related to a “whole range of factors,” making it
difficult to separate and identify what relates to abandonment and trauma. Kasey
said she has done some reading and found that some sensory behaviors can be
associated with trauma and adoption, as well as associated with anxiety. Kasey
said that, despite these issues, Lilly is a very intelligent child with an extremely
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high IQ, and both parents enjoy nurturing her interest in mathematics and
science, adding that Lilly has to be kept intellectually stimulated.
We finished the interview with a funny miscommunication on one of the sticky
points of transracial adoption that relates to the rescue discourse. I commented
that Lilly was lucky that the two of them were also good at mathematics and
science, and Kasey said, “Lucky? I’m surprised you said that. We say we’re lucky.”
The rescue discourse ascribes altruistic motives to those “rescuing”
underprivileged orphans from their fate, rather than acknowledging that most
adoptive parents desire to become parents. I actually just meant that it was lucky
they were good at maths.

2.2.4.1 Analysis
1) Language
Kasey’s choice of words signified that their family, and how it came about, is
important and meaningful and involves “significant” performative events. She
always used current terminology and the full titles of the various processes in her
discussion. She spoke about the formal requirements of the adoption process and
used terms such as, “best interests,” and “social welfare services.” This lends
intelligibility to the family’s position in that, even if transracial adoption is
controversial, they were approved formally by the judicial system in both
countries. She shared her knowledge on how the “Korean adoption system, which
is eighty per cent boys,” has changed over time. Similarly, when she spoke about
Lilly’s developmental needs, Kasey also used the correct terminology for
abandonment and early trauma, stressing the importance of “getting the
diagnosis right,” and being able to see “tangible benefits” from their intervention,
which is also by the books.
Kasey used more emotive language to indicate her affective response to
parenting, such as, her excitement, “racing” in to collect the allocation photo that
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represents the moment of becoming a family, and her inexperience when the
baby was “screaming the house down” waiting to be fed.
Kasey does describe parenting in “identarian roles,”152 with phrases like “true
motherhood,” “fatherhood,” and “my two little babies,” to signify permanence
while also encompassing their non-biogenetic multicultural origins. Her
description of the Christmas card (“Gianna is in the little red jumpsuit with a red
Christmas hat on, and my husband is saying, “Ho, Ho, Ho, Merry Christmas”)
seemed to symbolise the permanence of the socially constructed family unit.
Kasey said, “It felt permanent from the start [the start of the process] but it’s hard
to describe.” The Santa image struck me as a way to make their configuration
intelligible by showing that they just as easily perform and enjoy the same rituals
as a biogenetically formed family.
Kasey used the terms of attachment associated with biological mothering as if to
show that she experiences being a mother in the same way that birth mothers do,
for the same reasons. She said that with Gianna a “strong part of first creating that
bond between mother and child, [was] the bond [formed] with complete
dependency.”
Kasey’s language indicates that she is up to date with research on the
controversies of transracial adoption. She picked me up when she thought I said
the children were lucky, which plays into the rescue narrative which she does not
subscribe to, and she stated that Korea is trying to phase out international
adoption. She also refers to the loss of culture transracial adoptees experience.
Kasey embraces being a family and performing as a “multicultural family” to make
their lives intelligible.

152 Kareen Malone and Rose Cleary, “(De)Sexing the family. Theorizing the
Social Science of Lesbian families,” Feminist Theory 3, no. 3, (2002), 275.
“Mothering and fathering are made up of collages of images, signifiers, moments,
fantasies; they are not embodied in particular identities.”
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I wrote the story, “Negative Space,” to explore what might occur in the intimate
sphere when adults adopt a child who is different culturally and has behavioural
challenges. I explored how adults navigate relationships in the home and in the
public/ private interface. I drew from other experiences in my work in this area.
2) Discourses
2.1) Your children are just like you
In three of the interviews, people from outside the family have commented that
the child looks like the non-biological parent or has similar traits. Possibly, this is
a way of showing support by deliberately ignoring the role biogenetics play in
parenting, or possibly the person commenting was confused. While we were
looking at a photograph of her husband with Gianna, Kasey said:
Interestingly enough, everyone who sees this photo says that she looks like
my husband, and he says, ‘What do you mean?’ And they sort of say, “Well
if you were Asian and a baby this is how you would look.”
I commented when I looked at the photograph, that they did both have the same
intent look on their faces, and Kasey said, “And chubby cheeks . . . It’s amazing
how many people have said they look alike in that photograph.”
2.2) Controversial attitudes to transracial adoption can be countered by intelligent
parenting.
When Kasey showed me the picture of Lilly, she commented on her Korean name
written beneath it. She said, “Their middle names are their Korean names.” She
explained that the children’s Korean names were chosen by the intake worker,
saying, “So I didn’t feel that was a strong relationship to their biological parents.”
However, Kasey then added:
If it was a family name you don’t want to take that away from them, you’re
already taking away quite a lot by removing them from their culture and,
yes so, we kept the names as their middle names.
Kasey explained that in Korea, “They are trying to phase out international
adoption.” An adoptive mother might feel the need to defend against this
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narrative, but Kasey chose to concentrate on their experience rather than talk in
general terms. However, her comment on the children’s “best interests,”
regarding the limits on exit permits for adoptees indicated that she thought the
children were better off being adopted than remaining in limbo, unable to bond
while moving between houses. This reasoning is a way of making her position
intelligible.
I asked if Kasey’s mother or anyone else from the family went to Korea with them
to pick up their children, and she said, “No, they don’t recommend that . . . Even
when we got back to Australia, they didn’t recommend having people around.”
She said the recommendations are to allow the family to bond before the children
become overwhelmed by strangers.
Kasey described how she is navigating discourses that come from a number of
sources: social commentary, research and adoption scholarship, as well as
instructions from the social services workers and traditional narratives of the
loving family, to make their family intelligible. I now look at transitional spaces of
relationality.
3) Transitional spaces
3.1) Holding
In Kasey’s account I was drawn to the idea of emotional and physical holding,
theorised by Donald Winnicott, “Transitional Objects and Transitional
Phenomena,” (1953). According to Winnicott’s concept of holding, a “good
enough” mother adapts to a baby’s physical and emotional needs by holding it to
insulate it from the impact of stress. She not only physically, but also emotionally
holds the baby, until it is able to deal with frustrations and not be overwhelmed by
feelings and projections.
The good-enough mother. . . starts off with an almost complete adaptation
to her infant's needs, and as time proceeds, she adapts less and less
completely, gradually, according to the infant's growing ability to deal with
her failure.
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Kasey compared holding Gianna as a baby to holding Lilly as a toddler, and these
descriptions illuminate how the notion of physical and emotional holding can be
important for both the child and the person doing the holding. Perhaps what
happens between the mother and the child while being held can be thought of a
transitional space of relationality. She said:
Lilly was already walking; she was wanting to hold her bottle for herself
and she didn’t want to be held. I think that that’s quite a strong part of first
creating that bond between mother and child. I think that plays a strong
part of the mother/child bond, that complete dependency. When they’re
first born they can’t even lift their heads or anything, of course, but well
Gianna was six weeks old and she wasn’t able to sit up by herself, she
wasn’t able to roll over, none of that stuff. . . so they have that complete
dependency on you which I think, I have a theory, that that actually helps
the bonding process, for the mother.
Kasey attributed Lilly’s resistance to being held to her early start to life where she
was not exposed to a lot of “cuddles” or “one on one” holding and touching:
She was just in this sort of cot bed thing, with a whole lot of other babies
for three weeks, and then she was in one of those nursery situations with
babies who are not getting a lot of one on one. They’re sort of being picked
up in sequence, fed, changed, put back down and so they don’t get as much
of the cuddles and the one on one.
Such tactile and haptic components of parental bonding, and perhaps love, were
emphasised by both Yvonne and Kasey.
3.2) Spaces of intervention
Kasey spoke about intervention for medical, behavioural and educational reasons,
which occurs in their day-to-day life. She said they have been advised to keep Lilly
intellectually stimulated with puzzles and games and to teach her a musical
instrument because she is advanced in learning, cognition and language. She said
it requires constant effort to challenge and simulate Lilly. They also have
strategies to work with Lilly’s anxieties and trauma related issues that have an
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impact on their daily lives. I do not have enough information to know whether
these relational spaces can be construed as “play,” but there is perhaps potential
for shared spaces of music and art. This idea is one I portrayed in the story,
“Negative Space.”
3.3) Multicultural spaces
The world is becoming more interconnected through technology and flows of
people, knowledge and practices. This family with the Australian mother, British
father and Korean children, travel regularly to stay with family and friends. Kasey
said they are a “truly multicultural family,” open to a range of perspectives and
experiences. Potentially multicultural spaces can be the sort of imaginative,
transitional spaces I proposed in invoking Winnicott’s theories of play (1971),
which are spaces where subjects meet in “an intermediate area of experiencing, to
which inner reality and external life both contribute.”153
4) Love
Kasey spoke directly about her love for the children. She said that she was able to
bond with the allocation photograph they received of Gianna, but she still had
some fears about what her feelings for her would be when they met.
Kasey: To be quite honest, I worried I had this romanticised notion of the
biological child in my head and I thought, ‘Am I going to feel the same way
as I would toward a biological child? Am I just going to hold her and just
go, ‘This is my little baby,’ or is she going to feel different in some way?
Kasey said, in fact she was “overwhelmed by love from the very start.” She said:
Really, I can’t imagine loving any child more than I love my two little
babies. I can’t imagine feeling a different kind of love for a biological child
than I feel for Gianna and Lilly.

153 Donald Winnicott, Playing and Reality London: Tavistock Publications,
(1971), 2.
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This interview informs the project with the example of the couple’s desire to
become a happy family and to love the children, and their subsequent creative
ways of reworking discourses. Here there is malleability of ideas on home and
belonging. The positive intention and affect I experienced in the interview was
explored in the creative work, alongside the theme that there is work involved in
honouring difference, so the parents meet the children as they really are, rather
than what they or society may want them to be.

2.2.5 Martin
Martin is a friend/ father figure to a family of four children, one who is a
transnational adoptee. The children lived with their single mother until the elder
three left home in their twenties. Martin’s relationship with their mother, Sally, is
one of friendship. He said he has been involved in all the children’s lives since he
and they first met, over fifteen years ago. He offered to have a meeting in his
apartment and welcomed the opportunity to talk about his lifestyle, which he
explained was unconventional for reasons important to him. Martin had the room
set up with the table in the middle, cleared for the voice recorder. He also had
snacks and drinks ready. I will first discuss what was said in our interview and
then turn to examine it by looking at language, discourses, transitional spaces and
what was said about love.
Martin had a number of photographs of the children to talk about with me, some
framed, some in albums and some loose on the table. I saw photos of the children
in groups, at parties, and individually, including some portraits from their school
photo packs. Martin began with a picture of the eldest boy, Ned, who he said is
now in his late twenties and was thirteen when Martin met the family. Martin said
he thought he had been at all their birthday celebrations since then. He explained
that he got on well with the children and it was easy to get to know them because
they had good conversations and arguments, and it was “refreshing to find young
people that are interested in lots of the same kinds of things that I’m interested
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in.” Martin described how he shared interests in politics, world affairs and arts
and music with the family.
We looked at some photos of birthday celebrations, which showed the three birth
children and Sally, before the adopted child, Mae, joined the family. They were in
typical poses and showing smiling faces around the table. Then there was a
picture of Mae with a broken arm in a black fibreglass cast, which Martin said was
waterproof because they were going to the beach in the holidays. She broke her
arm in her first summer in Australia. Martin said that happened in the early days
and then he spoke about the lengthy process of her adoption, touching on his part
as support person for Sally. This, he said, included guaranteeing social, emotional
and financial support to Sally and the adoptee, if necessary. Martin said, “That
whole process has been really worthwhile.”
Martin spoke for a while about the “significance” of adopting someone, meaning I
think the significance to the adoptee and to the adoptive family, particularly when
there is cultural difference. I took up the theme that adoption is significant
because it puts the adoptee’s life in the adopter’s hands, in the creative response,
“Think out loud.” Despite his awareness of cultural difference, Martin did not talk
about his role in Mae’s life separately to the other three children unless I
questioned him. Martin talked about his role in the home as helping with day to
day jobs. He said he cooked with any of the children who wanted to help, and he
made an evening meal every week for the family, for many years. Martin then
talked about the adoption again and said what a “big effort” the adoption process
had been for the “whole family.” He did not specify if the big effort included Mae’s
adjustment.
Martin used the interview to explain how much he cares for the children and how
important they are in his life, while at the same time, pointing out that he has no
obligations to be available to do anything for them, and neither do they for him.
He said, despite this, they interact as a group that people often recognise as a type
of family. Martin said, “I feel more obligation toward my Godson in France, in
many respects, but I care about these guys far more, because I see them, and I
know them, and I get along with them.” He said there was no competition in the
relationships, and no one had to prove themselves.
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When Martin talked about “wonderful trips and holidays to the beach, to America,
to India and Bali,” I commented that he covered all the fun times in their lives,
such as the celebrations, rituals and travel. Martin laughed and said, “Well yes, the
school assemblies and farewell dinners, they were wonderful fun, and the
arrivals.” Here he was referring to the school formals. He had a photograph of the
eldest girl, Tash, with Mae beside her, both in long dresses. He also had some
football photos and told me that he had spent a lot of time with Ned, driving to the
football, watching football, and then likewise with Tash, who played soccer and
refereed soccer, for some years. He said, “We spent many days going to football,”
and “we had many conversations in the car.”
Martin then spoke about his early relationship with Mae and how it troubled him
that she was so far behind in development, having received no education for the
first eight years of her life in the orphanage. He said:
She’s really sharp, and the unfortunate thing is she hasn’t got the
opportunity, I mean she’s got the opportunity now to do more, to develop
and grow and whatever, but in those really important years, for the first
five years of life, she missed out on a lot.
He described some of the early one-on-one times he spent with Mae as
“frightening,” as they had to get to know each other with no spoken language. He
said, with everything being new and exciting to her, she wanted to take things
from shops and touch things. Martin said they also had some altercations with
other people in public.
Martin: There was this woman in a queue at a museum, and I don’t think
Mae did actually push in, in front of her precious little boy, but this woman
believed that she had pushed in and Mae should apologise… And that was
pretty horrible.
Martin then spoke about trust being important in their relationships, and again
mentioned that this group do not share obligations to each other. He gave an
example of the emotional context of this type of social parenting:
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Meg came here when she was sick of things for a while and I had cooked
beef cheeks that day and she had dinner with me, and that was really nice,
but I don’t feel that anyone has to, I mean no one owes me anything and I
don’t owe anyone anything. In a sense what we do share is an important
love and respect, and in the end, whatever you call that, it is a really
significant and important and very dignified thing to have, an association
with young people that you care about and feel that to a large extent it’s
reciprocated.
He said the balance shifts a little bit either way with age, and the children have
always been there for him, for example, when his favourite uncle died, Tash came
around and said, “I think you need a hug.”
We spoke about how unique this social “family” is and Martin said:
It’s the connections that are important, and maybe not having the
responsibility of being genetically related to anyone frees up some of the
senses of responsibility that you might have. I think that frees up the
possibilities of having really deep and meaningful relationships with
people because they don’t have the boundaries of social expectations and I
think that’s one reason why we’ve gotten on so well . . . No one had
preconceived notions of what should be happening or how we should be
behaving, everything was natural, and transparent effectively.
We packed up the photographs and Martin said, “I wouldn’t be so presumptuous
as to suggest that they would be any different if I hadn’t been around, but I hope I
have contributed.”
I will now talk about the specific language, and discourses that make this social
family’s life and love intelligible.

2.2.5.1 Analysis
1) Language
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Martin lectures in applied science at a renowned university and he tended to use
language based on reasoning to explain his views and reflections on social
parenting. His role as a quasi-parent or father figure to Mae, whose birth father
died before she was born, was difficult to put into words. He said he volunteered
to be the “support person” when Sally adopted Mae. Martin said he had trouble
convincing the psychologists on the adoption panel that he was happy in his
slightly removed role. He said they thought he was motivated to support Mae and
the family because he wanted to be in a relationship with Sally rather than to
continue the strong friendships they shared. This again harks back to
idealisations in nuclear family narratives.
Martin used the word “interesting” repeatedly to open up opposing views in
different subjects and to examine their own differences. For example, he said:
The interesting thing is, I mean culturally, what really clicked I think,
between me and these guys, there’s lots of things, but one thing was that
culturally coming from the country, you have a different view of the world,
different worldviews in many respects.
Martin pointed out that discussions and arguments that air different views and
beliefs positively affect family life. He said, “Everyone has really strong, different
opinions, and I mean there are times Ned and I have disagreed fairly forcefully.”
Martin said, “They are interested in the same kinds of things that I’m interested
in, as far as politics, not only the simple nature of politics, but world affairs,”
pointing out that debate is positive, and conventions can be changed.
Martin then spoke of trust and caring, which he said, in their case, “don’t have the
boundaries of social expectation.”
I trust them implicitly; well I’ve never had any reason not to. It’s always
dangerous being a single male involved with a family, especially a family
that has young women in it, you know there’s always an element of, there
must always be an element of suspicion, as there should always be an
element of suspicion because they have got to know whether they’re safe
or not. But I think we established a level of trust and understanding very
quickly.
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He said he was “transparent,” and, “I can put myself down and admit my foibles
openly, so that allows people to get an idea of who you are and what you are.” He
also explained how he thinks Mae learnt to trust him by actively spending time in
the community together, such as:
In the experiences of being there with me and doing what we did on those
days [outings to community events and children’s museums], while some
of them were actually very frightening for me.
Martin explained that some of their outings were frightening because he did not
know how Mae was likely to react, and more so because of the reaction of people
around them. For example, when they were walking around in a big department
store and Mae wanted the frilly, chiffon dress off a mannequin, Martin said,
“Everyone thought I was either a murderer or an abductor.”
The language Martin used to talk about Mae’s adoption is philosophical. He talked
about the “major effort” it took for Mae’s adoption to come together, including
Sally having to buy a house, and the scrutiny of the adoption process, saying that
in general:
People go through nothing before they decide to have a child. And it
certainly happens, abuse, by those they trust the most and that is so
obvious from all this enquiry into the church abuse, and that’s why it’s
really important for families to have people around who are trusted and
who demonstrate that they can be trusted and are always trusted.
Martin paid attention to the meaning of the words he chose and indicated that he
saw his role as parental when it came to giving advice.
Martin: I’ve certainly had conversations with them that I think were
probably quite important to them at the time . . . I think what I’m saying is
that when I’ve given advice, or if I’ve talked through things, it’s been
echoing what they’ve been saying, or it’s approved what they thought,
which is what you need when you’re growing up, because you’ve got
nothing to compare to.
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He stated that he and the children share “an important love and respect, and in
the end, whatever you call that, it is really significant and important and a very
dignified thing to have.” This statement evokes Butler’s question about the lack of
language to articulate the new terms of kinship, by describing their love and
respect as “whatever you call that,” because it is not the same thing to different
people.
Martin used the word “important,” to refer to relationships in the personal sense
and to allude to environmental concerns connected to producing children in the
global sense. He said:
It has been such an important part of my life, I mean I didn’t have any kids,
I elected not to have any kids, being an old hippie in the zero-population
growth stage, which quite frankly I still subscribe to in many respects. Now
the most pleasurable thing in life is having other people’s kids who are as
close as your own, almost as close, or even closer perhaps.
My creative process when writing the story, “Think out loud,” was inspired by
Martin’s tendency to speak and, from what I heard, act philosophically. Because
we discussed broader issues such as human life on the planet, I wanted to convey
this style of relationality in ways that were emotionally meaningful while not
implying that Martin took a moral high ground. I drew on some of my own
experiences to flesh out what this might look like in the relationship between the
mother and child.
2) Discourses
2.1) Feeling part of something
Martin said he felt part of the family and he demonstrated how he was able to
help Mae feel part of her new life by sharing experiences with her that he did not
try to control. Feeling part of something involves more than shared ideas and
practices. Martin’s comments, on “the possibilities of having really deep and
meaningful relationships with people,” are interesting in relation to Lisa
Blackman’s work on affective communication where ways of knowing the other
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can include “automatic or involuntary forms of non-verbal information.”154 I
imagine Martin and Mae walking around the bottom of the department store at
cross purposes, and in public, silently negotiating what the outcome would be
when Mae wanted to take the dress and Martin wanted to get her out of the store
without making a scene.
Martin said, “The four of them have been a very important part of my life, for a
good part of my life and I hope I have contributed somewhat to theirs.” To be a
part of someone’s life can incorporate elements of understanding that are not
spoken. He implied this idea when he made note of Tash’s spontaneous
appearance at his place when he needed a hug when his favourite uncle died.
2.2) Trust must be earned
Trust as a social discourse is a spoken or unspoken way of making relationships
intelligible to those involved. Martin drew attention to the need for trust between
adults and children because children are vulnerable to abuse, pointing out that
history has proved that children cannot trust adults according to social positions.
He said, “abuse, by those they trust the most [. . .] is so obvious from all this
enquiry into the church abuse.”
The theoretical implication is that trust must be shaped in inter-subjective
relationships. It is not enough to wear the clothes of clergy or professional person,
rather trust is experienced by perceptions and analysis of the actions of the other.
Martin said that he thinks people should “demonstrate that they can be trusted
and are always trusted,” meaning words are not enough, trust is something that
must be proved by actions and “transparency.”
2.3) Adults are responsible for children
Martin referred to responsibility for children being both personal and social,
while at the same time deferring from personal responsibility for these children.
He appeared to favour a more responsible society in general. For example, he said
154 Lisa Blackman, Immaterial Bodies: Affect, Embodiment, Mediation London:
SAGE Publications, (2012), 84.
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he still subscribes to the “zero population growth” philosophy and he pointed out
how recent investigations worldwide into abuses in the church indicate that
society as a whole has not been trustworthy when it comes to caring for children.
He said:
It’s the connections that are important and maybe not having the
responsibility of being genetically related to anyone frees up some of the
sense of responsibility that you might have and I think frees up the
possibilities of having really deep and meaningful relationships because
they don’t have the bounds of social expectations, and I think that’s one
reason why we have gotten on so well.
Martin’s way of making his quasi-parenting role intelligible is by not subscribing
to nuclear family models. He sees his familial responsibility as optional.
3) Transitional spaces
Because I am talking about Martin’s role in the chapter on transracial adoption, I
focus the discussion of transitional spaces on his relationship with Mae, who was
adopted from Ethiopia. If I look at the story he told of the two of them walking
around the bottom of the department store, and another story he told about
taking Mae to a park where she ran off to play on the equipment, leaving him
behind, there are potential transitional spaces of relationality where they are in
fact “playing,” as a child might play, by being chased. Perhaps the two of them
“playing” while communicating non-verbally in the park, and other social settings,
did constitute inter-subjective relationality in “in-between,” creative spaces. Of
course, it is not really possible to tell.
Martin described the story of their walking around and around the bottom of the
department store when Mae desperately wanted to take a white, chiffon dress off
a mannequin, saying:
She wanted that dress right or wrong, and here I am with about three
words she understood, and everyone thought I was either a murderer or
an abductor . . . We walked around and around the bottom of the store for
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ages and ages, trying to work out how we were going to escape, and in the
end, she calmed down enough we got out, but that was frightening.
The sort of unspoken communication that transpired as they walked through the
store can only be guessed. I am thinking of this experience as a possible
transitional space because the place they meet as subjects is new and unfolding,
maybe including Mae’s fantasy world and Martin’s mimed responses.
4) Love
Martin gave a description of how he understood familial love, saying they share
“an important love and respect.” He noted that there was no one definition,
saying, “whatever you call that, it is really significant and important and a very
dignified thing to have.” Martin makes his love of the children, who are connected
by social bonds, intelligible by endorsing it with socially upheld values, such as
dignity, respect and trust. He also described how they each gained knowledge of
the other over time.
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2.3 Conclusion
In this chapter I interpreted the five interviews I conducted with a range of adults
who parent transracially adopted children in response to my overarching thesis
questions. To uncover how love becomes intelligible, I identified how people are
transforming discourses and practices. I note the different eras in which this
range of transracial adoptions occurred. I suggest that in the intimate sphere
these adults have multiple discourses to navigate. I also suggest that in this range
of adults, hegemonic nuclear family discourses perhaps exerted more pressure on
social families thirty years ago than currently, with fewer alternative
transformative discourses to draw from.
While some transracially adoptive families mimic more conventional family
practices, or perform meritoriously within these bounds, others are more fluid.
Both Kathryn and Maureen performed what they considered “normal,” Australian
family life, whereas Martin’s example of non-obligatory care and love, and
Yvonne’s adaptations of norms demonstrated some transformative elements.
Kasey, whose adoptions occurred most recently in this archive, drew from the
discourse of a “multicultural family.”
I discussed how these participants are subject to discourses coming from
Adoption scholarship and legal studies such as: “clean break,” “colorblind” and
“color and community consciousness,”155 at the same time as they manage
discourses and psychological states related to the impact of grief, loss, and racial
and cultural difference. By demonstrating how these discourses are interpreted in
different ways in these five cases, I point to differences in the ways social families
might make loving relationships intelligible.
From my reading and analysis, it also emerged that social transformations can
include communities of people forming in kin-like formations, such as support

155 Twila L. Perry, “The Transracial Adoption Controversy: An Analysis of
Discourse and Subordination,” NYU Review of Law and Social Change 21, no. 33,
(1993-1995), 43.
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groups of adoptees discussed by Adoption scholars156 and in my own previous
research.157 These groups of people might formally or informally bridge language
and cultural gaps, moving important relationships to a more social setting.
These five accounts illuminate some of the different ways social families are
navigating discourses to make their lives and love intelligible. The creative
interpretations were a space to imagine the day-to-day complexities, with focus
on transitional spaces of relationality.

156 Tobias Hübinette, “Becoming Human: Periurban Dynamics in Vietnam and
China.” Review of Eleana J. Kim, Adopted Territory: Transnational Korean Adoptees
and the Politics of Belonging, (2010), Pacific Affairs 84, no. 3, (September 2011),
585-586.
157 Michelle Elmitt, Reconfigured Kinship: The Politics of Love (Unpublished
master’s thesis), University of Canberra, Canberra, ACT, (2012).
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Chapter Three: Different Situations
In this chapter, I explore three interviews with adults living in different nonbiological family situations. I explained in Chapter One that step and same-sex
parents have been included in a single category, despite their social experiences
being so different because there are also some deeper similarities. Each adult has
faced times of feeling that their love and their role is not intelligible to their own
family and/or to the outside world, because they are the non-biological parent in
a couple where the other parent is biological. All have been subject to feelings of
dejection at times.
These accounts are not meant to be representative of certain groups of people,
but rather intended to portray the multiple ways adults make the love they feel
for their non-biological children intelligible across social barriers. Of the three
adults, Ingrid is a non-biological parent in a lesbian donor insemination family of
three children, Rebecca is a mother in a large blended heterosexual family, and
Jack is the stepfather, but no longer partnered with the mother, of a teenage son.
As always, in both the short stories and the interview analyses, identifying
features have been changed to protect the participants’ anonymity.
The following three stories are designed to throw the reader into a somewhat
more experiential type reading of the phenomena described, before learning what
was expressed about each parent-child dyad by the adult during their interview.

3.1 Fiction
3.1.1 This is not how I am
Marnie and Gerald sat on two deck chairs, side by side on the veranda looking out
over a dark sea. It was passing dusk to dark outside and the wind was cool, not
warm like they had imagined the Christmas weather would be.
“There’s something about the sea,” Marnie said aloud, but to herself.
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They sat quietly with the sounds of waves breaking, not sure how to go on.
“Rob should be here soon,” Gerald said.
“Yes,” Marnie said. “He should be. I think the thing about all this sitting looking at
the sea is that it makes me miss Terry more,” Marnie said.
Marnie heard Gerald inhaling as he did when he fought to control his emotions.
He refused to cry in front of anyone, even when his only brother passed. “Yes,” he
said.
“I miss him,” she said and crossed her legs, so she was facing the other way.
Then Edwina slid open the glass door and called to them, “Do you want some
insect repellant? Are you getting eaten out there?”
“No,” they both said.
Marnie turned to face her. “Any word from Robert?” she asked.
She saw her daughter’s face contract a little.
“He’ll still be on the road,” Edwina said.
“Oh? At this time of year? He’s crazy, the roads are chaotic,” Marnie said, turning
back to look at the horizon.
“Mum, you know he has more people than us to worry about,” Edwina said and
went back inside. She slid the door shut.
“Just leave it,” Gerald said.
“Someone has to look out for him,” Marnie said. “This family needs to start talking
about hard things.”
“You think we’re all soft now?” He asked.
Gerald changed his focus, so the ocean blurred, and he thought about what the
dark moving mass really contained: sharks and stingers, polluted water and
peoples’ rubbish washing around in the waves. There had been dead fish on the
shoreline all week.
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“Do you remember when Rob got wrapped up in those blue bottles?” He asked.
“What made you think of that?” Marnie said.
“There were blue bottles on the beach this morning,” he said. “Rob was really in
pain with those bloody, blue stingers wrapped around his back, and his genitals.
Remember the long blue tails, all caught up in his board shorts.”
“That was thirty years ago, I doubt he even remembers it now. It wasn’t such a big
deal.”
Gerald didn’t respond so Marnie went on, “What are you trying to say?”
Gerald knew he loved Marnie and he needed her help to make sense of all the
changes in their lives, but often he hated her so much he was speechless. She
could feel his anger come on with a sort of buzzing that locked his jaw.
“Well it will probably be our last beach Christmas anyway, now Terry’s gone,” she
said. “We can’t afford this place.”
The dogs next door started to bark, and Marnie jumped up to look over the
railing, peering down the dark driveway.
“Is it him?” Gerald called to her.
Edwina and her two little girls came out to look over the rail with them.
“Just a possum,” Marnie said, smiling at the girls. “Shut up!” She yelled at the dogs.
.....
Rob waited from midnight till dawn at Flinders Station. He fell asleep on the
lounge using his back-pack as a pillow. He had been careful not to have a drink or
smoke before he headed into the city, knowing there would be police everywhere
two days before Christmas, but, waiting around in the stale room he regretted not
taking the edge off his nerves. The hours dragged on and Lara still did not arrive.
Lara told him she would get the train when she finished Uni, come straight from
Geelong, and then the two of them would drive the five hours together to the
beach house. Rob was past feeling disappointment. His eyes stung. People came
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and went from the waiting room all night. There were kids everywhere, in groups
and with families, and he sat on his own. People sat on the seats, then stood up
and left, all going somewhere. Rob continued sitting, feeling himself first heavy,
then light, as his body pressed against the vinyl chair. The longer he sat the more
disjointed he felt, so his legs seemed too long and his back wouldn’t stay straight.
The door opened and the door closed, and he waited, looking up then down to his
lap, with the same Pink Floyd lyrics going over and over.
When I was a child I had a fever
My hands felt just like two balloons
Now I've got that feeling once again
I can't explain, you would not understand
This is not how I am
I have become comfortably numb
Rob decided eventually that he would leave for the beach after the 6:54 a.m. train
arrived, whether Lara was on it or not. The previous two times they had arranged
to meet, Lara had not turned up. Each time Rob let it go and got on with things,
and then, a week or two later, he called her again. At 6:30 a.m. Rob started to pace
in the waiting room, then he bought a ticket and moved onto the platform so there
was room to move. He felt he either needed to run or give in and sleep, but he
could do neither. He tried to imagine himself having sex with Miriam to distract
his thoughts. He knew Miriam would soon be waking up, showering and then
driving to the beach house with the kids. Rob looked at his phone and saw there
were five missed calls, all from his mother.
He reached the end of the platform when the train arrived. He scanned the
arrivals, then he saw Lara’s small, hunched shape emerge from a carriage. Rob
started to jog instinctively, the way he once moved on the football field, straight
towards the play. He reached out both hands to Lara and she took them silently.
Rob felt her trembling and he wondered if she was high; wondering if she needed
to be out of it before she could get into the car with her father. He kept his arm
around her shoulders as they made their way to the car. Lara didn’t shrug his arm
off. As a small child she often needed hugs, and there were times that he needed
anchoring himself.
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Once they had pulled out into the Melbourne streets, they saw the sun was up,
and Rob felt a kind of hope in the new day. The city seemed to have purpose,
brightly lit as people came out of their homes.
“We’re going by the markets on the way,” Rob decided, imagining them all sitting
around the table together.
There was no conversation between them but the space in the car felt relaxed to
him.
“I’m taking up fresh prawns,” he said.
“Who’s there?” Lara asked.
“Everyone,” he said, “the whole family is there, waiting, for us.”
“You mean your whole family,” she said.
“Yours too.”
“Who?” she asked.
“Us, your grandparents, the cousins, and of course Mim’s there already with Kiri
and Tom, and there are three dogs this year.”
.....
“They’re on the road,” Marnie shouted above the noise of the television, the
children and the dogs.
Gerald patted her arm. “I’m glad Lara decided to come with him,” he said.
“Good our granddaughter, will be with us for Christmas lunch?” she demanded.
“Marnie, cut it out, she’s not obliged. She’s not even…”
“Don’t start that racist crap,” Marnie warned.
Gerald sighed and turned away to watch the cricket on the television.
“Rob’s been her father since she was a baby. How would you feel if Eddie or Rob
shut you out?” Marnie asked in a low voice.
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“Calm down, I was just saying…”
Marnie walked into the kitchen, looking for her bag, pushing things around,
shooing out the dogs, spilling the rubbish, and swearing.
“I’m going to the shops,” she said,
“I’ll drive you. It will be chaos. Last minute shoppers,” Gerald said. “Come on, I’m
sorry. What are you buying?”
“I need to get a present for Lara,” she said.
.....
It was an almost moonless night, with banks of different coloured clouds layering
the sky and covering the small, crescent shape. Lara was in the mangroves, sitting
astride an upturned boat in the shallow water, her hand on the rough, wooden
shaft, stabilising her body against the movement. She watched insects jumping
between the reeds while she waited for the hash cookie she had been eating
slowly to change her mood. She had often come alone to the mangroves when she
was a child, to sit in the brown shade of trees that grew sideways, half submerged
in brackish water. She listened to the sounds of water lapping onto the shore,
replaying old scenes from her life.
Sometimes she thought about her other father, the one she didn’t know, who had
left before she was born. Lara didn’t know she was allowed to imagine the other
father until she was twelve years old and one of Rob’s friends who lived down the
road asked her to stay and help in the garden. It was there, spending time with
Carmel that slowly the story began to evolve. Lara spent hours there watching
Carmel stitch coloured cloth together, making costumes for the theatre or walking
around the garden with the hose watering banks of flowers. Later, when she was
older, she visited Carmel at night, and they would drink wine while they talked
about what her father’s life might be like in Trinidad. Carmel told her she had
been to the Tobago carnival in Trinidad where the costumes and the bodies were
crazy and beautiful.
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Sitting astride the boat, Lara remembered the time she sat alone for two hours,
watching Carmel pull the weeds from the garden. She had felt somehow unable to
move, and unable to process the feelings while she watched her friend’s fingers
digging in the dirt and snapping off handfuls of dead shrubs. She was somehow so
familiar with her movements and her way of thinking that she couldn’t help
confusing her feelings for Carmel with the father she had never met. The smells
and shapes of the garden, the banks of spiky weeds, trampled flowers and herbs
led her easily into the deeper, danker smells of the mangroves, as the cookie
began to have effect, and she became part of something familiar, but always
unknown.
.....
At the house Marnie was worried. Lara had not come to dinner and she was not in
her room. Rob said he wasn’t worried, that she would be walking, and she would
be fine. He insisted that they eat without her. Marnie lit the candles and placed
them on the table. She carried out the prawns and a basket of sliced bread, and
then she placed individual water bowls in front of each person so they could wash
their fingers. She was worried that Rob seemed to be drunk, but she hadn’t seen
him even drink a beer. They sat around the table and Marnie looked at them all
together; her two children, Eddie and Rob, and Miriam, Rob’s partner of six years.
Their two children were inside watching the television. But it felt all wrong with
Lara missing. They ate in silence for some time and then Rob looked up and made
a small moaning noise.
“Are you okay?” Edwina asked.
He didn’t answer.
“It’s Lara isn’t it?” she asked.
Miriam nodded her agreement. “He doesn’t know he makes those noises,” she
said.
“When you're young you’re just always looking into things, you know,” Rob said.
“Why are things like they are? She wants to work things out for herself, and there
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are things going on beyond this safe, little world here, you know. I can understand
she wants to know where she fits.”
“Yes, of course there’s much more to everything than meets the eye,” Marnie said.
“Yes, and it’s not easy to look at things from two points of view, when there is no
meeting point, no real give either way,” Rob said.
“You’ve lost me there,” Gerald, said. “She’s here isn’t she?”
Rob stood up. ‘I’m going for a walk. I think I know where she is. See you later,’ he
said quietly as he left.
“I’ve never seen him so down,” Marnie said.
.....
Christmas morning with everyone together in the house was not what Marnie had
envisaged. She woke early, before the sun had risen, and lay in bed disturbed. She
could hear steady rain, and a strong wind caused a big branch from the casuarina
tree to bang against the roof repeatedly. She thought she heard Rob come in late
in the night, and then she heard the door close again sometime later.
“Ho, Ho, Ho,” Gerald said, when they heard the children running to the Christmas
tree. The two of them went downstairs in their gowns to watch the family open
presents. One of the dogs had wet some of the presents and another was barking
at the distant thunder. Marnie led them outside and shut the door. Lara was
sitting beside the Christmas tree with Edwina’s two girls. She smiled at Marnie
and Gerald. Rob and Miriam were sitting together on the couch watching Tom and
Kiri opening their presents. Maybe the day would be what she had hoped for after
all, Marnie thought, opening some chocolates.
After lunch everyone except Marnie and Lara decided to go to the beach. The rain
had eased. It was a dull day; the sea was flat and there was no more wind so they
could play cricket. Gerald felt the arthritis in his knees sharpen as he made his
way down the steps.
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“I think you may have missed a present,” Marnie said to Lara when they were
alone. Without waiting she handed her the saxophone she had bought and
wrapped in gold paper.
“For me?” Lara asked. “From you?”
“Every family needs a musician,” Marnie said.
“But I haven’t played since primary school,” Lara said, confused, but placing the
reed in her mouth. She wet it with her lips, sucking it in and out slowly. Lara had
the ligature in her hand as she lined up the reed then tightened it into place, not
looking at what she was doing.
Marnie breathed deeply, knowing she had done the right thing. “I’m going to have
a lie down. I didn’t sleep well last night, but don’t let that stop you playing, it
won’t disturb me,” Marnie said.
When the others came up from the beach, they poured more wine. The children
were tired. Rob and Miriam sat on the veranda in wet jackets.
“We’ll miss this place,” Rob said.
“Maybe they’ll change their minds. One more summer would be nice,” Miriam
said.
They didn’t hear the sax playing.
“The mangrove is where she goes, you know,” Rob said. “We both love the
wetlands. And the water is brimming with baby fish.”
“Really?” Miriam asked sceptically.
“It’s like a hatchery,” Rob said losing interest.
“It must be hard for you Mim,” Eddie said then, joining them. “Rob’s relationship
with Lara, I mean.”
There was silence. Then they heard the music.
“Can you hear it?”
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“One of my favourite tunes,” Rob said, “Lara’s worked it out. I didn’t know she still
played.” He sang,
A distant ship smoke on the horizon
You are only coming through in waves
Your lips move but I can't hear what you're saying. . .
.....
Marnie and Gerald were sitting on their bed arguing.
“He’s trying too hard,” Gerald said. “He should just let her be, things will run their
course.”
“Nonsense,” said Marnie, “He’s not trying hard enough. He’s like you, just biding
his time. He needs to take her to Trinidad. Until she meets her father Rob’s
relationship will always be second rate.”
“And what about Miriam and their kids?”
“They can go too if they want. Why not?”
“You’re mad,” Gerald said, pulling himself up to face her.
Marnie lay on the bed and turned out the light.
“Terry left him some money,” she said in the dark. “Rob needs you to back him.”
Rob lay next to Miriam in bed, far from sleep.
The child is grown,
The dream is gone.
I have become comfortably numb.
He mouthed the lyrics, hearing the sax playing somewhere outside, finally able to
feel something again.
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3.1.2 A dark room
Tim
Mum is trying to corner me for a chat. She called me three times yesterday to see
what I was doing and where she could meet me.
I said, “Well I live with your friend so why don’t you just come here and see us
both. Salty gets home at four most days.”
Mum said maybe we could sit by the pool because she knows I like sitting back on
the day lounge by the blue water, and she knows I like swimming when the water
is warm. But I’m not keen to meet Mum, not if she tries to make me to go to the
hospital to see Stella. Stella, Salty’s daughter, finally had her baby. I don’t want to
go to the hospital, the smells are awful, and I might panic. I know that’s what this
meeting with Mum is all about though. I heard Salty talking to her last night. Salty
was crying again, “Can you come to the hospital with me Leah?” she asked mum.
Mum should go with her, not me.
For the last two weeks, since Neve came out of the neonatal intensive care,
everyone keeps asking me, “When are you going to visit Stella? When are you
going to visit Neve?”
Salty told me I should visit. She said Stella likes me, and Stella would want to see
me, and so would the baby, so would baby Neve. I was just about to tell her that I
have this thing about hospitals, when she took another phone call from Mum, and
she just dropped me; I could see her change. It was as if Salty didn’t even see me
standing there anymore, and the only thing that mattered to her was her
conversation with my mother.
“Leah,” she yelled, “I’m so happy you’re coming home. It’s been so scary. I’ve been
beside myself.”
I walked away, but I could hear her telling Mum about what happened to Stella
and the baby: the red swelling of Stella’s body, everyone packing it that the baby
would die, everyone crying. Then I could hear Salty starting to cry again, as if she
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was alone, but I was right there. I didn’t get to tell Salty about me and how
hospitals creep me out then because I just can’t stay around when she cries.
Now I’ll have to go to see Stella, or no one will talk to me. And if I’m left out and if
I’m ignored then the panic cycle might start again, that’s if Salty is right about me.
She thinks it’s my being left out that triggers my panics. She says I’m like my Dad,
socially isolated. I told her Dad used to have tons of friends.
“Rubbish,” Mum said when I told her. “Your father has always been happy on his
own. It’s how he chooses to live. It’s not a problem; its laziness if anything,” she
said.
“As if that doesn’t hurt my feelings,” I said. “Everyone says I’m just like him.”
If I do go, I’ll buy Stella some flowers. She likes sunflowers, even though they are
really weeds. But the beautiful yellow will make her happy, and I’ll buy them from
the florist, not pick them, I don’t know where they grow. If I go to see her with
sunflowers, big ones with long stems, all bright and wrapped up in cellophane,
and I get straight into the lift and go to her ward, I might not notice the smells or
the noises as much.
.....
Tim pictured nurses pushing trolleys with bodies lying on them. He planned to
walk straight through from the hospital entrance to the lift, push the button, and
without looking around, get in and go to the fifth floor. He would give Stella the
flowers, but he did not want to hold Neve. He decided that he would put the
flowers on the bed and probably shake Stella’s hand, or touch her arm, but he
would not lean in, nor kiss her cheek. They would not even touch cheeks. He
worried that he might not know what she wanted him to do, hug her or stand
back?
Tim decided to just drop in and put the flowers down on the bed, and then let
Stella know that he wanted her and the baby to come home soon, and then he
would go to the pub. It was what you did when people were struggling, and it had
been life and death for Neve for a while. He worried that getting the right flowers
would be tricky. Stella wouldn’t like them if they were half closed. He wanted six,
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or more, fully opened blooms, with big petals and straight stems. He thought it
would be best to take a vase with him in case the hospital didn’t have enough to
go around.
Tim planned to leave early in the morning to walk to the shops, and to then get
the bus to the hospital, remembering to take enough cash for food and beers
afterwards. He guessed there would be a pub nearby, but then he worried that the
people drinking there might be sad, and it would be uncomfortable, him not
knowing how to look at them.
.....
Tim
One day, just before Stella moved back in here, when she was having troubles
with her pregnancy, I was walking around upstairs, and I saw Salty in her
bedroom. She was sitting on the side of her bed, sorting through a pile of letters.
She had stacked a bunch of envelopes into piles, there were about sixty envelopes,
and she was pulling them out randomly, and reading bits, then putting them back.
She seemed upset. I could see she had taken them out of the carved wooden chest
at the end of the bed because it’s never usually open. When she finished, she
packed them all back in again and closed the lid, then she went back to the
kitchen, and she started to cook some lasagne for dinner. She was drinking a glass
of wine and singing something. I saw she had left one of the letters lying on the
bed. I touched it. It was really old, kind of fragile, like it would tear if I held it to
tightly between my thumb and fingertips. The envelope was addressed to M.
Salatino. No one called her anything but Salty.
The letter was handwritten in blue ink, not biro, on really thin, pale blue, airmail
paper. I held it up and I could see through the paper. I had a weird feeling, and I
looked at the writing, wondering if I should read it. Mum is always telling me not
to poke around in Salty’s things, but I live in her house, so it’s sort of home now,
and she left it out, so I did try to read it.
I pulled up the edge of the silk bedspread, she got it in Thailand last year, just so I
didn’t sit on the sparkling thread, and I sat on the corner of her bed with the letter
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in my hands. It was hard to decipher the words, so I read out loud, but very
quietly. Only some words were written in English and I think some were in
French, so it didn’t really make sense. It was signed, “love Simon.” He was
probably a boyfriend. Simon told her that he came across Joe Cocker in the airport
in Bangkok, and they were both smoking camel cigarettes. That meant nothing to
me, but then he wrote something about smoking marijuana and getting into small
cars with lots of people to go to discos. I don’t smoke dope anymore with the
panics, and I don’t know if Salty did back then, when she was young, but maybe?
There were two whole pages that I couldn’t make out, and I was just about to put
it down, when I read that this guy, Simon, was sometimes scared about being
alone in the world. Well don’t we all have those fears, I thought, but writing them
to your girlfriend, if that’s what she was, was weird. He wrote the letter as if he
was talking to her. I wonder if Stella read his letters over again because she
couldn’t really work out what he meant. I left it on the bed, and I went down to eat
the lasagne. I worried about the bedspread for a while, but Salty was having
another glass of wine so that meant she would be late going to bed, probably
she’d be talking to my Mum on the phone. It’s what they do, Mum is always away
at conferences, which is good because that’s why I can live with Salty.
.....
Salty burnt the letters from Simon in a small fire she made in the unused
barbecue on the far side of the pool fence. She burnt them with dead leaves and
screwed up pages of her past writing. She watched the flames slowly consume the
pages. Before she could make the fire, she had to clear out the weeds that had
grown between the mouldy bricks. Once everything was burnt, she added some
kindling and stood for a while enjoying the smell of the smoke and watching the
small orange flames. It occurred to her how little time they spent around a fire
these days whereas when she was young there were fires nearly every weekend.
She would sit with Simon and they would talk and argue or sit in silence watching
the flames. And groups of them would cram into cars to get to empty camping
grounds, or head to the beach, always around a fire, working things out, drinking
beer and eating burgers.
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Salty was pleased to have dealt with the letters once and for all, they had always
troubled her, the feeling that she was missing something; things that she should
have understood. The ashes flew about in the wind. But, still she thought, it is
hard to see the whole picture. It was when Neve survived her first night in the
intensive care unit, that Salty had the realisation that something had changed, and
the past doubts were insignificant. Salty told Stella that she actually felt her
grandchild fighting for her life.
When she went back inside to wash her hands Leah was waiting for her.
“I’m clearing out every room in the house,” Salty said to Leah.
“Metaphorically speaking?” Leah asked. “I hope you’re not clearing out our
friendship?”
Salty looked away. Leah waited.
“You know I see more of your kids than I do of you,” Salty answered.
“I know, I’m sorry, you need more time for your writing,” Leah said, “and Tim is
living in your study. I can find somewhere else for him. You’ve done more than
enough for Tim.”
“No, Tim needs to stay, it’s not about that,” Salty said. “I don’t have anything to
write about now, I don’t want to write now anymore, I just want to get on with it,”
Salty said.
They both looked at each other, neither of them sure exactly what it was she
wanted to get on with, but with a glimpse of an understanding that something
was changing between them.
.....
Tim
Moving into this house was the worst thing, I hated it, until Salty let me move into
her study. But now Mum thinks I should move out, because of the baby, but I told
her that Stella and Neve won’t be living here, they will live at their own place,
with Freddie, once they both get strong. This is where I live now, and Salty likes
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me being here, I know it. We sit by the pool, together and just chat, and when the
water is warm I swim up and down, and she walks up and down, and sometimes
we walk along side by side, up and down the pool, and when we are in the deep
end your feet don’t touch the ground, and you have to swing your arms to keep
your head up, and we laugh. Sometimes the water is the same temperature as the
body so it’s like all the one thing. I told Mum I want to stay here. It’s been three
years now since Mum told me I had to live here.
When I first arrived Salty opened the door and we went inside, and then she said,
‘Here, this is your room Tim,” and she swung open the door under the stairs and
showed me this dark space.
“Really?” Mum said when I told her.
It really was just like a brown closet, dark, airless.
“You’re not being over dramatic?” Mum asked. “I mean it is her house and she is
taking you in when she doesn't have to,” she said.
“Mum, I don't want to stay in that room. It feels like I’m in a coffin,” I said.
.....
Leah called Salty and apologised in advance, for saying, “I think things would go
more smoothly for you if he lived somewhere with a window, where some light
got in.”
Her study was only the room left. Salty said she said she would think about it. The
problem with Leah, was her stubbornness. The risk was losing her closest friend.
Salty went for a walk down the road. She sat on the bench in the park as the sun
set, watching magpies swoop people passing by. She knew it was going to be
easier to give in. Besides, she thought, she didn’t really need the study when she
couldn’t write anymore. She stayed in the park in the dark, wondering what to do
about Tim. Somehow it had always been inevitable that she would have be the
one to step in.
.....
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Tim
Salty’s study is cool. She’s got these old-fashioned maps, a set of binoculars, and
she’s got stamp collections, and some locked drawers in the desk, and just piles of
weird stuff.
“Not that you should be poking around,” Mum said.
She said I can use her computer if I sit at the desk and work. I explained that I’m
not interested in tertiary education, because we’ve already been through all that,
with the counsellor, and it only makes things worse for me, more pressure.
“There are other things,” Salty said.
One night I was sitting at the desk with the computer on, just thinking about what
it might be like to work in an office, because I am okay with information
technology, and I was just mucking around, and I saw Salty’s email account was
open. I just had a quick look and I saw a couple of emails in there from Mum.
There was one from that conference in Italy.
“He draws the life out of me.” Mum wrote.
I think she was talking about me.
.....
Salty
I was locked out of the house and Tim didn’t pick up his phone. I emailed Leah
and told her he hadn’t showered, and he was wearing the same track pants he’d
had on all week.
“His fingernails are long and dirty, and his breath smells bad,” I wrote.
“I don’t know what to say,” Leah said.
The next day I came across Tim in the kitchen, he was up much earlier than usual.
“What are your plans for today?” I asked him.
He shrugged. He stood still, just looking at me.
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I looked at him struggling. He remained standing in silence, like a child, a twentyyear-old child who couldn’t even clean himself up.
“How are you?” I asked similar questions, all the time. I usually asked if he was
okay but varying the emphasis from the ‘are’ to the ‘you’.
Tim stood looking around, not answering.
“Do you want to talk?” I asked.
He usually said, “No.”
I began to move past him into the kitchen, but he said, “Yes.” He would like to talk.
I moved in, as if to hug him, but then stopped, and, at the same time I was furious
with Leah.
.....
Salty and Tim sat side by side on the day lounges. The pool was clean, and the
water sparkled, but it was too cold to swim. In late spring it is just warm enough
to lie outside in jackets. Spring winds stirred Salty’s memories of childbirth, but
she set those feelings aside.
“We had these drinks; some sort of herbal tea, but with coconut milk, like a
cocktail, she blended them. They weren’t alcoholic. And she lets me smoke
outside. We had a long talk, like two hours, and she worked out why I’m always
on edge. It took a while, and I got a bit upset,” Tim said to Leah on the phone that
night.
“She should butt out,” Leah said to Tim. “I’m your mother and I would know if
there was anything wrong with you.”
.....
Tim
The hospital visit didn’t really go as planned. I got up and I made one coffee for
me and one coffee for Salty, and she said I looked nice. After the coffee I went
outside to have a smoke, but then I took too long because I noticed that there
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were ashes in the old barbecue by the pool fence, so there had been a fire there,
and I got a bit worried, but Salty had already gone to work. I walked to the shops,
and I didn’t get time to get the flowers or I would miss the bus. I got the bus and I
went to the hospital, but because I didn’t have the sunflowers, I looked for a shop
in the hospital foyer that I thought sold flowers. I found the shop, but the flowers
were small, and the yellow ones were mixed with blue ones, and I wanted yellow
flowers only, so I started to feel my chest tightening. I walked to the lift and
waited, and it arrived on the ground floor and the door opened, and it was empty,
but I couldn’t get in.
Maybe I’ll write Stella a letter instead and she can keep it as long as she wants,
even if she doesn’t know exactly what I mean. I’ll write a few things about the
sunflowers and the baby and then “love Tim.”
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3.1.3 His face
I went off ahead. I had to lead up the mountain. I felt myself surging with energy,
and possibility. I liked breaking limits, always have. But I knew Simon wanted to
lead the trek, he was so much like me, and he was at that age, he was nearly a
man. Bea laughed that he was more like me than her, even though she was the one
to give birth.
Si wasn't sporty, but he did a good job on his feet being such a quick thinker. That
kid has always seen things for what they are, we all have really, we’ve had to,
right from the moment Bea gave birth to him, seventeen years ago. It was a
spectacular day, I’ll never forget the excitement, the drama, the whole team of
medicos around her, and then finally I saw him. I saw his face first, and it was as if
I’d known him forever.
It was my idea that we go trekking for his birthday, but I’d forgotten that he was
such a competitive person, like me. It nearly killed me that Bea could give birth to
the kids and I couldn’t, no matter what I tried.
I was halfway up the mountain, ahead of the guide and ahead of Si, looking at
layers of clouds, almost celestial layers, with dull colours merging and a bright
light cutting through. I knew there was rain held in the sunlit layers. I was looking
at everything merging, dull and bright, trying to think of the word for the pattern
rain makes held in sunlight, and trying to look up while I walked, but soon I was
off the track, and then Simon appeared out in front of me.
He looked right at me, and smiled at me, face to face, and we said nothing, and I
saw a look on his face that I remembered from when he first learnt to walk. He
was not even a year old and he was up on bandy legs, and within days he was
chasing birds. He fell a lot, but he didn’t care. I have pictures of his white hair and
the white birds all moving across green lawns. It seems so long ago.
I walked up to him quickly and clapped him on the back, and I said, “I predicted it
would be windy, but not this cold.”
“Yes, you were right,” he said, but he hadn't brought the gloves I left out for him.
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“Don't you love the wind,” he said, and he moved forward and backwards, and I
could tell he didn’t know whether to take off in front of me or not.
Simon suddenly seemed slight up there. He looked as if the wind could pick him
up and he would just fly off. I tried to get rid of the silly thought, but it struck at
the heart of any mother's greatest fear — that their child will somehow
disappear. I felt a similar panic not long after he was born. The nurses had taken
him down to the nursery with all the other newborns while Bea was having a
sleep, and they told me I could go down and bring him back. I looked through the
window of the nursery, but I couldn’t see him. There were six babies in there and
none of them looked like Simon. Then I thought, why don’t I know his cry? A
mother should know her baby’s cry. She should be able to spot her son from
metres away. I listened, and I heard some of the babies crying, but I did not know
which one Simon was. A nurse came by then and saw me. I was so embarrassed I
had to go back to Bea without him.
“Let's go then,” he said finally, stepping firmly onto the track in front of me.
I fell in behind him. We could see the top of the mountain. The white peak was
just visible through the layers of clouds. There was no snow but the whiteness we
could see was made of white blossoms. There was a path between the trees
leading up, where with each gust of wind the petals flew through the air. I didn’t
mean to, but I barged past Simon. I was doing what I loved, and I could see the
peak. But, straight away he was beside me, so, side-by-side we tore up that
mountain, both of us panting.
I had my head down against the wind, and I was powering on up, step after step,
over logs and stones. We stayed shoulder to shoulder on that single track without
tripping each other for at least five hundred meters of ascent. Once Si bumped me,
but I did not lose my rhythm. Then suddenly I fell. I felt a surge of pain in my
ankle, and straight away I realised all my training for the Sydney marathon, on in
two weeks’ time, was undone. My ankle throbbed. I was near tears with
exasperation. Simon stopped. He felt bad I could tell.
“It's okay,” I said, “Go on, the clouds are moving in.”
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They were coming in quickly, banks of dark grey clouds, I knew the sky would
open up soon, and we were still over three hundred metres from the top. I lay
back on the earth to clear my head.
Simon had never seen me lie down, and he hadn't seen me cry. I cried when I
realised that I was glad it was me and not him who had fallen, because it was my
fault we were madly walking two abreast on a single track. I lay back on hard
rocks waiting for the pain to settle down. I looked at him and he smiled.
Sometimes I think he sees me differently to how I am, or else he sees through me
to what I really am, because something knowing flashes across his face. He looked
up at the sky and looked at the white peak, then he bent down to unlace my boot,
his fingers red from the cold.
“It doesn't look too bad,” he said.
“It’s not, let’s go,” I said, and I stood up and started limping up the track in my
sock. He was left standing with my dirty boot in his hand.
My whole body hurt, but we must reach the top. I looked down, and I looked up,
and he was gone. Simon ran around the bend ahead of me. He was running to beat
the rain, so I knew he was like me, he had to get to the top. I followed him. I
stumbled a bit because I lost concentration. I got mad with myself then, for
ruining our day together, and then for some reason I started thinking of the whole
Caroline thing. It must have been because I started to cry, maybe tears bring back
such old pains.
Caroline happened years ago, before Simon was conceived, before I was with Bea.
Caroline came on to me, but the way it turned out, I was the bad guy. I knew she
was married; her husband was treasurer of the running club. On the night in
question, when she flirted with me, I could see she was drunk, and I should have
avoided her, but a challenge is a challenge. There was such anger in the club when
we were photographed groping out in the carpark, and it was all directed at me.
No one cared how her husband behaved, and they didn’t care that they had all
seen her massaging my shoulders at the dinner table. All they cared about was
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that I was crossing the line by inflicting my gayness on a drunk woman. So, I left
the club, but not defeated, I still win medals.
Why should I waste my energy thinking of that, I thought as I limped on up the
mountain and the rain drops started to fall. I was still only in my sock and my
ankle was swollen and numb in the cold, but Simon came back into sight. As he
neared the top, the rain was pelting down on us, and it felt fantastic up there, with
the wind and rain blasting the white blossoms right off the trees. I could hear him
whooping as he ran up the peak, but I couldn’t make him out. We seemed so small,
the two of us on that huge mountain in a blur of wet, white petals with the sky
opening.
And then we seemed so large when we got back home to tell the others about it,
all of us together in the sitting room, our big bodies and excited words taking up
all the space.
“How was it at the top?” Bea asked him, while I brought out the cake.
“Pretty wild,” he said.
“He did a magnificent job,” I called out, and he smiled at me. I saw his face,
changing, but of course still the same face as the day he was born.
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3.2 Field Work
In this section I look at each of the three participant’s accounts separately, first
describing what was said in the interview and then analysing the language used,
and prominent discourses. I look for transitional spaces of relationality and
explore what was said or suggested about love. All names and identifying
characteristics are changed for the sake of anonymity.

3.2.1 Jack
Jack decided to participate in the project because his parenting story is
interesting. He offered to meet me at one of his family member’s homes that was
accessible to us both. It appeared that he used the interview almost as a reflection
on his relationship with his eighteen-year-old step-son, Ky. Jack said he has
parented Ky since he was a baby of sixteen months old. He also has two biological
children and four more stepchildren.
Jack had pictures of Ky on his phone but, after showing me a few photos initially,
he put the phone down and preferred to talk without referring to them. He said
that when he married his now ex-wife, Jaz, she already had a baby who was
fathered by a friend who was “never intended as a long-term partner.” Jack said
he himself was happy and ready to be the father of the baby, Ky, when they began
their relationship. He said that, from the start, “I pretty much just accepted that
he’s my kid and I’d take it from there.” They went on to have two more children
together.
Jack started by saying that because he has been Ky’s dad for over sixteen years, Ky
“doesn’t know a lot different, you know what I mean, so for him he’s grown up
with the other two.” These were the two children he and Jaz had together. Having
said this, the first point that Jack made was that he and Jack are, “quite different,
like really different.” He said while he himself is “outdoorsy,” competitive and
plays many sports, Ky “is just not.” Jack said he coached all the children’s soccer
teams but Ky, at the end of four years, “sort of turned around and said, ‘I don’t
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really like it.’” Jack laughed and said that was okay with him, but he said, “It is
hard to share because we are so different.” He said Ky also tried basketball, but
“he wasn’t the type.”
Jack then said that even though they were different in terms of what activities
they liked, he had always been able to talk to Ky. However, he said more recently
they had a lot of trouble with communication because Ky dropped out of school
and didn’t seem to have much purpose, “You know doing all the things teenagers
do, smoking too much weed and partying on.”
Jack then went to the heart of the problem, saying that since he and Jaz separated,
she lives in town with Ky, while he lives out of town, so Ky has not seen much of
him for the last year and a half. Jack said: “He just stopped coming back . . . And to
be honest that’s been quite hurtful for me.” Jack said he hopes Ky will come
around and maybe it’s because of his age, because “teenagers are a bit selfish.”
Then Jack sat silently for some time.
I asked: “So you are understanding it but without being able to speak about
what’s going on?”
He said:
Yeah, yeah, yeah, but it really shows the depth of love I have for him, I
mean of course he is my son and then suddenly I’m just in a way shut out,
and it’s very difficult to try; and I try to organise a weekend or something
like that and they just always fall through.
Jack said he was organising to take Ky with him for Christmas with his parents
and brother and sisters’ families, but Ky was reluctant to go. Jack said: “Jaz said to
Ky, ‘Actually you don’t have a choice, you owe it to all the people there, the
grandparents and cousins and aunties and uncles.’”
Jack said he was looking forward to them all spending Christmas together and
hoping it could be a turning point in his relationship with Ky, but that he wasn’t
sure it would be. He said that Ky was depressed, and, “it has been hard to get a
smile out of him.” Jack said, “That makes it hard as a parent.” He then said as long
as Ky is happy it doesn’t matter what he’s doing. Jack said he tried hard to guide
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the kids, but it has been hard, particularly because “Ky actually used to be
genuinely happy, really happy, actually, and now he seems to want to have a go at
you all the time.”
Jack said he would pick Ky up from the station to give them time together in the
car to talk on the way to the Christmas celebration. Then he hopes they will relax
with his family because Ky’s cousins are around about the same age, and the last
time he was with them, it was good. However, Jack said, “This time he says, ‘I’m
not part of it,’ and I say, ‘Of course you are.’” Jack said then: “I just don’t think he
knows where he fits in in the world, you know what I mean?”
After some more silence, Jack said he now has a new partner with three children,
who Ky hasn’t formed relationships with. He said, “He’s not really into babies, but
he could be a bit more.” Jack then said that Ky doesn’t speak very much anyway. I
asked if he was chatty when he was younger, and he said no, “He’s always been
really quiet and peaceful, he is not nasty or violent or vindictive, he is a very nice
natured person.” Jack said that Ky never had any trouble at the small school in the
community he went to, but then he shifted to the bigger Catholic school for the
final two years of school, and he has since dropped out.
After another long pause Jack began to reflect on Ky coming to the family
Christmas again and how important it is to him. He said:
It’s important, you know, it really is important. I can honestly say I
wouldn’t ever even think of him as not my son.
Jack then spoke about Ky’s birth father who lives overseas. He said that Ky doesn’t
know him really, and he’s only been over there to visit him once. Jack said his
birth father doesn’t ring him. Jack had another long pause and then said, as if it
may have just it occurred to him, that when he split up with Jaz maybe Ky
thought, “Here we go again.” Jack looked at me and said, “You know what I mean,
there might be a bit of that happening again.” I took some time to respond. It
occurred to me that the ages of contact and transition were significant in terms of
rites of passage, as Ky began contact with his biological father when he was
twelve years and moved away from Jack when he was eighteen years, but I
decided not to say anything about those thoughts. Instead, I said there is a bit
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about that in the adoption literature, about kids feeling rejected and abandoned,
but Jack cut in to say that Ky was never abandoned because Jaz was never going
to stay with the guy, and she wasn’t into abortion.
I asked Jack if Ky did talk to him about his birth father once the contact started up.
He said, no, but, “It is important to know your roots.”
After another long pause, Jack said: “I wouldn’t even know if he called him Dad or
not. He calls me Dad.”
Jack then brought up an interesting point about parenting and community life:
I think also where we live, where it’s not the city but a community, there’s
a lot more raising of kids. [The community is well known for its
counterculture ethos]. There’s probably four hundred people live in the
village, probably another thousand or so in the hills around, and all the
communes and things, so it is quite big, and you know, all the people I
know all know my kids and look out for them.
Jack spoke about how parents can be hurt by their children and reflected that Ky
needs time to work things out by himself, and to talk about things with him and
Jaz and his friends. He said Ky’s girlfriend had recently left him and there’s youth
unemployment and he can’t get a job. Then Jack became emotional and said again
how hurt he felt, immediately followed by a comment on how he was pleased
when Ky actually called him and agreed to go to the family Christmas with him.
Jack: I just tell him to talk, talk to me, talk to Mum, talk to your mates, just
talk and you’ve got lots of people that love you. And they won’t understand
if he doesn’t want to be in it anymore, and it’s not because he is being
mean or nasty, he’s just moving on.
The rest of the conversation was spent talking about how Ky should present
himself well when he goes out looking for a job because “some people really care
about what you look like.” Here Jack pointed out the performative issues of living
in a commune and trying to work in the mainstream. We were ready to end the
interview, but before doing so I asked if he had any images that depicted their
relationship to show me or describe, because we had not been looking through
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the photos on his phone. He said he was not overly sentimental, and it was after
we had packed up to part ways that Jack did come up with a moving expression of
the bond between them. Jack said: “He did choose one of my favourite songs to
learn on the guitar, “Just Ace” by Grinspoon, and then he played it for me.”

3.2.1.1 Analysis
1) Language
In this interview Jack made use of his body language and silences, as well as
spoken language to reveal his thoughts, and at times confusion. Jack’s style of
communication, which involved gestures, facial expressions and shared silence,
might be one reason for the problems in communication Jack described with Ky
when he moved to live out of town and they were no longer able to communicate
this way. Jack often could not find the words to describe how he was feeling or to
express what he wanted to happen. He started conversations, then stopped, or
gave single word answers and looked down. For example, Jack started a
conversation about how Ky was not interested in relating to his new partner’s
children, then said no more about it but moved on to tell me that Ky didn’t talk
very much anyway, saying that this was not because Ky was nasty, rather that he
is a nice natured person. Jack was then silent. I think Jack meant that Ky would
not set out to hurt his new partner and her children but what he said was not
clear. Jack spent a lot of time silently looking down. I asked more questions than I
usually do, and he quite often shrugged.
Discussing his relationship with Ky was sometimes difficult for Jack and he said
“you know” throughout the interview, sometimes because it was obvious, and
other times because it saved him articulating troubling feelings and not yet fully
formed ideas—or at least that was my impression. At other times, after he said,
“you know” he went on to explain various possibilities for what could be
occurring, both positive and negative. For example, when Jack said Ky had
dropped out of school, doing “you know all the things teenagers do,” Jack
proceeded to say, “I don’t remember having a lot of purpose at that age myself.”
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He then explained that the new living arrangements might be influencing Ky’s
decisions and moods. By this Jack might have meant both the lack of contact
between them, and the feeling of “here we go again” he thought Ky might be
experiencing, with another father moving away.
All the way through the interview Jack referred to “talking,” and specifically the
importance of talking to each other. His advice to Ky was that he should be talking
to his mother and his mates about his problems. Jack indicated that his spoken
communication with Ky declined from when he had once “always been able to
talk to him when he’s been upset or anything,” to his current feeling of being “shut
out.” He points to communication difficulties as part of the problem with their
relationship.
Jack did say that he does not talk to Ky about his relationship with his biological
father. Yet, Jack said that he advises Ky to talk about his problems because men do
talk. Jack said, “We just talk differently, not as intimate, but men talk, of course we
talk, that’s what we’ve got mates for.” I asked him if they talked to each other
every week, but Jack said it’s more like every three weeks now, and he said:
I’ve been a bit slack myself, I don’t want to make excuses, but I should have
made more time . . . But he really doesn’t seem that interested . . . How
hard do you push before you push someone away rather than draw them
towards you?
This is a good description of the balance involved in such complex communication
in this type of situation when there is no clear path to follow. Jack said that it’s a
difficult thing to get right, and sometimes when he tries, but fails, to talk with Ky,
it is not his fault. He said sometimes Ky is too upset to talk to him because he has
just had a fight with his mother about his behaviour.
My creative process when writing the story, “This is not how I am,” was based on
images that came to mind after the interview of sadness and of physical spaces
where the two worked through feelings and ideas individually without
communicating them. I stuck to the interview script in describing Ky’s gift of
learning Jack’s favourite song, but also introduced adult voices to represent voices
from family society that pressure relationships.
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2) Discourses
2.1) “It is important that you know your roots”
Jack describes some confusion in trying to tie together his relationship with Ky in
the context of four kin relationships: 1) Jack’s family (including the part Ky plays
in this extended family), 2) Jack’s relationship with Jaz and Ky’s half siblings, 3)
Jack’s relationship with his new partner and her children, 4) a potential
relationship between Ky and his biological father. The potential relationship
between Ky and his biological father may add further challenges to making Jack’s
relationship with Ky intelligible. Jack spoke about Ky’s biological father, saying,
“Sholto has been pretty slack and hardly had much contact with him; he doesn’t
ring him. There was nothing from Sholto until Ky was twelve.” But Jack was aware
of the discourse, “It is important that you know your roots,” and indicated that he
was supportive of there being two Dads. While Jack envisages that the family/
kinship group is big enough and fluid enough to incorporate relationships with all
these people, there are discourses associated with nuclear family that linger and
need to be renegotiated in the new terms of kinship for all those involved.
In Chapter One I provided examples of parental roles being delegitimated as a
result of similar confusion in the language. Who qualifies to be named Mum and
Dad affects ideas of permanence associated with parenting. While Jack told Ky
that he should know his roots and communicate with his biological father he also
said, “I can honestly say I wouldn’t ever even think of him as not my son.” This
double negative describes the tension and confusion that sharing his parental
relationship creates for Jack.
2.2) “It’s the world we live in and work in”
Jack made reference to unwritten social rules, sometimes in a negative way, but
also in acknowledgement that not all rules can be ignored. He said that Ky left the
Catholic high school because, “He got sick of all the ridiculous rules . . . Stupid
uniforms and things like that.” Jack explained that some rules are stupid, but
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others are important, such as, when you live at someone else’s house you have to,
“toe the line,” and behave. Jack said:
He’s been a little buggar staying up all night and wondering why he can’t
get a job when he goes looking at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, hasn’t shaved,
not wearing a nice shirt, you know, the simple things that you do; nobody
really likes playing that game but it’s the world we live in and work in.
Unwritten family rules also factor into this negotiation of which rules allow
intelligibility in the world we live and work in. Ky was told by his mother, Jaz, and
Jack that he didn’t have a choice about where he spent Christmas, because he
“owed it” to Jack’s family — the grandparents, his sister and brother, his cousins,
aunties and uncles — to be there with them. Jack said that they had all grown up
with each other, emphasising, “I mean all the kids have known Ky since he was a
baby.” Questions about whether kinship rituals are a choice or an obligation
(family rules) can tip towards obligation when nuclear family narratives prevail,
and belonging has associated requirements. These tensions between performing
to some unwritten rules of a conventional family in some contexts but not in
others, clearly strains the way social parental love can become intelligible.
2.3) “Men talk, that’s what we’ve got mates for”
In some forms of social family there are support groups, such as, transracial
adoption and foster care, support groups and training sessions. There are also
informal groups of adoptees, just as there are same-sex family support groups,
such as the Rainbow Family group. However, in Jack’s situation, where his child
has a birth parent who lives overseas, whom he has met once and has little
contact with, it seems Jack is on his own, apart from talking to his mates. Jack
acknowledges that he needs someone to talk about his feelings and Ky’s needs.
Jack said: “He’s been depressed at the moment,” and, “He doesn’t know where he
fits in the world.”
Jack’s method is to imagine life from Ky’s perspective, and he does this by
comparing how Ky is behaving to how he felt about things in his life at the same
age. Rather than exploring the differences between their two upbringings, which,
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apart from being in a different era, are discursively dissimilar, he said, “Honestly, I
don’t remember having a lot of purpose at that age myself.” And later, he said:
I remember feeling like that when it was time to leave school, thinking
how the hell am I going to get a job or do anything, and so if you’re feeling
like that, and maybe he’s feeling like that, like he doesn’t fit in anywhere, I
know he’s having a hard time.
Jack does what he can to understand his son’s problems, talking to mates, but
lacking formal or informal support groups where knowledge from people having
similar experiences can be shared. Jack acknowledged numerous times during the
interview that he feels sad that the relationship is currently difficult. He said:
Parents can be really hurt by their kids, and I just think Ky needs time to
work stuff out; he’ll work it out, I’m not telling him what to do. . . When I
talked to him about Christmas, we had a bit of a chat. Anyway, it’s not very
nice. It’s part of life and it hurts. I feel hurt, I think there’s something
wrong if you don’t feel hurt.
3) Transitional spaces
3.1) Sounds and silences
Going back to Jacqui Gabb’s way of framing analyses by investigating the
boundaries where exchanges occur, I can envisage that if Jack and Ky are playing
guitars and singing together, making the “good sounds,” feeling fingers on strings,
and singing words that have shared meaning, this might allow a “transposition of
experience,”158 outside of daily roles that brings the two in relation to each other.
In contrast, in the interview, I witnessed how Jack also communicates his mood
and emotion by leaving silences, and through gestures, body language and facial
expressions, grimaces and other noises. Jack said:
You know I was really happy when he was learning guitar. We tried heaps
of things, he’d have a go at anything, but he never actually completed
158 Jacqui Gabb, “Family Lives and Relational Living: Taking Account of
Otherness,” Sociological Research Online 16, no. 4 (December 2011): 1–10.
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anything, but he was good at guitar. He’s not bad at basketball but he’s not
competitive, so when it was a close match and everyone else was super
competitive and really trying hard, he just didn’t give a shit, and he’s still
playing the same as he was. It didn’t really matter to him whether he won,
or he lost, which is a nice thing in him. . . But anyway, he did choose one of
my favourite songs to learn on the guitar, “Just Ace” by Grinspoon, and
then he played it for me, and that was da da da dada. And so that was good,
and just seeing him happy . . . and good sounding noises.
3.2) Feeling part of it.
Jack said about Ky coming to the family Christmas, “This time he says, ‘I’m not
part of it,’ and I say, ‘Of course you are.’” Jack said then: “I just don’t think he
knows where he fits in in the world, you know what I mean?”
Here I am highlighting possible transformations in spaces where nuclear family
discourses are dispensed with. I refer to Sara Ahmed who theorises the way that
the vertical lines in the family tree symbolise the way that family love requires
“following a certain direction or having a certain orientation.”159 She discusses the
“pressure to inherit this line,” from the past to the future, as “a pressure that can
speak the language of love, happiness, and care, which pushes us along specific
paths.”160 Ahmed suggests that there can be consequences if an individual veers
from the expected ways the family usually performs.
Analysing this interview creatively with, “This is not how I am,” I imagined a
scenario where the Grandmother, Marnie alerts the family to the conflicting
discourses that cause Jack’s suffering, with her action.
“I think you may have missed a present,” Marnie said to Lara when they
were alone. Without waiting she handed her the saxophone she had
bought and wrapped in gold paper.

159 Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others, Durham
US: Duke University Press, (2006), 73.
160 Ibid, 90.
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“For me?” Lara asked. “From you?”
“Every family needs a musician,” Marnie said.
The grandmother ruptures the “family line,” discourse that Ahmed refers to with
her acceptance of the grandchild who is not related by blood and does not look or
think like them.
4) Love
Jack said that the whole family loves Ky. Interestingly, he said that the depth of
the pain he feels from being “shut out,” shows the depth of his love for Ky,
bringing to mind psychoanalytic understandings of love, aggression and
reparation. When I asked Jack: “So you are understanding [the communication
breakdown] but without being able to speak about what’s going on?” He said:
“Yeah, yeah, yeah, but it really shows the depth of love I have for him, I mean of
course he is my son and then suddenly I’m just in a way shut out.”
Because I have no way of knowing what the emotion Jack experienced was when
Ky learnt and played one of his favourite songs on the guitar, I use the fictional
analysis to point to the power of this act (maybe a love act) that indicates
knowledge of the other and communication in transitional spaces where
structuring discourses are tempered.

3.2.2 Rebecca
Rebecca was initially uncertain about participating in the project, but she said she
was interested in my thesis. She decided to participate to tell her story and we
met at a café close to her home. Rebecca got straight to the photographs, and we
proceeded through them efficiently and ended the interview in the allotted hour.
We covered a lot in this time. I shared that I was also a non-biological parent.
Rebecca explained that she is a parent in a blended family. She has four children
and her partner has three children. All the seven children are now in their midtwenties to early thirties. I begin by discussing our interview and then proceed to
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analyse the language Rebecca used, the discourses and transitional spaces I
identified, and what was said about love.
Rebecca began the interview by showing me a big picture of a group of young
adults in a wood cabin in a forest. They were serving food onto their plates, about
to start a meal. It was confusing because I had no idea who anyone was, but I
could see they were all in the same age range and they looked to be having a good
time. Rebecca then lay the next picture beside it, which was of a wedding, and she
explained who everyone was.
She began and ended the interview with the same picture of her daughter’s
wedding, which she repeated was one of the family’s best experiences together.
Rebecca described who everyone was, pointing to each person:
This is the earliest one I can find of one of our first holidays. So that’s one
of Matt’s kids, that’s one of mine, and that’s one of mine behind as well. I’ve
got four children and Matt’s got three, and they’re all born from 1987 to
1994. That’s the combination. And this is a picture of that one, getting
married.
Here she pointed to her daughter in both photos.
Rebecca then filled me in on how the blending of the two families occurred:
So, when I met Matt, well, their [his children’s] mother wasn’t very
maternal . . . and when Milly was doing the HSC [Higher school certificate],
her mother told her that she was going to be away for all of her stuvac
[time spent studying for the exams at home], and Matt was living in an
apartment by himself, so he asked me if Milly would be able to come over
and study at my house, because my daughter was doing the HSC at the
same time. So, he asked if Milly could come over and study, and then if she
could stay. So, Milly moved into the house, and stayed until well after her
HSC, and she’s still there.
It turned out that all the children lived in Rebecca’s house at different times. She
said:
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Matt moved in a few years ago, which was when his next child was doing
the HSC, so he asked if Iain could come and stay. So, he came and stayed till
after the HSC, because the precedent was set, and also because I do the
right thing, you know, we set timetables and we have rules, and I cooked
food, and a home environment, and that’s what they could get with me, I
guess. They are pretty special moments, all of those times. I look back on
those moments fondly. Before long I had, well Matt was away and I had his
three kids all living in my house, they [Matt and his ex-wife] were both off
doing stuff, and I had all the children with me.
She said that Milly moved back to live with her birth mother again briefly, but, “It
all went pear-shaped so she moved back into my house.” She said there are five
bedrooms in the house and Ted had to sleep in the study. I commented that her
biological children must be giving. She said:
My children have moved out now. One boy moved out as soon as he could,
and the only reason the other didn’t was because he got really sick. After
his HSC he got glandular fever complications really badly, and I thought,
‘That’s what is funny,’ because when he was in hospital the other kids
[Matt’s kids] never went and visited him. Then, my daughter had a baby,
who was really, really sick, her second baby, and they didn’t go and see her
then either. They haven’t been taught that sort of stuff, and that makes a
big difference. For them if it’s too much of an effort no one will do anything
they don’t have to.
I didn’t want to buy into the perceived rights and wrongs of her children’s
obligations, so in the pause Rebecca moved back to talk about her grandchild. She
found a photo of the baby who was looking healthy and explained how hard that
time had been for her.
I said, “You’ve had some major life events.”
Rebecca said:
Huge, huge life events, absolutely huge. And on top of that we had seven
HSCs, my daughter broke her leg after the first baby was born, and it was
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so badly broken it was pinned, and she was in the country and her
husband was working, so they moved in with me for six weeks, her and the
baby, and her husband used to come down on weekends, and, oh my God,
Friday afternoons we did handover, so I found that really hard, really,
really hard.
Rebecca explained that she felt “sapped of energy” and she said, “I am done.”
She explained that although she thought Matt’s kids had been “pretty good,” they
had been noncommittal. She compared their lives and said that her kids had a lot
going on, and, “our lives are bigger in a lot of ways.” Rebecca often countered her
own negative comments with a positive memory, such as the wedding day:
Well the greatest thing we’ve had was that wedding day. It was the
happiest day, in all of our eyes. I mean we were a whole unit, it was
fantastic, it really was a happy day, but you know we could have had a
whole lot more happy days, but they just don’t put the effort in.
Rebecca then explained that part of the reason why she feels so depleted and
“absolutely done,” now is because after her daughter had her second baby, her
mother was seriously ill, and her father died. She said she had to sell her parents’
property while she had both families living in her house. We spoke about the
term, “compassion fatigue,” and she laughed and said, “I’ve got that.”
I asked Rebecca if the home situation is still the same now. She said she still has
one of Matt’s children living with her, Ted, and this is the boy she has a stronger
connection with, whereas the relationship with the other boy, Iain, broke down,
because she is “not his mother.” She said, “I’ve had a gutful. I have no energy left, I
found some dope in Iain’s bag, and it was like a betrayal, and probably because
I’m not his mother. . . But Ted is different.”
We looked at the wedding picture again to finish.
I will now look at the language and identify discourses and transitional spaces
raised in this interview.
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3.2.2.1 Analysis
1) Language
The message Rebecca seemed to want to convey with the wedding photo is that
she, Matt and their children present a united front to the world in their form of
blended family, despite there being challenges in their private life. However, she
was candid in the interview and described some exhausting physical and
emotional experiences. Her language tended to point to binaries, such as: us and
them, his and mine, good and bad parents, the right thing and the wrong thing,
hard work versus no effort, and male and female communication.
Rebecca compared the children and their lives, to make her parenting style and
the difficulty she had in relationships with Matt’s children intelligible. Comments
such as: “that’s one of Matt’s kids, that’s one of mine,” “our lives are bigger in a lot
of ways,” “they were not taught that sort of stuff, and that makes a big difference,”
and “it’s too much of an effort,” “their mother wasn’t very maternal,” and “I do the
right thing,” demonstrate how binaries and comparisons can be used to imply
merit.
The interview was clearly a space of reflection for Rebecca. She told me that when
she checked the transcript some time later, she found it confronting. What she
had said did not describe the united group that the photograph showed them at
times to be.
Rebecca used vivid metaphors and repetition to communicate how her effort and
the perceived lack of recognition impacted on her emotionally, with comments
such as: “Huge, huge life events, absolutely huge,” “really hard, really, really hard,”
“sapped of energy,” and “I’m the one who needs compassion at the moment. I lost
my Dad and that just killed me. It’s the bigger picture for me now, way bigger.”
Rebecca indicated that she follows unwritten rules associated with a nuclear
family in her home, but they also work against her as a parent. Rebecca indicated
that she felt it was almost a duty, once “the precedent was set,” to parent Matt’s
children when they wanted to move in with her. She described the personal cost
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of this extensive type of caring and responsibility but refrained from blaming
Matt’s children. Rather, she blamed the biological parenting privileges that
prevented her from being able to shape their lives the way she wanted to. She
said, “Nobody’s perfect, none of us are perfect, I just don’t get access to these kids
to parent them.” She said that if she tried to discipline them, they would “dob” on
her to their grandparents. Rebecca described a predicament of intelligibility
whereby the same nuclear family discourses she subscribed to in her home,
prevented her from fulfilling the role of mother she took on. Matt’s children
appreciated her home and care but went to their biological kin to complain if she
criticised them.
Finally, Rebecca used the emotive word “betrayal,” to describe her reaction to
Iain’s actions. She blamed there being no biogenetic relationship between her and
Iain for her inability to work through his betrayal. She said that when she looked
in Iain’s bag and found some dope, “It was like a betrayal, and probably because
I’m not his mother, I have no real effect.” And, “At least I can tell mine off and
they’re still going to love me the next day, or even the next five minutes.”
My creative process for the story, “A dark room,” started with imagining how an
adult in a parenting role could learn how to relate to a child with emotional
problems. In the story the adolescent boy, “Tim” had emotional and intellectual
challenges. Here I was able to refer to my work experience to represent how he
might process the complexities of emotional life round him. I wanted to portray
different ways of seeing and acting in the world as well as different ways of
communicating to show the subtleties, and the efforts, involved in relating in
loving ways.
2) Discourses
2.1) Wicked step-mothers or wicked step-children?
The interview with Rebecca emphasised that communication problems can occur
when there is no clear agreement on what is associated with parental and quasiparental roles. According to Rebecca, in one sense Matt’s children were expecting
to live in the house with her performing as the mother. She took on the role to
look after them, help them study, attend their school events and run the house.
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She took on a gendered form of emotional labour that possibly also involved
holding open spaces for all the children to share what was on their minds in the
home. However, at the same time, Rebecca observed that Matt’s children did not
think they should perform the roles she expected of them as her (step)children.
She complained that they did not respond affectionately, appeared not to care
about her biological children, did not listen to her advice, and ran to Matt’s
parents to “dob” if she attempted to discipline them. “The one time I told Iain off,
he left and went up to Matt’s parents’ place and dobbed on me.”
Rebecca identified two reasons for the communication problems between her and
Matt's children. The first was the different ways that they thought about what her
parental role involved and how it should be acknowledged, as demonstrated
above, and the second she attributed to gender differences. For example, she
said:
When the communication line breaks down with my boys, the girls can
pick up the pieces. I think all families should have a sister really, I mean
they can probably be the meanest, but at least they react, or you know
their emotions are there.
Quotes such as these throughout Rebecca's interview implied that she needed
acknowledgment and expected emotional responses in order to perform as their
“mother.” However, after saying that Matt’s children do not respond emotionally
to her or her children, she said that one boy, Ted, was “different.” It is this
relationship that I explore further in the fictional response.
Rebecca struggled with the “lack of reciprocity.” She said that what hurt her the
most was the apparent disregard for the stresses she was going through when
caring for her parents, her daughter and the baby when they were in hospital. She
said:
Iain texted me one day and said, ‘Oh I’m sorry I haven’t cleaned my room,
life’s been shit for me,’ or something, and I wrote back ‘Fuck off.’ I mean
don’t talk to me about life being shit.
2.2) A real unit
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Irrespective of what was said about problems with communication and questions
about commitment, Rebecca described this social family as a real unit. Rebecca
appeared to be analysing their family and their moments of unity, as well as their
issues, as we were talking, as is evident in the following comments:
It would be easier if we weren’t all in my house, but I don’t want to leave
[the house] until the kids are all settled either; it’s their home, it’s hard.
I think they wanted to be here, in this family, they showed an interest in
being here, but they’re adults now.
But I mean I’ve shared a lot of moments with those boys that have been
pretty special, like one boy’s formal, that was a great night, I really enjoyed
that night.
They’ve all had their moments of trying to include me and, like I said, it
could be what’s happening in my life that, along with my family, why it
feels pear-shaped now, because I haven’t been there to keep it going… my
Mum and Dad, and daughter, and the baby as well, but it is definitely
strange at the moment, with the boys.
Rebecca’s position of ambivalence ended with her describing this social family as
being proud of each other and loving each other. When she brought the wedding
picture back out again, she said:
Like I said, that was the happiest day, we all felt like it and because we
were surrounded by people we didn’t know as well, that made us a real
unit, you know, and we loved each other, and we were proud of each other,
I mean you can tell by that photo.
I asked if all the seven kids stayed on to party together after the wedding
reception, and she said, “Yes, well they all drank too much, and they all went into
town. It was fun, a lot of fun.”
Stretching the concept of unity further, the narrative of cohesion against the
common enemy might also apply, where in this case the enemy could be a
judgmental society. The narrative of unity thus connects psychological and social
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worlds, whereby their family is as real and legitimate as biologically formed
families.
3)Transitional spaces of relationality and possibilities of love
Although ambivalence is the term that might best describe Rebecca’s feelings for
Matt’s children, there is one boy with whom she shared deeper connections. From
what she described, I understood that Ted was attached to her but had difficulty
expressing his feelings. The first indication Rebecca gave of the deeper connection
was when she said that Ted burst into tears at the dining table one night when
one of her sons argued with her. “Teddy said ‘I can’t stand watching him speak to
you like that, after all the stuff that you do for all of us.’”
Rebecca also said that Ted chose her to come out to. Rebecca said:
And the other thing is he came out, Teddy, last year. He’s gay. And I had to
do that as well, and I had to tell his father that. Oh, Matt didn’t react very
well to that.
Coming out is generally understood as a major life event and the conversations
between them I imagine entailed what we understand from the concept of
relationality, as the self emerging in an ongoing process in relation, each to the
other. She described Ted, saying,
He’s just like the Labrador. He’s got so much to offer, but he’s got no selfesteem or self-pride, or, anything, it’s so sad.
This suggests that Rebecca sees him as different but lovable. Perhaps the two of
them have found spaces to embrace their differences, but I don’t have enough
information to know if or how this occurred. In the story, “A Dark Room,” I have
created a series of intimate spaces where “[i]nterpersonal relational processes
generate intrapsychic relational processes,”161 are ongoing between fictional

161 Stephen A. Mitchell (2000) “Relationality: From Attachment to
Intersubjectivity,” cited in Roseneil and Ketokivi,“Relational Persons and
Relational Processes: Developing the Notion of Relationality for the Sociology of
Personal Life.” Sociology, 50, no. 1 (February 2016), 152.
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characters. In this way I explore what a relationship might look like when two
people come to be living together in these sorts of circumstances.
Rebecca explained her frustrations with her step-parenting relationships that
privilege biogenetic family discourses and discredit her role, but she made
allowances for Ted’s different way of relating. She explained the difference in her
relationship with Ted in terms of trust.
The biggest difference between Ted and Iain is that Teddy doesn’t have the
confidence or the personality to hide the lies. He’ll confess to the lies, but
that’s ok. The difference between them and my kids is my kids are mine.
Her final statement indicates the pervading power of biogenetic parenting
discourses.
I was trying to identify transitional spaces or mediators between Rebecca and
Matt’s children, and I was puzzled that Rebecca did not talk about Matt’s role. It
could be that the way she chose to relate her stories, without including reference
to Matt, was to protect his privacy, or it could be that his role was minimal. On the
other hand, maybe Rebecca thought she should not need his help to interact with
his children. Perhaps Rebecca had not reflected in depth on the day-to-day family
practices before this interview. This is the feeling I was getting. It was hard not to
sympathise or offer suggestions.
4) Love
Rebecca spoke about love. She said at the wedding, “We loved each other, and we
were proud of each other.” The home life Rebecca described, where she set out
rules and timetables and cooked meals, was reminiscent of traditional ideals of a
nuclear family home.
Rebecca: We set timetables and we have rules, and I cooked food, and a
home environment, and that’s what they could get with me, I guess. They
are pretty special moments, all of those times. I look back on those
moments fondly.
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Rebecca described how she understood there are different relationships between
birth and stepmothers. Talking about Iain she said, “It was like a betrayal, and
probably because I’m not his mother, I have no real effect.” And, “At least I can tell
mine off and they’re still going to love me the next day, or even the next five
minutes.”
Rebecca described ambivalence with her relationships with the three boys, with
fondness for Ted, who she said is “just like the Labrador,” suggesting that Rebecca
sees him as different but lovable.
Rebecca’s interview relates to the general themes in the following ways. She
maintains that love is different if you are a step-parent. She also emphasises trust
in parental relationships. Her comment that you can see when people love each
other by looking at a photo, indicates that she thinks representations of “happy
families” hold weight in making a social family’s love intelligible.

3.2.3 Ingrid
Ingrid is the non-biological mother in a married lesbian couple parenting three
children. She came forward, happy to tell her story. She welcomed me into her
home and had her study prepared and her photographs printed in A4 size. She
said they are a Rainbow Family.162 Ingrid’s partner, Zan, conceived the children
by donor in vitro fertilisation (IVF). Before I started this research, it hadn’t
occurred to me that the non-biological mother in this form of family would feel
any different to the birthing parent, but Ingrid said it can “be a thing,” and she
said there is some research on the topic. She herself has written a chapter in a
book on it. I begin by discussing what we spoke of in the interview and then
proceed to analyse Ingrid’s choice of language, the discourses and transitional
spaces I identified from her observations, and what was said about love.

162 Rainbow Families as described on the Rainbow Families, NSW website:
“We're an inclusive community that supports, empowers and celebrates its
LGBTIQA+ Rainbow Families.”
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Ingrid was well prepared for the interview and had six, large photographs of the
family to discuss with me, all carefully chosen. She understood my topic and
wanted to explain, and I think authorise, their pathway in troubling political times
by signalling exciting social transformation. The first photograph I was shown
was a picture of Ingrid and Zan with their three children in alpine, walking gear,
smiling, after completing a mountain trek on a holiday overseas. Ingrid said:
This was quite recently we went for a holiday for two weeks. It was a trip
I’ve been wanting to do for ages, and we wanted to get the kids into some
different things, some outdoor stuff. . . We had a sensational holiday. I was
really keen to do this trek, which is a proper, big, alpine walk, and we had a
guide, so all these ridiculous clothes are his. It was a super fun day for me. I
love to be in the mountains, and it was a really interesting kind of study in
that each of the kids responded to the day differently.
Ingrid described their thirteen-year-old boy, Sasha, as being quite cranky as he
trekked up the mountain because he hadn’t expected it to be so hard, but once he
got to the top and then came sliding down, she said, he thought it was fantastic.
Whereas, she said, the youngest girl, Tully, loved it all:
[She] is sort of fearless and adventurous, she absolutely loved it, and we
got to one point that was below the last peak and Sasha and Ella didn’t
want to go up to the end, but Tully did, so I stayed with these two and she
and Zan went up with the guide, to the top peak, and they loved it. She was
like a little mountain goat.
Ingrid described how her experience was enhanced by sharing it with the rest of
the family, to the extent that she was willing to miss making it to the last peak. She
repeated, “Ella didn’t want to go right up but Tully did, so I stayed with her, and
Zan went with the others to the top peak and they loved it.”
Ingrid showed me the second picture, which was of a group of children and an
adult man smiling at the camera. She said, “I thought this might touch on some of
your area.” It was a picture of her children and some other children and the man
whom she identified as Louis, their sperm donor.
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Ingrid: So, the three kids were conceived through IVF and he, Louis, was
the donor, who we had contact with fairly early on; quite a long story. We
found out who he was after we had the first child and we asked if we could
have the same donor, and there was a bit of toing and froing, and in the
end the counsellor said, look if you want, I can just give you each other’s
emails . . . I wrote a piece about it in a book about that whole process. It is a
summary of the very first conversations we had with him, which was
fantastic. Then following that lengthy exchange, he said, ‘Yes.’ Then next
time he was in town he actually came, and we met him, and since then
we’ve met him a number of times, and we have an ongoing relationship I
suppose, and it’s actually really good.
I asked if one of the other children in the photo was his own child. Ingrid said:
No, so when all this kicked off we made some enquiries, we were talking to
a woman at a camp . . . we met up at the annual Rainbow Families picnic,
and we got chatting, and we know that her son is the same age as our son,
as we both did birth announcements and they were in the same paper, so
we had this really fun chat and we got onto the donor and IVF and blah,
blah, blah. We left and that was all fine, and then the following day I get an
email, “Just curious whether you’ve got details of your guy because there
were some parallels in the story.” What she said was, after we’d had that
conversation, she was watching her daughter and our son, and she said
there was just something about them that made her think. It turns out that
it’s the same donor.
I said, suddenly understanding, “Wow, so they’re all related.”
Ingrid said, “Yes, we call them diblings.”
She went on to say that the diblings, “get on really well.” Ingrid said that once the
children found out about the relationships, “Of course it’s their story.”
Ingrid explained that when the children were conceived there was a limited
number of donors because the donors could specify if they didn’t want their
sperm to go to lesbian couples or single women. She said, “There were only in fact
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three donors, and the other two were shockers,” so Louis was sought after. Ingrid
said, “That was the scary thing, how many? Because they’re allowed to donate up
to ten families, so we know that there are probably nearly twenty kids.”
I said, “So, you do need to know in case…” I had the possibility of unintentional
sibling incest in mind.
Ingrid interrupted me to say, “Yes. So, the chances are very slim, but the problem
is that while most of the single mothers and lesbian couples are likely to disclose
[that they know their donor], it’s the straight couples who don’t.”
Ingrid said that three months after the first meeting they met more parents and
children who shared Louis as their donor: a single mother and her daughter who
got in touch with them through the clinic, and then another single mother and her
daughter who emailed them. She said since then they heard from Louis himself,
about another family who have a son and a daughter, who they then met, as well
as one more Rainbow Family with two diblings. Ingrid said that Louis has two
children with his wife, whom they know.
Ingrid: They [the diblings] like getting together and they understand that
it’s something different that relationship, that it means something
different.
This brings to mind the bonds transnationally adopted children can develop with
other adoptees, in similar social group circumstances, as families get together for
camps and cultural functions, creating spaces for relationships to form. Ingrid
said:
I suppose that the reason I put this picture in here is because, thinking
about the kids and the biological connections, for me there is absolutely no
importance. I mean the whole biological/non-biological thing isn’t a
feature, and it certainly isn’t for the kids.
What she has described is a network of people who are related by biological and
social means. Ingrid wanted to make the point that biology has never been a
factor in their domestic lives regarding her relationship with the children,
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however they did make the effort to find their donor, the biological father, and
their half siblings. She said:
When Sasha came home from school, and I said, ‘Someone’s coming to do
an interview,’ and I explained what it’s about, he said, ‘But the kids don’t
see it as any different,’ and nor do the parents, and, ‘The kids love the
parents just the same.’
Despite this belief, Ingrid did disclose having had one moment of distress which
came about when she came face to face with the fact that she was part of a loving
family group, but she was the only one with no biogenetic links. She told the
story:
But there was one time for me when it was difficult; it was the very first
meeting with Louis, when he came with his wife and his two kids. His girl
was older, and we didn’t really think she looked like anybody, except when
the photos came back . . . and there was this quite strong similarity
between her and Tully. But the boys are only about a year apart and they
looked like brothers, a very strong physical resemblance, which was kind
of freaky, and they went off into Sasha’s room and started playing with
Lego. It was a lovely afternoon — we had tea and cakes and what have you
— and the kids played, and we took photos and then they left. After a few
hours, I was putting on the kettle and I burst into tears. I just lost it
completely. Zan said, ‘What’s the matter? I thought that went really well,’
and I said ‘Yeah, I did too,’ and I said, ‘I didn’t realise until that moment
that I was the only person in the room who was not related by blood. And,
that there was a blood relationship between all those people in the room
except me.’
I couldn’t help myself from saying that this is exactly how traditional/biogenetic
family discourses work, by excluding people, which is something we had both
read about before. Ingrid then told a light-hearted story about how they think it’s
funny when people tell her that the children are the spitting image of her or
sporty like her.
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Ingrid had planned her photographs well. Her planning reinforced to me how
important it was to Ingrid to be clearly understood. Her presentation also
furthered my belief that sharing such stories of social family relationships was
important. In particular, Ingrid’s story reinforced the importance of spreading
information on the plight of Rainbow Families who still need to defend their
legitimacy to some politicians and religious groups in this country. The final
photographs we looked at were of the family standing together holding protest
signs. They were at Parliament House in Canberra to protest the same-sex
marriage plebiscite in September 2016. They were protesting the Liberal Party’s
proposal for a “compulsory in-person vote in a national plebiscite that would ask
Australians ‘Should the law be changed to allow same-sex couples to marry?’”163
The photographs not only depicted the family’s united way of life, but also
demonstrated the troubled social and political environment with which their
personal lives interface. Ingrid was proud of the children’s ability to defend their
home life in public forums. She said:
The kids are really across all this, and Sasha has spoken at the assisted
reproductive treatment organisation; they have an event once a year
where they have people come to talk about the whole premise that you
need to tell your kids and not wait until they’re fifteen to find out, because
that’s catastrophic, and he’s spoken twice actually, which was really, really
good, about his experience of being donor conceived.
Looking closely at the photo she explained that the family has been very much
involved in the marriage equality campaign, and that the “kids are very well
informed and articulate,” having been “around it for their entire lives.” Ingrid said
the proposed plebiscite, for a publicly funded vote, “would have been an absolute
nightmare for young people and us primarily.” She explained passionately that:
The whole approach from the Australian Christian lobby was targeted at
our families, because you know they’ve lost all their other arguments.
Their whole idea is there are terrible consequences for people being raised
163 Commonwealth of Australia. Plebiscite (Same-Sex Marriage) Bill 2016,
Parliament of Australia, Parliamentary Business, accessed March 21, 2019.
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by two mums or two dads. They say we’re starting the whole next Stolen
Generation because we are severing the ties of a biological mother or
father, and that our kids, because they have no father, because we’ve
severed that tie, all sorts of negative things are going to happen to them,
and they’re saying there’s evidence that kids are going to drop out of
school and be more likely to take drugs and more likely to be in the prison
system, blah, blah, blah, so I think that’s relevant as a backdrop to us.
The protest was successful in that the 2016 plebiscite did not go ahead, however a
public survey took place which resulted with a ‘yes vote’ win in November 2017,
and the law legalising same-sex marriage was passed in Australian Parliament in
December 2017.164 Ingrid went on to explain why the same-sex vote and
surrounding commentary was so detrimental to their family life and to their
children’s lives.
Ingrid: This commentary that attempts to reinforce your invalidity if you
like, the invalidness of the non-bio parent, and to say repeatedly from a
very loud platform, over and over again, that the child needs a father, that
relationship is critical and more important and that ours, mine, is not only
irrelevant but harmful.
She went on to say that it is interesting, and very common in Rainbow Families,
that the people in their immediate environment — “our neighbours, teachers and
coaches — are all extremely supportive, they don’t give a stuff,” but, because of
the current political situation, “the Australian Christian lobby have a very

164 Wikipedia “History of same-sex marriage in Australia,” accessed March 21,
2019. “The legislation to establish the plebiscite was rejected by the in November
2016. Consequently, the government conducted a voluntary postal
survey between 12 September and 7 November 2017, ascertaining the views of
Australians on legislating for same-sex marriage. The survey did not require
parliamentary approval and despite being legally challenged, was upheld by
the High Court. The government pledged to facilitate the passage of a legalising
same-sex marriage in the Parliament if a majority of respondents voted "Yes" in
the survey. The results of the survey were announced on 15 November 2017;
61.6% of respondents voted for same-sex marriage.”
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powerful and loud voice and platform.” She said that even though they’re a
minority, the criticism is constantly in the background of her life.
Ingrid: The backdrop for me raising this family, as a non-biological parent,
is that loud voice that bangs on all the time. People can say that it doesn’t
matter anymore, but it still does matter when you’re living it. It’s huge. So
last year was pretty rough for our community and our families and there
were more stories. I had people texting me with stories about their kids
being teased and bullied in the playground, because all this filters down,
the parents start saying things, and the kids start saying things, and so the,
‘Stop the plebiscite’ campaign was massive for us, and it was personal.
We ended the interview still looking at the picture, which Ingrid gave me to take
home. I now turn to look at the language Ingrid used to convey her messages.

3.2.3.1 Analysis
1) Language
Ingrid spoke about socio-political concerns alongside descriptions of the material
realities of becoming a family. For example, she said that she and Zan, and many
of their friends, spent years trying to become pregnant through the process of in
vitro fertilization. She described an ectopic pregnancy, blood clotting disorders
where the body registers the foetus and rejects it, depression, multiple
miscarriages, and feelings of devastation and loss that lead to couples breaking
up. The amalgamation of awareness of political discourse with medical terms and
descriptions of physical and psychological realities (at one point Ingrid said she
was a “basket case”) depict the personal costs of forming intelligible social
families.
Ingrid tended to use more colloquial terms to communicate her personal
reactions and more formal language and technical terms to discuss socio-political
concerns. This language made clear the family’s position on same-sex equality.
Ingrid said that she was told by one politician that the plebiscite protest, with the
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“millions of signs” they took with them to Canberra, was “critical in shoring up the
opposition leader’s position so he could reject it and vote against it, which he did.”
When talking about the Christian lobbyists, Ingrid pointed out that their rhetoric,
comparing same-sex families to the Stolen Generation,165 was formulated to hurt
their families at deep psychological levels. These oppressive discourses she said,
“filter down” to children by “parents saying things.” She explained how such
hurtful narratives affects all areas of their daily lives, including offending children
in the school playground. To minimise the impact, they do not “have the TV
dominating and all the really crap reality stuff, and the news.” Ingrid was
thorough in explaining the issues caused by the plebiscite and she checked if I had
any questions after discussing each photograph.
Ingrid’s choice of language also pointed to her tendency to analyse situations. She
described their alpine climb as an “interesting kind of study” in the way the
children responded to the hard, physical nature of the experience. She went on to
analyse their different traits: one being fearless and adventurous, another
unpleasant and cranky, but loving it when he got to the top, and the third enjoying
the local stories. She said they engaged a guide to tell the stories of the local flora
and fauna, again making a point that she insists on clear communication and facts.
This led me to consider that planning, analysing and checking facts are strategies
that assist social intelligibility for this same-sex family. Before the alpine holiday,
Ingrid said she made a chart and said to each of the children, “Tick what you want
to do.” Ingrid’s strategies point to the power of analysis and clear language when
tackling oppression.
My creative process for the story, “His face,” drew on what I consider to be
commonly described, emotional maternal experiences. Seeing that loving
connections are desired and achieved as the parent/child dyad grow together,
gaining knowledge of self and other, this relationship is depicted as a journey,

165 The ‘Stolen Generation’ is the name given to the phenomenon whereby
thousands of Aboriginal children were taken from their families to be raised in
orphanages or by white, adoptive families throughout the 20th century.
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drawing from Ingrid’s description of the Alpine walk set against negative social
discourses in the background.
2) Discourses
2.1) There is no difference
Ingrid said that the children said to them that their love for their mothers is the
same and it does not matter to them whether they are biogenetically related or
not. Ingrid said that in their immediate environment “our neighbours, teachers
and coaches — are all extremely supportive, they don’t give a stuff,” but
organisations, such as, “the Australian Christian lobby have a very powerful and
loud voice and platform.” Such groups argue that nuclear family roles are
“natural,” and a mother and a father are necessary for a child’s wellbeing. Ingrid
indicated that this is not their experience and they are vigilant in countering this
negative platform, and that their children are clear that they don’t see their family
as aberrant. What Ingrid explained is that the constant social judgement, which
she feels is often designed to “invalidate” the role of the second mother, is not
what is experienced in the home. She repeatedly said that the children have told
her that they love both their mothers in the same way.
2.2) We are “just two parents”
Ingrid explained that there can be some anxiety for the non-biological mother to
begin with, but that resolves over time and the family is no different to any other.
She said that initially the two roles of mother are different, but over time they are
“just two parents.”
Ingrid: With the non-biological mums there can be two kinds of anxiety:
one is around bonding, that they won’t bond because they are not
biologically related, and the second is about their role. Because it is two
women and it’s new and there is no path, there is no template, what do
they do?
Ingrid said that, having had lots of conversations with women about this, she
believes, “You do bond, you bond like that,” within about three months or six
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months and, “certainly by a year the worries are gone.” She said anxiety about
roles is soon overcome, “because there is so much to do.”
Ingrid said that at the same time the non-biological mother is dealing with the
demands of being a new parent she is managing feelings that may come about
regarding the “physical stuff” that the other mother can perform and might be
wondering about her role, but this passes.
Ingrid: When your partner is pregnant and carrying the child, giving birth
and breast feeding, all those physical things that you’re not doing, impact,
and so once that’s done, and if that’s done in six months or twelve months,
then it’s irrelevant; it ceases to be of any relevance whatsoever, and you’re
just two parents.
The pressure that the nuclear family narrative puts on biogenetic connections can
lurk beneath the surface despite the affection in the house. She said:
And the thing I remember, that I always worried about, was that at some
point the kids would come to understand that they weren’t biologically
related to me, and that would be a really difficult thing for them, and
consequently for me, but that hasn’t happened like that.
However, not only did Ingrid take me through the initial anxieties in her
experience of being the non-biological mother, she displayed photographic proof
that their family still performed equally as well as any other family. The discourse
of meritorious parenting appears in different forms throughout this investigation
and she uses it here to counter the impacts of nuclear family hegemony regarding
biology and symbolic parental roles. This family travel, they explore, they have
numerus celebrations, they face fear and they lobby the government. Discourses
of merit can be a tool that social families use well to counter discrimination.
2.3) There is more to the story
Discourses and emotions interact in complex ways in all personal relationships,
some of which are known to others and some of which are kept private. On the
one hand, Ingrid’s approach is to tell their private stories, so as to make their lives
intelligible, and this includes publishing articles and writing a blog, yet, on the
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other hand she said it is up to the children who they choose to tell about their
lives. Ingrid said, the kids’ story is theirs to tell.
Ingrid: Once we found out [about the other children conceived by Louis]
we told them, and then of course it’s their story, that’s the whole thing
about this, so they run with it and they tell people at entirely inappropriate
times, and inappropriate people that we don’t really know, but so be it,
that’s the way it should be really, and so they have an ongoing relationship
and they see each other as something a bit special.
The idea that there is more to the story than what is apparent adds insight into
difficulties in making some relationships intelligible.
2.4) Face the fear
This idiom of facing fear, from popular psychology, can be applied when social
relationships are subject to discrimination and subjective positions must be
defended. The parallel between the design of the holiday, where they challenged
themselves physically, and their lives of challenging hegemonic socio-political
discourses was apparent. Ingrid said:
So, we watched them really push themselves, to do something that I knew
they could do. They’ve done climbing walls, but to go from climbing walls
to rock climbing is massive, and it’s such a buzz, and the guide was
fantastic. So, the whole challenge . . . and we did have conversations about
“feel the fear and do it anyway,” you know, “you’re a bit scared and
nervous and wobbly, that’s ok,” and “don’t look down.” It felt good, so they
feel what they can do.
By encouraging the children to “face their fears,” push through perceived limits,
and respond to political challenges where they publicly argue their positions, this
family act to subvert hegemonic nuclear family norms.
Once again, the discourse of cohesion against a common enemy, comes to mind,
both regarding family coherence and the Rainbow Family community standing up
to oppressive discourses, allowing transformations of kinship to progress. In
Ingrid’s words, the personal becomes political. When adults and children need to
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defend their position that “there is no difference” to relationality and love in
families with two mums, they raise questions about the soundness of social
discourses.
3) Transitional (and transformative) spaces
I have described transitional spaces of play and creativity between the family
members in all of the interviews to this point, but in this interview, I am also
envisaging transitional spaces between groups of people in social spaces. I do this
because Ingrid has described how members of this family belong to new
communities and have established new kinship alliances.
3.1) Spaces for challenge
Ingrid spoke about how the family takes on challenges, both in recreation and in
political involvement, in spaces that do not appear to be randomly created. Just as
the holiday was planned, the trip to Canberra to lobby the government on LGBTQI
issues was planned with others. She described the family’s interactions as
purposeful and meaningful. Ingrid speaks subversively from within the discourse
(of nuclear family hegemony) to claim agency, as do her children, which is
reminiscent of Butler’s description of Antigone’s claims and actions. Butler (2000)
theorises that Antigone’s action destabilises the social and the psychic order of
kinship precisely because it involves her: 1) using the language of men of power
as if there are no necessary links between such language and bodies, and 2)
deciding for herself what kin ties to observe most, which in many ways is a
further iteration of this first point.166 Accepting challenges where they perform
out of their comfort zones, physically, mentally and emotionally is exemplified
metaphorically by Ingrid’s proud description of the picture she has of her son
climbing a rockface, “I’ve got him on the edge of the face.”
3.2) A potentially transformative space

166 Judith Butler, Antigone’s Claim: Kinship Between Life and Death, New York:
Columbia University Press, (2000).
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Whether the dibling community, formed by people with biological and social
bonds, is a transitional space, in Winnicott’s sense, is not something that I can
know. Ingrid said that the children do play together, so there seems to be a
likelihood that the sort of connections Winnicott described will form. Ingrid said
that when Louis visited with his children, Sasha and one of Louis’s sons, “looked
like brothers, a very strong physical resemblance which was kind of freaky, and
they went off into his room and started playing Lego or whatever, and that was
kind of whoa.” Ingrid described it as sort of “whoa” because she saw something
happening that she could not put into words. Sibling relationships are important
in kinship narratives. In Butler’s reading of Antigone, she asks why the sibling
bond is secondary to the parent-child bond. This challenge is also relevant to
other instances in my archive where loving attachments and loyalties do not rely
on family positions, or unwritten rules of alliance between parent and child. I
think of the dibling relationships that Ingrid described as potentially becoming a
transformative, transitional space where personal and social worlds meet and the
nuclear family symbolic structure is not what governs kinship.
4) On love
Ingrid described the loving connections in the family by both clearly articulating
their declarations of love and by paraphrasing the words that her children used
when they told her that they love her. She said that when she broached the
subject that she was not biologically related to the children,
[i]t wasn’t like it was a sudden revelation, it was like the kids sort of knew
and it wasn’t an issue. At one stage Tully, who is very intuitive, clued into
this concept that I might worry that the kids don’t love me as much
because I’m not their biological parent, and so she came up quietly and
said to me, ‘You know I love you and I love you the same as Zan, and it
doesn’t make any difference.’
Ingrid’s interview raised a number of points important to this thesis. She pointed
to reciprocal love between the children and adults and she explained powerful
step-sibling relationships. Ingrid pointed out that her son was irritated that social
family relationships are a subject of research. Ingrid said the children said, “But
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the kids don’t see it as any different,” and, “The kids love the parents just the
same.” She described loving relationships occurring outside of the nuclear family
model that include social and biological kin and pointed to how the sociopolitical
worlds we inhabit impact on the intelligibility of love. In the short story, “His
Face,” I explored what matters in these relationships, against tensions coming
from nuclear family discourses, such as the mother’s anxiety about recognising
the new-born baby’s cry.
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3.3 Conclusion
In this chapter I interpreted interviews I conducted with three adults in very
different social parenting arrangements, with each one taking a different
approach to how they deal with nuclear family discourses. Each participant told
me what they face by way of personal and/or political challenges. Two told
stories about confusion and ambiguity in their personal relationships. All these
elements add complexity to how their relationships become intelligible. In answer
to my questions about love’s intelligibility, we see the different degrees by which
people transform normative discourses and practices, or outperform them, to
make their lives intelligible and thus create spaces for love.
I suggest that, in the intimate sphere, these three adults each reference versions
of nuclear family discourses, however, in the social sphere, there are
transformations of kinship evident in both Ingrid’s and Jack’s accounts. When
same-sex families mimic nuclear family models, Ingrid showed that their lifestyles
also take into account how their children will make their lives intelligible in
public institutions, importantly at school, which requires performing in socially
recognisable ways.
Social transformations become evident as new communities of people form, such
as the diblings. Likewise, in Jack’s situation there is a possibility of a transnational
family developing if connections continue with his stepson’s birth father. In
Rebecca’s case, the potential for all the children from both partners to become a
united family group in society was only brought up with the discussions of the
wedding photo. The possibility of ongoing relationships between Rebecca and
Matt’s children is there, and supported by referencing established family rituals
— weddings, birthdays, school formals, Christmas, births and funerals.
I interpreted these three accounts, with varying amounts of information from
each of the participants, to investigate how social families navigate discourses
differently to make their lives and love intelligible. In the fictional interpretations
of the two step-parenting relationships I explored what might be possible in the
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relationships described, while making clear that my ideas were not developed
solely from what was said in the interviews.
These interpretations have been extended with ideas from reading the literature
and from what I know from life around me. In Ingrid’s case I stayed more faithful
to the type of loving relationship she described, adding fictional contexts and
backdrops. In the creative writing interpretations, I deliberately set out to explore
the psychic and material dimensions that love between a parent and child might
involve. The creative work is thus designed to include some theory and personal
experiences to stimulate further questions about how love in these situations
becomes intelligible.
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Chapter Four: Foster Care
Introduction
This chapter portrays transformative possibilities of kinship that arise in three
different foster care arrangements. Foster care is a system where children are
placed into state run group homes, private homes of approved caregivers or
"foster parents," or with family members if they are approved by the state. My
reason for examining foster care is that foster parents commonly perform
parental roles in the community and they often desire to become long-term
parents of children that they care for. One of the foster care arrangements
examined in this chapter involves a woman who is fostering two Indigenous
children in long-term care. The second involves a woman who is fostering two
children and applying for permanency with one child. The third involves a woman
who is fostering a child through kinship care. While these three situations are all
different, they reveal common practices and discourses that affect how adults in
foster care arrangements interact in the home, and at the community interface, to
make their parent-child relationships intelligible.
Often foster families present socially as a “conventional” family despite many
discrepancies. Firstly, foster parents do not have legal care of the children they
parent; government agencies are responsible for children who are no longer
living with their biological parents. Secondly, the children have ongoing contact
with birth families whenever possible, with reconciliation being a possibility.
Thirdly, care is usually financially subsidised. Fourthly, child protection workers
and social workers are involved when children are removed from their parents
for reasons of neglect or abuse. Fifthly, often the foster care arrangements are
short term and sometimes the arrangements end when relationships are not
working.
Additionally, adults who become foster parents are mandated to protect the
children’s privacy and can only share information on a need to know basis, which
can add another level of tension to community life. Due to these discrepancies,
there can be confusion surrounding the role of foster parents. They may be
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described variously as intervention workers, carers, or parents and this can have
a bearing on the potential for the intelligibility of relationships.
This is compounded by confusion about the meaning of ‘care’ and the way the
term is used in this type of parenting when ‘care’ is practised between two
subjects who are unknown to each other and expected to live as parent and child.
Clare Ungerson’s (2006), article “Care, work and feeling” illuminates an
underlying ambiguity contained within practices of ‘care’ in the English language.
She distinguishes between “‘care’ as feeling and ‘care’ as work.” She writes, there
is a “basic distinction between ‘caring about’ someone, which is defined within
feeling terms, and ‘caring for’ someone, which was defined as task orientated
activity and hence most closely defined as ‘work’.”167 The type(s) of ‘care’ that is
expected in foster care arrangements is not always clearly delineated,
compounding confusion surrounding the role of foster parents.
Each of the three participants spoke about care and responsibility in the
interviews. In most cases care was perceived as both ‘caring about’ (or ‘care’ as
feeling) and ‘caring for’ (or ‘care’ as work). Where care was perceived as work,
this work included providing behavioural intervention and dealing with
government agencies. The confusion surrounding ‘care’ added to complications of
intelligibility of the relationships where adults were choosing to present socially
as a “conventional” or nuclear style family. However, in all three examples, it
appeared as though the participants were extending what might be considered
norms associated with the nuclear family and creatively transforming discourses
to work through such issues.
Taking into account that foster care is a very different parenting arrangement to
one where parents have custody of the children, there can be problems with
social intelligibility for some families, particularly if they have been asked to make
the children’s family lives as “normal” as possible. As such, a question I kept in
mind while investigating the intelligibility of familial love was the question raised

167 Clare Ungerson, “Care, Work and Feeling,” Sociological Review 53, no. 2
(2006), 189.
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in an article by Timothy Broady and his colleagues168: what happens if the foster
care experience does not meet the carer’s expectations? These expectations might
have to do with how the family is accepted in society and/or how relationships
play out in the home. The reason this question becomes interesting in relation to
my participants is because these authors ask if the foster carer changes what is
“tried and true” if things do not meet their expectations.
There is necessarily confidentiality involved in foster care placements. This is to
protect the children’s privacy. As a researcher I have been careful to change the
identifying details of my participants and the children they care for. The creative
analysis is where I explore their social and personal relationships.

4.1 Fiction
4.1.1 The thing that mattered most
1.
Grace stood up on the wooden block and leant forward to rub the palm of her
hand across Zara’s short hairs, feeling cool flesh. She stroked the horse’s neck on
the left-hand side as Maud had instructed. She stood still and felt subtle
movements of the mare’s strength against her fingertips.
There was a shot fired somewhere, it seemed far away. Then another. Grace
slipped the reins over Zara’s head and pulled herself up onto the body of the
horse. Zara moved slightly as Grace found her position and adjusted her pelvis
against the body. She gripped the broad back between her thighs. They paused in
anticipation in the early morning light, looking around. The sky was lightening;
birds flew overhead from the bush in the south towards the creek. There were

168 Timothy R. Broady, Gerard J. Stoyles, Kim McMullan, Peter Caputi, Nadia
Crittenden, “The Experiment of Foster Care,” Journal of Child and Family Studies
19, (2010), 559–571. DOI 10.1007/s10826-009-9330-6.
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stirrings in the grass and things happening out of sight. It was a place where
nothing ever looked different, but things were always changing.
Grace had smiled when she was told her foster family lived on a farm. She could
imagine herself with animals, but she had not expected that there would be so
much freedom, or so much that she would have to work out for herself. The
gunshots scared Zara.
She looked around but the other two tents where her cousin and her foster
parents slept were still zipped-up. Grace saw her grandmother Maud’s campervan
shaking when she rode Zara down out of the camp. She knew Maud’s kettle would
be boiling, and soon there would be music coming from her van. It shook
sometimes as she danced. Maud liked to be alone in the morning. She didn’t like
conversations until she had finished her tea and had been for a walk. She tied her
long, grey hair up into a bun. Maud would smile and wave to Grace if she saw her,
but there was nothing to say. Not unless something happened to one of the
animals during the night.
One night the donkey kicked some sheep and two of them had to be killed.
Another night her mum Jan found the stallion serving his sister. Once her cousin,
Lucy injured one of their dogs. That was not spoken about. Grace wanted to say
something about it, not to Lucy, she hated her, but to Maud. Grace needed to hear
something said about it. They had all woken up hearing the little dog yelping and
crying in the night and then early in the morning they heard Jan drive off with the
dog in her car.
Grace leant forward and shook the reins lightly, pressing her knees into Zara’s
flanks and they started to trot. The horse was always ready, sometimes she
seemed to start before the signal had been given. She moved steadily,
rhythmically, raising small flights of dirt with each step. They gained speed
leaving their makeshift home, facing into the sun.
The two bodies worked easily together, neither wanting complete control. Grace
sometimes signalled her intentions just by allowing herself to feel something. She
found that when she felt something, like anger, her body moved in certain ways
and Zara responded. To calm her rage, she would lose herself in the movement as
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Zara took off. The faster she went the easier it was to respond only to the
movement. The pressures from her thighs, or her palms on Zara’s neck, directed
the horse. It was like nothing she had ever known before.
In Grace’s past there were no horses, no gum trees and no space to be alone. She
had read books about horses, wild horses and stories about pony clubs and
blocked out the violence, but she still looked around for traps. She rode on
through the bush, slowing as they went up a small rise between the white gums.
“You choose the name for her,” Maud had said. “She’ll learn a new name, it’s a new
start.”
Grace named the horse Zara. She had a new name too, one not associated with
needles and brawling. Now no one from the city could find her, Maud said. The
new name suited her better, it was lighter. Maud had books full of picture of
beautiful women painted by artists, like The Three Graces by Raphael, with their
long arms and long fingers holding little balls, golden orbs, which Maud said, was
a way of connecting their beauty with the moon,
When she had ridden off in the morning Grace thought she had noticed her cousin
running down between the scrubby bush to the chicken coop, but Lucy was never
up early. The night before it sounded like Lucy had been screwing up paper. Grace
guessed it was Lucy’s school work. They wanted her to learn to read, but she
couldn't, and the more they wanted it the worse it became. Grace used to watch
Lucy’s thick fingers tearing paper and scratching herself.
When they were younger Grace had tried to help her, but then it seemed Lucy’s
whole being rose against her; Lucy punched and kicked her away. Once Lucy had
lifted herself up on her arms, suspended between two bed ends and swung her
legs back, then fast forward so they pounded into Grace’s belly and she fell to the
floor, winded.
Grace rode deeper into the bush, then slowed down to lean back, lying her body
back against the horse, looking up at the leaves above her. It was strange to her
that she somehow knew what to expect, back to back on something safe. She rode
off again between the trees, trusting Zara to choose the path.
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Grace looked at her phone and saw it was nine o’clock. She sat up straight and
listened. Zara paused briefly then walked upstream in the thick, silty sand,
splashing water, swaying as they moved.
“Grace!” they heard Simon call as they moved toward him. He was usually there,
waiting for her. She didn’t look at him.
“Nice day,” he said.
She smiled.
“Did you see how big the moon was last night?” he asked.
Zara stopped beside the other horse.
Grace laughed
“What’s funny?”
“Well of course I saw the moon, I live in a tent,” she said.
“I know.”
“And it’s funny because when people talk about seeing the moon, and the stars,
they usually mean something else.”
“What?” Simon asked, turning his horse.
She didn’t answer.
“It was just a big moon, that’s all,” he said.
Grace pressed her heels into Zara’s flanks and took off along the gully, the hooves
clipping little stones and pebbles in the shining water. Simon followed, thinking
that he did mean something more. It didn’t matter though, he thought, it was just
a moon ̶ unless it was one of the things that mattered most. He had wanted her
to see it too, so it had occupied his thoughts during the night. He followed her
through the gully.
Two shots rang out in the bush ahead.
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“Foxes,” Grace turned, waiting.
They were at the lowest point of the gully, where the creek water ran strongly,
eroding the banks. He could see patches where sweat made her pink, checked
shirt stick to her back. She didn’t finish the sentence.
“Where do you want to go now?” He asked.
“Let’s see how far it is to Braybrook.”
“For the festival?”
“What else?” Grace turned to him and smiled.
“I’m not allowed go,” he said.
“I am. My Gran’s going to be there anyway.”
“I’ll try again,” Simon said.
“I’m hanging out with her anyway,” Grace said and moved off, looking from left to
right for the track, feeling agitated.
“How old is she?”
Grace didn’t answer.
“How old is your Gran?” he called again.
“Dunno, maybe sixty”
“Does she play anything?”
“Fiddle, and guitar.”
Grace nudged Zara and they moved on ahead. She didn’t stop until the horse was
ready to drink. Simon stopped beside her. Grace was singing something softly and
the horse seemed to be moving with her rhythm so he couldn’t tell if she was
singing in time to the horse’s movement or it was swaying to hers.
“I guess you sing,” Simon said, and laughed. He jumped from his horse and
splashed water over his head.
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“It’ll be too far to ride there anyway,” he said. “I can take you on my bike.”
“I have my own bike,” she said, “and I thought you weren’t going.”
“I want to meet your Gran,” he said smiling.
Grace didn’t say anything.
Grace moved to sit with her feet in the stream. She looked through the water at
the small stones below the muted colours of Zara’s reflection.
2.
Coloured flags hung from the fences around the festival area and people gathered
out the front of the main theatre. Grace shifted to scan the area without moving
her head, not wanting to appear a first timer. They got closer to the fluttering
colours and heard competing sounds of different instruments. There were people
everywhere, moving about, and the speakers buzzed. She saw that people were
dressed like them. They drove slowly. The cars were parked as far back as the
main road, single file, but Maud drove past them all. She drove to the entrance
itself, then she turned off the road and stopped the car on the grass. Simon and
Grace got out silently and followed her. They showed their wrist bands, and
walked in.
“I’ll meet you at eleven at the main stage,” Maud said, rubbing Grace’s arm as she
left.
Without their horses Grace felt uncertain about being alone with Simon.
Sometimes she found it hard to know what to say. She watched Maud walk away.
He asked her where she wanted to go. They looked around. There were programs
up on boards but neither of them wanted to read them. Grace could hear a woman
singing, her voice loud and clear, and the words were sad. She thought about a
sheep bleating when Dave, her foster father, had pulled a lamb from one of the
ewe’s wombs, first pushing its head back inside, then scrubbing his hands while
Jan upended the sheep, then pushing his arm deep into the sheep’s uterus. He
struggled, sorting the lamb’s position out, then he tied string around the lamb’s
emerging hoofs. He pulled and twisted and the lamb appeared again. Grace saw
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its head, then its front legs, and then, with more pulling, the lamb was birthed. Its
eyes were closed. There was another lamb to come. Grace didn’t watch the next
birth. The music made her feel strangely elated and sad at once.
They walked around the dirt paths then stopped in front of a busker. The boy
looked to be about the same age as them, sixteen maybe. He caught Grace’s eye,
looking up mid-song and she flinched. She went to move on, but Simon was
listening intently to the lyrics, as if he was part of the story himself, Grace thought.
She shifted and wondered what Maud was doing. They stood in front of the
busker for two more songs, then he stopped playing. A small crowd had formed
around him. Simon walked across and put money in his guitar case. Grace looked
away, remembering taking money.
“It’s nearly eleven,” Grace said. The sun was beating down and she shaded her
face.
“Let’s find Maud then,” Simon said, both of them moving restlessly.
They were early to the stage, so they sat on a small patch of grass near the
entrance. The grass was parched, and the dirt covered layers of rock. She felt the
solidness of the dry ground beneath them with something like relief.
“You’re lucky, you know,” Simon said.
“What?”
“Maudie’s good value.”
Grace was silent. She was confused by the way the words in the ballads were so
emotional, out there for all to see. She would never voice such things.
“She’s not my real grandmother,” Grace said.
Simon looked over at Grace as she sat erect on the ground, still looking away from
him. She moved the strap of the top under her shirt and he saw her white skin
and the light on her hair as she flicked it, exposing the vulnerable curve of her
neck.
3.
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It was getting dark when they left. Maud moved her shoulders as she sang, and
Simon fell asleep in the back of the car. Grace looked out the window. When they
got back to the farm, they saw the horses were standing in their blankets under
the shelter, eating. Maud pointed to the stacks of wood that were laid out ready
for the new fencing. There were containers with materials for the new house at
the bottom of the driveway. Simon got out at the gate to walk home and waved to
Grace. She didn’t see him.
Maud parked the car next to her campervan. Grace went straight to her tent while
Maud walked up the step and unlocked the van door. She went in and washed her
face, and was about to reach for a beer, but changed her mind and turned to walk
across to Grace’s tent.
“Do you have enough water for the night?” she asked, unsure whether she should
go into the tent and give her a hug. She started to pull up the zipper.
“I’m good,” Grace called.
Maud walked over then and opened the zipper to Lucy’s tent to check she was
asleep. It troubled her that Jan had already spoken to the government worker
about finding her another home. It could make Grace feel insecure. They were
taking Lucy into town the following day to meet the social worker. Maud would
take Grace back to the festival.
Lucy was not in her tent. The sharp, clear sound of a gunshot rang through the
stillness. Foxes at this hour? Maud was surprised. She went back to her
campervan and got her torch. She heard Grace singing softly as she wandered off
to look for Lucy.
“Jan is worried about Lucy,” Grace said to Maud on the drive to the festival the
next day. Simon sat silently in the back.
“We’re all worried about Lucy,” Maud said and looked to see Simon sitting as if he
was waiting to say something. He didn’t speak.
No one spoke. The trees looked different to him, as if they were closer to the car
and taller than they had been the previous day. Between the smooth white trunks,
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the light flashed through the leaves so it would hurt your eyes if you let it. They
drove through land that had been back-burned and smelt of smoke and charcoal,
then they drove up a familiar road and saw a festival flag. We are on the right road
after all, Grace thought.
“I’ll meet you at eleven,” Maud said and hurried off with her violin in its case,
giving Grace a quick hug with one arm before they parted.
“She’s performing?” Simon asked Grace.
“Dunno.”
“Let’s watch her.”
Grace looked around then suddenly hurried after Maud. They were wearing
similar clothes, he noticed. They both wore checked shirts, red and blue, and they
both had their hair in looped-over ponytails. Simon spun around to follow them
and tripped on a star picket, scraping his hands. Grace didn’t see him fall and
Simon didn’t call out. He found a bathroom and washed the blood and dirt from
his hands.
Grace felt strange when Maud played. It was a song she had heard before, but she
had never listened to the words. She knew what the words were going to be
before she heard them. When the song ended and there was applause and Grace
started to cry. She hadn’t cried as long as she could remember. A big woman, with
strong body odour, put an arm around her and told her to breathe. Maud left the
stage, but Grace didn’t know where she had gone.
“What’s up?” Maud asked, finding her outside the theatre alone.
Grace didn’t answer.
Maud looked up at the sky as Simon came around the corner.
“That smoke’s coming from our way” Maud said.
4.
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Grace stretched out on the floor in Maud’s campervan, lying flat, on the dog’s rug.
The dog lay beside her, perfectly still. There were candles burning on the table
and on the window sills, lighting the space so everything moved. Country music
played.
“Simon knows Lucy started the fire,” Grace said.
“No real damage was done.”
“Except that his parents don’t want him to see me,” Grace said.
“Poor boy.”
“But I don't know …”
“I’ll talk to the parents…”
“I want to like him, but I can’t be nice.”
The dog walked over her body and pushed the door open. Grace could hear Zara
neighing; there was some commotion in the stable.
“Why don’t you go and check her blanket? Take a torch,” Maud said.
Moments later Maud heard Grace screaming. She put on her glasses and ran
towards the stable. She found Grace cringing in the corner and Zara lying on the
ground; her nose swollen, labouring for breath.
“Lucy, I’ll kill her this time,” Grace said.
“She’s been bitten,” Maud said, “Where’s your phone I need to call the vet. It’s a
snake bite. Keep her still.”
“Her eyes are closing.”
“It’s just swelling, talk to her. I’ll be back soon.”
Grace sat stroking Zara’s body, feeling tremors under her fingertips. “Don’t die,”
she said repeatedly, but at the same time feeling herself harden against the
horse’s pain.
When Maud returned with pain medications in a syringe, Grace was not there.
Zara was still breathing heavily. Maud administered the drugs then walked by
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torchlight to Lucy’s tent. She unzipped the fly and saw Lucy sleeping on her
stretcher. It could be hours before the vet got there. Maud decided to sit with Zara
herself.
5.
Maud stayed up until dawn. The vet tested the blood, administered the antivenom and left. Zara started to show signs of responding, but Grace still had not
returned when Maud lay down in her van to sleep.
Grace was wandering through the bush towards the creek as the sky turned pink.
She walked along the track, hearing the water, needing to wash herself and
needing to cry, but not able to get her breath properly. Her little brother had died,
in his cot, too tired to cry. Grace hadn’t known he was so sick. She was too young
to have known. When the police and the doctors came, she was put in a car with
Lucy and they were taken to live with people they didn’t know.
Grace sat in the clearing, in the same place Simon had asked her if she had seen
the moon. She was cold. She pulled some paper from her pocket; it was the
program from the festival. She screwed it into little balls and found some leaves
and twigs. She struck a match. She should have told him she was always looking at
the moon, and the stars, wishing things.
Maud woke at seven, smelling smoke.
5.
When Maud arrived at the clearing, she found Grace stamping out small flames.
She decided at once not to call the fire brigade and she stamped on the spreading
flames too, smothering the larger ones with her coat. It didn’t take long, less than
an hour, to put it out. The grass was a bit damp from the frost and there was creek
water to use. The two of them were hot and coughing with the smoke. Grace
wondered if she would be sent somewhere else to live.
“Zara’s coming good,” Maud said putting both her hands on Grace’s shoulders and
turning her forcefully to face her.
“Did you hear me? Zara will be alright.”
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Grace saw Maud was red-faced, out of breath; her hair was everywhere. She
looked old and she looked worn out. Grace looked away.
“What’s the matter Grace?” Maud asked.
“Why did you say poor boy?”
“What?”
“You said poor boy, before. Do you think poor Simon, like he’s a poor boy because
he likes me, because I’m bad?”
“Oh” Maud sighed, releasing her. “It’s a figure of speech. It’s what we would have
said when I was your age. Poor thing, under your spell, you know, he likes you, so
he has some worry ahead of him; he won’t know if his feelings will be returned.
You know what I mean?”
“No.”
“Relationships are hard, that’s all I meant.”
“I just want to be by myself.”
“Well, we’ll have to be by ourselves together then,” Maud said.
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4.1.2 Weaving
I had been living alone for eleven years when Ciaran moved into the place next
door. He came with quite a lot of friends to help bring in couches and the fridge
and more than one guitar. These were not young men, they had passed their
twenties, but they moved like kids, loose limbed. I watched them unloading the
gear and then sprawling on the plastic chairs in the backyard, smoking. Two of
them had long hair, one was bald, and one wore a beanie. I kept an eye on the
place from the day he moved in and I saw no women around. I watched from
behind the curtain, intrigued, but a bit worried.
Counterculture is fine by me, but I couldn’t tell if they were the musical type, or
drug dealers. I was wary of having criminals next door, but they could be lawyers
for all I knew. Who was I to judge? I look respectable, but I’m not, not in every
way. There are many people I don’t like, basically anyone with pretensions. I don’t
do anything to harm people but there are times I want to slash tyres. We live in a
place where everyone has money, so there are pretentious people everywhere,
walking around in nice clothes and sending brisk emails. It’s my job to work out
who’s who. It’s my pastime actually, not my job. I work at a special high school for
kids who have low IQs, but they have all sorts of other talents.
I watched what was going on in Ciaran’s backyard for about a month before we
crossed paths. There had been people coming and going, sitting around backyard
fires, having jam sessions. There was woodcarving, and muted talking that I
couldn’t catch much of. I gathered that some of the friends were funny, or he was,
because there was always laughter.
The fires drew me in. I would sit just to the side of the window, marking my
students’ assignments on the kitchen table, with a perfect view across to the
moving orange and yellow flames. I left the window open, so I could smell the
smoke, and the smell would linger on in my house sometimes overnight. It made
me feel more solid somehow, less distracted.
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We eventually ran into each other out the front of our houses. Ciaran ran out to
stop a dog fight just as I was hopping over my broken gate on my way in. It was
quite funny that we met with the two of us on the move.
“I’m Ciaran and this is my dog, Tevvy,” he said. “He’s still settling in.”
“Kayla,” I said as we faced up. “I’ve lived here for about eleven years, it’s a good
place to live.”
“It is,” Ciaran said and went to reach his hand out to me for a shake, but we high
five each other at school and it’s automatic, so I raised my open palm and he just
smiled at me and all I could do was laugh.
He took Tevvy off for a walk then and I watched him go. Ciaran wore jeans so low
on his hips his underpants showed, and the boots he wore made him look like a
serious rocker. His long hair was in a ponytail under his beanie. I went inside and
lay on my bed feeling something had changed. I was forty and probably getting a
burst of hormones reminding me to reproduce before it all ended, I reasoned, but
something exciting happened out there. A few weeks went by and Ciaran and I
had a wave, a salute or a nod as we came and went, but there was no eye contact.
He was never far from my thoughts.
At school some of the kids were learning to weave. We had rectangles of hard
cardboard that we made diagonal cuts into at the top and bottom, so the kids
could wind coloured wool through them. “This is the warp,” we told them, the
longitudinal winding that holds the tension. One of the boys loved the board just
like that. He became absorbed with the green threads running vertically down the
piece of cardboard. It became almost like a fetish object, and he refused to weave
any colours through it. He held it like a guitar, a wool and cardboard thing that he
tried to play. Everyone else started with the weft, drawing the wool in and out,
over and under the warp. I took to the weaving activity too. I even brought a piece
of cardboard home with me, already cut and ready to weave. I had started to use
my fireplace since Ciaran moved in, so I sat by the little flames with my cardboard
loom. The weather had turned autumnal and the wind was too cold to be out
mowing and weeding in the garden after work. I had pale blue mohair wool to put
through the dark green for my first band of colour.
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One night when I had just set up by the fire, there was a knock at the door, which
was unlocked, and then footsteps and then there was Ciaran standing in front of
me, without his beanie on, moving around the way he does.
“I can give you a hand with your solar panels if you like. I’ve fixed mine up and
you know yours are all wrong, they need to face the sun,” he said. “We should turn
them to face the north.”
“Oh,” I said, “Yes great,” and I felt a physiological response again. It was
infuriating. I just wanted to hear him out, not get excited.
“It won’t be for a while, I’ve got work on for a couple of weekends and I’ll be away
at a funeral next weekend,” he said.
“That’s sad,” I said.
“Yes.”
“Where is it?” I asked.
“What?”
“The funeral,” I said gesturing to him to sit. There were two chairs by the fire, but
I rarely had visitors. When I left my marriage thirteen years ago, I took to the
books and requalified in special education. It’s been a long journey. Ciaran took a
seat.
“It’s in Tuncurry,” he said, “You know the twin cities on the …”
“I know. I holidayed there as a kid. The pelicans,” I said, realising that I could talk
to him in impressions — the salt air where fresh water meets the sea.
“Let’s have a glass of wine,” I said then.
We stopped drinking at the end of the bottle, though I could have quite easily
opened another.
“You’re like me,” I said after my second drink, when I tend to start claiming things
and getting into what is really fantasy.
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Ciaran didn’t say anything, but I could see he didn’t think he was like me. I flirted
a bit and he was nice, he was funny, he fidgeted around tapping things and twice
he sang when the words fitted the conversation. I love to hear people singing. It’s
my weakness, and my nemesis, because I can’t hit the notes myself, and if I do it’s
a weak sound. My voice is out of my control and I hate it. But I love hearing people
sing solo.
The sun was out but it was a cold day when he eventually got up onto my roof to
adjust the panels. I watched him up there for hours screwing and unscrewing
bolts and shifting metal things around carefully. There was nothing I could do to
help so I sat and watched. He seemed quieter since the funeral. When the wind
picked up, I called out to him to come down.
“It’s freezing, you’ve done enough,” I said, and he smiled and nodded but kept
going, so I sat outside watching him. Then I said it, just as he was coming down
the ladder, with his back to me so he couldn’t see me.
“You know I have feelings for you, don’t you?” I said.
He didn’t answer but he didn’t turn to face me.
“I had to say it,” I said in my faulty voice.
Ciaran got to the ground and turned and looked at me sadly. He nodded while he
took the tools out of his overall pockets and put them back into his toolkit.
“Yes, feelings can happen even when it’s not right,” he said and folded up his
ladder. He moved away from me, not towards me. He kept the space between us. I
felt silly, what was I thinking, it wasn’t as if he had let me into his private life. I
had no idea if he already had a lover. We had only had a few evenings by my fire
and the rest was my fantasy. So, it wasn’t to be. He let me down quickly. He told
me a relationship just wasn’t what he wanted with me. He said that we could still
have a good time together, but there would be nothing more. I wanted to run off
and be by myself then, but he lived next door and I couldn’t imagine sitting inside
with my weaving every night alone.
“Being friends is good,” I said.
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I wanted to talk to him about the funeral, so I waited a week and then I went in.
Ciaran always left his door unlocked and people came and went. I didn’t go into
his house much though because I always thought I needed to have a reason. I
liked his place. Outside the yard was a shamble of chairs, dog things and bits of
discarded wood carving, but inside the place was minimalist. It was clean, and it
was white and there were plants in pots. It was a surprise. I knocked and waited.
He yelled to come in.
“Roberta Flack, ‘Strumming my pain,’ F minor,” I said, passing him the record.
“What?”
“I’m sorry,” I said, not knowing if he was pleased to see me or not. Then he started
laughing as he took the record from me and walked towards his record player. I
sat down and listened while he sang along.
The funeral had been tough for Ciaran.
He said, “I pick up on pain, you know.” It’s like there are different tuning forks
banging against me and some of them are just so sharp they’re painful.
“Some of the kids I work with are acutely sensitive,” I said.
“To sounds, or light, or pain?” He asked.
“It’s hard to tell,” I said.
We stood around then, and he put the record back in its sleeve and gave it back to
me.
“I’ve got whisky,” I said impulsively.
We went back to my place and I lit the fire. He had his guitar and I had my
weaving. Ciaran told me bit by bit about the funeral. It was a suicide. It was
unexpected.
“But that’s not why it was so bad,” he said.
“It sounds tragic,” I said, wishing I was good at saying obvious things in clever
ways.
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“Why, what happened?” I asked.
Ciaran was quiet, but he was still, that’s what was different. He sat facing me,
wearing his blue, checked flannelette shirt, and black jeans. His hair was not
brushed. It unnerved me seeing him standing there so still.
“There was a kid. I mean my cousin Adam had a kid. And it was a shit funeral, it
was really bad,” he said. “But Adam’s boy, Jae, he was just lost you know?”
“How old is he?”
“Jae’s twelve,” Ciaran said. “I really feel for him,”
“Do you think something’s happened?” I asked, thinking of the mandatory
reporting we have at school.
“It’s just you know, well you might have guessed by now that my early life wasn’t
happy,” Ciaran said.
I started to speak, but he cut in. “As soon as I saw him, I wondered who was
looking out for him? The kid was really on the outer, it was so shit.”
“So, did you find out?”
Ciaran looked at me and sort of shrugged and nodded at the same time and I
nearly went to hug him. We hung about awkwardly for a minute until I
remembered we should be having a drink. I poured two big glasses of whisky.
“Did you get to spend any time with him?” I asked.
“Sure, he came and sat with me outside. I went out for a smoke as soon as the
coffin disappeared behind the curtain. I was outside looking at the sky, walking
around. I saw Jae coming out the back crying and so I just sort of sat down with
my back against the wall and my legs sprawled in front, still looking up at the sky,
but wondering if he was okay. He came my way and I patted the ground to sit
down near me. He looked around and there was nothing or no one else but me, so
he kind of hovered around me for a while. I started humming some Dylan, just on
the off chance he’d know it. He didn’t exactly join in, well he didn’t make a sound,
but he moved in a way I knew he was digging it. So, there we were.”
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I could picture it all, his long legs, the movement of the two bodies sitting near
each other, and him using his little soft songs or jerky rhythm to draw the kid in.
Ciaran went on, “I said, ‘I’m Ciaran, I’m your father’s cousin, I’m sorry man,’ and
then I just sat and looked at him, and I could almost feel his loneliness, I mean I’ve
known it. Jae said he didn’t know his Dad had a cousin, and I told him that we
never saw much of each other, but we did when we were kids, we were mates
then. Jae asked me if I knew his Dad when Jae was born. ‘Sure, I knew all about
baby Jae,’ I said. ‘Man, they were proud of you.’ I lied because I never knew Adam
had a kid, but I wanted Jae to feel he was loved,” Ciaran said.
I pretended to weave. I had trouble talking about love or thinking about love. I
don’t think I have ever been in love. People can easily lie about it, I knew that.
Once I would have said I loved Ciaran, but he was talking about something
different: that the boy was loved by his family because they were proud of him.
“Knowing that his father was proud of him isn’t necessarily love,” I said then.
Whisky sometimes made me argumentative.
“What if I had said, ‘No, I never knew you existed.’ How would that make the kid
feel?” Ciaran said.
“Oh,” I said, feeling silly again.
“What else was there for him?” Ciaran went on. “His Dad had just died, and the
funeral was appalling.”
“And what about Jae’s mother?” I said, getting worked up, it wasn’t my fault it was
so bad for the boy. And I wasn’t sure what I was really hearing; I was confused
interpreting between what Jae felt and what Ciaran felt.
“Yes, well,” he said, and there was hostility in the air between the two of us for the
first time.
“We always drink whisky and smoke at funerals,” I said to change the subject.
“Who is we?” Ciaran asked.
“Whoever I’m with,” I said.
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“Nice,” he said.
“It’s not nice,” I said, “it’s a way to cope. I work with kids, so I know something
about this.”
I went to put a record on. It was an act to ease the tension, because interestingly
one of the first things we found we had in common was our old-style record
players. All my records were scratched but I knew which tracks to avoid. I started
to ask about Jae’s mother again but stopped.
“Don’t drink anymore,” I thought I heard him say, but he spoke just as the song
was starting. I put Bob Dylan on. Ciaran skulled the rest of his drink and said he
would be on his way. There was no hug as he left. He might have said “I won’t
drink anymore.”
“What would you have done?” He called out, as he went through the front door,
leaving it open so all the cold air came rushing in.
“Did you even do anything?” I shouted, close to tears.
“Left him my phone number, and my Facebook,” I heard.
I apologised the next day and Ciaran sang something that might have been meant
to hurt me, but I’m not sure, or it might have been about him and the boy. It was a
song I still knew the words to. “Stumblin’ In” from one of Suzi Quatro’s albums:
“Foolishly laying our hearts on the table, stumblin' in.”
.....
That all happened a long while ago now, but I can still tell that story as if it was
happening, because it is still happening in a way. It was five years ago. Initially it
was Ciaran having all the action, while I was just the neighbour, like Gatsby’s
neighbour, I thought, seeing the whole thing unravel, me being the one who could
see him for what he really is. But eventually my involvement changed.
Three years ago, roughly, we hadn’t spoken about Jae much but there had been
bursts of contact between the two of them, and Ciaran was about to head off on a
bush trip with some of his mates, when there was a knock at my door. Ciaran
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never knocked, he yelled or sang, or he just came in. This day, Ciaran knocked
hard and he was still knocking when I got there.
“What?” I said, thinking something bad had happened.
“I was with the boys, planning the trip, walking, when I tumbled over a body
sleeping in the park.”
Ciaran stood still in front of me, not moving.
Something made me say, “Jae.”
“Yes.”
“Is he alright? What happened?” I asked.
“I said, ‘What the fuck are you doing sleeping rough, you’re fifteen years old,’ and
he looked at me and said, ‘who are you?’”
“Where is he?” I asked.
“Right here,” Ciaran said. “He’s here with me, but he can’t stay. I mean he’s not
allowed stay with me. Can he sleep here?” Ciaran asked, looking in.
“Here?” I asked.
“Can he?” He asked walking down my hallway. I followed him.
“There’s plenty of room,” I said.
It wasn’t until a few weeks later that Ciaran explained what was going on with the
Department of Child Protection. They wouldn’t consider him as guardian for Jae,
even though he was kin, and even though he had been looking out for him since
the funeral, and they had a relationship, he told me. What he took a while to tell
me was that it was because he had criminal record. He mentioned being homeless
and break and enter, “a lifetime ago,” he said.
It was a long couple of weeks that Jae lived with me and I didn’t do too badly. He
was tired at first and he slept for a long time, days it seemed. I’d make him
breakfast in the morning and the two of us would sit on the back veranda looking
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for the kookaburra. We ate muesli and yogurt and gave meat to the bird. It was
the same every day. We drank percolated coffee while we sat, and Ciaran would
be with us, and I’d talk about the kids at school. I thought it might help Jae to
know that other people had hard lives. It was patronising of me when I think of it,
me teaching him a life lesson when the hardest thing I’ve had to do in my life is to
take him in.
Anyway, getting him interested in the special school had round about
consequences. The day the Department sent people to Ciaran’s house looking for
Jae, he was at school with me. He was good with the kids. When the people from
the Department came back, we met them and told them that I was doing the
foster care training and I would take him in. We wanted him to stay with us, in my
house, and that’s what Jae wanted too. I could see the connection between Ciaran
and Jae.
I think he liked Ciaran’s way of talking, it was as if they were both talking to
themselves: a ramble or a few lyrics and lots of sitting around fires with Ciaran’s
mates strumming instruments and fiddling. I could see why he wanted to stay
with us.
“You’re not like the rest of the family,” Jae said to Ciaran.
“No, you and I are not like anyone else,” Ciaran said to him.
I thought, that’s for sure. All three of us talking in impressions or not talking at all
but feeling at ease. Just the warmth and the crackling fire making noises. I still
search for the point where the yellow flames turn to bluish white in the heat. We
were optimistic, but time was going by and there was no decision made for Jae.
Then two things happened. I found out that Ciaran had a lover. Jae started talking
about her. It shouldn’t have mattered, but I was devastated. And just about the
same time we heard from the Department that time was up, and I was not yet
approved to be a foster carer, so Jae would be moved back into a group home.
It wasn’t a funeral, but it may as well have been. Ciaran and I sat up all night with
the whiskey and the smokes, both of us too sad to cry.
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“When you’re eighteen you can live wherever you like,” we told him. “Come back
and live in the house with me,” I insisted.
Jae left and there was a big dark space around us. I hardly saw Ciaran. I know he
was in contact with Jae every day on the phone and they’d skype at night. They
had arranged to go to bands together, when the Department allowed it. They were
keeping up their relationship, but I felt more and more on the outer.
One night I went to the pub with Elle, a new teacher from work and she heard me
out, but she left after two drinks. I stayed on for a glass of whisky, still confused
about the whole thing. Elle told me I should let it go. “Family is family,” she said,
meaning I wasn’t one of them.
“But the feeling was there,” I told her.
“Maternal feeling?” she asked.
I had no idea what it was.
“You’re not too old to have a baby?” she asked me, but we both knew that didn’t
feel right.
I was drunk when I was walking home, and I was confused. I walked down a road
I thought might be a shortcut, because I was so tired, I just wanted to collapse
onto my bed. But found myself on this section of the main road that was being
extended so I couldn’t cross. The lights were off. I felt sick, like I may vomit, but I
was too scared to sit down out there alone in the dark. I started to turn around to
walk back the way I had come, when a strange shape caught my eye. I was scared
at first and tried to jog a bit, but then I looked again and saw it was the rusted
front claw of an old digger. I turned back to walk home the way I knew, along
streets with lights, but the image stuck with me reminding me somehow of a big,
old empty womb, left out there to goad me.
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4.1.3 Certain Colours
We drove and drove, sometimes singing, one of us singing, or both of us, and
sometimes silent. We drove on for hours, both singing the same tune, but with
different words. It was his music and it was fast, fast, snappy, lots of quick words,
motherfucker, ho words.
“Nice,” he said. I got through a whole chorus — right words, right speed and tune.
We both whooped.
It was a sudden decision to make the trip, Aaron should have been doing his final
exams, but we got the message to come, his grandmother was dying.
It was a long, flat drive to Grandma’s place, one I usually enjoyed. I had become
accustomed to the landscape, I loved the colours, the big skies and orange dust,
and just the long, brown expanses spotted with spinifex. The interior is like that:
flat, burnt and parched. I know well the place where we were headed, I’ve actually
known it all my life because my cousins live on a farm out that way. At least I
thought I knew it.
I would stay on my cousins’ farm in the school holidays. I would fly out there
without my parents, and Susie and Jim would pick me up at the airport. I thought I
was brave being in the middle of nowhere without my parents. But when Aaron
came along, I saw the joke was on me. Aaron was only four when he had to brave
it for real and move to the suburbs, without his parents, and to live with me. And
this was not his choice.
“Do you want to change the music?” Aaron asked me when I pointed out the
marker. With only fifty kilometres to the town, what was left of his Grandma’s old
place at the mission would soon be in sight.
“Not really, I’ve only just got it. Can we do it once more?” I asked. I liked it. Even
the bits about niggas and becky just rolled off our tongues.
Thinking back to my stays with the cousins, when I was Aaron’s age, I
remembered strange, disquieting times. Riding horses was not fun, I was terrified
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as they bolted me around. And, the big, wooden house was noisy at night,
creaking with age and stories beyond my understanding. And if I got up in the
night, I’d lose my way back to my bed. I was out of kilter every time I was there,
and I had to work so hard to try to get my cousins to like me. Once I think I
overheard that they thought I was okay, for a city kid, but I never relaxed.
The country is a challenge. Things can go wrong at the drop of a hat,
uncontrollable things, like the weather, accidents, fingers sliced off, animals dying,
snakes, floods. And all the time there is constant work. I could never live there.
People make a go of it, but nothing is predictable.
Travelling through the country used to bore me, until Aaron came into my life.
Journeys with him opened my eyes. He became the one needing the attention, so I
had to guide him, help him find his feet — to restore his life, actually. I mean he
was only four and he came straight from crisis care to my house, only a little boy,
but, while I was absorbed in his well-being, minute by minute, and day by day, we
traversed that same country, and that’s when I started to understand what was
really out there.
Odd shaped plants and fast flowing streams appeared, insects smashed into the
windscreen and birds of all sorts flew over us. We saw the skies change colors and
we drove across plains, past salt lakes where the pink crystals shone strangely.
And sometimes we met people at road stops who were curious about us. A white
mother with a small dark boy summoned bad feelings for some. Some folk were
silently hostile, but others friendly. Once again, I had to work things out for
myself, and once again I had to try hard to be part of whatever was going on
around me.
“Staying alive is a motherfucker,” I sang in tune, but I made up the words. “Yo
bitch,” he sang back.
You can’t be part of everything, I decided, because what even was everything? But
he needed to be part of something, and something more than I had going in my
life. It was a bit hit and miss, but we were in it together.
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There was a time, in the early days, when Aaron was about ten, that I’d almost
given up on our quest. I got rundown and I was sitting up most nights with a
bottle of red wine, and I thought people looked at me funnily. I wasn’t being
paranoid, because people did look at me, always as if they knew better. I guessed
people thought I was not fit to help, that they saw me, and they thought he needed
more than I could come up with. I shook myself out of that though. I made an
effort to show some kind of social face.
.....
One night I had gone as far as to arrange a sitter and I made plans to go back to
the book-club I was in before Aaron came along. It wasn’t that I liked hearing
those women’s opinions on literature and life, but I knew I shouldn’t be on my
own every night. These were well-off women I knew from work and school, who, I
reckoned, couldn’t possibly know what life meant to the children we read about,
like in the movie on the slums in India for instance, but they still had strong
opinions. I left the book-club as soon as Aaron came to live with me, mostly so I
could keep his life private. But I needed us to be part of society again, even though
I knew these people gossiped about me, and probably not in a good way.
On the same day I finished reading the book, we had an unexpected visit from a
young Koori fellow. Tom was in his twenties, warm and friendly. He shook my
hand, gave Aaron a sort of hug, and called him brother. It wasn’t explained but I
guessed Tom was kin, and I could see they were comfortable together. Whether
they had met or not before I wouldn’t know. I brought Tom into the house and
they sat down on the bench stools in the kitchen. They both had a juice and I got
some biscuits out. I stayed by Aaron’s side while they spoke to each other. Finally,
I worked out Tom had come as a kind of messenger from Aaron’s Grandma who
lived way out of town in the bush. He had been sent to visit us by Grandma.
What I worked out later that afternoon was that with Tom came what I
understood was Grandma’s blessing. It took a while to dawn on me what was
going on, but when I did realise I had somehow earned Aaron’s kin’s approval, or
at least interest, it was as if a weight lifted off me. Still it was a mystery that she
had found out about how we lived. I felt so happy, and even though I wanted to
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run to book club and tell them all that everything was going well for Aaron and
me, I thought it better to restrain myself. So, I cancelled it and I invited Tom to
stay for dinner instead. I’m not much of a cook so I ordered some pizzas and we
sat outside on the deck to wait for them. In the cool air, just sitting, overlooking
the road down to the bowling club, Tom told us more clearly that Grandma
wanted to let us know that she had heard we were doing okay, and she wanted to
help. I felt another rush of something nice, but I also felt a bit unnerved that I had
been under some sort of surveillance, on top of the human services crew. I
wondered what Tom wasn’t saying.
We ate the pizzas and we heard snippets about Tom’s life and his travels. We
heard that he had won a sporting scholarship while he was still at school and had
been all over the state playing golf. Then he told Aaron about the smoking
ceremonies he was invited to perform for government occasions. Tom had more
to say to him when I was clearing up, but I couldn’t hear it. I guessed it wasn’t for
my ears, even though Aaron was my responsibility.
Tom said he would drop by again the following evening and he offered to hang
out with Aaron if I ever wanted to go to my book-club. I said, “No, that has been
and gone, and it doesn’t really interest me. I like real life more than books.”
Both of them shrugged. But, a few weeks later I did leave Aaron with Tom and I
went to the pub. I knew a few Koori blokes from the art classes I’d done at TAFE a
few years back, so I headed off to where we used to drink, to the beer garden.
None of us had run into each other much since the TAFE days and it was a long
shot to imagine any of them would be there, but it was a start. I got there, and it
had all changed. The old wooden bench tables had been replaced with high stools
at small round tables, there were tiles on the ground and there was no live music.
I felt out of place wandering between the tables, looking at faces. I was about to
give up when I saw Pete sitting with two other men I didn’t know. I waved and
walked over to them and Pete stood and gave me a bit of a hug. I dragged a stool
over and sat beside him. They took a while to warm to me, but after a drink we
were laughing, and then after another I heard about their painting trips, camping
out in the hills. I wanted to tell them about the trips Aaron and I had been having,
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but Pete didn’t know I was fostering, let alone planning to adopt a Koori kid, and I
didn’t know his friends at all. Besides, I was bound not to disclose Aaron’s life to
anyone, so, stuck for words, I finished my drink and headed back home.
Aaron was only five when we did our first big, ten-hour drive out towards the
centre. It was crazy. I didn’t really plan it, we just headed out. We’d drive and sing,
and we’d just pull over at random spots and he’d go off exploring and I’d do these
quick watercolours, postcard size, impressions, decoding, as we’d been taught.
They weren’t very good. We did more and more drives, sometimes he would wake
up in the morning and say, “Mum, let’s go driving today.” At first, we’d only go on
weekends, and then I’d take days off work and we’d just go. There were so many
places, gullies with rock formations, rivers, and even the dry dirt we liked. He’d
find animal footprints and faeces, and I’d draw the shapes of rocks. We found
ochre to draw with and charcoal. After a while I realised that I had come to see
certain colours, certain rock formations, and trees as being familiar. That was
when I acknowledged the shift. And, my inklings were right, there was so much
more going on out there, like a power coming out of the land, that at times it was
almost too intense; almost hard to be there, just us with the experience.
I wouldn’t call Aaron my guide, but there were times that he might say something,
or draw something with a stick in the dirt that was so different to anything I’d
ever come across before I would have to stop whatever I was thinking about and
just wonder. Once he came running up to me with a handful of pebbles and before
I could arrange them or think of a game we could play with them, he just started
throwing them up in the air. He loved watching them fall back down and land
with a thud. It made no sense to me, but he was so happy I joined in and soon we
were running all over the place looking for more things to throw up and watch
land.
.....
Without us really noticing it, Tom began to become part of our lives. He’d stop in
if he was passing by and ask if Aaron wanted to go with him to the mall or to the
football, and sometimes I’d come home from work and find them sitting together
watching television. I asked Aaron if he had given Tom his key and he rolled his
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eyes at me, as if he was the only one with the manners to do so. Then the time
finally came that we would visit Grandma. But first we were to meet Auntie Lottie.
She called me and arranged that I would pick her up from the gallery in town, so
we could grab a coffee first, and then we could take a drive out of town, quite a
long way out of town she said, off road, to the place where the mission had been,
where she and Aaron’s Grandma had lived.
So, Aaron and I headed off to the gallery, a bit nervous, running late, neither of us
having slept well, to pick up Auntie Lottie.
“Come in, come in here,” she said, and Aaron and I followed her in to the cafe.
“Sit down,’” she said, and left us at the table. She came back with a tray with two
coffees, a milkshake and some biscuits.
“You knew Aaron likes milkshakes?” I asked.
She smiled. “We’ll be driving two hours to the mission, better fill up first.”
It was an unusual drive. I didn’t put the music on so we could talk, but Lottie likes
the window open, so there was no talking, just the rushing sound of air. It took
closer to three hours to get to our destination, and when we finally turned off the
gravel, we all needed to run for a tree. In the clearing in front of us, there were
some piles of blackened bricks in long weeds, and there was a silent, cold wind
that went straight through your chest.
Aaron went very quiet and stood up close to me, and I felt something painful that
stopped me from talking. Auntie Lottie nodded at me and led us off. We followed
her away from the building remains to a ridge where you could see a huge gully of
moving gum trees, and a dried-up creek bed in the stones. She told us about
hearing a roar when the flash floods came, standing beside me, holding my arm.
We stood transfixed in that imaginary roaring water for, I don’t know how long it
was.
Auntie Lottie summoned up some of Grandma’s life for us, standing out there,
telling us how the two of them always came out to the ridge at dusk to make sure
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the possums were fed and checking on the joeys. She knew where they lived and
moved about in the changing light. I looked for possums but didn’t see any.
The second time we met Auntie Lottie, we went to the place Grandma lived after
the mission. Tom, Aaron and I stood with Lottie in a room with no walls. It was
the place that was once Grandma’s kitchen. There was a warmer feeling, as if
there was a small fire. Things from the past materialised in that kitchen: a cast
iron stove, rusted through, and all around us the shapes of things: pans and bowls,
root vegetables, cooking oil and knives. You could look at the parts of implements
and see them. It felt as if we were in another dimension. We took pictures, but of
course they didn’t come out in the twilight. If you had walked past us, you would
have just seen our camera flashes pointing at broken, rusted things, and parts of
our faces shining.
Auntie Lottie took us to Grandma’s home then. Grandma lived in a small unit in
the township, not far from the hospital. She had a bad chest, Lottie said, and the
nurses came as needed. Grandma made us tea and we talked about the places we
had seen, and then we sat together in silence for some time. Tom joined us later
and he sat holding Grandma’s hand, talking softly so I couldn’t hear what was
said. Aaron kept looking at me and I thought he wanted to get going, but when I
stood and started to say it was time to go, he didn’t move.
“How about you drive me home and the boys stay here awhile then,” Lottie said.
“They can come back by train when they’re ready,” Grandma said.
That was strange territory for me, being in an other’s intimate space and feeling
something, but obviously not what the others in the room were experiencing. Not
that it was easy for Aaron, or any of them probably, having me there, not quite in
tune, but wanting to be. So, there was nothing I could do but take the advice. I
took a deep breath, forgetting the department’s rules on overnight stays, and said,
“Yes, okay, we’ll head home then.’”
I bent to shake Grandma’s hand and she squeezed my hand very tightly, and I felt
dizzy when I stood up. Then I kissed Aaron on the cheek, and I turned and smiled
and nodded to Tom, but I did not meet Tom’s eyes, and he looked at Aaron when
he saw me turn his way. Lottie took my arm and walked me to the car. We had a
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long drive home with the air rushing in the window and the headlights shining
weakly into the darkness ahead.
Aaron was up there for six days, and I hardly heard a word from him. If I sent him
a text message, he replied with a word or two. I missed him so much I started to
make plans to go back there; but what could I do? He hadn’t been kidnapped but
that’s what it felt like. I could go to my cousins’ house and at least I would be
closer to him, but I didn’t want to tell them what was going on. I didn’t know what
was going on. I was losing him. It was as if he was being swept away in a big pull,
like he was in a big sea swell that was dragging him, willingly, while I paddled
along behind.
When he came back, he was different in some small way. I tried to ask easy
questions about what they did, but he didn’t give much away. I heard that they
went out bush a fair bit and they met people, cousins, and that he and Tom sat
outside around fires, late in the night, talking with groups of men. I had a picture
in my mind, and I was happy for him, but, if I was honest with myself, I felt
wretched.
.....
So, there we were in the car again, seven years on from when we first met
Grandma, Aaron and I, driving back up to her country, singing together and
making things up, but in a bit of a rush. We heard she was not well, and I knew as
strongly as I’ve ever known anything, that I needed to get up there quickly. I
borrowed a friend’s car and picked Aaron up from school early, and we started
driving.
When we got up there, Auntie Lottie hugged us both and led us to a small fire on
the lawns in front of the block of units where she lived. The night was alive with
many small fires, orange flames and smoke. People had come from everywhere
and were sitting in deck chairs and on rugs around fires, or walking around, all
waiting for a chance to go inside and be with her. I stood near the fire where some
of the local Elders sat, looking at the flames while Aaron bent over to touch a
lizard. Then he went and sat with Tom at a fire with some young ones I didn’t
know.
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The night sky was not as open as usual, and our space was full of some force, I
couldn’t say what it was exactly, but it was something emotional. I had taught
myself not to doubt inexplicable feelings since the journeys started. We stayed
there until three in the morning before we started dozing. As the sky was
reddening with the sunrise, Lottie came over holding Aaron’s hand, saying it was
time to go into Grandma. He turned to me and I had to decide very quickly what
was best. I shouldn’t intrude, but what if they thought I was shunning her? Even
as I decided to back off and respect their private farewell, I found myself on my
feet, walking into her room, behind them. Aaron was crying, and it broke me, but
it was somehow beautiful.
It’s became a blur, just impressions, long brown fingers, earthy colours of dark fur
cloaks draped across the body on the bed, possum skins emblazoned with eagles
and red wax, and Aaron on his knees. I think I saw Grandma’s fingers on his head.
I was only watching, not really a part of what was being exchanged, but I was
there.
It was daylight when Aaron and I went back to the car. We shut the doors, sat on
the seats, and I lit a cigarette. With no music playing we headed for the hotel
where I had arranged to meet my family. My cousins were already there sitting
around table. They had ordered the big breakfast, so in front of us were plates of
eggs, bacon, sausages, tomatoes, mushrooms, buttered toast and sauce. I felt sick.
I watched them eating as I sipped my coffee. Neither Aaron nor I said anything to
them about the night, or about Grandma’s old kitchen, but I know that’s where we
both were in our thoughts.
I decided then that we would stop in at the remains of her kitchen on our way
back home, even though dark clouds had rolled in and it would rain later on for
sure.
“I can drive for a bit if you like Mum,’ Aaron said.
“You don’t have a license,” I said shocked, but at the same time a bit relieved. My
hands were shaking.
“Can you drive?” I asked.
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“Yo, bitch,” Aaron said, and we took off the back way to Grandma’s old place,
singing along and sobbing a bit at the same time.
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4.2 Field Work
Part Two provides an account of the three interviews and analyses them
according to my research questions. It explores how the participants make their
love intelligible to themselves and to others.

4.2.1 Carly
Carly and her partner, George, live on 150 acres of farmland. They have been
fostering children short-term for some years. At the time of the interview, they
were fostering two cousins and applying for permanent care of one of them. Carly
was particularly careful not to identify the children, and I have changed anything
that might serve to identify them. I met her in a cabin on the farm and we had a
cup of tea as we discussed the photos she had ready to show me. In what follows I
describe what was said in the interview, analyse the language Carly used, and
identify discourses, transitional spaces of relationality and descriptions of
experiences of love.
When we sat down to talk, Carly put a stack of photos on the table. We looked at
one picture of the elder girl, Mia, working in the sheep yard and Carly said that
they spend a lot of time outdoors. She told me that the two girls were removed
from their family in the inner city for reasons of abuse, and that subsequent
placements with other family members broke down because Mia refused to
speak.
Carly said that she was asked by a DHS [Department of Human Service] worker if
she could foster Mia. She said the worker told Carly that when Mia’s case came up,
she said, “I’ve got the perfect place for her,” thinking of Carly and George’s farm.
Carly said, “We said, ‘Oh not a problem in the world,’ and she just fits in, she’s
beautiful, she loves our family.”
Carly told me that Mia wants to change her name once she is in full permanent
care with them, and she will take George’s surname. She said that the children
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were meant to be with them for two weeks but that turned into a couple of
months, and then they were asked if they would have them until they turned
eighteen. Carly said, “That’s fine but you know, it wasn’t what we’d expected.” She
went on to say that there was a hold up with the court case that will make Mia
permanent, because:
They want us to jump through hoops and I’m like, if I had a criminal record
or something, that’s fine, not a problem in the world, but George and I, I
mean we are involved in the community, we’re good people, and they still
expect us to go through this, and they only just recently changed the laws.
She explained that there is also an ongoing debate because Mia is applying for a
gun license, which “DHS are saying is not appropriate.”
Carly: But we’re saying it is appropriate, because she lives with us, and we
live on 150 acres and George goes out shooting all the time with his
daughter, and Mia wants to go with them . . . So how is that fair? She just
wants to fit in and be normal.
Carly said they have had these two children for two and a half years and Mia is
“good and fits in,” but the other child, Pip, does not, and she’s not sure how long
Pip will stay with them.
Most of the photos she had out on the table were of Mia with horses and sheep
and dogs. I commented that she seems to love the farm, and then Carly told me an
amazing story:
Part of her survival, when she was young, was that she actually removed
herself and put herself on a farm. She lost herself in a lot of books, and in
her brain, she wasn’t really there, she was somewhere else, and that
somewhere else was on a farm. So for her it really wasn’t a change. Does
that make sense? So, because that was her coping mechanism, living here
is kind of what she’d always had.
Carly said that they found it “really weird, but it works.”
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Carly: The psychologist can tell you it’s a proper thing, what she’s done has
a name, that whole removing yourself from a difficult environment and
putting yourself somewhere else, and then when it becomes a reality it’s
kind of like it always has been there. It is a proper thing [to be] completely
dissociated from who you are.
We spoke about how the children previously lived in the city and were always
indoors, whereas now they are always outdoors, and I asked if they were happy to
be outdoors at night. Carly said Pip used to be terrified of the dark, but because
they were all living in tents, “she just had to suck it up and she learnt to enjoy the
moonlight. We had a few nights of screaming and then she got used to it.”
Pip was nine years old at the time and Carly said she “still wet the bed, which is
trauma related.” She said in the children’s previous life there was violence and
threats and, “the parents had programmed the kids to lie about how they were
treated by saying things like, “If you speak up, you’ll never see each other again.’”
She told me that Pip had severe behavioural problems, for example, tantrums that
went for three hours, “because she didn’t know how to play on her own, and if
something didn’t go right, she wouldn’t know how to fix it.”
We then looked at a picture of Mia wearing a Country Fire Authority (CFA)
uniform. It was striking red and white and she was holding a big white hose
attached to the back of a fire truck. Carly said the photo was of Mia in the first of
three competitions. She said Mia missed the next two competitions because she
went to a country music festival in the mountains, which she loved. Carly said that
since Mia came to live with them, she’s had swimming lessons, joined pony club
and the CFA, and she also asked Mia if she wanted to do netball or guides. She said
Mia was excited to go to the junior CFA, where she is in a group with about twenty
girls, all around her age, and, “she loves it, she really enjoys the social side of it,
she really enjoys competing.”
Talking about Mia’s friendships, Carly said there were times that it was hard to
get Mia to leave the farm:
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She’s a bit sticky sometimes, she doesn’t often want to leave, and she
doesn’t want to do things, and that’s all to do with feeling secure here, and
safe, and settled.
Carly said she was similar as a teenager, but Mia can find it hard at school
because, “she’s seen a lot, she’s come from a bad place, she’s seen a lot that kids
her age wouldn’t have seen.”
Commenting further on Mia’s friendships, Carly said that some of the girls she
knows have started, “to make it really public that they’re happy to sleep around.”
Carly said she is “really strict with her,” and, “she’ll make some really good
girlfriends that will also keep their legs closed and have a bit of self-respect.”
Carly went on to say that the girls are middle-class, mostly, and:
They don’t get where she’s come from and they will never. I know where
she’s come from because I’ve heard it all, but I don’t know how she feels,
and I never will. I will never understand how she feels.
Then, like many of the other adults I have interviewed, Carly said, “It’s hard
work!” She said the children used to talk about their old lives a lot, but they rarely
do now, because, the memories “fade over time, I think.”
Carly reinforced that her and George both like being foster carers and are both
doing more training:
We like doing it [fostering], we both enjoy it. And you don’t always know if
it’s going to work, like that’s a problem we’ve had with Pip, because she’s
just a really challenging child.
Carly lightened the mood then by showing me a picture of her mother’s dog with
a ribbon for coming second in the high jump in last year’s show, but, she said he
only came sixth this year, “because he’s got really fat, and he won’t be going next
year.” Then she showed me a picture of Mia on a motorbike with George’s
daughter and she said George’s children come up to stay sometimes, so they have
“an extended family.”
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After this Carly talked about not being able to trust Pip, and how their main
priority was safety, but because Pip is harming animals, she thinks that her living
with them just isn’t right for her.
Carly: I’ve said to her, you know just because you live here doesn’t mean
that we are the right fit family for you, you might be better off in suburbia,
you know the farm is not for everyone, it’s not for all kids.’ This week she’s
been in foster care, she went into the system, just to try a few things out so
she can get a bit of a feel, so she is with a family with other siblings with
this mum for four days . . . To give her a bit of a taste, because it might be
that this just isn’t for her, she’s a lovely kid, she’s a really lovable girl, but
she can be quite diabolical, and self-destructive, and the harming of
animals is my hugest concern.
Carly said that Pip has an intellectual disability and Carly is not sure that Pip has
the capacity to change her behaviour. Carly also made the point that she does not
want Pip to interfere with her aspirations of having her “own children,” or with
the safety of Mia, who is “working her arse off to be normal, fit in, and do well at
school . . . She doesn’t need Pip threatening her.”
We ended the interview with Carly saying that they will always be there for both
girls no matter what happens. “Absolutely George and I will always be here for
her [Pip].” She then suggested I have a walk down by the creek for some thinking
time; there was a lot for me to process.
I now turn to look at what this interview reveals about how the adults in this
social family make love intelligible.

4.2.1.1 Analysis
1) Language
1.1) Performativity
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Carly’s usage of language made her feelings and opinions clear. It did not
downplay issues but tackled matters by explaining the official terms, procedures
and rights that were at play. She used statements such as: “This is the reality of
the situation, I’m not putting this child in front of my aspirations to have my own
family, or her [Mia’s] safety, her needs.”
Being farmers, they make decisions all the time on how to manage the lives of the
animals and they build the structures and supports needed. It occurred to me that
they have taken the same pragmatic approach to family life, by fixing, changing or
challenging things that do not work in the schema. This approach is evident in
three areas: arguing in court for approval for Mia’s gun license; refusing to have a
psychological assessment to apply for Mia’s permanency; and sending Pip for
more “time back in the system,” when she became a threat to their safety. “The
system” is a convenient way of covering the bureaucratic discourses that govern
children’s foster placements. In this interview “the system” encompasses both
positive and negative practices, which I will explain in the following discussions.
Carly’s willingness to name things for what they are is evident in this
conversation about Pip.
She’s really tried to harm Mia, throwing things at her, and she’s getting
quite strong, she’s not a big kid, she’s quite little, but she’s really strong
now. Also she can do a lot of damage you know.
I asked: “Do you think Pip is trying to make her point physically because she
doesn’t have adequate spoken language?”
Carly said:
No, I think she’s mimicking her parents’ behaviour, so she’s becoming a
perpetrator of violence. So, her parents did a lot of threatening, throwing,
punching in walls around them, that sort of thing, and they did hurt them.
So she’s seen all that, so she’s becoming a perpetrator. So, if she’s not
getting her own way, she starts showing these behaviours [throwing metal
water bottles], which for me, that’s a huge safety concern and she throws
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anything she can get her hands on, which is not good for Mia. She doesn’t
need to feel like that, she doesn’t need to relive battles all the time.
She described Mia’s placement in somewhat mechanical type terms: “For her it
was a good fit, a really good fit and it’s worked beautifully.” With comments like
this, Carly signifies that she thinks if things don’t fit and don’t work, change is the
best option.
1.2) Affect and subjectivity
Carly frequently referred to non-spoken language, affect and feeling. Poignantly,
Carly said about Mia’s school:
And the girls they’re middle class, most of them, and they don’t get where
she’s come from, and they will never. I mean I don’t understand where
she’s come from, and I know where she’s come from, because I’ve heard it
all, but I don’t know how she feels, and I never will. I will never understand
how she feels.
She also made the point that Mia, “doesn’t need to feel like that,” when Pip was
throwing things at her. I interpret this to mean that Mia doesn’t need to feel
scared about being hurt; she doesn’t need feelings from her past to be revived.
What is particularly interesting about Carly’s interview is what she said about
Mia’s “survival,” and the teenager’s ability to change her identity as a form of
survival. She described how Mia survived her previous life by dissociating from
the present and picturing herself on a farm. Carly then described how since
moving in with them, Mia has changed her identity, both her name and the
performative aspects, so she is now a country girl.
It might seem a strange parallel, but something akin to this form of survival is
theorised in queer theory. Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner, explain that queer
theory can illuminate ways that subjects survive personally, providing
“knowledge central to living.” The following passage is relevant to my focus on
Mia’s reported aspiration to change her life, one that I unpack in the creative
response, “The Thing That Mattered Most.”
Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner write:
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Sometimes the question of what queer theory teaches us about x is not
about politics in the usual sense but about personal survival. Like feminist,
African American, Latina/Latino, and other minority projects, queer work
strikes its readers as knowledge central to living. This demand puts
tremendous pressure on emerging work, pressure that makes the work
simultaneously conventional and unprecedented in the humanities and
social sciences traditional insofar as pedagogy has long involved the
formation of identities and subjectivities, radical in the aspiration to live
another way.169
When it comes to talking about how oppressed people survive, their personal
stories matter. Carly recognised Mia’s “hard work” in performing a new identity
and noted that she and George adapted their lifestyle to help her. Carly said: “This
is not conventional, it’s not normal, but it bloody works, and who cares?”
My creative process for the story, “The thing that mattered most,” was a process
of imagining what might be said and what the physical, psychic and affective
interactions might be between the various actors in this situation, where a young
woman is creating a new life for herself. I invented the scenarios to explore how
her relationships might play out and imagined the physical and sensory scenes
that she inhabited.
2) Discourses
2.1) “It’s hard work!”
Carly’s interview indicates that she balances discourses of work and care. Her
family must manage emotional relationality in the private sphere while their lives
are monitored and regulated by the state. This has an impact on how they make
their lives and feelings intelligible, as do other factors associated with foster care.
Notably, the children are affected by their removal and from abuse, Pip needs
intervention, and the children’s living arrangements are always subject to change.

169 Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner, “What Does Queer Theory Teach Us
about X?” PMLA, 110, no. 3 (May, 1995), 343-349. (PMLA is the journal of the
Modern Language Association of America)
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Bruno Latour’s Actor-network theory (ANT)170 a relational way of looking at
social, technological and natural phenomena in the world, provides a strategy to
unravel some of the factors affecting on relationships. This perspective enables
the multiplicity of changing phenomena that affect agency to be taken into
account in an analysis. In this case there are various processes and discourses in
play. These arise from “the system,” the children’s community participation, such
as school and CFA, the work of farming, caring for animals and building, nuclear
family models influencing what a foster family is, and their own approach to
kinship. The actors include government workers, the foster family (including
Carly’s mother who lives with them in a campervan), the extended family that
visit, and the animals on the farm. Looking at this family’s day-to-day life through
the lens of ANT makes it apparent why Carly exclaims that it (foster parenting) is
hard work.
As well as working with “the system,” parents can be required to follow
intervention regimes for physical and psychological developmental issues. These
requirements tie into the discourse surrounding ambiguities of work and care.
Carly listed a number of activities that Pip was unable to do when she joined them
but had learnt to do in the two and a half years of the placement:
She would not use a knife and fork, she couldn’t wipe her bum, couldn’t
shower, wouldn’t brush her teeth, she could barely dress herself, she
couldn’t put shoes on, she couldn’t tie shoelaces, she couldn’t read, she
couldn’t write, she couldn’t even spell her name correctly, she couldn’t
count to twenty. . . She could not run, she could not even run, she could
walk. She couldn’t climb a ladder, and she couldn’t wheel a wheelbarrow,
she couldn’t dig a hole with a shovel, she couldn’t do anything that an
eight-year-old girl should be able to do. She couldn’t play independently;
she didn’t know how to use Lego.

170 Bruno Latour, We Have Never Been Modern, trans. Catherine Porter, New
York: Harvester Wheatsheaf, (1993).
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Carly commented that now Pip’s tantrums have stopped, and she can look after
herself and sleep in a tent at night. She is “much better than she was.” This
indicates that Carly thinks she succeeded in providing ‘care’ for Pip, even though
this could also be considered work.
The tension between what is regarded as care and what is regarded as work is
compounded by the payments that foster carers receive for associated expenses.
Derek Kirton describes this as a challenge to “balance an ‘objective’ detachment in
their work with commitment and perhaps love for the child.”171 Carly did not
mention payments in the interview and appears to find it is possible to care for
Mia and Pip, in Teresa Toguchi Swartz’s terms, “for both love and money.”172
Swartz explains that feminist scholars challenge the dichotomy between altruism
and payment, and the “concern about extrinsic rewards undermining intrinsic
motivations,”173 indicating that such a balance between work and care is perfectly
plausible. The challenge balancing care and work, however, was different for each
child Carly was fostering. To make these different relationships with the two girls
intelligible, Carly appeared to focus on trust and safety.
2.2) Love requires trust
Carly spoke of parenting as being hard work, but she qualified this by saying that
she and George love it. She said it was difficult dealing with the children’s past
trauma and always having to watch Pip, so that trust and safety were her main
concerns. Carly said the word “trust” seven times, and she described some
difficulties in resolving how she manages without trust:
I said to Mia, well if we do do more [foster care] it will be a couple of girls
and they’ll be younger than you so there’s no overlapping in age. So, we’ll
171 Derek Kirton, (2013) “What is work? Insights from the evolution of state
foster care.” Work Employment & Society,” 27, no. 4 (2013), 658-673.
172 Teresa Toguchi Swartz. “Mothering for the State: Foster Parenting and the
Challenges of Government-Contracted Carework.” Gender and Society 18, no. 5
(2004), 568.
173 Ibid, 568.
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happily take on probably girls, boys are hard work, but as long as we can
trust them they’re fine, I don’t have any problem with mothering other
people’s kids, I love it, it’s a good thing to do, you know, both of us really
love it, but, you’ve got to be able to trust them.
I referred to Donna Haraway’s descriptions of how trust might work in practice
with attunement and adapting to the other, in Chapter One. She writes about trust
as a form of love in The Companion Species Manifesto: Dogs, People, and Significant
Otherness, describing how humans and dogs learn to adjust to each other in agility
training, as the “permanent search for knowledge of the intimate other, and the
inevitable comic and tragic mistakes in that quest,” saying:
Love, commitment, and yearning for skill with another are not zero sum
games. Acts of love like training in Vicki Hearne's sense breed acts of love
like caring about and for other concatenated, emergent worlds. That is the
core of my companion species manifesto. I experience agility as a
particular good in itself and also as a way to become more worldly; i.e.,
more alert to the demands of significant otherness at all the scales that
making more liveable worlds demands.174
This all takes time and practice, and still does not always result in feelings of
trust. In the creative work I have also featured examples of human/animal
attuning to both highlight the haptic and affective communication involved when
learning the other’s ways, and to describe how transpositions to other human
relationships may occur.
Carly indicated that Mia has earned their trust, so much so that they are willing to
fight for her gun license, whereas Pip always has to be watched. Other
participants have featured trust as a quality important to relationality: Martin
found trust was a way forward in his relationship with the children, while
Rebecca’s relationship progressed with the boy she could trust, not the other.

174 Donna J. Haraway, The Companion Species Manifesto: Dogs, People, and
Significant Otherness, Chicago: Prickly Paradigm Press (2003), 35.
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2.3) We are the same as other families, and bigger than them too.
Nuclear family discourses are commonly used as points of reference for social
families. Carly refers to a combination of social family, normative family and
discourses originating from “the system,” putting their own mark, and agency on
how they practise kinship.
Carly made some distinctions between birth and social families, for example, she
talked about planning to have her “own baby,” but each time she corrected
herself:
If we are going to have kids, my concern is what is she [Pip] going to do to
the baby? If it’s my child, I will make sure, well if it were any child, if it was
a foster kid coming in, you want them to be one hundred percent safe, and
at the moment I can’t trust her, so when you’re not around she’ll kick the
dogs, or she’ll sit on them, or she’ll hit them, and it’s the whole, she has to
be supervised all the time, and I’m running out of energy for that. You have
to be able to trust them and at the moment I don’t even feel like I could go
and have a shower and leave her in the room with a baby and trust her. I
just don’t feel comfortable raising my child in that environment, or any
child, and also the problem is too, you know we’re thinking of doing some
more foster care.
Carly’s choice of words and corrections suggest that she thinks parenting social
and biological children should be considered in the same way. Her protest in
court against the DHS decision not to approve a gun license for Mia signals her
desire that Mia be accepted as a part of their family in the conventional sense,
although she thinks Pip might be better off back in the system.
DHS processes do appear contradictory the way she described them, because
Carly said they were asked if they would continue caring long term for the
children in the first instance, but were then expected to have psychological testing
to prove themselves to be fit to parent:
That’s the thing, we just got given these kids, and it was meant to be two
weeks, which turned into a couple of months, and this turned into, “Will
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you have them till they’re 18?” That’s fine, but you know, it wasn’t what
we’d expected.
And now they want us to jump through hoops. If I had a criminal record,
not a problem in the world, but my partner and I, I mean we are involved
in the community, we’re good people. . . The last time it went to court
[Mia’s permanent care orders], DHS stood up and said, this family are
willing to do it but they’re not willing to jump through the hoops, so this
child will sit in limbo until that happens.
The same system that sets up arrangements that mimic nuclear style families also
limits the final goal of achieving the “traditional” family form. In this way, the two
discourses — family governed by the system, and “traditional” family ideal — are
at odds, made apparent by the gun license issue. The point that Carly is making by
taking the matter to court is that, if other teenagers are eligible for the license,
judged fit by their parents and society to have a license, then her judgement
should qualify, as should Mia’s rights to autonomy.
However, although we have seen that Carly thinks the system can aggravate social
transformations and potential relationships, it also provides the legitimacy to end
relationships that are not “working.” There may not be such a smooth path for
separation in the nuclear family model, but that is not to say that biogenetic
parent-child relationships do not come apart or end either. Carly said, “You don’t
always know if it’s going to work.” If the living situation does not work well for
this family the children go back to the system to find a “better fit” for them. This
practical attitude is made possible by the system and marks a difference to other
family forms where it is rare that children are regarded as temporary family
members or move on to an unknown family if there are conflicts or clashes.
Carly is working with definitions given by the system they are in, as well as a
bigger, more fluid meaning for family and kin. For example, she described an
extended family of people and animals. She showed me a photo of Mia on a motor
bike with a younger girl in front of her, and with other children around them,
saying:
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That’s my partner’s daughter and her half-brother. His kids come up here
sometimes as well. We have an extended family, and Pip and this girl’s
sister get on really well, and that’s the neighbour’s cow.
Carly does use the adjective “normal” frequently, but usually meaning her version
of normal, not necessarily normal in regard to family practices. For example, she
describes Mia’s transformation, from hiding indoors to being accepted in her own
right in society as “normal.”
Carly: She’s a beautiful girl, she’s working her arse off to be normal, to fit
in, and do well at school, you know, she’s worked so hard to get where she
is, and she doesn’t need Pip threatening her. It’s not fair on her when she
just wants to be a normal kid, and she is a normal kid.

3)Transitional spaces of relationality
3.1) The farm
Outdoor spaces feature in this interview. Carly described the coincidence that Mia
moved to live with them on a farm. She said previously,
Part of her survival, when she was young, was that she actually removed
herself and put herself on a farm, she lost herself in a lot of books, and in
her brain, she wasn’t really there, she was somewhere else, and that
somewhere else was on farm, so for her it really wasn’t a change.
Apart from the benefits that Mia probably felt happy and safe in the new
environment, there were possible spaces where emotions and could be shared. It
is possible that transitional spaces of play, where differences can be explored,
involve working together on the farm. Brushing, grooming, and riding the horses,
playing with the dogs, rounding up the sheep, and lying in the tents talking at
night, are all potential spaces to “search for knowledge of the intimate other.”175
175 Donna J. Haraway, The Companion Species Manifesto: Dogs, People, and
Significant Otherness, Chicago: Prickly Paradigm Press (2003), 35.
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Again, I used fiction to explore what might occur in the material and psychological
worlds in these spaces, such as Mia’s emotional struggles and tentative
conversations with her grandmother while they tend the dying horse, only having
enough information from the interview to guess.
3.2) Experiencing agility in playful ways
In the creative interpretation I portray how being attuned with non-human
agents occurs in day-to-day life, and how such responses can facilitate
understandings between the self and other (human and non-human). Carly
described fairly fluid boundaries between biological and social family, and human
and non-human encounters. In my creative interpretation I deliberately kept
Carly’s role in the background, to focus on a potentially loving relationship
between Carly’s mother and Mia. I wanted to explore how these two people, who
were strangers two years ago, coming from different social worlds, might share
meaningful experiences.
The story is fictional, but based on some things that Carly said, and from what I
saw out the window when I was interviewing Carly. I saw Mia walking behind
Carly’s mother across the paddock. They were both were wearing the same
coloured checked shirt, big hats, with their hair plaited into ponytails. They
seemed relaxed with each other and purposeful. Something about the way they
were walking in step made me think of Haraway’s descriptions of agility training,
where communication occurs through joint attention and teamwork.
4) Love
Before I met Carly, I had no idea how she lived, who she had fostered or what her
philosophy might be. While I looked at the pictures with her, she told me about
their life together, and I had the feeling that what she had to say was what I
wanted to discover, because what she was describing was what I had imagined
caring (and possibly loving) other people’s children might entail. Rather than
presuming any child will be loved and supported in an allocated home — as we
sometimes imagine from political speeches that claim all children should be
placed in “loving homes” — Carly clarified that not every allocation works.
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Carly said about Mia, “She just fits in, she’s beautiful, she loves our family, she
reckons she was swapped at birth and my partner’s daughter is really her sister.”
Carly explained that although she “will never understand” how Mia feels,
developing loving relationality across differences and unknowns is not
impossible.

4.2.2 Ruth
Ruth heard about my project in the community. She is an Indigenous woman who
belongs to the Stolen Generation. She was adopted by a white family. Ruth is
fostering a teenage boy born to an Indonesian mother. This is a kinship care
arrangement whereby an approved family member can care for a child. This is
possible here because the boy, Jack, is the child of one of Ruth’s white adoptive
cousins who is now deceased. Jack and Ruth have been living together for five
years. I met Ruth in her home one evening, when it became clear that daytime
meetings were too hard to schedule. Ruth had some food and drinks ready and we
sat on lounge chairs with the recorder positioned near her as we spoke. She had
the photos on her phone.
Ruth said that she first met Jack when he was four years old, and they “were down
at the coast, which is the place that that side of the family spends a lot of time.”
Ruth said she didn’t see him again until his father’s funeral, ten years later. She
said she was quite disconnected from that side of the family and had chosen not
to have much to do with them because she had had a very traumatic childhood
herself.
Ruth had pictures on her phone to show me, but she spent more time talking
about the complexities of their lives than looking at the pictures. Ruth explained
that their stories were quite interwoven, and it was difficult for her to discuss
their relationship without describing some of her own journey. Thus, the focus of
her narrative was the entwining of the stories and the shared emotion. Ruth took
some time before she told me about how and why the two of them came to be
living together.
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She started by telling me about her Auntie’s death and funeral. I think this was
because, to Ruth, this was the experience that marked an emotional shift in her
relationship with Jack. Ruth was not aware of my exact research question, but it
was as though her sequence of stories was set out to explain how their love
became intelligible. She said that their relationship at her Aunt’s funeral also
united both sides of the estranged family:
I probably wouldn’t have had anything to do with them [her cousins on her
adoptive father’s side] for the rest of my life if Jack had not come along.
Recently the last Aunt of that generation died, and I introduced Jack to her
in the nursing home a couple of years ago. . . she was always my favourite,
like the one that should have been my Mum. Then when she was dying, we
went up and so Jack had this experience of seeing someone dying, which
was confronting, but also beautiful. And by the end he really had fallen in
love with Auntie Alice. And he also saw me, what did he say? ‘Really doting
on her.’ I was kissing her a lot and holding her hand and I feel like our
relationship really did change after that.
Ruth then described how Jack sang at her Auntie’s funeral. She said her Auntie’s
death marked the end of a generation. Ruth said that the funeral was healing but
also confronting because they had not had such a nice experience at Jack’s father’s
funeral. Ruth said that Jack’s father’s funeral was “unplanned and horrible,” and
poorly attended. Apart from her and Jack there was:
an alcoholic woman who’d been a sort of a de facto girlfriend of the father,
this other really weird guy, Jack’s mum, who is pretty useless anyway and
she was even more useless on that day and not motherly at all, and the
brothers and sisters who didn’t like him, and me. And there were a couple
of Jack’s school friends. That was it. No one said anything.
Ruth described how “horrified” she became at the funeral when she realised that
Jack was seriously at risk of mental health issues and he was without support. She
indicated that she decided there and then to become involved in his life. She
arranged to see him and contact him, and eventually, after spending time
together, she said Jack was comfortable staying at her place. She said they didn’t
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want his Mum to get hurt so Jack was soon sharing time between the two houses.
Ruth said that Jack’s mother was quite close to agreeing that it would be okay for
Jack to move in with Ruth when there was a scene of domestic violence between
Jack’s mother and the new partner she was living with.
Ruth: Her partner took it out on Jack, not physically but a lot of emotional
abuse, and then that night he kicked him out in the cold, and I had to call
the police. And I drove over there, and I called the police. I didn’t know
what was happening. I got over there and she [Jack’s mother] wouldn’t
press charges.
Ruth said that the police said they would take Jack to the station and he would
have to go to court and into foster care. They told Ruth if she wanted him to live
with her, she would have to apply through the court. Ruth said she persisted,
asking if he could just go with her then, and the police said, “Well he can only go
with you if his mother agrees.” Ruth said his mother said, “‘Yes, go with Ruth. Go
with Ruth,’ and so he’s been with me ever since.”
Ruth then told me that she had a lot of people asking her if she knew what she
was doing, some saying, “You’re incredible,” others doubting her, and one friend,
who is no longer a friend, telling her, “I give it three months.” The reactions of her
friends and community bring up a theme in this thesis, which is that, when the
nuclear family form is the model that is used as a reference point, people have
trouble envisaging how other types of parenting relationships can proceed. This
trouble might be regarding questions about the permanency of new foster and kin
care relationships and might manifest in doubt that affective connections will
form. The friend who told Ruth that she gave it three months works as a
counsellor in a foster care agency. Ruth said:
I think there’s a very big difference between being a counsellor at [a wellknown agency] to the actual experience, and there’s a lot of projection
about what it should be, and what it will be, and how people are going to
cope.
We were on a topic that partly prompted my investigation — that is, that children
are allocated to “loving homes” as if there is one thing that is that home — so I
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made the comment: “Probably a lot of the time the kids don’t want to be in the
foster placements they’re given, all they want to do is get out of there, whereas in
your case he wanted to make a go of it with you.”
Ruth agreed, and said:
At one point I was thinking that maybe I should do more foster care and
have another kid as Jack gets older and the same woman said, ‘You
wouldn’t get through the process.’ I said, ‘So I’ve been raising this kid on
my own with no financial help, and no support from anybody, and it’s
successful, and he’s really turning into a very beautiful, balanced person,
and you’re telling me I wouldn’t get through the interview process? Fuck
you.’ So, you know why she’s not a friend anymore. Just this huge
judgement.
Ruth wanted to point out that “all these people who make judgements have done
nothing.” She said she and Jack found that when help was needed friends and
professional people told Jack that he needed to build resilience. Ruth said that she
could not believe that Jack had been left to cope on his own when she could see
straight away that he needed help. She said Jack also pointed it out, saying to her,
“You don’t know me and yet you’re the one who steps up to the plate.”
Ruth said that she could tell he needed help because she had been through similar
experiences herself and, “in a way, our stories overlapped and merged.”
We spoke about what it was like for her being a mother for the first time, not of a
baby or a child, but of a high school student. She described the isolation she felt as
she worked through the new role and relationship:
I didn’t know anybody else who had kids and none of the parents of his
friends. I didn’t get to know any of them, but as time went by more and
more kids would come here . . . and now this is the place that all the kids
like to come to. They feel safe and they all talk to me about everything. I’m
like that go to cool person, without trying to be, in a very parental way too,
like, ‘No, that language isn’t okay,’ and, ‘I don’t want you drinking that
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much. It isn’t good for you.’ So, it’s not just like a friend to hang out with,
I’m definitely the slightly cool, eccentric, weird adult.
I said, “Everyone needs one of them,” thinking, this is a real description of a
creative transformation of parenting in the community. Ruth’s slippage from the
more traditional mothering role, to mentor of teenagers, aligned her performance
with the discourse I was seeing emerge in different forms in other interviews,
based on the saying, “It takes a village to raise a child.” She described how they
accept help from the community, when it is there, and she also contributes in her
own way.
We moved onto the next picture, which was of Jack’s first trip away, on a school
excursion to Tasmania in Year Ten. Ruth described how the separation affected
their bonding, as a sort of “distance bonding,” when they realised how much they
missed each other, and how she enjoyed, “having him text me the whole time.”
She said, “You realise how much you miss them when they’re not there.” Ruth also
discussed what it was like to be presented to his teachers and peers in her role as
parent. She said: “He was showcasing me a bit, ‘Here meet so-and-so.’” She said
that Jack’s parents previously had “not been involved in anything in his life or
given him praise.”
I said, “And you are well known for your art.” Ruth said, “Yes, that was a big thing
for him . . . it was a bit embarrassing.”
We moved to the next picture and the final conversation, which was about how
the different cultures in the family have an impact on their relationship. She said:
We joke because he is more related to my adopted mother than I am. So,
it’s kind of weird because there’s been times for me, I’ve always felt like an
outsider in the family, and then with him, they’ve been really happy to get
to know him because he is Jared’s son . . . We both joke about that side of
the family, the white side of the family that we were both brought up in the
similarities in how he was brought up to how I was, in that particular
philosophy of that family: you can't watch commercial television, you
watch the news, and these really weird things that we both have laughs
about.
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But, as far as the differences between the Indonesian and Indigenous cultures,
Ruth said it is interesting because, “Well there is a bit of a gap between us, like
there is a recognition, and I’ve certainly learned more about Indonesian culture.”
She named the Indonesian restaurant that they go to and described her interest in
Indonesian politics. Ruth said it’s a very different experience for Jack because of
the Western media’s bias and he is “very close to and loves the Indonesian side of
himself and his family over there, who he has seen throughout his life.” Ruth said
Jack has been over there many times and he feels at home, and “they love him
over there.” She said that one of his cousins is going to come and stay with the
two of them for the first time this year.
Ruth pointed out that they are connected by racial discrimination and by being
part of the same family, but they both have other identities that are not shared.
Ruth said that Jack has also been exposed to Aboriginal culture and, “he loves
some of our Aboriginal friends that come around.” She went straight on to say
that Jack is “really savvy about racism and the issues about Aboriginal Australia.”
The way racist discourses can have an impact on young lives in Australia is
something they share. She said, “What’s happened in my life is so interesting,
sharing one side and our life that we both have, and then this other identity to
have as well.” She explained that she became estranged from most of her adoptive
white family and always felt like an outsider.
Ruth said that although it is the white side of the family that is the link between
the two of them, they have come to feel more connected with the Indonesian
family overseas because neither of them is white. There is a parallel here with
Dorow and Swiffen’s finding, discussed in Chapter One, whereby the adoptee’s
culture is what gives the family, which is not biologically formed and is crosscultural, its social intelligibility. In Dorow and Swiffen’s example:
Chinese-culture works as a socially intelligible sign that mediates blood
and social family origins [and] leads us to rethink how ideas of blood
origin and social desire operate in the construction of socially intelligible
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kinship in general: Each does not so much collapse into the other as
require the other in particular ways.”176
I asked Ruth if they shared political opinions and she said they do. This also
reminded me of Ingrid’s Rainbow family community uniting against homophobic
discourses, but in a different way because these two also confront prejudice
within the family itself.
When we finished discussing Ruth’s photographs and memories, she spoke about
Jack’s singing and recounted more of the story of her Aunt’s funeral. She said that
while they were with Alice, they realised there was another old lady in the
nursing home that no one visited, and she was an old music teacher. Ruth said
Jack asked her if he should go up and sing to the lady who was close to dying:
I said, ‘Just get really close to her ear and sing something,’ and he did that,
and so then the director of the nursing home asked him to sing at Auntie
Alice’s funeral when she died. . . Jack said, ‘Oh I’m so honoured,’ and he
practised and practised, and I got him some extra singing lessons. The song
was “Time to say goodbye” by Andrea Bocelli, and he did it perfectly, and
it’s not an easy piece.
I said, “I know, and it’s hard to listen to even when you’re not at a funeral.”
Ruth said, “I was glad he was practising, because every time I heard it, I’d sob, so
by the time I got to the funeral I was sort of okay, whereas everybody else was in
tears.”
Ruth explained that since the funeral, Jack hugs her all the time. She said, “We do
really love each other and care about each other enormously.”
I will now discuss how these subjects make their lives intelligible in their specific
discursive situation by looking at the language Ruth used, and the discourses and
practices identified in their story, particularly those that encompass cultural
176 Sara Dorow and Amy Swiffen, “Blood and Desire: The Secret of
Heteronormativity in Adoption Narratives of Culture,” American Ethnologist, 36,
no. 3, (2009), 585.
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difference. Following this, I look for examples of creative transitional spaces of
play where subjects meet, and I examine what was said about love.

4.2.2.1 Analysis
1) Language
Ruth used both literal and figurative language and sometimes described her and
Jack’s experiences in story form. Some of the areas she touched on resonate
throughout this dissertation, such as, ‘empathy’ and ‘responsibility’ in parental
relationships.
Ruth is an artist and writer and she accesses emotional language to relate to Jack
and to describe the complexities in the worlds they share. Her stories created
images of intimacy and tenderness in what she implied can be a lonely world for
those who feel unwanted. For example, she told Jack to “just get really close to her
ear and sing something,” to a dying woman they barely knew. And she described
the way Jack’s mother said, “Yes, go with Ruth. Go with Ruth,” performatively, so
the utterance changes the social reality.
Ruth used the word “both” a lot, creating the sense that they are in it together,
working things out as they go, such as when they play with the language of family.
She said Jack instinctively decides whether to call her “mother,” “cousin,” “second
cousin,” or “friend,” depending on the situation. There is also a sense of mutuality
that she brings alive when describing their shared life, and she did this when
talking about big subjects, like life and death. For example, Ruth said, “Well we
might have both saved each other’s lives, it does sound a bit corny but there is an
aspect of that that’s really true.”
Death and dying is a theme that runs through this interview. Ruth used language
that both addresses the reality and lightens the mood, such as, “a bit corny,” and
“that really sucks.” Ruth linked Jack’s grief at her Aunt’s funeral to his father’s
death, saying:
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I think he’s going through some delayed grief about his Dad, which I think
is good. When he’s crying, he says, ‘I miss my Dad,’ and I say, ‘Yes, that
really sucks doesn’t it? It is sad that he died so young.’
Talking about Aunt Alice’s death and her funeral, Ruth created images of affective
and embodied communication; touching, caressing, faces close together, and
singing. Karen Barad’s questions in “On Touching – The Inhuman That Therefore I
Am,” offer a philosophical parallel to my interpretation of Ruth’s stories:
What if it takes sensing the abyss, the edges of the limits of “inclusion” and
“exclusion” before the binary of inside/outside, inclusion/exclusion,
mattering/not-mattering can be seriously troubled? What if it is only in
facing the inhuman – the indeterminate non/being non/becoming of
mattering and not mattering – that an ethics committed to the rupture of
indifference can arise? What if it is only in the encounter with the inhuman
– the liminality of no/thingness – in all its aliveness/liveliness, its
conditions of im/possibility, that we can truly confront our inhumanity,
that is, our actions lacking compassion? Perhaps it takes facing the
inhuman within us before compassion – suffering together with,
participating with, feeling with, being moved by – can be lived. How would
we feel if it is by way of the inhuman that we come to feel, to care, to
respond?177
Ruth’s story also brings up a theme that came up in Yvonne’s interview (the
mother of the Ethiopian baby who would not sleep for fear they would all
disappear), that children who have lost parents are scared that their new
parenting relationships will disappear. Ruth added another dimension saying she
felt responsible to stay alive for Jack. To give this clarity, Ruth used a mix of
psychological terms and practical language:
We do really love each other and care about each other enormously, yet I
know there is also a bit of a fear that he has about me dying, and his Mum

177 Karen Barad, “On Touching—the Inhuman That Therefore I Am,” differences
3, no. 23 (2012), 206-223.
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dying. He’s afraid of something happening. He’s expressing that a little bit
now and for me there’s a sense of the responsibility, in terms of if he
wasn’t in my life, would I still be here? Would I still be in this house?
Would I still be on the planet? So, there is a mutual, in psychological
language, protective behaviour.
This is the only interview to name and explain mutuality in love and care. Ruth
also used phrases such as, “with us being so connected,” and “both of us,”
frequently. What Ruth describes might be what Marshall Sahlins names, an
experience of feeling what happens to the other. Sahlins, who has analysed the
meaning of kinship at an interpersonal level by examining scholarship and
ethnography on kinship operations worldwide, proposed the notion of “mutuality
of being” such that “kinsmen accordingly know each other’s doings and sufferings
as their own.178 He describes mystical influences reported by researchers in
global contexts, where intersubjective experiences amount to “practices that
indeed defy the western common sense of physical causes and the autonomy of
the individual subject.” 179
Ruth went on to say:
And there’s a real sense for me that I need to get healthy and try to be
around as long as I can, whereas I wouldn’t have had that otherwise. And
we’ll stay in my house longer because he needs this space, and he brings a
lot of friends here. He doesn’t need to be back out on his own . . . and you
know I’m passing on things to someone who wouldn’t have been there
either.
In the story, “Weaving,” I took a different approach to some of the other creative
analyses. Another adult, not the step-parent, played a main part to highlight the
precariousness of developing fragile, new relationships that are interwoven with
life in society and its rules. I removed the story from Ruth’s situation to a fictive
178 Marshall Sahlins, “What Kinship Is,” Journal of the Royal Anthropological
Institute (N.S.). Vol. 17, (2011), 231.
179 Op cit, 233.
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scenario of a single male, Ciaran, and the others in his life, forming a kinship,
quasi-parental relationship with a boy who Ciaran recognises bears similar signs
of trauma. I drew on my work with parents and children in a spectrum of social
and therapeutic situations to add depth to the characters.
2) Discourses
2.1) We share the life, that we both have, and we each have other identities as well
In Chapter One of this thesis on transracial adoption, I explained how the cleanbreak discourse describes the erasure of a child’s past identity by removal from
culture and kin, in transracial adoption. In reality, the past and cultural
belongings are not erased. Judith Butler explains:
Acting does not liberate any of us from our formations, despite the
protestations of gleeful existentialism. Our formation does not suddenly
fall away after certain breaks or ruptures; they become important to the
story we tell about ourselves or to other modes of self-understanding.
There remains that history from which I broke, and that breakage installs
me here and now. And so I am not really thinkable without that formation.
At the same time, nothing determines me in advance.180
In this case, Ruth’s motive is not to erase their past lives but to embrace Jack’s
cultural life. She said that she feels more related to the “Indonesian side of things,”
and that the family there love him. Rather than breaking with the past and other
kin connections, they are merging their two different cultures, with the white
family connection. What unites them is not the white family, but their difference
from the rest of the family, and the effects of feeling excluded. This all leads to a
bigger conception of what kinship is. Ruth described “sharing . . . our life that we
both have, and then this other identity to have as well.”
The way this conceptualisation fits with my thesis, on how affective and loving
relationships can form in transitional spaces, coincides with Homi Bhabha’s

180 Judith Butler, Senses of the Subject, New York, Fordham University Press,
(2015), 6.
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(1994) postcolonial conception of the third space,181 which I wrote about in the
Chapter One. This metaphorical space is conceived where disparate cultural
practices can merge or form hybrid ways of being, so as racial and cultural
difference is articulated the relationship transforms.
To understand the depth of feelings Ruth manages as a result of being removed
from her birth family as one of the Stolen Generation, I refer to local Indigenous
advisor Samia Goudie,182 who said, “A lot of the removals happened without any
kind of warning or consent of any kind, up until 1976, even though Aboriginal
people were citizens and had some rights. . . it was all based on race.”183
Ruth’s removal was a “clean break” from her birth family and not successful.
Consequently, she turned around this discourse when she recognised “how alone
[Jack] was.” In contrast she embraces Jack’s cultural heritage as her own. Ruth
said: “There is a strong empathy we have for each other’s stories, and healing.”
2.2) Outsiders and fellow outsiders
This might not usually be regarded as a discourse, but in Ruth’s case it is helpful
to see how she performs with friendships constantly featuring as both valuable
and disappointing in the stories of their lives. Hearing about the steps Ruth took
to begin the relationship with Jack, sheds light on how two people, who were
previously almost unknown to the other, become friends.
Ruth: I could see how alone he was and so I made a point of going up and
saying you know I knew your Dad when you were little, and I said to him,
‘Can I get your phone number?’ A couple of weeks later I rang him, and I
said ‘I’d love to get to know you a bit more. I was thinking of seeing a
movie. Would you like to come and see a movie and we can have a hot

181 Homi K Bhabha, The Location of Culture, London; New York: Routledge,
(2004).
182 Samia Goudie, advisor to Australian Government Minister, Shane
Rattenbury, 2018.
183 Ibid. Personal communication. September, 2018.
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chocolate’. . . So, we did that [the movie night] and then I had an evening
over here with the fire and some people came over and they played guitar
and he hung out, and he liked it. And then he started coming over more
and more.
The part of the story that intrigued me was that Ruth said she went to the funeral
service just to show support for the family that she was estranged from, but she
left the service having worked out Jack’s situation and already planning and
instigating life changing actions.
Ruth: I started to find out more of the story, and the more I found out the
more horrified I was that no one was doing anything and hadn’t done
before, and the more I realised how at risk he was, you know, mentally and
sort of on the edge of suicide.
In the short story, “Weaving,” I tried to accentuate the contrast between feeling on
the “edge of suicide” to sitting around the fire with friends, symbolically using the
fire as warmth and closeness.
Ruth indicated that she was not afraid to talk through Jack’s psychological issues
with him. She complained that he had not received help from friends or the adults
in his life at school or from the medical professionals he had approached, when he
was “trying to get someone to do something.”
People would tell him that he’s so resilient, and he even got a resilience
award in high school, and we both were like this [Ruth mimed vomiting]
about it. We have these conversations now and I say, ‘Yes because he is so
resilient.’ [sarcastically] He would say, ‘Yes because you’re meant to tell
adults, and I would tell the teacher and I would tell the doctor. I did what
you are meant to do and all they ever do is say, ‘That’s hard isn’t it? But
you are really resilient.’ I said, ‘Yes, what a quality to have resilience, what
a crap word.’ All these adults had done nothing, and he kept trying to get
someone to do something.
Ruth performed this segment of the interview with actions and facial expressions,
taking Jack’s part, emotionally. She said she is physically tired, but she indicated
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that she was able to articulate what Jack could not get through to the
professionals, and to do what no-one was doing for him. In this interview she
expressed that people became scarce when things went wrong, and they needed
help. Ruth said she has called ambulances and the police, and she’s been admitted
to hospital herself and so has Jack, more than once. These services have been
accessible, but her comments made it apparent that there were times she has felt
alone, friendless and judged by society.
Ruth pointed out that after living with her for some time, Jack reached the stage
where he was able to stand up and sing at the funeral, and this in turn led to them
to unite with some of the family again:
I could have just been sitting there on my own, but I was sitting there with
Jack, and then he sang, and then his cousin came and sat next to us, and
then his uncle came and sat next to us, and we became a little family unit,
whereas I always before felt on the outside, and I might not have even
gone because of the sense of being separate and being judged.
2.3) Meritocracy legitimises non-biological parenting
Ruth gave a series of examples to demonstrate her positive influence on Jack’s
wellbeing. With light-hearted comments, she described her pride in their home,
and in the person Jack was becoming. “He’s really turning into a very beautiful
balanced person.”
She laughed about his investment in her social status:
I got offered a job in a different gallery and he was really upset, like why
would I leave my workplace now and go to a lesser one, which was
interesting that the status thing is so important.
She also spoke about how he benefits from the singing lessons. She said that she
was pleased she could recognise his talent, whereas his Mum had wanted him to
be an accountant:
I was supporting him having singing lessons, which he’d never had, and
supporting the idea of him doing performance and theatre, whereas no one
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in the family had seen that as anything . . . And me saying, ‘Well you can do
whatever you want to do, and I’ll support you. You’ve got a great voice,
let’s get you singing lessons.’
This discourse is commonly used by social parents who may feel judged by
others, to demonstrate that their parenting is as good as, or better than that of
biogenetic parents. Ruth also jokes about her efforts, for example saying, “He was
probably having the best school lunches of anybody in the school.”
2.4) “The slightly cool, eccentric, weird adult”
Motherhood might be associated with normative assumptions and qualities, such
as care, responsibility and love, but being a mother is not universally accepted as
the one thing. Ruth looks beneath the surface and is in on the joke about
normative assumptions in society, coming from an artistic perspective. Parenting
might appear to be one thing, but it can encompass multiple relationships.
Ruth described the way Jack chooses what to call her:
We do fluctuate, I think when he was younger it was easier to say to nearly
everyone that I was his mother to avoid both the story and the confusion,
and now at different times, I’m his mother still if we go to hospital and
things like that, and in other situations I’m his cousin, and sometimes his
second cousin, and sometimes I’m his auntie, and sometimes I’m his older
friend. I say to him, ‘your Mum is your Mum, you know, and I’ll never take
that away, and I want you to have a good relationship with your Mum as
much as possible.’
She said it can be confusing for people if she doesn’t call herself his mother, even
though they look different, she being Aboriginal and he of Indonesian descent. She
said even a doctor once said she could see the similarity between them.
Ruth described herself as the adult in the story, a creative story that they write as
they go perhaps. “I was very clear I think not just in understanding him, but
separating my stuff, and being very clear to him that I was the adult in the story.”
Ruth said she is the adult, not the mother, yet she “mothered” Jack and she played
with the assumptions that she was his mother in social life. She recognised that in
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the past Jack had a lot of “caretaking responsibilities” and had to do everything on
his own, with “no one mothering him.” This, she said, was interesting for her,
“because no one had mothered me, so it was sort of like the magical dream you
know.” She describes how this dream manifested:
I thought we both were sort of living out the fantasy of what that would
look like, [being mothered] for a while. It was like, ‘I will make you
breakfast in the morning. I’ll make you lunches. Let’s go to the shop and
you can get whatever you want for school lunch.’ And he was just going
ballistic with it, and he was probably having the best school lunches of
anybody in the school.
Ruth described that period of their lives, both taking on new roles, as quite joyful,
but she said:
I was experimenting, and I was having trouble working out, you know,
what was okay and what wasn’t, and I was pretty isolated. I didn’t know
anybody else who had kids and I didn’t know the parents of his friends.
But Ruth transformed the roles of outsider and mother, to “slightly cool, eccentric,
weird adult,” to make their relationship functional, creative and intelligible to the
two of them and his friends.
Ruth’s parenting is not what it might seem in any sense — playing with the terms,
or in the difficulties they face. Nor is Australian society as democratic as it might
seem considering the Stolen Generation phenomena and its repercussions. But,
just as art might make falsity comprehensible, Ruth tells their story from within
the normative discourse as a foster parent.
3) Transitional spaces
The spaces of relationality that Ruth discussed involved being physically and
emotionally close to people, feeling safe and often they involved singing or
playing music. Ruth described how her home was available to their friends and
they could sit by the fire, protected by her rules. She spoke about sharing
emotional times with Jack at the two funerals and doting over her Aunt in the
nursing home. While these spaces might not be thought of as “play,” what she has
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described aligns with Karen Barad’s suggestion, “Perhaps it takes facing the
inhuman within us before compassion – suffering together with, participating
with, feeling with, being moved by – can be lived.”184 Maybe this can be an
in-between, creative space, “an intermediate area of experiencing, to which inner
reality and external life both contribute.”185 The scenes she described of her Aunt
dying and Jack’s performance of Andrea Bocelli’s “Time to Say Goodbye,” were
both possible to envisage in this way.
Ruth described her relationship with her Aunt as a “soul connection.” She said,
“Because I loved her so much. . . it was obvious that we had a really strong soul
connection, and that’s what Jack picked up.” For people to be moved by the other,
some transference of energy and affect has occurred, with or without spoken
words.
4) Love
Ruth spoke about love and reciprocity. She described the loving relationship with
her Aunt as a “soul connection.” The relationship Ruth described with Jack
involved addressing painful emotional territory for both of them. She said:
Jack’s obviously always going to be in my life and I think we do really love
each other and care about each other enormously, yet there is also a bit of
a fear about me dying and there’s a sense of the responsibility in terms of if
he wasn’t in my life would I still be here, would I still be in this house,
would I still be on the planet?
Without any more information to go on other than what was said, I leave it to the
reader to wonder if Jack’s birth mother’s performative statement, “Yes, go with
Ruth. Go with Ruth,” might be considered a “love act,”186 by which she made life

184 Karen Barad, “On Touching—the Inhuman That Therefore I Am,” differences
3, no. 23 (2012), 206-223.
185 Donald Winnicott, Playing and Reality, London: Tavistock Publications,
(1971), 2.
186 Michael Gratzke, “Love is What People Say It Is: Performativity and
Narrativity in Critical Love Studies,” Journal of Popular Romance Studies, (12 April,
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with another woman in the role of mother possible in that moment. Ruth said, “So
he’s been with me ever since.”
This interview makes unique contributions to this thesis by describing both “soul
connections” and loving actions. There is also emphasis on trust and
responsibility that corresponds with other interviews.

4.2.3 Simone
Simone met me in a café to talk about her experiences as a foster parent, after
double checking that names and personal details would be changed. She said that
she and her husband, Tony, had been looking after children in foster care, to give
parents respite and in crisis situations, since 1994, and they currently have two
brothers, Darcy and Colby, in long-term care, which means Darcy and Colby will
stay with Simone and Tony until they are legally adults. Simone said the boys are
Indigenous and came to them in crisis care fourteen years ago.
Simone came prepared with some old and some more current pictures of the boys
that she thought would depict different aspects of their journey. First, I will
describe the story Simone told and then I will take a closer look at the language
and discourses I identified in her story as well as considering the transitional
spaces of relationality and what was said about love.
The first photo that Simone chose to talk about was of a dry, country landscape
where two little boys sat sideways to the camera, and two dogs (Dobermans) sat
opposite them, also side on to the camera. The dogs were the same size as the
boys. The boys sat in the same pose and the dogs sat in the same pose as each
other. It was hard to take my eyes off the picture as we were talking. The
background to the four figures was an immense space of dry land, with sparse
trees on the horizon. Simone said:

2017), 8. Michael Gratzke’s concept of the “love act” is one likened to
performative speech acts that create social reality (1).
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I just was going through the photos and this speaks a lot to me about a
place in the country we often go to. We go all through that country, which
is their Grandma’s country, their birth Grandma’s.
When we began talking about the unusual photograph, with their Indigenous
Grandmother as the as starting point, I got the impression there was a complex
mix of material, symbolic and practical understandings involved in Simone’s
relationships with the boys. She began by telling me that the boys’ mother is an
Indigenous woman. Simone herself was thin, with red hair and spoke quietly, but
she made herself heard over the noise around us in the café.
“This is on my sister’s land,” she said. “She used to live on a property, and we used
to visit there a lot, and these are her dogs, which the boys just adore.” I wondered
if it was a coincidence that Simone’s sister lived just near the boy’s Grandmother’s
country. The land became significant in Simone’s story and I explore this in the
fiction. She said, the boys “have a real connection to the land.”
It became clear that Simone was purposefully making connections with
Indigenous people, because she moved straight on to discuss the dilemma of their
situation. She said she was worried when Indigenous children were allocated to
“white parents.”
Simone: We had them in crisis care and then when it came to the long-term
care, we sort of said, we had to initiate this because with Care and
Protection, it’s not on their radar; so, we said, ‘What does their birth family
think of this?’
We stopped looking at the photos and contemplated how a white couple go about
asking permission from an Indigenous family to parent their relatives. Simone
said:
We went and met with their Grandma, and their extended family, and we
said, ‘This is who we are.’ And we said to Care and Protection, ‘It’s really up
to the family to determine if they’re happy for the boys to be with us.’
I asked Simone if they had biological children as well as the foster children. She
said:
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No, we don’t. We’d been doing respite and crisis care and we got to the
point where we sort of put up our hands and said, ‘We’re looking for a
more long-term placement.’ And at that point the boys came to us, because
they’re turning sixteen now. That was a crisis placement and it just got
extended to a two-year placement, then a five-year placement, then orders
were given until they are eighteen. So, it’s been quite disruptive in a way,
in terms of there hasn’t been permanence.
Uncertainty is a theme that is often brought up in the research on foster care.187
Simone went on to link this disruptive history to some of the boys’ challenging
behaviours.
Simone also attributed the boys’ behaviours to a range of issues, including neglect
before placement. Even though she was covering big topics Simone remained
calm and matter of fact as she spoke. She said, “We’ve really struggled with
aggressive and difficult behaviour as they got older.”
Before discussing the next photo, which was of a big family group, arranged in
two lines, everyone smiling for the camera, Simone reinforced that the boys are
considered to be part of her and her husband’s biological families, and her and
her husband are also accepted as part of the boys’ Indigenous family. She
explained that Grandma said: “You’re part of our family. We don’t see you as
foster parents.”
I think this photo was used to demonstrate the size and cohesion of the foster
family. She said, “And our family has been the same. My sister is very close to

187 Timothy R. Broady, Gerard J. Stoyles, Kim McMullan, Peter Caputi, Nadia
Crittenden, “The Experiment of Foster Care” Journal of Child and Family Studies
19, (2010), 559–571 DOI 10.1007/s10826-009-9330-6.
These authors explain that the tension between accepting the “organizational and
even non-emotive expectations of the foster care role” while bonding with the
child can become a painful ‘‘struggle of the heart’’ (567). With the understanding
that they do not become “mother” and the bond may be broken with
arrangements that are temporary, the authors identified an attachment dilemma.
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them, she’s a couple of years younger than me and she doesn’t have her own
children, and the boys just adore her.”
Simone soon moved back to talk about her main point, which I think was to relate
what they have had to contend with, and what they have managed by making kin
connections for the boys:
My husband and I aren’t Indigenous, and we’ve tried to learn from
Grandma . . . and Grandma talks to the boys about where she grew up and
those sorts of things, because they were on a mission and her Dad was one
of the first Indigenous miners there. He had a mining license and they lived
in this little humpy and it’s actually still there, it’s broken down but the
kitchen’s still there, and you can see the remains of it. We’ve been there
and taken photos of it and the boys have been there and taken that back to
Grandma, and the boys have photos and can talk about that part of their
family as well.
Simone then commented on how beautiful the country was up there and
wondered if the boys’ behaviour would have been different if they had lived in the
bush. I take “the bush” to mean a community of people who live in a rural town
rather than in the city. I understood that she also described two realities that the
boys inhabited: the white suburban family life and their Aboriginal community
life.
We went back to the photo of the big family group at some sort of celebration, and
I said, “It looks like the boys are part of a big family.” Simone said:
Yes, it looks like that’s a big family and there are grandparents and
grandchildren, which is what it is, and certainly it’s the same with my
family. I should have brought you this other photo which is a similar photo
actually of my Mum and Dad with all of their grandchildren, and the boys
are just part of that as well, so they’ve been very much incorporated as
part of the family.
It is what it looks like, a big, happy family, she told me.
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I interrupted the flow then, because we had discussed some issues that might be
influenced by the Stolen Generation phenomena, such as white families parenting
Indigenous children, but we had not named it. I said, “I think the other thing you
might have working against you, discursively, is the Stolen Generation.” Simone
said:
Absolutely. One of things that would happen along the way was there’d be
a new Care and Protection worker, every other day, and some of them
would go, ‘Oh, these are Aboriginal children with a white family, we need
to move them to an Aboriginal family.’ So, then we’d get that anxiety from
this worker, who [would speak] without looking at the situation; and
luckily Grandma has been a really strong advocate. Grandma said, ‘Excuse
me, this is where their Aboriginal family want them to be.’ And she actually
said that to us, and she went and saw [a well-known elder].
Simone was not critical of the Care and Protection workers wanting to place all
Indigenous children in kinship care with Indigenous families, but critical of them
not for recognising the permission granted to them to parent from the boys’
Grandma.
Simone then told me that the boys were lucky to have met an older Aboriginal
man, Peter, introduced to them by Grandma, who became their mentor. She said:
In fact, Peter has been a real mentor. He comes in and out of our lives, but
he’s been really significant, and Darcy, actually both of them, assisted him
with a smoking ceremony at the University. And a few weeks ago, he
invited Darcy to help him with a smoking ceremony at the Department of
the Environment for the Murray Darling Basin, and Darcy went and helped
him with that. They have lovely conversations, I mean I’m in the periphery,
because there’s men’s business going on. I’d love to have Peter more
involved in Darcy’s life because Darcy is always quite different and
reflective after those conversations.
We spoke about how Peter can impart cultural knowledge that Simone and her
husband have no access to.
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Simone then showed me a photo of the boys with their cousins at a family
wedding. This was in keeping with the photographs that other participants chose
to show me of family rituals: wedding, parties and celebrations. She pointed out
that the boys in the photograph were the same boys that we saw as children in
the previous picture.
One of their cousins got married so this is the foster family, and they just
adore them and Max has become a real mentor for them, and he’s now a
young adult, so he’s nineteen and he’s finished school and he’s working in
Sydney, and the boys just adore him and he’s been really good to them. So,
when we’re at family events he takes the lead with them, so he’s being a bit
of a mentor, someone they look up to.
I understood that Simone was wanting me to see that while they do have an
Indigenous mentor, they also have biological family members who take on similar
roles with the boys. Thus, using the term “integrating,” Simone explained that the
boys could live between the two social worlds.
I will now look at the language and the discourses and transitional spaces I
identified in this interview, followed by what was said about love.

4.2.3.1 Analysis
1) Language
There were times in the interview where Simone struggled to express the
complexities of parenting the two boys. The problem was not in understanding
what was going on, or coming to terms with it, but rather in expressing what was
happening. This aligns with Judith Butler’s question as to whether the current
kinship crisis in the West might not signify a situation in which the “primary loss
is not to have a language in which to articulate its terms,”188 more than a
188 Judith Butler, Antigone’s Claim: Kinship Between Life and Death, New York:
Columbia University Press, (2000), 69.
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departure from supposedly natural parenting bonds. When talking about family,
Simone separated the Indigenous family from the “foster family, for want of a
better word.”
Simone relayed Grandma’s specific words and she repeated the words she used
herself at the time, adding a performative role to the language. For example, she
said, “Grandma said, “This is where their Aboriginal family want them to be.” Such
performative statements are designed to “[accomplish] the act that it
designates.”189 Simone she said they told the boys’ Aboriginal family, “This is who
we are.”
Simone also used a mix of Indigenous idioms, such as referring to her and her
husband as “white fellas,” and terms of negotiation, such as, “We put it on the
table…”
Words were also sometimes hard to find when she was discussing how they
bridge the gap between cultures. She said:
What I was trying to say is, as we travel up there, we go through Grandma’s
country, we always stop and go to where Grandma grew up and talk about
that and then go to the foster care family for want of a better word.
“That” covers what they know and can imagine about Grandma’s life. Simone
often told their stories in the actual words of the people she was discussing,
rather than paraphrasing. She also used descriptions, such as, “lovely” and
“adore,” to describe the affective communication in this new territory. For
example, she said, “We have a really lovely relationship with their Grandma.” But
“not [with] their birth mum, she’s not involved, and she’s very unwell.” She chose
those words carefully so as not to disclose the boys’ birth mother’s problems.
Simone underplayed the complexity of their situation, repeating, “it’s been very
tricky,” but she also revealed that there had been work and uncertainty. She said
they had to initiate the process of getting the birth family’s approval by

189 Jonathan Culler, “Philosophy and Literature: the Fortunes of the
Performative,” Poetics Today, 21 (2000), 506.
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questioning Care and Protection, “What does their birth family think of this?” She
said she told them, “It’s really up to the family to determine if they’re happy for
the boys to be with us.” My understanding is that, if the family said they were not
happy, then Simone and her husband would withdraw. Simone’s situation
exemplifies how people might work out solutions to socio-historical discursive
problems on their own.
Simone used some terms and descriptions that might be found in a social
worker’s case notes, to describe “a very difficult journey with them in terms of
their behaviours.” Simone spoke of the “severe neglect that they were subject to.”
She said that due to some of Colby’s behavioural issues, “he isn’t living with us
and Darcy is quite angry about that, because he misses his brother, terribly.”
Simone said when it became quite “dangerous in the house,” Colby had to leave,
but the current residential care intervention “isn’t positive.” This part of the story
was distressing for her because the boys had to be separated and she preferred
not to talk about those feelings. Colby’s detachment from the family may have also
affected the family’s intelligibility as a conventional type of family, but Simone
leaves room for variation by describing their parenting as a “journey.”
Simone said, talking about the boy’s behaviours, “You know, I’m not telling you
anything you don’t know.” I found this interesting because there would be a lot of
people who don’t know that children in foster care have often been removed
because they have been abused or neglected and so have psychological problems.
Simone may have assumed I would know this from my research on kinship. On
the other hand, Simone may have been alluding to controversial discourses
circulating in the media about Aboriginal children being removed to live with
white families, which I discussed in Chapter One. In this case, she may have meant
that the complex social issues regarding which children need care and who
should be providing it, go back to settlement issues,190 and are not uniformly able

190 “We took the traditional lands and smashed the traditional way of life. We
brought the diseases. The alcohol. We committed the murders. We took the
children from their mothers.” Redfern Speech (Year for the World's Indigenous
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to be addressed. I think Simone assumed I would know how “tricky” it can be to
parent children with psychological problems, which she did not want to describe.
She was careful to respect the boys’ rights to privacy.
Legitimising the family in both cultural worlds, appeared to be important to
Simone and she spoke about the efforts they made with the boys’ identity
formation, in Indigenous and white social worlds. Simone’s descriptions of
Darcy’s relationship with the Aboriginal mentor, Peter, countered the more
negative impression of Colby’s departure, but again the language was not really
available to flesh out this relationship. She said Darcy and Peter have “lovely
conversations” and she was “in the periphery because there’s a bit of men’s
business going on as well.” I understood Simone’s desire to avoid trespassing. In
Jack’s interview, in Chapter Two, he asked, “How hard do you push before you
push someone away rather than draw them towards you?” and, a similar dilemma
might be, “How far do you get involved with someone else’s cultural life before
you intrude?” This is something I have explored in the creative analysis, “Certain
Colours,” because it affects the intelligibility of the lives and relationships of white
adults parenting Aboriginal children.
All parents negotiate privacy boundaries, but Simone’s story adds another layer
of complication when she understands that some cultural language that excludes
her (“men’s business”),191 does so in a way she indicates is positive for her foster
sons. She indicated that they do “reach out to those (Indigenous community)

People) – Delivered in Redfern Park by Prime Minister Paul Keating, 10 December
1992.
191 “Mythosociology is derived from a tradition of secret and non-secret
women’s and men’s business in which women exclude men from some
ceremonies as do the men with women. Secrecy preserves the integrity of law and
mixed ceremony maintains harmony.”
In Mythosociology. Last modified, 28 March, 2011,
http://2mf.net/women's_business_and_men's_business.htm.
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connections,” the ones that are available to them, and these interactions are
different to the boys’ experiences.
My creative process for the story, “Certain colours,” was informed by my own
experiences, friendships and visual art trips in far west NSW on Wiimpatja land.
When Simone applied as a participant, I was uneasy about the controversial
issues of white people parenting Aboriginal children, but then I was blessed with
her story of challenges and new understandings. I chose to focus on how the
mother changed her perspective as the child’s world was slowly revealed,
drawing on my own shifts in understandings that occurred in multisensorial
ways.
2) Discourse analysis
2.1) Part of the family
Simone spoke about integrating both biological and foster family realities in the
boys’ lives, which means including a spectrum of adult relationships, biological
and social. This is the principle that Simone has worked to achieve. She said,
“From my perspective, and the boys might have a different perspective if you talk
to them, it’s really quite integrated.”
Yet, from what was said in the interview, it is hard to describe how their lives are
integrated between the two social worlds, other than by describing the physical
travel and visits to country. I heard that the boys were with the different family
groups for weddings and smoking ceremonies and other gatherings. It can be a
hard task for anyone to conceptualise integrated groups of people when nuclear
family terms linger in the background. By including references to real life
experiences between families (foster family and birth family/Indigenous
community) Simone set out to explain that they did traverse the boundaries of
these three locales.
Although Simone describes their actions in welcoming the mentor, Peter into
their lives, and their challenge to the Department of Care and Protection, as
effective, Simone said some community interactions have been unsettling:
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So, the Aboriginal people in the community just seem to know them [the
two boys] here and go up to talk to them, but I was at a bus stop when they
were quite young and this woman came up to me and said, ‘They’re not
your kids.’ How did she phrase it? It was something like, ‘So where are
your boys from?’ Because we don’t actually look alike, they’re dark
skinned, but not terribly dark skinned, but they do look Aboriginal to me,
but it was quite insulting, and I felt like I had to try and explain it, and I
thought, ‘Well no, I shouldn’t have to explain it because these are my
children.’ So, there’s really just a sensitivity about it.
Simone had photos to show that both sets of families claim the boys as part of
(belonging to) their kin. However, the fact that she feels that she needs to justify
the integration is in itself disempowering. Simone reinforced:
Their maternal grandmother actually said to Tony and me, and to Care and
Protection, “You’re part of our family. We don’t see you as foster parents.
And our family has been the same.”
And:
My sister is very close to them . . . she doesn’t have her own children and
the boys just adore her. . . she’s never liked being called Auntie and the
boys were calling her Auntie and then I explained to her that from an
Indigenous point of view it’s a really respected term, and now she just
loves it.
I did ask if the boys had contact with their birth mother, but Simone preferred
that I not record the whole answer. She said,
Initially when they came to live with us there was contact, but it became
very stressful for them . . . and it was very unpredictable, so Care and
Protection, with the Psychologist, made a decision to cease contact. But
they’ve never tried to re-facilitate any contact. So that’s been really tricky.
2.2 Aboriginal children should only be put with Aboriginal families
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Discourses pertaining to the Stolen Generation phenomena can unsettle present
day life. Again, I refer to Samia Goudie, to give an Indigenous perspective on this
situation:
We have the highest number of Aboriginal kids in care of any time, per
head of population. One of the big issues being knocked around a lot
recently is: should Aboriginal children in care only be put with Aboriginal
families? Should they be kept with their families or their kinship groups?
The other side says it doesn’t matter, white or not, all children should just
have a good home to live in, and then there’s the sort of racist rhetoric that
blames parents as being neglectful. . .
Actually, what’s happening is a lot of kids are just being put with
whoever will take them without the effort being put into it. By
which I mean, they can only go to people who are approved, so
rather than letting someone go and live with Auntie so-and-so who
wants them, because Auntie so-and-so hasn’t got all the documents,
they [DoCS] don’t recognise family and won’t wait or assist these
people to get their paperwork. So, we end up with kids being put in
families and not accepted, respected or having their own culture
included in their life, which I see is very much being the carry on
from the policies of trying to breed out Aboriginality. That frame is
still there. 192
Of course, Aboriginal people are very suspicious of white families
taking the kids, even if it’s done for good reasons. The system is so
messed up that the parents and extended families, like the
grandmother, might say, “I will look after this kid now,” but they’re

192 Benjamin Madley, “From Terror to Genocide: Britain’s Tasmanian Penal
Colony and Australia’s History Wars,” Journal of British Studies, 47, no. 1 (Jan.,
2008), 77-106. Benjamin Madley tells a dark story, where in 1997 a government
enquiry found that Australia’s forcible removals of Aboriginal children in
previous decades may be labelled genocidal.
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in a foster care family and they can’t get them because they’re not
able to go through all the processes. They might live in a remote
community. The support isn’t there. There should be support
beforehand. We’re talking about a huge population of young single
mothers with kids, or people who have low employment options,
and they’re being judged for that. And they might have a period of
time where they can’t care for the kids because they have four kids
and no money and have to go to hospital, and before you know it
one of the kids is in care and they can’t get them back.
Simone is well aware of how narratives connected to the Stolen Generation
phenomenon have an impact on contemporary socio-political relations. She
described how she sought connections to the Indigenous community and, she is
also aware of her limitations. She said the boys have complex stories, which are
compounded by being placed with a white family:
They’re in foster care with a white family, with some connection to their
Indigenous families, and both Tony and I try to reach out to those
connections. And, even before they came to us Tony and I always went to
community events. So we try to get the boys to go along to those events
and that’s really interesting, because I can remember when they were
quite young going to a NAIDOC193 week and a couple of people we didn’t
know just came up and said, “Hi Bro, Hi Bro,” and squatted down and
started talking to them, and completely disregarded Tony and I, and
obviously either knew them, or knew that they were Aboriginal boys and
made those connections.
Stolen Generation discourses have an impact on the intelligibility of this foster
family. Simone’s parenting has been marked by other uncertainties, such as how
they would be received by the Indigenous community and how long the boys’

193 According to the naidoc.org website, “NAIDOC originally stood for ‘National
Aborigines and Islanders Day Observance Committee’. This committee was once
responsible for organising national activities during NAIDOC Week and its
acronym has since become the name of the week itself.
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placements with them would be. She said they originally came in “a crisis
placement and it just got extended to a two-year placement, then a five-year
placement, then orders were given until they are eighteen.”
2.3) Just being there for them
Caring might be described as an intervention (work), when children have suffered
psychological trauma and require therapy, or as feeling,194 when you care about
someone. Simone described caring as both work and feeling. She said she and
Tony are always there for the boys so they feel secure, and they listen to them.
The security for foster children that she talks about has been researched by Judy
Cashmore and Marina Paxman, who find “felt security,” is most likely to be
achieved through “the continuity of relationships.”195 This might seem obvious,
however foster care can involve short-term placements.
Simone described relationships that exceed what might be considered “normal,”
in the nuclear family sense. She said the boys tested them and tried to push them
away at times, but that was so they could see that she will still be there
regardless.
Simone: All you can do is be there, you know just be that constant person
there beside them, and help them through stuff, listening to them. They
have very complex lives in terms of relationships and working out where
they fit in the world.
Simone did not describe foster care as work, but she did say that Colby was
removed from their house because his behaviour made it “dangerous in the
house.” I did not enquire about his problems because I could see that Simone did
not want to disclose his personal information. There is research that explains the
stresses aggressive behaviours can put on relationships between foster carers
and the children. Johan Vanderfaeillie et al.’s research, for example, describes
194 Clare Ungerson, “Care, Work and Feeling,” Sociological Review 53, no. 2
(2006), 189.
195 Judy Cashmore and Marina Paxman, “Predicting After-care Outcomes: The
Importance of ‘Felt’ Security,” Child and Family Social Work 11, (2006) 239.
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foster care as a “complex and challenging intervention,”196 while Freda Briggs,
and Donna Broadhurst argue that “for foster carers to be effective in changing the
lives of severely damaged children, they need either semi-professional or
professional status with relevant training and payment for skill development.”197
These often unspoken discourses of care as work or intervention and/or feeling,
possibly contribute to the way Simone makes their relationships intelligible,
differently for each child. Carly also reworked discourses differently according to
the different needs of the two children she had in foster care.
3) Transitional spaces of relationality
In this interview I identified some possible spaces where subjects might be
together in play-like scenarios, such as: sitting side by side in the car as they
drove together through the different landscapes, and performance spaces which
the boys shared with Peter in smoking ceremonies and in “men’s business.”
Simone also described more commonplace spaces of family ritual, such as a family
wedding. However, what did take place in these spaces was not divulged in the
interview. I have extrapolated how the mother/son relationship might transpire
in the fictional analysis, “Certain Colours,” concentrating on transitional spaces on
car trips through different landscapes.
Simone talked about being together on “Grandma’s country,” and in my short
story I have used metaphors of shared experiences of landscape and music to
express what I have referred to from Donna Haraway’s work as a “search for
knowledge of the intimate other, and the inevitable comic and tragic mistakes in

196 Johan Vanderfaeillie, Frank Holen, Skrallan Maeyer, Laura Gypen, Laurence
Belenger, “Support Needs and Satisfaction in Foster Care: Differences Between
Foster Mothers and Foster Fathers,” Journal of Child and Family Studies 25, no. 5,
(2016), 1515.
197 Freda Briggs and Donna Broadhurst, “The abuse of foster carers in
Australia,” Journal of the Home Economics Institute of Australia, 12, no.1, (2005),
26.
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that quest.”198 This story was written from my own non-Indigenous perspective
in an attempt to engage in ways that are permissible to Indigenous people. I
showed the story to two Indigenous friends during the writing process to double
check I was not misrepresenting culture, and I did not tie the totems (possums in
this case) to any specific geographical location in keeping with it being fiction. My
aim was to build up the work by interpreting the experiences of life across two
cultures so that I, as the researcher, “collaged” what I heard with what I knew
personally. I had Lucy Lippard’s (1983), idea of collage in mind. Lippard talks
about her work on prehistoric art and contemporary art, as an internal method of
collage. This is useful to my endeavour of describing how subjective differences
might merge in transitional spaces. Lippard writes:
The juxtaposition of two unlike realities combined to form an unexpected
new reality. I have tried to weave together the ideas and images of very
different cultures by making one a metaphor for the other and vice
versa.199
Other possible transitional spaces are cultural. Simone commented at one stage
that she wondered if the boys’ behaviour would have been different if they had
lived in the bush, which I suggest might be spaces where they are more attuned to
knowledges that come from natural worlds, and their history, culture and stories.
Simone also said, “I’d love to have Peter more involved in Darcy’s life because
Darcy is always quite different and reflective after those conversations.”
“Different and reflective” are qualities that signify that the knowledge that Peter
shares might affect Darcy at a personal, imaginative level, so may comprise
transitional spaces where subjects meet. How this works is something Simone
does not know, and nor do I.

198 Donna J. Haraway, The Companion Species Manifesto: Dogs, People, and
Significant Otherness, Chicago: Prickly Paradigm Press (2003), 35.
199 Lucy Lippard, Overlay: Contemporary Art and the Art of Prehistory, New
York: Pantheon Books, (1983), 2.
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4) Love
Simone spoke clearly about love, saying:
I actually don’t doubt their [the boys] attachment or their love for me at all.
I think they’re able to say things to me because they feel secure in the
relationship, you know, that I’m not going to disappear. There can be that
level of hurting, but it’s a bit contradictory, there’s a level of pushing, “Are
you still going to be there Mum? Do you still love me?” which is part of that
trauma. It’s been huge.
Simone said that with the recent separation of the boys Darcy has been upset and
said things like, “Well you’re not a very good mother, are you?”
She followed this by saying, “They all say you’re not good and roll their eyes, it’s
sort of being accepted as mother.”
She meant all kids, not just hers, are ambivalent and criticise their parents. This
position makes her parental love intelligible.
She also spoke about sibling love, saying:
I think that’s where Darcy’s finding a lot of grief at the moment, being
separated from his sibling. Their early life was very enmeshed, so they had
all their experiences together and they basically had to fight for their
survival, and now to be separated, and his brother isn’t doing well.
Simone is aware of the power of the sibling relationship and its impacts on the
family’s relationships and on the boys’ identities, but at the time of the interview
she said the separation was not avoidable, “that’s all we can do for him at the
moment,” indicating that she may be looking ahead for more options.
In this interview Simone pointed to understandings that love is not one thing but
involves multiple senses and actors and is both performative and affective.
Simone explained that loving parental relationships require a constant person to
always be there. The inclusion of the boys’ biological grandmother in their lives
contributes to understandings that social parental love can involve multiple
actors, and homes and belongings can be multiple.
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4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter I interpreted three interviews with adults who parent children in
different foster and kinship care arrangements. A pertinent question regarding
the intelligibility of familial love that shaped these interpretations was Timothy
Broady and his colleagues’ question: what happens if the foster care experience
does not meet the carer’s expectations,
Does the spirit of adventure fail the person, and if so, does the person
therefore cling to what is ‘‘tried and true’’ rather than what is now
uncertain, and so step aside from that which unsettles the heart and
mind?200
Extending this question further, I asked what happens if adults who are
negotiating normative family discourses, and discourses coming from “the
system,” find things are not going to plan? Do they persevere, or do they
transform discourses and negotiate new ways of performing as kin to make their
lives and loves intelligible? I suggested that the three participants that I
interviewed did the latter. I attempted to illuminate through both the academic
analysis and the accompanying short stories the personal strength and creativity
that they each described transforming discourses, with norms acting on them
“from all sides, [. . .] in multiple and sometimes contradictory ways.”201
Carly, Ruth and Simone described different ways of approaching the inherent
ambiguities between work and care, difference across cultures, and expectations
to perform as family in public. They all extended conceptualisations of
“traditional” or nuclear family roles to include broader definitions of kin. There
were instances where the family/community interface facilitated relationality so

200 Timothy R. Broady, Gerard J. Stoyles, Kim McMullan, Peter Caputi, Nadia
Crittenden, “The Experiment of Foster Care” Journal of Child and Family Studies
19, (2010), 559–571 DOI 10.1007/s10826-009-9330-6
201 Judith Butler, Senses of the Subject, New York, Fordham University Press,
(2015), 5.
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that the things that mattered to them “in terms of intimacy and care increasingly
[took] place beyond the ‘family.’”202 Here I think of Carly’s farm and the animals,
Ruth’s nights around the fire and at the nursing home, and the boys in their
Grandma’s country.
It became apparent from their interviews that the nuclear family form is not
sufficient for this type of parenting. For instance, Ruth made a point that they play
with the terms of kinship to suit the occasion. And Carly, although she argues with
“the system,” is able to use its capacity to change parenting arrangements when
they do not work. In Simone’s interview it was apparent that the nuclear family
form was not sufficient to hold the collective loss of Aboriginal people whereby
individuals have been severed from kinship groups. However, it was also clear
that new kinship arrangements, which involved uniting Indigenous people in
groups that they previously may have not had personal associations with, were
emerging. This was suggested in her story wherein Indigenous men approached
Simone’s two foster children at NAIDOC and said, “Hi bro,” exemplifying the
processes by which repair might begin to occur at community level. In Simone’s
words, “It’s not one size fits all.”
Although discursive problems may have contributed to the lack of spoken
language available to articulate the new terms of kinship and to express emotion
and love in “tricky” relationships, these interviews were laden with examples of
material, haptic and affective languages that were successful in promoting
connections that both Ruth and Simone described as love. These interviews
indicate that there are possibilities of transforming the insufficient nuclear family
model to something that is more culturally, historically, and personally
appropriate.

202 Sasha Roseneil and Shelley Budgeon, “Cultures of Intimacy and Care Beyond
‘the Family’: Personal Life and Social Change in the Early 21st Century,” Current
Sociology 52 (2004), 135.
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Chapter Five: Research in Ethiopia
Introduction
“The world is like a mask dancing. If you want to see it well you do not stand in
one place”203
This chapter comprises my research in Bahir Dar, Ethiopia. I chose to research in
Bahir Dar for three reasons: 1) kinship meanings and practices vary between my
two cohorts, (ACT/ NSW, Australia and Bahir Dar, Ethiopia), particularly
regarding the perceived divide between biological and social parenting; 2) my
daughter was born in Bahir Dar, and she spent some years in an orphanage there;
3) Bahir Dar, on Lake Tana, the source of the Blue Nile, is an inspirational place
for writing and research with its abundance of artistic, historic, religious
symbolism, including seven ancient Monasteries, built during the 14th to 17th
centuries, on the islands of Lake Tana. Visiting the monasteries, some of which are
still functioning, and hearing the Ge‘ez language used in liturgies, also brings to
life the experience of difference. Walking around inside the circular monasteries,
where the walls and ceilings are covered with murals of biblical stories, made it
easy to be transported to somewhere unknown but inspirational.
With Mr Temesgen Beyene, my co-researcher, who was at the time working at
Bahir Dar University, and is currently completing doctoral studies in Addis Ababa,
I interviewed four adults who had adopted children. Together we visited each of
the participants, three in their homes and one in a café, to discuss the
photographs they chose to show us of their adopted children. We co-published a
paper on designing our research methodology.204 There were challenges and
limitations in undertaking this fieldwork because I am not able to speak Amharic.
I am grateful to Temesgen for sharing so much of his time to translate and discuss

203 Chinua Achebe, Arrow of God, 1964; London: Heinemann, (1986), 45.
204 Michelle Elmitt and Temesgen Beyene, “What connects social worlds across
spaces? A reflexive look at an international research collaboration,” December,
2014: ACSPRI.
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the interviews and stories with me, and for carefully explaining my project to the
participants.
There were also limitations in gathering local knowledge on kinship because
there has been little scholarship, or fiction, that has been translated from Amharic
to English in this area. There is, however, a growing body of research on the
impact of HIV-AIDS on extended families and social life, and this has allowed me
to obtain a sense of kinship configurations in Ethiopia which I will now explain
before I turn to the fiction based on the four interviews.
Kinship
Kinship is understood and practised differently across Ethiopia, but generally it is
accepted that kinship bonds can be biological or social. The differences in how
kinship systems function can be due to religious beliefs, the two main religions
being Islam and Christianity, and according to the traditions of different tribal
clans. A difference at the structural level of family is described in Tatek Abebe’s
account of the contrast between kinship in Addis Ababa, where “nuclear family
units tend to be a central feature of family life,”205 with the Gedeo region in the
south, where it “still ‘takes a whole village’”206 to raise children. Whether families
are arranged in nuclear form, extended family form, or by clan, the principle of
child care appears to be uniformly accepted as “a joint responsibility and
collective venture by the members of the extended family and the wider clan
system.”207

205 Tatek Abebe, Ethiopian Childhoods: A Case Study of the Lives of Orphans and
Working Children, (PhD diss., Norwegian University of Science and Technology,
2008) ISBN 978-82-471-6745-8, 211.
206 Ibid, 211.
207 Ibid, 211.
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The practice of social parenting, “a deeply embedded form of shaping children’s
bodies and minds,”208 has evolved over centuries. Amy Gilbert explains why care
of other people’s children is entrenched in social practices in general, saying:
Throughout its history, Ethiopia’s diverse geo-climate and socio-economic
disasters have caused devastating floods, droughts, landslides, and
widespread human and animal disease epidemics. Thus, tribal
communities play a vital role in Ethiopia, where extended family networks
developed as instrumental and functional mechanisms to help relatives
and friends during times of illness, famine, and war. For this reason, the
care of orphaned, and other vulnerable children is innately seen as the
duty of the extended family system and ethnic groups of the country.209
(Emphasis added)
Gilbert explains that extended family systems can exist as tribal communities in
parts of Ethiopia, and there the provision of care to orphaned, abandoned, and
vulnerable children has long been seen as a duty.
There are various types of extended family networks across the country, “based
on class, gender, title, ethnicity, and geographical proximity.”210 Tatek Abebe and
Asbjorn Aase, identify two patterns of extended family structure: one is “based on
blood relationships and includes ‘front-line’ family members and relatives such as
uncles, aunts, grandparents, cousins, etc.” 211 The second consists of “fictive
kinships” where family ties are “deliberately created” and contain “religious-

208 Op cit, 211.
209 Amy Gilbert, “Community-Based Child Care in Ethiopia vs. the Individual
Centered Model in the United States: A Closer Examination of Family Group
Decision Making in Child Placement,” Children’s Legal Rights Journal, 33, (2013),
349.
210 Tatek Abebe and Asbjorn Aase, “Children, AIDS and the Politics of Orphan
Care in Ethiopia: The Extended Family Revisited,” Social Science and Medicine 64,
(2007), 2059.
211 Ibid, 2059.
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based fatherhood, motherhood, brotherhood and sisterhood.”212 Abebe and Aase
point out that children have been sent to live with relatives “in normal times for
reasons that are different from resolving problems of orphanhood and child
destitution.”213
Community based kinship practices.
Parenting other people’s children is an accepted practice in the community.
Researchers have identified “neighborliness”214 and “deliberately created social
ties”215 between friends and family that support socially constructed families.
Temesgen and two of the participants described strong “social bonds” in
Ethiopian culture that function so the work of providing for people’s families and
children is shared among members of the community. Bonds between people
might be envisaged as pledges of trust, and affection, which can arise from shared
experiences.
A simple definition of community as: “people who live in a particular area, or a
group of people who are considered as a unit because of their shared interests, or
background,”216 allows for different interpretations of what a community consists
of in different societies. The term “community” when used in Australia can refer
to groups of people with similar politics, social habits, gender, religion or even
people with similar addresses. Thus, keeping in mind Michèle Barrett and Mary
McIntosh’s (1982) view that before the family can transform to a more sociable
institution in the West, there must be social and political changes that allow the

212 Op cit, 2060-61.
213 Op cit, 2060.
214 Herbert S. Lewis, “Neighbors, Friends, and Kinsmen: Principles of Social
Organization among the Cushitic-Speaking Peoples of Ethiopia,” Ethnology 13, no.
2, (Apr., 1974), 146.
215 Tatek Abebe and Asbjorn Aase, “Children, AIDS and the Politics of Orphan
Care in Ethiopia: The Extended Family Revisited,” Social Science and Medicine 64,
(2007), 2059.
216 Cambridge English Dictionary (accessed 6/2/19).
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community to better meet the subject’s needs,217 the Ethiopian construct of
community could be presented as an example of how this might look in practice.
This idea follows from what Meseret Kassahun Desta describes as Ethiopia’s “ageold values of supporting vulnerable members of the family, including orphans and
vulnerable children, through the kinship system.”218
The ‘kinship system’ or practices of kinship include people bonded by affect and
purpose who have social and biological ties. Herbert Lewis in his investigation of
social organisations among Cushite speaking people in Ethiopia, concluded that
social life is not based on kinship and descent but is organised on “the principles
of ‘local contiguity’ (or ‘community’),” and voluntary association.219 Lewis argued
that in Ethiopia, “agnatic kinship (or cognatic kinship, for that matter) does not
seem to be a significant basis for group organisation.”220 Instead, Lewis advanced
principles of neighbourliness, community and political affairs. Similarly, James
Ellison refers to kin in his research in Ethiopia as, “an array of people related in
actual practice, not just through ‘consanguinity and affinity,’ who employ kinship
idioms to understand their relationships.”221 This helps to explain why nonbiological kinship in Ethiopia does not rouse the same levels of political and social
attention that it does in Australia. Lewis stresses that the principles that govern
societies of Cushite speaking people in Ethiopia include universalism, individual
choice and achievement.

217 Michèle Barrett and Mary McIntosh, The Anti-social Family, London: Verso,
(1982), 133.
218 Meseret Kassahun Desta, Kinship Care for Orphans and Vulnerable Children
in Ethiopia: A mixed methods study of caregiver coping, (PhD diss., University of
Illinois at Chicago, 2011), 13.
219 Herbert S. Lewis, “Neighbors, Friends, and Kinsmen: Principles of Social
Organization among the Cushitic-Speaking Peoples of Ethiopia,” Ethnology 13, no.
2, (Apr., 1974), 146.
220 Ibid, 154.
221 James Ellison, “Governmentality and the Family: Neoliberal Choices and
Emergent Kin Relations in Southern Ethiopia, American Anthropologist 111, no.1
(2009), 86.
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Interestingly, Lewis determined from his fieldwork that a community’s limits are
defined by the “multi-purpose, mutual-aid and burial associations (iddir) which
unite from 50 to 150 households,”222 which meet once a month for conflict
resolution, and other matters. The group usually, “owns a tent and a supply of
cups, tables, glasses, and benches which are loaned to members who need them
for weddings, memorial feasts, funerals, meetings of fraternal organisations, or
other large gatherings.”223 Marilyn Strathern’s definition of kinship as “relatives
connected to one another without any supposition of what kind of social group or
family they make up,”224 is applicable to the situation in Ethiopia where social
parenting is not unusual and kinship terms are still used regardless of whether
relations are biological or social.
Discourses of adoption
In Ethiopia, adoption can be an informal process, but “the significance of fluid
family relationships in ensuring the welfare of children is very significant.”225
Adoption can also be sanctioned by the church. Temesgen explained that often it
was the priest or “Holy Father” who authorised adoptions in Bahir Dar, enabling
what Assefa Dibaba describes as the “interaction between the notion of ‘God’ and
‘politics’, that is, the idea of theo-politics, [which] implies the traditional
Abyssinian common belief that ‘politics’ is determined by the supposed will of
God and rulers are elects of God.”226 The addition of a traditional theo-political

222 Herbert S. Lewis, “Neighbors, Friends, and Kinsmen: Principles of Social
Organization among the Cushitic-Speaking Peoples of Ethiopia,” Ethnology 13, no.
2, (Apr., 1974), 147.
223 Ibid, 147.
224 Marilyn Strathern, Kinship, Law and the Unexpected: Relatives are Always a
Surprise, Cambridge University Press, (2005), 167.
225 Tatek Abebe and Asbjorn Aase, “Children, AIDS and the Politics of Orphan
Care in Ethiopia: The Extended Family Revisited,” Social Science and Medicine 64,
(2007), 2060.
226 Assefa Tefera Dibaba, “God Speak To Us”: Performing Power and Authority
in Salale, Ethiopia,” Journal of African Cultural Studies 26, no. 3, (2014), 287.
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discourse to those of community care and social bonds helps to explain the
difference in how adoption is understood between Ethiopian and Australian
societies in general terms.
Despite very different discursive influences regulating social parenting between
the two countries, it became apparent in my field work that some of the relational
spaces I heard about from the Australian transracial adoptive families were
similar to spaces in Ethiopia and two spaces created in Australia already exist in
Ethiopian family life. I point to these examples in Part Two of this chapter.
This Chapter
I have adjusted the presentation of this chapter to account for there being two
researchers and for the more performance-based roles we assumed to work with
language barriers. The adjustments include an added focus on the behind the
scenes of the research process, our conversations en route and my reflections. My
position as a white researcher in a post-colonial world added unspoken tensions
in my mind, yet these tensions were not made apparent by Temesgen. I assume
that the international research relationships with Scandinavian, European and
American scholars taking place in Ethiopian Universities has smoothed the way.
Translation of both words and meanings was often difficult for me and Temesgen,
considering our cultural difference and ways of understanding things, and
because my research topic, I think, was somewhat puzzling to some participants
considering social parenting is not unusual to them.
Ethiopia, though never colonised, was occupied by Italy from 1936 to 1941. The
impact of British colonisation on many other African countries has led to some
western influences in Ethiopia, such as English speaking in some schools and
Universities and education on western culture in the schools. This means that
colonial and post-colonial experiences can still be present despite Ethiopia’s
resistance to western colonisation. This is something I am aware of and was
sensitive to in my research collaboration.
Part One of this chapter contains the fictional interpretations. These short stories
also vary from the other fiction in this thesis because I do not want to suggest that
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I know about intimate relationships in an Ethiopian home other than from what I
have been told directly. Here I also pay attention to the research process and the
translation of events, to point out that what is being imparted is my personal
interpretation, while still keeping alive the participants’ storylines. I also make
reference to some Ethiopian fiction in one short story. Part Two contains the field
work analysis.
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5.1 Fiction
5.1.1 Tell me about her
“Tell me about her.”
The window is closed, and it is dark outside, so now we are close to sleep. We are
warm. My body is lying beside her on the soft mat.
“Please tell me about her,” she asks.
Everywhere is quiet. Even the animals sleep.
“If you sleep now you will dream about her,” I say. “She will come to you.’”
I miss her too, she was funny, and warm.
“I need to hear about her now please,” Lete continues, as is her way in the night.
“You want to know more. Always you ask everything there is to know about your
mother. There is plenty of time.”
I rise before light to milk the cow; I must sleep.
“Tell her something more so we can get some sleep,” my husband says. “How else
will she make sense of things? My brother would want that. Soon she will no
longer be a child and the questions will dry up.”
“You tell her then,” I say. “She’s only eight, there is plenty of time to tell.”
“I will milk the cow. Tell me about the way she danced at your wedding,” Lete
insists.
“You know that already. Your mother could shake her hips and shoulders so
quickly, and when she danced everyone watched her…”
.....
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The three of them were lying on their backs in the pitch dark. Lete lay between
the two adults. Eventually her father, Dawit, began to snore, dropping off to sleep
as he imagined his brother and sister-in-law, still alive, young and healthy, both
dancing, both smiling. They could be watching him now, with their child next to
him. Kiddist was still awake, shifting so her knees did not touch each other, and
spreading her hips to make room for the baby that was moving inside her womb.
She wanted sleep to come so she could rest before the birth which could occur
any day, but it was impossible.
Kiddist lay awake while the others slept, so she heard when the baby cried next
door, and she heard a dog bark when a goat knocked over a pail of scraps. She felt
the dark clouds moving in and heard the first drops of rain that would be falling
on the trees in the village where she grew up. Finally, before dawn, Kiddist closed
her eyes with both her hands resting on the baby just below her own flesh. She
was thinking of the tourists who would come to the new hotel on the lake, and the
money Dawit might make.
.....
“Will you tell me about her graduation now?” Lete asks me, sitting up and hugging
her knees.
"I will tell you that she was just like you at school. She was a clever girl and she
worked hard. She was persistent like you, and always looking people straight in
the eye,” I say.
“She had beautiful eyes?”
“She was proud, and her eyes flashed.”
“Was she beautiful?” Lete asks again.
“Like the stars in the sky.”
“I know.”
“How? You were a tiny baby,” I ask.
“I was there,” she says.
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“She can know her smell,” Dawit says then, stirring. “And, it is possible that she
knows more than our senses tell. I am certain there are other ways of knowing
things,” he says, “just as we already know this baby is a girl, your sister,” he says
and rolls slowly onto his stomach to place the palm of his hand on my belly.
The skin is stretched tight around the baby, and sensitive. The baby kicks and
squirms.
“She would know the feel of her mother’s skin, and the feel of her flesh, the
texture of it, and, the feeling of skin on skin. Skin never feels the same,” he says.
“What?” I say and move away from his hands to sit up with my back to them. He
thinks he knows everything.
“My skin touching yours is not the same as anyone else’s skin touching yours,”
Dawit says.
“So what?” I ask, standing, so they can see the that the baby is big and low in my
womb.
“I remember the feeling of my baby skin,” Lete says. “It felt smooth, like honey.”
Dawit reaches up and rubs his hand back and forth over the baby, trying to feel all
of its body.
“Stop it,” I say.
“When I was little I thought you were my mother,” Lete says, pushing Dawit’s
hand off my belly.
“I am,” I say.
Dawit yawns.
I rub my hand through Lete’s hair, pulling at the tangles.
“And who is this then?” Lete asks, placing her hand on my belly, so that I have to
turn around to be free of all the hands.
“What did my mother like best?” Lete asks.
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“She was like you, she liked paying attention to the smallest details in things. She
made sure all the little things were just right. Like the coffee ceremony; she
washed the cups perfectly. I can still see her sitting on the ground and swishing
each little cup separately in the bowl of water, and then wiping each one dry with
the towel. Each one she gave the same treatment to, and they were all shining
clean when she laid them out. She arranged the cups perfectly, each exactly the
same distance from the other, and she ground the coffee with force. She made the
same grunting sounds you make. She wanted to do everything the right way,” I
say.
Dawit slowly stands up and walks across to look out the window at the rain.
“It wasn’t just at the coffee ceremony,” he says. Elsa always set up all the places
for us to sit together, the way we should. Do you understand what I mean? Your
mother had a way of making sure everyone was in the place they were meant to
be. She made energy from nothing, just with her attention, and then, when we all
sat with her, we all wanted to talk.”
“Like me,” Lete says.
Dawit laughs. “You like to talk all day and all night. When do you ever rest?”
.....
The next night was the same. What Dawit remembered, when Lete asked about
Elsa, was Abebo and Elsa being so sick, skeletally thin and weak, lying there in
that odour that I knew was death coming, just her big eyes looking at me.
It was hard to picture Elsa without the clammy skin and the coughing. It was a
miracle that Lete survived.
But, Elsa had been strong and beautiful once, and his brother, Abebo had married
her, despite her bad relatives.
“Just before my mother died the Holy Father came and blessed her, didn’t he?”
Lete had asked him. “And she was holding me in her arms, so he blessed us both.”
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“Yes, but that’s enough for now,” Dawit said softly, not wanting to add anymore to
Kiddist’s lie.
He could not sleep, so he got up to look outside. Dawit thought he saw something
stirring near the neighbour’s chickens. He left the sleeping women and walked
down the three flights of stairs, into the dark night to look around. He wandered
around thinking about death, his own death. He would never desert his family,
but death could surprise you anytime, good or bad, blessed or not, and he would
do anything possible to protect himself. He walked past the chickens and onto the
street, thinking about the new hotel. The rooms had tiled bathrooms with bidets
installed beside the toilets in some of the rooms. The wealthy people who would
stay in the rooms would clean themselves every time they opened their bowels. It
was not something he wanted to think about, but the money they were charged to
stay there would pay for things.
Dawit stayed out walking all night. After sunrise, he heard the stirring of activity
at the sanctuary on the hill, then in the rain-cooled air, morning noises started
coming from everywhere. He walked back into the condominium and heard layers
of noise, as he walked up the three flights of stairs. People were talking in their
rooms, but not quite loud enough for him to hear what was said.
After breakfast Dawit walked back down the stairs, causing dogs to bark. He
heard some children crying. He walked back to the chickens again and lit a
cigarette, ready to begin his walk to the office.
“Dawit!” There was suddenly a hand on his shoulder. Bitsay put out his hand and
the two men embraced.
“How is Kiddist? When is the baby due?” Bitsay asked.
“She is well. She is ready.”
“Your first child. You are in for some crazy times.”
“Our second child. You know we have Lete?”
“You have Lete Mariam, of course. She is a special one, isn’t she?” Bitsay said.
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“Is she?”
“She’s named after the saint.”
“Many girls are named after saints.”
“I heard that her grandmother knew black magic,” Bitsay said.
“How do you know all this?” Dawit asked, stepping back.
“I listen. I hear people talking. I walk at night too, and I listen. I heard you come
down to check these chickens last night,” Bitsay said.
“I don’t know anything about all that. She’s a good girl, she just talks too much,”
Dawit said, turning to go, smiling at his friend.
“I can tell you more,” Bitsay said, moving to face him.
“You talk too much too,” Dawit said.
.....
“Tell me about her.”
The window is closed, and it is dark outside, so now we are close to sleep. We are
warm. My body is lying quiet at last, beside Lete on the soft mat.
“Please tell me about her,” she asks.
Everywhere is quiet. Even the animals sleep.
Then, there is a moment of confusion, and I think Lete means she wants me to tell
her about my baby because she is touching her through me. She will soon be with
us, but she means her mother. So, I tell her something comforting. I know she
comes to her in her dreams.
“If you sleep now you will dream about her,” I say. “She will come to you.”
I wait awhile and then I say, “I think it will only be a week, maybe two, before the
baby is born.”
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The baby isn’t kicking very much anymore, but this is the quiet time before the
birth, so I am not worried. I am surprised by Dawit though. He wants to ask the
Holy Father to come to our house before the baby is born. I don’t know why he’s
suddenly so superstitious, but I wish Bitsay never said anything to him about
Lete’s grandmother. I didn’t think he would be so anxious.
Lete said she thinks it’s a good idea if the Holy Father comes here. She likes
ceremonies, just like her mother.
I said, “Okay, you go ahead and plan it.”
I know they won’t; that is something they expect me to organise, but I have other
concerns.
I’m too uncomfortable to sleep, so I think I’ll go for a walk outside. Lete has fallen
asleep beside me, and I start to turn onto my hands and feet to slowly stand, when
Dawit jumps up. I startle, but the baby still does not stir inside me.
“Why are you so anxious about everything? Just let me alone. I need to walk,” I
say.
If I get into a rhythm, it’s like I’m rocking the baby, telling her it’s ok to come.
“If she settles into the right place, I’ll be able to sleep before she comes,” I say,
while I walk slowly towards the door.
Dawit puts his arms around me as if he is trying to hold the baby inside me.
“Please don’t,” I ask him.
“Where will the baby sleep?” Lete asks, and I realise she is awake again.
“Why are you so sure the baby is a girl?” Dawit asks. I don’t answer him. He
knows I’ve been talking to the midwife.
“Have you organised the midwife?” Dawit asks then, when he knows I have.
“Come and lie beside me,” Lete says.
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I lie down beside her. “You need to sleep,” I say. “You have school tomorrow. No
more chattering, please.”
But I want to hear her talking as I doze. The baby gives a big kick under my ribs
just as I’m falling asleep. It won’t be long now till I meet her.
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5.1.2 Hiding
Ezera caught Bereket off-guard in his lunch break. He was pacing out the back of
the Government building beside the bank when his father approached. Bereket
seemed worried, or nervous, as he moved around without looking at his
surrounds.
“What are you doing?” Ezera asked, nudging him so hard with his shoulder in
greeting that Bereket dropped his cigarette.
“I’m on my break,” Bereket said, looking at his phone. “We only have twelve
minutes.”
“I meant what are you doing calling your sister all the time?” Ezera said, stepping
back and stamping on the cigarette that was burning on the ground. People
stepped away from them.
Bereket looked around, but none of his colleagues who were sitting on the wall
behind them would meet his eye. He straightened his tie and went to reach for his
packet of cigarettes from his jacket pocket, but feeling the threat from his father’s
stillness, he did not move.
“Did Tsion say that I call her too often? She calls me sometimes too. I thought you
liked that we…” Bereket broke off as Ezera stepped in close to Bereket again and
put his hand on his shoulder firmly.
“She is so excited to win the scholarship. Your mother and I are both excited with
her. She does not need you creating doubts in her mind. You know she relies on
you, but instead of celebrating with her, I found out that you are the one that is
making her hesitate.”
Bereket looked away from his father.
“Is it true?” Ezera asked.
“I have to go back to work,” Bereket said, looking at his phone. “We’ve just been
talking. It’s just natural to talk about decisions,” he said and turned towards the
building.
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“Come here,” Ezera said loudly.
Bereket turned and saw his father looked less angry and thought perhaps he was
sad. He stood with his arms hanging, then both men leaned their shoulders
towards each other and hugged.
“She is strong, she’ll be fine,” Bereket said. “America is not such a bad place.”
“Well, let her get on with her plans,” Ezera said as he left.
After work, Tsion was waiting for Bereket at the front of the office block. She was
on the phone talking but signalling to him with her eyes to wait.
“What is it?” Bereket said, remembering the jolt of his father’s shoulders through
his body.
“I don’t have enough money to go,” Tsion said.
“You have a scholarship.”
“Yes, to go to the University, not to stay alive, not to feed myself and clothe myself
and take the underground, you know. It’s not possible,” Tsion said. “And now Dad
is not working either, and you know I don’t think Mum’s health is as good; it all
costs money.”
“You want me to arrange something below the counter in the bank?” Bereket
asked impulsively and they both laughed.
“No, I don’t want you to steal for me, I just don’t know what to do. Father refuses
to understand. He said he will send me money each week, but how will there be
enough money to look after everyone here and support me?”
Tsion had started walking as she spoke. Bereket followed her.
“He is scared that you won’t go. He really wants one of us to make it.”
Tsion linked her arm through his and they walked around the corner onto the
main road. Bereket fell into step, unsure where they were going. He was hungry
because he had missed eating lunch when his father turned up. They walked in
silence along the busy street, dodging groups of kids, bikes and cars, then they
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turned off to walk in the shade of palm trees down Giorgis Road, to the blue lake.
He knew where they were going then.
As children they often sat on the stones by the lake, watching big, white pelicans
landing on the water, then diving for fish. They would lift off from the water to fly
out in the mist around the islands. He felt a hard but restless reality in his life
when sitting on those stones, looking out through the haze. Tsion was about to
speak again, when her phone rang.
“Where are you?” Ezera asked.
“Why, what’s wrong?” Tsion answered.
“I’m at home with your mother. I have your passport in my hand. Have you
accepted the offer yet?”
“Not yet,” Tsion said. “I’m just talking it through with Bereket.”
“Stop talking. You’ll miss the deadline. They’ll give the scholarship to someone
else. Come here, we’re waiting for you. The decision is made.” Ezera hung up the
phone.
Tsion gathered up stones and threw them. She looked at Bereket.
“I may not go,” she said.
“No, don’t say that,” Bereket said. He stood up and pulled her to her feet. “We’ll go
home, but I’m not coming in. You need to sort it out once and for all. I can get a
loan from the bank.”
They walked in silence away from the lake towards their parent’s house. Ezera
and Yesem were waiting at the front door. Bereket walked off down the street as
the door closed behind them.
“Is your brother confusing you?” Bereket could imagine Ezera’s questions.
“Bereket doesn’t want you to go because he is too reliant on you,” Ezera said to
Tsion as the three of them sat on the couch. “We liked the way you helped him
when he was little, but now he depends on you and he won’t let break free.”
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Ezera was holding a picture they had taken of Tsion standing between him and
Yesem at her graduation. Yesem nodded at the picture and at Tsion, then left them
to make coffee, close to tears.
“Is that what you think?” Tsion asked. “Then you have no idea. You think everyone
is like you, everyone is strong, and everyone can make things happen with their
lives, but that is not true. Would you just pack up and move to America and leave
all of us?” She asked, not looking at the picture.
“If I was young, I would be on the plane already, no question, but there were no
opportunities when I was young,” he said.
Tsion was silent, thinking about the crunching sounds the stones made under her
shoes now. When they were children they ran barefoot. She was six when they
brought Bereket into the family and he was only three. She wanted to remind her
father that Bereket was helpless when they took him in, and when she sat with
him at the lake, to watch the sun shining on the water and see the birds flying
across to the monasteries he would cry. He missed his mother. There were times
he would sit nestled up against her, and there were times when she would look
away, and he would vanish. Then she would spend hours searching. Eventually
she learned how to track him, by listening for his breathing and snapping sticks.
Bereket never went far, he was just good at hiding himself, but she would always
find him, and they would make piles of stones until it was time to walk back
home.
Tsion looked at her father’s staunch stance.
“I don’t know if I want to go,” she said. “And I don’t think we have enough money.”
“Trust me,” Ezera said. “I know people in universities in America.”
The next day Ezera was waiting for Bereket outside his office at lunchtime.
“I just wanted to make sure you were okay,” Ezera said. “Tsion said you ran off
yesterday.”
“What? I ran off? Is that what she said? I’m not a child,” Bereket said, stepping
away from Ezera.
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“So, you are okay?” Ezera asked. “You’re not scared you can’t get by without Tsion
around the corner?”
“Who said that?” Bereket.
“You forget how well I know you,” Ezera said.
“She is my sister,” he started, but Ezera hushed him with a gesture, turning to
answer his phone. Bereket waited.
“I told her I can get a bank loan,” Bereket said as he walked toward Ezera.
They embraced silently and Ezera turned to walk home.
Ezera was waiting for Bereket again when he finished work.
“So, you’re okay then?” Ezera asked. “Your mother sent me.”
“Of course, I’m okay,” Bereket said following Ezera. “I was on my way over to your
place, to see Mum.”
“Come with me then,” Ezera said, linking his arm and directing Bereket to walk
with him to the taxi. You can help us plan Tsion’s farewell dinner.
They sat quietly in the taxi, then Ezera talked to the driver about tourism. People
were starting to hear about the beautiful lake. It would bring money into the area,
the driver said. “But with what other evils?” Ezera asked.
When they pulled up outside the house, they could tell that something was not
right, but neither knew exactly what was different. It was quiet. Everything
seemed too still, the path had been swept, the gate was shut, and the animals
were in the pen. Bereket followed Ezera through the gate, then through the front
door into the house.
“Yesem,” Ezera yelled, “where are you?”
A dog barked. There were no smells of food cooking.
“Where is she?” Ezera said to Bereket.
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Then there was a crashing sound. Ezera followed the sounds into the main room
and saw an urn had fallen and smashed on the floor. Then they heard the
thumping. In the next room they found Yesem lying on the floor hitting the wall
with her fist.
“What on earth?” Ezera said, hurrying to her side.
Bereket called an ambulance. In the hospital the two of them sat by the bed, and
then the three daughters arrived. Yesem looked at them willing them to
understand her, but she was unable to speak.
“She’s from a strong family,” Ezera said. “I can’t believe this has happened.”
“You will get better,” the girls said, rubbing her arms.
“She needs to be taught how to talk and walk properly again. We’ll need to take it
in turns to train with her, “Ezera said.
This is where the ending should begin, but…
Will Tsion go to America or stay with her family and help with her mother who
has had a stroke? But it’s not a soap opera, although the loud crash was
melodramatic. Should Tsion make a grand gesture and stay and reduce the story
to a type of fable? Or what if the mother’s stroke is transitory and she recovers, or
if Bereket gets an offer at an accountancy firm in London, like our taxi driver’s
wife did when we were there? Or maybe the mother dies?
I want to end the story with the piles of stones. I want the two siblings sitting in
time where nothing appears to be happening, and they feel the hardness of the
pebbles against their flesh, and see birds flying to the islands where strange
languages are spoken, as they pile up stones, organising the smallest parts of their
existence in the presence of the past and future possibilities.
But we are left in the hospital room, sitting around the bed. And this is about love,
so there is no right ending.
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5.1.3 Somebody else’s pain
I looked at a picture of Mehret’s two girls. They were sitting, one looking at the
camera, and the other with her head turned toward her sister, their faces so close
together, and I thought of home. My eldest daughter, Helen, would be sleeping in
my bed right now, or possibly sitting side-by-side with Sinta on the couch,
watching something on the television, or having a late meal. Helen was living with
her while I was away researching in Ethiopia for six weeks. If Sinta was sad —
and she often was if she was left on her own at school, or something else triggered
her — she would refuse to be hugged. She would sit there though, side-by-side
with her sister so they were touching legs, sometimes for hours.
It was understandable.
“After all,” Helen said once, “the worst thing that we can imagine happening to us
has already happened to her.”
This was what was in my head, when I looked at Mehret’s photos. Being a child
alone in the world, left by their parents, would be the worst thing imaginable.
We both sat on separate red couches, facing each other. We had arrived at the café
at six in the evening as Mehret had requested. This was a busy time, as people
came in after work in big groups to sit at the round tables to eat and drink with
each other. Mehret was busy working behind the counter, looking over
occasionally. Each time there would be a lull, I would think, now she will come
and sit with us, but then another group would come in.
After twenty minutes I took out my journal, but I could not draw, not with people
watching me, and I could not write, not feeling so agitated. Since I had left home, I
found myself struggling to write. My writing had lost energy. I realised I was
feeling terrible because I had left Sinta in the care of others. She was in good care
with her sister, but abandonment was something that caused Sinta deep pain, and
I worried she would think I too had abandoned her. Parents worry. If I had the
language, I would ask Mehret what she worried about.
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Eventually Mehret came and sat with me. We were introduced and shook hands.
When she spoke, her voice was too soft to make out the words, so I listened to the
sounds and rhythms. When I spoke, she smiled, but not encouragingly. I was
meant to know she would tell me whatever she wanted to tell me. Mehret was no
fool. So much more lay beneath the pictures and the scant words.
I knew we had similar things going on in our lives, but we lived worlds apart. I felt
almost like I was intruding when I put my glasses on to lean in to look at her three
photographs. My interpreter immediately described what was going on in each
photo: one showed a birthday party, and another was a portrait of two sisters
smiling at the camera, and another was a much older picture of a big group at a
celebration.
Mehret offered no insights, other than to say who the people were. She spoke to
my interpreter, only occasionally looking at me. She may have been waiting for
me to explain myself to her, but I had no way without speaking her language.
One of her daughters came in quietly across the room and then sat by her side,
assuming the same pose as her, but her arms were hanging by her sides. She was
there long enough to exchange a few words and then she left. Her head had been
tilted and her lips pursed, and she squinted with a frown on her face, as if she
might have to intervene in some way. I was told it was Mehret’s non-biological
daughter, but their body language was very similar. The girl didn’t stay for long. I
worked out that Mehret had given birth to the older daughter and the younger
one was the girl she adopted, and that the two girls were close in age and did
everything together. There had been a big celebration when she joined the home.
After a short time, the café got busy again and Mehret became restless. There was
so much I wanted to talk about. What I really wanted to explore was the sibling
bond. I wanted to indicate to her that I understood, at least I thought it was a
similar experience that we lived. But Mehret collected the photographs and
nodded to me across the table as she stood and returned to her duties.
I sat with my interpreter for a while, and then it was time to leave. We walked to
the door and he stopped me. I turned back, smiling, to face her. Mehret told him to
tell me, “You can ask some more questions tomorrow. Come back here for coffee.”
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“Thank you, I’ve got enough,” I said, though I had written less than a page, and I
was annoyed. I went to walk out the door, but we did not leave. I realised then
how cross I was, that she offered me a sort of game and I didn’t play, stubbornly
sticking to the white researcher script, sticking to the superficial role.
I was furious with myself. Why not do it her way? I thought, why am I even here?
Good on her, and she was interested enough to throw me another lead in, which I
refused.
The next day I went back without an interpreter. I had trouble finding my way,
but I got there eventually. It was quieter and Mehret was sitting at a table with
two of her friends. One spoke a little English. She would not take my money for
the coffee.
I sat back down and waited. I heard from her friends that she had won an award
for a refuge she set up for street kids. She was a single mother, like me. My
questions were too tame. The challenges weren’t that we didn’t share a language,
but that I was not picking up the rules. I could not assume that being there, in the
role of researcher, would make me worthy of hearing her story. Her friends were
obviously impressed by her. I started to ask about the refuge, but she had to go
back to the counter.
In the next break, Mehret came and sat beside me. I commented on her scarf and
she turned so I could see the white calla lily I had been looking at. Instinctively I
touched it, so as I moved my fingers towards it, I touched the outside of her
shoulder where the scarf sat. There was a moment where the air seemed to freeze
around us. We sat for a while then I started to ask about the refuge again. I said I
wanted to donate money, but she refused to take it, without giving me a reason.
My interpreter arrived then, even though I had not asked him to come. He sat
beside me, shifting in his chair and looking at his phone. Then, becoming
increasingly cross with myself, I decided just to talk to her in English, about
myself. I used my phone to show Mehret pictures of my life, my children and our
home.
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Our lives couldn’t be that much different in what we do every day, or that much
different in caring for someone who has suffered. I react in a similar way to
challenges. I defend my daughter’s privacy too. Mehret and her friends took my
phone and swiped through the photos commenting among themselves. I have no
idea if they were judging my life against theirs or looking for clues about my
daughter’s adjustment. Of course, I had only put up photos where the girls were
involved in something interesting, or at the beach.
Mehret looked at me with some new interest, and some scepticism. I gestured as I
spoke about how Helen and I came to Ethiopia to bring Sinta home from the
Orphanage. Rather than respond to me directly, Mehret turned to the interpreter
and said something to him that he did not translate. I could not read her face.
When he looked back at me, I asked him to ask her if the relationships were the
same for her with both her daughters? This was not a question I had asked any of
the other participants, and it didn’t really make sense, but I was not feeling
myself.
“Is it the same?” he asked.
I looked at a picture of my daughters on my phone screensaver. She shrugged,
looking at him perplexed.
“Is what the same?” He asked me, looking confused.
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5.1.4 Two stories
When I left Ethiopia, I made a few false starts, and eventually decided that I could
not write the story of Aleeba’s family without referring to the defeat of Italy.
Rather than researching books on Ethiopian military history, I decided to search
for fictional accounts. Eventually, in the British Library some time later, I found a
short story that made the link. Settu Mammo’s “Love is more destructive than
hatred.”227 The fiction that follows is thus based on my interview and refers to
Mammo’s story. Following this is a semi-fictionalised account of my reflection on
this experience.
Story One
A boy played in the pile of stones separating his compound from his neighbour’s.
He felt the dust on his fingertips irritating him, and the dry skin of his hands
peeling. He had hunger pains. He piled the stones up then threw a rock at them to
knock them down. His fingers hurt from the sharp edges. There was no one to
play with; his younger sister lay crying in the room with his mother, while his
elder sister looked after them, bringing them water and changing the blankets.
Four girls came outside to play in the next yard, chanting songs and dancing. He
felt them looking at him, but he kept his head down. Once before he had looked up
when he heard their mother come outside, and she passed a few torn off pieces of
injera through to him, placing the food in the palm of his hand, touching his arm
with warm hands.
Abel listened to every word the girls said, repeating them in his head. He never
spoke the words aloud.
One day a stray dog wandered into his yard and sat on his legs. He laughed. They
sat together in the sun, keeping an eye on the fence, the dog sniffing around for
food. They were lying down, side by side, in the late afternoon sun, when Abel

227 Settu Mammo, Fascinating Short Stories. Ethiopia: Publisher unknown,
(2004).
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heard the girls come outside. He listened, but they were quiet. The dog barked
and then went to have a look.
There was an old woman with them, sitting on a chair, the girls sitting around her
in the dirt. She started to tell a story. He moved closer to the fence to hear,
dragging the dog with him.
The story was about two men, one rich, one poor, one with a flock of sheep and
one with only one lamb. That’s all he heard because the girls all looked up when
the dog barked, and they saw him listening, so he ran inside.
For days Abel waited by the fence, pretending to be playing with sticks in the dirt,
or tending the few chickens they kept, hoping for another story, but nothing like
that happened again. So, Abel and the dog started walking the streets together.
They returned home to sleep, sometimes having found food, sometimes hungry.
It was a windy day and the skies were cloudy when Abel and the dog came home
to the sounds of women crying and moaning. He found his mother lying on the
bed holding his sister against her body, rocking as she cried. He ran outside and
threw stones into the walls of the house until he was exhausted. The dog ran off.
When he woke, lying on the ground, the girls from next door were standing
around him, waiting to feed him with meat and a cup of milk. He looked
everywhere but his dog was not in the yard. He didn’t know what to do. He saw he
had wet himself in front of the girls and found he had forgotten how to speak.
The girls led him into their yard and tried to bring him into their house, but he
refused. Without speaking he turned his back and stood facing away from the
door. The girls went inside.
Abel could hear them preparing food and he thought he heard their grandmother
telling a story. He wanted to know what happened to the men with the sheep. He
went to the furthest corner of the yard and urinated on the stones, rubbing the
pains of hunger in his stomach, scratching his eyes. He felt he was burning hot.
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Then the girls’ mother walked out into the yard with a bowl of injera and wat.
They stood facing each other as she offered it, reaching out to him, but he would
not take it. Finally, she put it on the ground and went back inside, standing at the
door and beckoning him to come inside.
It was dark when one of the girls came outside to him. “Come in if you want,” she
said.
He wanted to, but he couldn’t think how to answer. As she walked back in through
the door, he took a step forward to follow her. He put another foot on the mat and
stopped. He was about to speak when the girls’ mother swooped down and picked
him up. She sat him on her lap and rocked him, so he felt himself as if he was torn
in pieces and coming apart in her arms, and then the food he had eaten came
retching out of him, and they were covered in his sick, and he was crying.
Abel woke, clean, curled up on a mat on the floor with the dog curled up beside
him. Without asking he knew his mother was dead too.
“Please can he stay,” he heard the youngest girl ask, “we need a brother, and he
isn’t strong enough to be shepherd.”
The next thing he saw was his own big sister coming towards him with a glass of
water.
He closed his eyes and lay still. He refused to move and refused to speak. He lay
still on the mat with the dog beside him. His sister shook him roughly, but he
refused to open his eyes. She pinched him, and he didn’t flinch.
“Get up!” she urged him. He lay inert. She kicked him, not hard, but he still didn’t
respond. The dog barked.
Abel lay on his mat all day, only getting up to use the toilet, then going straight
back to his position. He didn’t eat or speak, and the dog lay beside him whining
softly at times. The four girls walked around him as if he wasn’t there.
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That night he heard the girls’ father reading a story. It was about Gombas
Momona, the famous hill where the people fought off the Italian forces. He
thought he had heard the story before. He could picture the grassy hill, the dirt
roads and the village huts that lined the roads. He knew what the soldiers wore
and how they moved.
The girls’ father read on, but in such a quiet voice that Abel had to creep into the
room to sit with all five girls on the floor. It felt like he was having a strange
dream.
“Gombas Momona is now a place pf peace,” the girls’ father said.
“Can I go there one day?” Abel asked, looking up.
Story Two
Three of us were sitting in low leather armchairs, arranged around a glass top
table with a small candle in the centre. Little candle flames flickered all around
the wood panelled room, placed randomly on shelves, as if trying to create the
ambience of something Medieval. The wrought iron railing under the bar
incongruously melded with soft jazz music. It was a comfortable place. We had
not been there before even though it is not far from where I live.
Outside it was raining. We shook the water off our scarves and coats and Helen
went to the bar to buy three glasses of red wine. We sat back in our chairs, with
no need to crane forward to listen.
I got quickly to the topic I wanted to discuss with them, which was writing
fictionalised accounts of my Ethiopian fieldwork. I looked at the reflections of
tiny, coloured light bulbs on the rows of bottles above the bar as I spoke. I tried to
recreate the scene in my mind.
“I’m having trouble writing about some of what came up in Ethiopia, as a story…”
I paused without finishing what I had started to say, in case I was not making
sense.
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“You want to talk about how you can write up your research in Ethiopia as
fiction,” Matt clarified. “How is it going?” he asked.
“Not well,” I said. “One story is impossible. Can I tell you about?”
They waited for me to speak. This is why I liked to tell them about my problems,
they both sit and listen without interrupting. I find that by just talking into the
silence I can sometimes come up with solutions myself.
“It’s about an interview I did with an 82 year-old man — Aleeba. He adopted the
boy and girl from next door, when their parents died, and they already had three
girls of their own, I think. So, these children are adults now, probably in their
thirties.”
I paused and looked at Helen and Matt, they waited, still listening.
“We were sitting on plastic chairs in his courtyard, on swept dirt, between the
house and the fence. The women were spaced round us, two of them were busy
with the coffee ceremony, and one woman was sitting behind a pole, so I couldn’t
see her. I didn’t know who was who. I just knew one was the adopted daughter
and I think one was a servant. When Aleeba and Temesgen were talking they
occasionally nodded towards one of them, but nothing was ever clarified. I
assumed it would all come clear eventually, but it never did.”
“Maybe that’s it, Helen said. “Maybe that’s the point of the story, adoption’s a
natural thing, it’s not evident.”
“Yes,” I said, “maybe, I did think that, but can you see how impossible it is to try to
make up a story about their lives when I don’t even know who the people were or
how they got along?”
“How long were you with them?” Helen asked.
“We were there for maybe three hours. It was a lovely day and I did hear an
amazing story, that Aleeba’s family had a part in the defeat of Italy. It felt like
hearing that was enough, at the time, and the emotion was there. But, when I
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started writing, well it’s just not on my topic. The point of my investigation is
meant to be about love.”
They were quiet, thinking.
“The connection with the neighbour’s children was through the military, they
were all soldiers. But that’s not emotional information,” I said.
Both of them looked at me as if it could be; if I could tell it another way. I thought
that sharing a way of life might have helped the children become attuned to their
new family, but when I started to write the story, I had no images in my mind. I
thought that there was probably something that connected the two families, but I
couldn’t know, which led me back to wondering what the value of research really
was. I had a few sips of wine and continued.
“I did hear a few things about their family life. But it was so long ago, and Aleeba
only showed me two photos of the children, and they were just sitting in a line.
There was nothing to base a story on.”
“So, it’s fiction?”
“Yes,” I said, not finding the room so inspiring anymore. I started to think about
the walk home in the rain.
“My only idea is to include an Ethiopian short story, about the war in my work,” I
said.
I could tell Helen and Matt were ready to move on. I looked up after a long pause.
“What you’ve got is the middle of a story, but no beginning or end,” Matt said.
I sat back to think. I drank some water while the two of them went to the counter
to order some food.
“Maybe I could write a selection of different endings to the same story,” I said,
when they got back.
“And different beginnings too?” Matt asked, “so you, as the researcher, put it out
there that you only have enough to guess, and none of it’s reliable.”
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I felt a bit dejected and sat back thinking how easy it was for things to turn out
this way, nothing like I had envisaged. Helen and Matt left me with my thoughts
and talked to each other about a friend who had had open heart surgery that day.
It was her second time, two valves replaced, and two blocked arteries bypassed.
She was desperate to live, they said, because her grandchild had autism and they
had a special bond.
“Her daughter sent us a message, Helen said: “We’re not religious people but
please pray for her.”
“The people I met in Ethiopia were all religious,” I said.
Matt asked how I would frame a set of stories with different beginnings and
endings.
“Maybe I'll frame it as a conversation about writing stories,” I said.
“That’s a frame?” he asked.
“The compound where I sat with Aleeba framed their lives,” I was thinking aloud.
“Did it?” he asked
“Well, it framed our conversation, about their lives.”
“Without actually telling you anything,” Matt said.
I left them to their meal, feeling uneasy. I went out into the cold, walked home
alone and started writing a story that would have three different possible
beginnings and three different possible endings.
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5.2 Field Work and Analysis
Writing and reflecting on the research experience in Ethiopia brings up the
ambiguities and tensions of cross-cultural research, as well as some unexpected
moments of understanding things differently. Even though I thought I was well
prepared and had been liaising with Temesgen for over twelve months, I still did
not know what to expect when I set off alone to a country where I could not speak
the language. My Ethiopian born daughter chose not to come on the trip because,
she said, she was scared to return. I had envisaged the trip as another opportunity
for her to reconnect to her culture, but things do not always follow the anticipated
path. There was an almost theatrical aspect to this research, with both Temesgen
and I gesturing to explain to each other and the participants what was sometimes
hard to convey.
In this chapter I have included some photographs to help set the scene for the
reader and to bring the interviewees to life when my descriptions may not do
them justice. All the Ethiopian participants consented to having their photographs
included in my thesis. They offered me the opportunity to take photos of their
photographs and of them in the interviews. I will discuss the four interviews, then
focus on relational spaces and what was expressed about love by these parents. I
have discussed what I know of local and national discourses on kinship in the
Introduction to this chapter and so I do not write about them individually. I do not
presume to understand what the discursive influences are in each participant’s
family life, however, some people have talked about their family lore.

5.2.1 Aleeba
On a hot, cloudless day, I met Temesgen to take a taxi twenty minutes out of Bahir
Dar, and to then walk to Aleeba’s home. We walked through busy streets with
people watching us, in the heat. Children ran towards us but stopped short, not
speaking but signalling each other, pointing directions to us; they knew we were
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looking for Aleeba’s house. Eventually we stood at his gate with four children
beside us.
Aleeba was waiting for us, politely acting as if it was not unusual. He welcomed us
in, and we sat in the courtyard in the sun. Inside the compound, children and
women moved around us, preparing the coffee ceremony, some giving me what I
thought were sceptical looks. The green coffee beans roasted on the coals, slowly.
I sat on a chair opposite Aleeba, looking at the deep creases in his face, while he
looked back at me. I knew that Aleeba had adopted his neighbour’s children when
they were young, so he was the sort of participant I needed for my research, but I
soon realised that it would be hard to get any real feeling for what their
relationships were like all those years ago.
I sat smiling as Temesgen spoke with Aleeba in Amharic and they both
occasionally nodded at me. We drank some water while one of the girls crouched
over a mortar and pestle and smashed the roasted coffee beans as if she was
beating time to some unheard music. The smoke hung over us. I was hoping that I
would be able to relax, but I was anxious that strong coffee in the afternoon would
keep me awake. I also started to worry that Aleeba was not going to tell me his
story.
Eventually, through Temesgen, Aleeba did tell some stories about his children. He
had some old photographs of four girls and a boy. Two of them were adopted, but
I never found out which two. They were all adults now, he told Temesgen, and
were working in the markets. Some of the women with us in the courtyard were
his children, but I didn’t know which. The transcript from our conversation is not
very long because much of the interview was gestured rather than spoken. Aleeba
explained that the first picture, of the two young children, a boy and girl, who
looked to be about four and six years old, was a memory from long-ago.
Temesgen translated: “He has this memory of the first time this girl and boy came.
He said he knew their father and mother, they were soldiers.” He explained that
the parents had both contracted HIV-AIDS and died.
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All the following transcripts in Aleeba’s voice are Temesgen’s translations of
Aleeba’s words:
First the father died, then the mother, and the two children were left. In
society I have a better [living] standard than in their village. First the
Father from the church came into the compound and called up the orphan
boy and girl, asking: “Can anybody adopt them?”
Temesgen explained that Aleeba and his wife took them in because, “they were
soldiers, and they had no family to take them.” Temesgen added, “Good work is
blessed by God.” He went on:
Before their mother died, she said to my wife [her neighbor], “I will be
dead soon, so my girl and boy have no family and no one to give them a
better life.”
Temesgen added, “Their mother and father come from a different tribe where
there are no relatives to serve them.”
Temesgen explained that when Aleeba and his wife took the children in, they
lived for a few years in a condominium (a multistorey housing unit) and then they
moved to Bahir Dar, to the city.
When I indicated that I understood what he had said, Aleeba relaxed back in his
chair and waited for me to think about it while I looked at the picture. Temesgen
fleshed out the story, describing how the children’s mother came to Aleeba’s
house and she asked his wife “with reasons,” if they would have the children
when she died. Their mother was told before she died that Aleeba and his wife
would parent the children so she could have some peace.
Taking other people’s children and giving peace to the dying birth parents might
be considered a loving act, because it changes the reality of the situation. This
interaction (telling the birth parents that their children will be cared for) might
also be conceived as performatively becoming parents to the children by changing
the experiences of both the adoptive parents the children with the statement. This
is not something considered in my Australian archive, and not something I had
thought about before this interview. I wanted to talk more about this gift to the
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dying parents and also how this might comfort the bereaved children, but it was
not possible to make myself understood, so we moved on.
Aleeba spoke to Temesgen who said the children were not formally adopted until
the family moved into Bahir Dar, where there was a church.
Temesgen explained:
When he first adopted them there were no churches, they were all too far
away, so, when he moved from the village to the town, there was a church,
and the Holy Father was told. He came to the home within a week to bless
the home. Aleeba told the Holy Father the story and he said, ‘Very nice, God
will keep and bless your house.’
We then spent some time talking about how the house was blessed with bread
and holy water.
As we were discussing this process, Aleeba was nodding and smiling to me.
Temesgen explained that Aleeba was also was happy about my adoption.
Temesgen must have explained to him that I had adopted an Ethiopian child when
they were talking, and he was probably assessing me and my situation as I was
assessing him and his. I thought about how the two adoptions had happened in
such contrasting circumstances. While Aleeba’s adoption went ahead with
relatively straightforward understandings and a religious blessing, my adoption
process took five years of bureaucratic negotiations, assessments, payments to
various agencies and people, and was finally accepted in the ACT Supreme Court.
We sat for a while as the men talked.
I was still hoping to steer the conversation towards how the children and the
adoptive parents interacted emotionally. The photograph that followed was of the
family many years ago, and led to a discussion about the special clothes that the
children were given, so that all the family members could celebrate the blessing of
the home together:
The first time the two children came into the home, and the children were
all together, they slept and talked together, no one was fighting. My
adopted children were nice and easily integrated, and my children were a
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bit older, so they loved their activities, and the work in the home. They
came into the home and were accepted. When we came home from work at
night, my wife and I would see all the children chanting songs together. I
would ask, “So who will be the winner?” We loved this. I would try to give a
prize to the best singer and dancer, and actor. Every night we did this, and
they were waiting for us. Sometimes I had lots of work, so I had to block
the program, and they would ask “Why must we miss it?”
During the story about the children’s chanting and dancing, Aleeba laughed and
gestured the act of looking at them and clapping, indicating that the children liked
to be watched. The adopted boy particularly would always check that all eyes
were on him, I understood. He laughed again.
The girls waited until this story ended and then served the coffee. We drank the
coffee in silence and Temesgen reminded me that it was boiled three times and
was very strong and blessed. We ate popcorn with it, and I knew I would be
sleepless that night. I smiled with them, writing in my notes that I might have
heard a description of love by way of performance. It is possible to imagine, even
across cultures, the feelings that the children may have had while singing and
dancing on the makeshift stage, waiting for applause. I tried to guess what these
evenings may have looked like as I sat in the courtyard with the same children,
now adults, moving around me, with the popcorn smoking. The women laid out
the palm leaves and the small cups were washed and reused, while I continued
thinking about how the children might have felt happy when performing on the
stage, with physical exertion and the desire to be recognised.
When the coffee ceremony was finished, Temesgen and Aleeba talked in Amharic
again, and I realised that Aleeba thought we had finished the interview; that the
pictures and story of the performances was what I had come for. I tried to plan a
way to deepen the interview, and then realised that Temesgen too was satisfied
as it was. It had been hard for him to organise and we were sitting in the sunny,
smoky courtyard, having had a coffee ceremony with all the related women
gathered around us, so he was pleased that everything had come together. I
accepted that there would be no more said about personal relationships. Then, on
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the spur of the moment, I thought more about the research from Temesgen’s
perspective. This led me to folklore. I asked Temesgen to ask about Aleeba’s
family, and family lore in regard to the military connection he had with his
neighbours. Temesgen replied that Aleeba was a soldier and so were both their
neighbours. I said I was interested to hear about life as a soldier at the time.
When Temesgen translated this, Aleeba looked at me differently. I managed to
convey that I was interested in his story, not just the children’s story, by looking
at him and nodding, and things changed perceptibly. Aleeba sat straighter and
told me, through Temesgen, that his grandfather had fought on the battlefield on
the day that Italy surrendered to Ethiopia (for the second time), in 1941.228 We all
took a breath. I knew what that meant, he did not need to explain. All I could
really say was “Haile Selassie.” I could feel his pleasure. For a minute I hoped I
was not representative of the coloniser, but he was gracious. There we both sat
without the words to say anything.
Aleeba went on to tell Temesgen about his grandfather, and then he told us again
that he had been a soldier himself. I was recording the conversation on my phone,
but I also wrote down everything he said. Aleeba watched me write and he
repeated a few things to Temesgen to make sure I had it all. For a few minutes we
spoke directly, without Temesgen, in single words, such as: “Haile Selassie,”
“fascist,” “win,” “good.” We finished talking and Aleeba seemed satisfied. He told
Temesgen: “I never thought that this story would be told. I never thought this
could happen.”
There was still sunlight on the girls' hair as they moved quietly around him,
packing up the fire and washing the cups in a basin of water on the ground.
Temesgen and I shook Aleeba’s hand and left to walk back into the village. I knew
I had experienced something meaningful.

228 Ethiopia and Liberia are the only two countries in Africa that resisted
colonisation. “Ethiopians are proud people,” is a discourse I heard about before I
adopted my daughter.
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In the village, Temesgen and I sat at a small table and I ate an egg sandwich and
drank a bottle of water. We were both more interested in talking about Ethiopia’s
defeat of Italy and what it meant to be one of only two African countries not
colonised, than talking about kinship.
We got a taxi back into Bahir Dar and I went to my hotel room to start writing, but
there was no way I could fictionalise a story about the intimate relationships in
the home we had visited. Besides this, my writer’s mind was preoccupied with
Aleeba’s excitement in telling his story to someone from the West.
I had some new concepts to reflect on: by relating Aleeba’s family lore, and his
neighbour’s military connection, to one of the major events of the nation, the
freedom from colonisation, I conjectured that the adoption could possibly appear
as ‘natural.’ Perhaps this social family may be considered ‘natural’ if biology does
not override meanings made from connections to the military, the nation and the
country’s freedom. I started to wonder if, by connecting the two families at this
level, the adoption made sense in terms of kinship and community in ways that
might be difficult to equate with white Australian adoption practices.
It was dark when I got back to the hotel, but I was still overly alert from the coffee
and although we had veered from the path I was expecting, and although there
had been frustrations, I felt elated. The highlight for me was when Aleeba, said: “I
never thought this story would be told.”

5.2.1.1 Analysis
Creating transitional spaces of relationality and the intelligibility of love.
I have little information on how Aleeba and his wife parented their family of
biological and adopted children. From what I did hear, I can construe the
performance space as a possible space for loving relationships to develop. Aleeba
said that each afternoon after school all the children sang, chanted, and danced on
a makeshift stage. The ritual of having a 'talent show' for the father when he got
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home every day facilitated play and communication through forms other than
spoken language.
Aleeba: When we came home from work at night, my wife and I would see
all the children chanting songs together. I would ask, “So who will be the
winner?” We loved this. I would try to give a prize to the best singer and
dancer, and actor. Every night we did this, and they were waiting for us.
Another consideration is whether taking other people’s children and giving peace
to the dying birth parents might be a loving act, one that changes the reality of the
situation. This interaction (telling the birth parents that their children will be
cared for when they are dead) might also be conceived as performatively
becoming parents to the children, by changing the experiences of both the
adoptive parents the children with the statement.
Aleeba: Before their mother died, she said to my wife [her neighbour], “I
will be dead soon, so my girl and boy have no family and no one to give
them a better life.”
Aleeba’s interview contributes to awareness that some of the adults interviewed
believe that adults are responsible for the care of all children. His descriptions of
performative, affective communication also add understandings to how this type
of parenting becomes intelligible.

5.2.2 Liya
Temesgen and I walked out of town to the condominium where Liya, Yohan and
their two daughters live. We walked through a gate to find a group of four-storey
cement blocks full of people with the sounds of children coming from all around.
Surrounding the condominiums were huts, animals and people, with vegetables
and weeds growing in the spaces between the buildings. It was relentlessly hot,
even out of the sun.
We were greeted at the door by Liya, who was pregnant. Yohan, her husband, had
accompanied us through from the road. Their daughters, a three-year-old and a
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sixteen-year-old, were not at home. We sat on the couch and talked about the
coffee ceremony that they said had been ready for us for some time. Liya initially
appeared to be reluctant to talk about her family life. After Temesgen finished
explaining to me the integral part the coffee ceremony plays in social and cultural
practices we sat silently for some time.
Finally, Liya got out the photos she had chosen to talk about. There were pictures
of the four of them together at various celebrations. The first one, Temesgen
explained was a party on New Year’s Day. For this celebration everyone wears
new clothes and dances. They give each other flowers. At all the celebrations they
wear the national dress. The women wear long, white dresses and scarves,
embroidered at the neckline and hem, and the men wear long, white shirts and
loose pants. They have celebrations at Christmas, Easter and personal
celebrations, but I was not sure which was which in the photographs.
Liya offered no comments other than to tell me who each person was. I think she
may have been pleased that I did not speak Amharic and could not ask her
anything directly. We sat looking at the photographs silently for some time and
Temesgen described the clothes they wore. It had been my intention that the
participants could choose what they wanted to show me with no pressure to talk
about personal things if they did not want to, but I had not expected that we
would be sitting in silence. It was not until I asked, through Temesgen, if he could
ask about Liya’s siblings and her childhood, that Liya spoke, in Amharic, about her
adopted daughter, Aida.
Liya told me that she and Yohan had adopted Yohan’s brother’s baby, when sadly
both his brother and his wife died. She said that Aida had had many questions
about her deceased mother. I understood then, that her hesitation to speak about
Aida’s adoption was compounded by the prospect of reliving the painful
experience their family had been through. They would have been involved when
Yohan’s brother and his wife were sick, and also when they died and were buried.
I decided then not to ask any questions, but to just listen to whatever was said.
Everything Liya said was translated by Temesgen.
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He said, “Now Aida’s parents and grandparents are around her.” I think this
means that Yohan and Liya can evoke the lives of Aida’s birth parents, and her
grandparents are actually still alive.
Then Liya explained how their intimate knowledge of her parents helped Aida to
adjust to living with them. Liya told us that Aida did not experience living with her
and her husband “as something new,” because they were her family. As such they
could talk to Aida about her parents’ lives, and Liya and Yohan already had
relationships with Aida. Liya said, “We were familiar with Aida, and she was living
with this. She could tell you how she was feeling, and she didn’t have to keep
things to herself.” The ability to share intimate family knowledge makes a stark
contrast to the “clean break narrative” associated with transracial adoption.
Even though Liya did not say very much in the interview, what she disclosed was
important for this research regarding how loving relationships can become
intelligible. Liya highlighted the fragility of parental relationships with children
who are grieving, and she explained that shared grief and shared family
knowledge — the ability to talk about what people were like — helped Aida to
express how she was feeling.
Liya told us that when Aida was seven, she asked Liya and Yohan to tell her about
her birth mother. Liya said that they “spoke about Aida’s mother endlessly,” until
the “need to talk about her was gone,” and Aida was “content.”
When it became apparent that Liya had finished talking about her personal
situation, Temesgen explained that in the countryside people need to work and
live together, saying, “All practices involve everyone,” and, “No one lives alone.”
He explained, “They live together, they work together, so all things are done
together and strong social bonds form through all ways of communicating.” By
steering the conversation to community life and communication Temesgen put
their situation in context. I gathered that this family, which would soon have three
children, was not unique because social bonds were sticky and existed in practical
ways.
I was thinking about how family life was enmeshed in community life as we
finished the interview and packed up to leave. But, just at that time, Aida came
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home and joined us. She was interested to look at the pictures of herself when she
was younger, and she joined us on the couch. The family and Temesgen spoke in
Amharic, and then they focused on a photograph of Liya and Aida in national
dress. I asked what they most remembered about that party. They both answered,
“The Doro Wat” (spicy chicken stew), and then they sang a song from the party
together, and then they did a dance together and laughed. Yohan said, “At the
celebrations we do lots of chanting, and sometimes that becomes kissing.” They
also performed the way a mother can demonstrate love for a child by putting the
food into her mouth.
It was a nice way to end. After our farewells, Temesgen and I walked back
through the condominium and the village, and then we got in a taxi back to town
to part ways until the next day. I don’t know what he was thinking, but I had some
uneasy thoughts about the interview. Liya told me things that supported my
research, if I could unravel them further, and the family took time with the coffee
ceremony, but I did not feel I was able to give her much in return. The next day I
asked Temesgen if he thought a small gift for the new baby coming was
appropriate, which he did.

5.2.2.1 Analysis

Love and transitional spaces.
Before we began the interview Liya’s husband, Yohan, described the same idea of
social bonds that Temesgen had described during the interview, saying:
So, I can tell you, in our culture we have a very strong culture of adoption.
We have very strong social bonds. Whenever one of the family members
passes away, then their children will be sent to sisters, brothers, and
grandfathers and grandmothers, and they will be cultivated and supported
in the house as their own children are.
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He was speaking of their own experience, which I understand is common, and he
described the responsibility to care for children as being both social and familial.
These socially established practices might facilitate the intelligibility of loving
emotional relationships in extended family situations. I speculate on how this
might occur in the fictive response, “Tell me about her.”
This story also encompasses affective communication, stemming from
Temesgen’s comment that social bonds are formed “through all ways of
communicating”— meaning through languages other than spoken language, and
with actions.
2) Rituals of love
At the end of the interview, Aida came home from work and joined us. She
described and performed a ritual where the mother feeds the dependent child
bread into her mouth, which she says shows that the mother loves the child, a
symbolic act of love. I photographed Aida crouched on the floor with her hands on
her lap and her head tilted up as she looked at Liya. Liya was smiling down at her,
leaning forward with some bread held in the palm of her hand with her thumb.
The bread was half in Aida’s mouth and Liya’s fingers were touching her face. It
looked somewhere between a loving act and a blessing. This ritual was important
in pointing to both the social and cultural differences informing the intelligibility
of adoptive parenting in Bahir Dar, and the important sites of sameness that can
be identified between Yvonne and Liya’s interviews.
This ritual also coincides with Maureen’s story, in Chapter One, where she
explained how an Ethiopian woman in her adopted daughter’s life told her, if you
love somebody you put the food in their mouth. Such intimate spaces made
possible by ritual, and reinforced by repetitive performance, may be seen as
transitional spaces of relationality where there are possibilities for parental love
to arise as inner and outer worlds meet.
During the interview this family used more than spoken words to communicate,
they sang a song and did a dance together, and they laughed together. Liya also
described Aida’s grief in a bodily way, explaining how after her mother died, Aida
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fell to the ground and cried repeatedly, calling out to her mother, and she was
then comforted, until eventually she understood. Liya said, “Then she asked me:
‘Are you my mother? You seem like my mother.’”
3)Physical space
The family all sleep in the one room. Maybe in this intimate space emotion can be
mediated by the contact and proximity of bodies. There is a parallel here with
Yvonne’s story in Chapter One, where she describes how the family all sleep in the
same bed. Yvonne created the space for her son to feel secure, but this is a space
that exists in many Ethiopian homes already. There is a lot of time passed at night
and I imagine sleeping alone might increase awareness of loss, whereas sleeping
with the new parents in contact might allow a child to feel part of something.
Communication between bodies in close proximity does not have to be
intentional. It is more than the physical closeness that bonds people when
questions can be asked and emotions flow in the spaces between bodies.
Situations where bodies are placed in relation to each other allow emotions to
circulate and cultural signs to repeat and to become familiar.
4) Memory and shared knowledge
Shared family knowledge seems to have been a key feature of the relationship
between Aida and Liya. I am speculating that sharing knowledge about Aida’s
deceased mother may have opened up a shared psychic space (mourning) that is
grounded in the real world. Further, the ritualistic aspect of talking and
having a physical space (the bedroom) where things can be talked about, might
create the means for this transitional space to manifest. Importantly, it is not the
specific bedroom, or the specific talking, but the holding open of the space where
these things can be spoken about that I see as the transitional space.
Coinciding with the concept of shared knowledge in local adoptions in Ethiopia,
Liya brings up the crucial part that memory plays. She is able to describe Aida’s
birth mother’s life and personality and to tell stories of her past. In this way,
joining with Liya in grief and in appreciation of the deceased parents, she
performs as a mediator, so merging the emotional relationships between the two
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mothers with the child, which is perhaps a bit paradoxical in that Liya herself is
one of the mothers.
5) “Like a mother”
Aida was mourning her mother and the way she made intelligible that she had
room for another person in the role of mother was to say, “You seem like a
mother.” In Chapter One I cite Judith Butler who wrote, “It is quite possible to
argue in a Lacanian vein that the symbolic place of the mother can be multiply
occupied, that it is never identified or identifiable with an individual.”229The
nuance here was made possible as a product of translation, but even so this
comment from Aida sheds some light on how Butler’s claim manifests.
Liya’s interview contributed knowledge on affective and material communication
in transitional spaces of relationality and reinforced the theme of adult
responsibility. Liya highlighted the fragility of parental relationships with
children who are grieving and elucidated how shared grief and shared family
knowledge — the ability to talk about the deceased parent(s) — helped Aida
mourn. I also note that similar transitional spaces that Yvonne established in
Australia, seemed to be part of the social fabric where Liya was living in Ethiopia.
The point of identifying these potential sites of sameness and how they are
situated in relation to the different social worlds that Yvonne and Liya occupy is
not to make value judgments on those social worlds, rather it is to show that,
despite the different backdrops against which Yvonne and Liya parent children
born to others, their attempts to make their lives and loves intelligible to
themselves and to others are supported by similar things.

5.2.3 Mazaa
When Temesgen and I headed out of town in the evening to meet Mazaa in a café,
I knew nothing about her other than that she was my age and that she had

229 Judith Butler, Antigone’s Claim: Kinship Between Life and Death, New York:
Columbia University Press, (2000), 66.
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adopted a child from her village. When we arrived at the café, we were offered
drinks and made comfortable in a booth, and then I realised that Mazaa was
actually working there and was not able to sit at the table with us. I guessed she
was happier to work around us for a while to see what I was like before deciding
whether to join us or not.
As we sat waiting, Temesgen did not fill me in on her situation, so I realised that
he wanted to wait to make sure she was comfortable with me first too. We sat
quietly and had a soft drink. I felt quite uneasy that Mazaa, and the other people in
the café who seemed to know each other, might be suspicious of my motives. I
drank in silence, going through my motivations to myself. What could Mazaa hope
to gain from the experience really? I like to think that sharing stories can be
beneficial for both interviewer and interviewee, but would it be? And how much
should I share ethically? I was there as a researcher, not a friend. I wanted to let
her know I had an Ethiopian daughter and I was a single mother too, but I thought
I should follow Temesgen’s reserved performance and sit back, then conduct the
interview when she was ready. Mazaa looked at me, then looked away, many
times.
As the night wore on and she kept up her busy shift, I began to think we would
have to leave without meeting her, but then she came over and sat at the table
with us and we shook hands. I looked around and most of the people in the café
were watching us while they talked amongst themselves. I had a folder of papers,
and a consent form for her. I had no idea how to start. The café was busy and was
getting noisier as it got later into the night. Temesgen and Mazaa talked among
themselves in Amharic for a while and I sat smiling. Then we started the
interview by looking at five photos Mazaa put down on the table. She invited me
to take pictures of her photos on my phone. I did, but I didn’t know who anyone
was in them. We looked, Temesgen talked, and I pointed out the white flowers I
liked on one little girl’s dress. I had seen the flowers growing in the gardens on a
walk by Lake Tana. Then Mazaa showed me she had the same flower on her scarf
and held it out for me to take a photo of the flower. I started to feel like writing a
story then, although I knew nothing about her life.
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Mazaa pointed to a photo of a smiling six-year-old girl who, I realised later, was
the same teenage girl who was sitting at the table next to us, Elsa. She had been
watching us all night. She looked like a happy child in the picture on the table, but
she watched us warily. I wanted to tell Mazaa that my adopted daughter kept an
eye on me in much the same way. I might have had a look on my face signalling I
understood her need to do the right thing by her daughter — to only talk with me
if Elsa approved — because there was a moment where something like
recognition passed between Mazaa and me. My daughter and I also know the
meaning of our looks and gestures. There were people at the counter waiting to
be served so Mazaa stood to leave the table then to go back to work.
I worked out then that she must have given Temesgen permission to fill me in on
their journey. He lowered his voice and told me their story, and, amazingly, it was
one I knew. Temesgen told me that Mazaa was a teacher in a small village, and it
had come to her attention that Elsa was continually running away from home, and
that her stepfather did not like her and could not afford to keep her.
She said that one night Elsa ran away and was attacked by a hyena. She was
probably going to be put into an orphanage. Temesgen explained that Mazaa went
on to adopt her, and that they have lived together since then. I sat stunned, and
looked over to Mazaa, who was looking at me from behind the bar. I was nodding
to her to show I understood the story. I said to Temesgen to please tell her later
that the girl I adopted from Ethiopia had also run away in the night from her
mother’s new partner and been attacked by a hyena. It was when she was three
or four and she has scars on her legs and face. My daughter said she then had to
climb a tree to escape.
I wanted to tell Mazaa myself, to somehow prove it, but I would have to wait for
Temesgen to share the story when she had another break. But it was not just the
story we shared, or that both girls were the same age. What I wondered was what
had gone on in their home in the intervening years because we had both adopted
traumatised children. I wondered if it could have been a similar journey, and what
the differences in dealing with trauma are in relation to shared cultural
knowledge.
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Then I found another similarity between our situations, which was the bond
between her biological and adoptive children. When Mazaa sat down at the table
with us again, another young girl came over and gave her a kiss on the cheek, then
nodded to me and Temesgen before she left with her friends. We then looked at
the photograph of her two daughters, Elsa and the daughter who had just left. She
appeared to be one or two years older than Elsa. It was taken close-up, quite
recently, and was of Elsa looking at the camera and her sister looking at her.
Mazaa explained that the girls were very close, having grown up together. I asked
Temesgen to tell her that when I adopted my daughter she bonded with my
biological children, in particular the youngest daughter who is four years older
than her. I’m not sure whether he told her that or not, because even to me all the
similarities were feeling contrived. Then I asked Temesgen to ask Mazaa if she
had any stories about the two sisters, but to no avail. I am not sure if Temesgen
did ask her, or if he was not sure why I was being sidetracked and asking about
the sibling relationship, or if he just knew better than to annoy Mazaa.
Mazaa had one more important photo to show me. It was a picture of a group of
women, old and young, friends and family, all smiling, and in front of them on the
table was traditional celebratory food. An enlarged photo of Mazaa’s face, was on
a banner behind the group. I think this was celebrating an award she won for
starting a refuge for street children. Elsa, the little girl who had run away in the
night, was in front of her in the photo, and to me it seemed symbolic that Mazaa’s
oversized body protected the child.
Again, there were gaps in the interview, but there were some understandings
formed. To begin with I had been anxious that she might dismiss us without doing
the interview, and as the night unfolded, I felt a growing sense of alertness, so I
was looking for more visual cues. This, I realised later, was compounded by the
adrenaline that rouses me to action when my daughter is suffering from her past
trauma. I think maybe the similarities in our situations led to this physiological
response. Also, because I needed an interpreter with Mazaa, what I could learn,
or guess, was restricted and further compounded by the unreadable expression
on her face.
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As we left the café, Temesgen and I hardly spoke because I needed to think about
what had happened from the beginning to the end. I thought there was something
about the white flower that broke the initial block between us. Then it struck me
that the reason why I had been looking at the white flowers at Lake Tana is
because my daughter memorialises her deceased mother with white flowers.
Because this interview was confusing and enlightening at the same time, and
aroused personal responses I chose to reflect on the interview, rather than
expound any one theme in a story. This writing is semi-fictional, in that it is not
reconstructed completely accurately, but is based on a true story and includes my
reflections.

5.2.3.1 Analysis
Love and transitional spaces
Many of the spaces Mazaa talked about were public/community spaces. She
taught in the school that her adopted daughter attended, she works in a café and
she started a refuge for street children. Temesgen reinforced to me that in
Ethiopia people are never alone. I gathered that he meant it is the norm to be
working and living cooperatively so the social practice of inclusion may seem
'natural,’ easing the intelligibility of the parent/child relationship in social spaces.
Community spaces would also encompass shared knowledges. The only space
Mazaa described where her child was alone was when she ran away in the night.
By adopting a child from the school where she taught, Mazza may be able to relate
emotionally in spaces of shared knowledge and memories, sometimes in mutual
spaces (between the two of them) and sometimes in spaces that they both shared
with others.
This interview affected me on a personal level more than the other interviews and
I found it hard to stand back and analyse how Mazaa makes her love intelligible.
My feeling is that the picture of Mazaa’s oversized, smiling face over the small
child with her shorn head symbolises love as having a protective function.
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5.2.4 Faraz
Temesgen and I were invited to spend the evening with Faraz and his family in
their home. Faraz is an academic from the same University as Temesgen in Bahir
Dar. He and his wife have four children: three daughters and an adopted son.
Faraz was interested to hear about my project and happy to be involved. He had
some family photos ready to show me, some from many years ago, and there were
more recent photos up on the wall. Faraz spoke English so in this interview I was
able to ask more. I recorded the conversations as we went.
Faraz began by explaining how their son, Dawit, joined the family:
He had no relatives to go to, so I decided he could join our family. He was
innocent, and small. He was the same age as this one (one of his
daughters), but physically he was very short, and small. They were in the
same grade at school.
After living for a year in the district town we transferred here to Bahir Dar.
We brought him here in Grade 3 when he joined the family, and he is a
member of the family.
Faraz commented that he was aware that Western adoptive families commonly
make distinctions between social and biological family members, and he wanted
to point out that the whole family, and their friends, accept Dawit as “a family
member without any distinctions.”
I soon understood that Faraz’s mission as a parent was to educate the children
and he wanted them to make something of their lives. That he was successful was
signified by the framed family portrait on the wall of them in their academic
gowns and mortarboards, and his wife wearing traditional dress. This is the
photograph I have reproduced with their permission. Faraz said:
There was strong, strict control, so we could bring up the children, strictly.
We followed up on our children, all of our children. Dawit joined the
University, he became an active student. My daughters are really brilliant,
active students and all of them went to University and she (one daughter)
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became a banker. She prefers to go to work in the bank, and now Dawit has
graduated and he is an accountant. Now I am an Assistant Professor but
my daughter, (the banker) earns more than me in salary.
Faraz asked some questions about my research, particularly about how love
might be indicated. I explained that I was looking for what was said about love
and also what might be a more material demonstration of care and affect. Faraz
had a story of how this played out in their early days.
This is a story in brief. We have a concerned family. They love him. Once
we had economic problems and I said, ‘I want to expel Dawit, I don’t have
enough money and he has to go.’
The three daughters decided, and they came to me. ‘Father, father, daddy,
we want to talk to you.’
‘Okay.’
‘We will not eat breakfast anymore, so Dawit should continue living with
us. We will no longer eat breakfast and this budget will go to Dawit.’
The next story Faraz told was interesting. Faraz explained that he thinks Dawit’s
birth family should still be included in his life.
After we moved to Bahir Dar, I heard that Dawit’s grandmother came to
the cemetery and visited her daughter. As soon as I entered the house, I
called him. ‘Dawit, congratulations, your relatives have been found and
you can go and visit them.’
When I told him, he completely collapsed, and he fell down on the ground.
My wife came in to pick him up and put him to her bosom. She said, ‘No, no,
no, no, if you don’t want to you will not go, you will not go.’
After that we did not talk about this in this family. But we are still talking
about his other issues.
Faraz explained that the “other issues” relate to his son’s biological father, who
has royal blood and comes from another nation. He said that Dawit’s mother
worked as a maid and he expelled her when she became pregnant:
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His father denied him, but we planned to go to communicate with him
because he is the father. He is the father. Other people will insult you and
undermine you. Dawit is fatherless and motherless so, at least your father
should accept that you are the son. And now Dawit is learning. He is doing
his MA and then we will go and search for his father.
I asked: “You’ll both go?” In my thoughts I started to imagine the two fathers in
conversation over the one young adult, but they wouldn’t be conversing in
English and I had no idea what these customs might entail, so it was a futile path
for me to follow, even as fiction.
Faraz said, “We will go together. I am pushing him. I am pushing him to visit with
his father. He doesn’t want to.”
Faraz’s family lore emerged throughout the evening, as he explained that his
emphasis on education meant all that the children lived by strict codes,
monitored, enforced and assisted by his wife and himself. Faraz also explained
that, once the children are educated, they should live independently:
While he was a student, he was my son, but after he graduated and was
employed, we decided to rent a house for him, because he has some
money, and now he lives here in the third or fourth house around in the
next street. When necessary we call him, ‘Come and do this,’ and when
necessary he comes here and says, ‘I want you to do some things, can you
help me mother?’ Or he just comes to sit down. When it is the holidays, she
will buy some things and he’s here. Now there is no need to support him
materially. But what he needs from me, at this time, is not material
support, it is advice and guidance. And what I do for his sisters I also do for
him.
Faraz insisted that we stay for a meal that they had already prepared and were
getting ready to serve. They shared a lot about their life and their ambitions and
hopes. I felt connected to Faraz and his family. We have children the same age
who are pursuing postgraduate qualifications, we are of a similar age ourselves,
and we have both adopted young children and are interested in the research on
kinship practices in the changing, globalised world.
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We sat at the table and Faraz gave an example of the practical guidance he gives
Dawit now:
For example, to construct a house you have to be a member of an
association. I asked him, ‘Are you a member of the house construction
association?’
‘No.’
‘So how do you think about your future life? Are you saving money? How
much do you pay for rent?’
Dawit says, ‘Oh, I have a maid servant. She comes and cooks my food, my
dinner and my breakfast. I eat my supper outside.’
‘How much do you pay for supper?’
‘30 birr/ day.’
‘Expensive. The maid servant should also cook your supper. This is one
way of saving.’
I guide him how to use his money. When he wants to buy anything, he talks
to me. Our relatives and our friends are his friends. What my children do
with any of the relatives, he is also part of. What my friends do for my
children they also do for him.
Faraz asked me if there was anything else that I wanted to know about the
photographs or the adoption. He offered us drinks and I could smell the food that
the girls were bringing out to the table. Two of his daughters had come home for
dinner. They had cooked meats and rice and vegetables, and we had beer to drink.
I said that sometimes I ask the participants if they have any memorable stories.
Faraz then told me this story:
When Dawit was in Grade 3 he had some bad friends and there was a
disagreement. He was too innocent, and he had to go to the police for a
disturbance, but we didn’t get upset as it is natural. With a child it is
natural, we helped, and he continued his education. We went to the police.
Dawit was not as comfortable then, because we are hard, and we are
strong. We are strict in controlling our children because they have to learn
to succeed. Success is not due to the effect of the children; it is due to the
effect of the family.
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When they came home from school, they should not be late and not be
with friends. We did not allow them to have other friends because at the
end they can have whatever they want, once successful. We are strong and
that is my way.
In primary school and secondary school, there was always the same
argument, because Dawit and his sister were in the same grade; the same
age. She was brave, and successful in mathematics and in language. I was
always asking her, I was begging her, to help him, to study together, but
she said, ‘I don’t want to, I’ll do my own work.’
When they went to the University he said, ‘She is my sister,’ so proud of
her. ‘Do you know her? She’s my sister.’
Then I asked an unplanned question, harking back to something in my mind from
previous research about sibling relationships between biological and adopted
children. I told Faraz that a man, who was an academic in Australia, started an
interview with me, in my MA research, by stating that he was participating in the
interview because he wanted to explain that ‘adoption does not work.’ I asked this
man: ‘So you don’t think any adoption works?’ and he used his own childhood
experiences to argue that biological and adopted siblings are too different, and
the adopted child will probably be excluded. I asked Faraz his opinion on that way
of thinking.
Faraz explained that he thinks what works when bringing up children has to do
with the parents’ efforts, not with how the children are related. Faraz referred to
kindness as well as strength in the parents’ efforts, saying:
It’s not about adoption but bringing up the children. My wife is from
Eritrea and she is strong, and she is kind. She is strict in bringing up the
children, so they all are successful.
This is our child because we have brought him here and we should protect
him, and we should treat him like our other children. He is healthy. At one
time, when he was thirteen, he was playing in the area and a boy threw a
stone and hit him and we took him to the clinic. They gave him medicine,
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but he couldn’t swallow it because he has had no health problems, he had
never been to the doctor. You can see how we brought him up.
While we were eating, one of Dawit’s sisters said she would describe her
relationship with Dawit. She said:
I have one brother; we are more like friends. We share secrets. Now I live
far from here, so we talk on the telephone, or I go to visit him at work. I
went to get lunch and I went to his colleague to get him.
‘Really? You are not his sister?’ he asked. He called Dawit to check. ‘How’s
that possible?’ he asked.
She wanted to explain that they do not look like siblings, yet they are, and they are
friends who know each other’s secrets.
We continued talking about all sorts of things over the evening meal, all in
English. I had a lot to think about when I left and found myself dwelling on the
fact that Dawit did not want to meet his biological relatives initially, but that
Faraz was planning a future trip to meet Dawit’s biological father, the man with
royal blood.

5.2.4.1 Analysis
Love and transitional spaces
Sarah Ahmed’s descriptions of identity formation are applicable throughout this
thesis and particularly in this interpretation. She says:
[C]hildren make (often temporary) identifications with carers as ways of
negotiating their relation to the world. The relation between identification
(wanting to be like) and alliance formation (who I am with or side with) is
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crucial. For me, the question that remains to be asked is: How does what I
take to be ‘mine’ make ‘me’ in relation to ‘you’?”230
Faraz said that the family and their friends treat Dawit as a family member. He did
not say that Dawit wanted to be like him and his siblings, but the photograph on
the wall signified that he identified as one of them, outwardly at least. Other clues
to how this concept of identity versus alliance may be working in this situation is
Dawit’s refusal to meet his biological family, and his move to live in a house just
around the corner from his adoptive family as an independent adult. These
choices might signify that Dawit’s relation to the world is constructed via
identification with the family.
In Dawit’s case, “wanting to be like” the family might create a performative space
where relationships can play out with easy to follow scripts. This would mean
that the relational spaces are probably not transitional in the way I have
previously theorised but are defined and contain both emotional and material
practices.
Faraz also made a distinction between the way he and his wife perform parenting
whereby one supports the other, describing himself as strict, and his wife as kind
and strong, again providing defined spaces. He said when Dawit was distressed
about the possibility of meeting his birth family, his wife took “him to her bosom.”
Kindness brings a material and affective aspect to that space.
However, the story Faraz told about Dawit’s life — born to a maid, fathered by
royalty, abandoned, then rescued — is something like a quest story. In the space
of their home this story has been kept alive and the quest to confront the birth
father is anticipated. This way Dawit is able to identify with both families and so
keep his individuality and difference.
Love

230 Sara Ahmed, The Cultural Politics of Emotion, New York: Routledge, (2004),
142/3 note 7.
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When Faraz asked how I thought love might be indicated I explained that I was
looking for what was said about love and material demonstrations of care and
affect. Faraz responded with a story:
This is the story in brief. We have a concerned family. They love him. Once
we had economic problems and I said, ‘I want to expel Dawit, I don’t have
enough money and he has to go.’
The three daughters decided, and they came to me. ‘Father, father, daddy,
we want to talk to you.’
‘Okay.’
‘We will not eat breakfast anymore, so Dawit should continue living with
us. We will no longer eat breakfast and this budget will go to Dawit.’
Faraz said that the family love Dawit and they show it with their actions. These
actions include providing education and guidance and his material needs, as well
as Faraz’s intention to help Dawit connect with his birth family.
Faraz’s interview contributes to the thesis in the following ways. He maintains
that parental love requires responsibility that is ongoing. He also emphasises that
actions, or “love acts” forge loving connections. Faraz explained the part that one
of his daughters played in helping Dawit develop as a young child. I have
developed the idea in the fictional piece, “Hiding.” This story alludes to Butler’s
questioning about the strength of sibling bond and to Ahmed’s questions on
identity.
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5.3 Conclusion
In this chapter I interpreted four interviews with adults who parent nonbiological children in Ethiopia. In answer to my questions about how love
becomes intelligible in social families, I think that the people I interviewed in
Bahir Dar may have found the investigation somewhat puzzling. I suggest that in
the intimate sphere these adults have discourses already in place that pave the
way to relationality and love between adults and their biological and adoptive
children.
While I do not have the knowledge to investigate the relational spaces I identified
in Ethiopia in the way I conjectured transitional spaces in analysis of the
Australian cohort, I note that some relational spaces observed in this chapter —
night time and sleeping, carrying bodies against the parents’ bodies, the feeding
ritual, and wearing national dress — were described in the transracial adoption
archive in Chapter Two. These spaces may work in similar ways, as “an
intermediate area of experiencing, to which inner reality and external life both
contribute.”231
There were frequently spaces of ritual described in the Ethiopian accounts, where
subjects are free to perform outside of the roles of daily life. Such spaces of ritual
involve the use of traditional languages and costumes and performances, both
religious and ceremonial. Participating in ritual performances with others allows
emotional and social communication in recognisable ways. This is well described
by the term, Ethnophilosophy, meaning, “the collective worldviews encoded in
folklore, language, myth, metaphors, taboos and rituals as a unified form of

231 Donald Winnicott, Playing and Reality, London: Tavistock Publications,
(1971), 2.
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knowledge.”232 Here there is common ground where the intermediate area of
experiencing, in Winnicott’s sense may be possible.

Reflections on this research
I wrote this chapter differently to the other chapters in the thesis to reflect on the
different kinship practices in both countries and to reflect on my encounter with
difference in another cultural world. There was information I could not find and
uncertainty, along with information that was difficult for me to write about due to
my lack of experience with Ethiopian life. There is still information that I do not
know, or cannot know, and there is some I think I can guess, which I include in the
creative interpretations.
Although I was not able to hone the research to the areas of love and relationality
in social families in Ethiopia as much as I had hoped, foregrounding the context of
community and what this means to kinship practice became valuable. Kinship
practices in Ethiopia that enable orphans and other children to be taken in by
families or friends within the community without stigma attached could in a way
be considered more modern than practices in the Australian setting.
Unfortunately, much of what is happening in Ethiopian kinship is the result of
global inequalities, devastating poverty and loss of life.
Love and broken hearts
Although we did not specifically talk about HIV-AIDS as being the cause of
parental death, other than in Liya’s interview, this epidemic has led to an increase
in orphans which is stretching community kinship’s ability to instigate care, so,
not only are there children without homes, the situation is stressing traditional

232 Bagele Chilisa and Julia Preece, Research Methods for Adult Educators in
Africa, South Africa: Co-published UNESCO, Germany & Pearson Education,
(2005), 41.
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cultural life.233 What the research indicates is that, while kinship care is a vital
part of Ethiopian life, the system is not coping with the high numbers of
orphans.234
Remembering the words of bell hooks, “When I did not feel loved, I wanted to
die,”235 brings me to the AIDs related phenomenon of child-headed households,
where children are parenting their siblings. Shimelis Tsegaye visited 110 childheaded households, where, “Children are working courageously to maintain a
semblance of family life,”236 some as young as nine years old, “struggling to
survive economic and emotional storms that are completely beyond their
capacity.”237 Tsegaye writes that there are millions of children acting as heads of
households in Ethiopia, and all the cases he investigated, “invoke the terrible
suffering of children living in child-headed household.”238 He describes the
children as often traumatised by their parents’ illness and deaths, living in
extreme deprivation where survival is uncertain and caring for siblings, and in
some cases sick parents as well.
All the stories in Tsegaye’s book are tragic, but it is the words of one of his
participants, Yonas, that most stick with me. Yonas is an eighteen-year-old boy
who cares for a family of seven children, living in a mud hut with bare walls.
Yonas says that he is living for his siblings. He says, “I have no life of my own […]

233 Helmut Kloos and Damen Haile Mariam, “HIV/AIDS in Ethiopia: An
Overview,” Northeast African Studies. New Series, 7, no. 1, (2000): 13-40.
234 Save the Children. A Sense of Belonging: Understanding and Improving
Informal Alternative Care Mechanisms to Increase the Care and Protection of
Children, With a Focus on Kinship Care in East Africa. Nairobi: Save the Children
International, 2015, 7.
235 bell hooks, Salvation: Black People and Love, New York: William Morrow,
(2001), xv.
236 Shimelis Tsegaye, The Lives of Children Heading Families. Stories as told to
Shimelis Tsegaye, ACPF (2009), 1 bettercarenetwork.org.
237 Ibid, 20.
238 Ibid, 4.
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when I think of the future of these kids, I feel like killing myself.”239 For income, he
rents bicycles and works as a daily labourer.
Tsegaye writes:
This book is an attempt to share the appalling stories of the children I met,
stories that broke my heart and wounded my spirit. No words can fully
convey the reality of the afflictions affecting these children.240
A fitting way to finish this chapter on my efforts to explore Ethiopian social
parenting is with the words of Assefa Tefera Dibaba:
The struggle is partly to fit this world of the oppressed into many other
such worlds elsewhere through resistance poetics while the
ethnographer’s role is to excavate it, analyse it, and connect it to other
uncharted terrains.241

239 Ibid, 10.
240 Op cit, 22.
241 Assefa Tefera Dibaba “God speak to us”: Performing power and authority in
Salale, Ethiopia,” 26, no. 3, (2014), 291.
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Chapter Six: Concluding Thoughts
At the beginning of this thesis I posed the question: how are adults who are
parenting non-biological children making their experiences of familial love
intelligible to themselves and to others? I then proceeded to interpret and analyse
interviews that I conducted with fifteen adults who are parenting non-biological
children in Australia and Bahir Dar, Ethiopia. I now return to look at each of the
four chapters over which these interpretations and analyses were provided and
reflect on what they revealed in response to the opening question.

6.1.1 Chapter Summaries
In Chapter Two I interpreted the five interviews that I conducted with adults
living in Australia and parenting transracially adopted children. It was revealed
that whilst hegemonic nuclear discourses were mentioned in all of the interviews,
the ways in which the adults navigated them were varied. Some of these adults
described attempts to mimic ‘normal’ Australian family life modelled on these
discourses, or to perform meritoriously within these bounds, but three of the
adults described more fluid ways of operating. Martin described a situation of
non-obligatory care and love which did not require him to fill the role of father;
Yvonne described rituals and adapted kinship practices that allowed her to
navigate differences and foster shared understandings and loving relationality
with her children; and Kasey merged a ‘multicultural family’ discourse with the
nuclear family discourse in order to explain her lived experiences of family. I
suggested that these adults were challenging the prescriptions of the nuclear
family to create new possibilities of familial love and intelligibility that better fit
with the world around them.
An important proposal that emerged out of chapter two was that participants
who were creating new possibilities of familial love and intelligibility appeared to
be doing so by opening up transitional spaces of relationality. Transitional spaces
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of relationality were described as “inviting and safe interpersonal fields”242 where
inner and outer realities can meet so that important differences can appear and
new understandings, which are not determined by the tempering structures of
spoken language and prevailing discourses, can emerge out of their articulation. A
clear example was seen in Yvonne’s descriptions of her family’s ritual of coming
together to read. This ritual allowed them to, in Yvonne’s words, ‘explore worlds’
together, and talk about differences, such as differences they experienced moving
through the world with racialised bodies. Beyond this, it also created a safe
physical space where they could communicate haptically and affectively when
Yvonne’s son experienced difficulties processing the sensory information in the
books. The ritual of reading thus opened up a safe and inviting interpersonal field
where Yvonne and her children could navigate their differences and create new
meanings both in language and outside of it. I noted that such transitional spaces
of relationality appeared to allow adults to stretch their understandings of family
and familial love beyond the prescriptions of nuclear family understandings.
On top of this, transitional spaces of relationality also appeared to be important in
allowing adoptive parents to navigate important psychological issues. It was
revealed in each of the interviews that, to different degrees, psychological issues
related to the impact of grief, loss, and racial and cultural differences impacted on
ways that adults were able to make their experiences of familial love intelligible. I
suggested that in cases where inner and outer worlds struggle to meet and shared
understandings cannot arise, these challenges may restrict possibilities of familial
love and intelligibility. Whereas in cases where there are transitional spaces
where new meanings and understandings of family that are not prescribed by
hegemonic discourses can emerge, the challenges posed by these psychological
issues may be overcome.
The findings in Chapter Two were thus instrumental in shining light not just on
some of the challenges that adults in social families are facing making their

242 Donald Winnicott, Playing and Reality, London: Tavistock Publications,
(1971), 47.
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experiences of love intelligible, but also on some of the creative ways that adults
are overcoming these challenges.
In Chapter Three I interpreted the three interviews that I conducted with adults
in step, blended and same-sex parenting arrangements. Here all three adults
described confusion and ambiguity in their personal relationships on account of
personal and/or political challenges that they faced, and frequently referenced
nuclear family discourses in relation to their home lives. However, two
participants in this chapter referenced transformations of their kinship
configurations, so that they extended beyond nuclear family prescriptions, in the
social sphere. For example, Ingrid revealed that she performed in socially
recognisable ways within the home — that is, in line with nuclear family
conventions — in order to help her children make their experiences of family
intelligible in school, but she also revealed that she considered the children’s
‘diblings’243 to be part of their kinship group and that acknowledging and
honouring these relationships was significant to her family’s understanding of
their unique situation. So, whilst nuclear family discourses were being mobilised
in the intimate sphere, the formation of the community of ‘diblings’ appeared to
make the extension of their kinship configuration possible in the social sphere
and thus impact on the ways that Ingrid and her family could make their
experiences of familial love intelligible to themselves and to others.
The creative writing methodology was significant in investigating the similarities
between the three participants’ in this chapter. At face value, they were parenting
non-biological children in very different circumstances. Beneath the surface
however, all three participants faced feeling that their love and their role was not
intelligible to their own family and/or to the outside world, because they were
the non-biological parent in a couple where the other parent was biological. The
creative writing deliberately set out to explore the psychic and material
dimensions that love between a parent and child might involve in situations like
this whilst resisting that the participants’ experiences could be conflated or

243 The self-elected term used by children who share the same male sperm
donor as their biological father to denote their relationship to each other.
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jointly represented in one way. It guided the reader into a more experiential
reading of the phenomena described and also incorporated theory and my own
personal experiences to stimulate further questions and portray multiple ways
that individual adults might make the love they feel for their non-biological
children intelligible across social barriers.
Chapter Three thus shed light on some of the ways kinship transformations may
occur in the social sphere whilst re-affirming that the lived experiences of adults
parenting non-biological children are complex and multi-faceted and new
approaches to research and understanding are needed to uncover hidden or
subjugated knowledges held by social parents.
In Chapter Four I interpreted the three interviews that I conducted with adults
who are parenting children in different foster and kinship care arrangements. The
descriptions of parenting provided in this Chapter shed light on different ways of
approaching the inherent ambiguities between work and care, difference across
cultures, and expectations to perform as a recognisable family in public life. All
the participants extended conceptualisations of “traditional” or nuclear family
roles to include broader definitions of kinship and described instances where the
family/community interface gave way to enable richer inter-subjective
relationality. However, it became apparent in my analyses that discursive
problems and failures of language created challenges for these adults to make
their relationships intelligible. For instance, in Ruth’s interview she said: “I think
when he was younger it was easier to say to nearly everyone that I was his
mother to avoid both the story and the confusion, and now at different times, I’m
his mother still if we go to hospital and things like that, and in other situations I’m
his cousin, and sometimes his second cousin, and sometimes I’m his auntie, and
sometimes I’m his older friend.” And Simone described that there were a lot of
difficulties for her expressing the emotions she had about her ‘tricky’
relationships. In my analyses I proposed, similarly to Chapter Two, that the
participants overcame the challenges by opening up transitional spaces of
relationality where they could communicate through means other than spoken
language. All three interviews were laden with examples of material, haptic and
affective languages that were successful in promoting connections that both Ruth
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and Simone described as love. My interpretations of what was shared in these
interviews thus worked to elaborate conjectures that were made in Chapters Two
and Three.
The content of the interviews in this chapter had further significance though. It
shone light on some of the ways that the nuclear family model has failed to hold
collective losses felt by Indigenous peoples and has worked alongside other
forces to sever kinship groups and communities of belonging that can better hold
these losses and promote healing. Both Ruth and Simone described attempts to
address this deep problem. For instance, when Care and Protection asked Simone
if she was able to provide long-term care for the two Indigenous children that
were with her in crisis care, Simone first introduced herself to the children’s
Indigenous family and asked their permission: “We went and met with their
Grandma, and their extended family, and we said, ‘This is who we are.’ And we
said to Care and Protection, ‘It’s really up to the family to determine if they’re
happy for the boys to be with us.’” Further, when the Grandma and extended
family gave Simone permission, she actively sought to find new ways of working
the foster care system so that the children could have an ongoing relationship
with their Grandma and their Grandma’s Country. Through these described
actions, I suggested that Simone sought to personally make up for the system’s
failure to recognise the existing kinship configuration and the potential harm that
would come from severing it by placing the two Indigenous children in long-term
care with parents who may not honour or recognise it. The findings in this
Chapter thus not only supported the findings in Chapters Two and Three, but also
but also built on them important ways.
Finally, in Chapter Five I interpreted the four interviews that I conducted
alongside my co-researcher Temesgen Beyene with adults who are parenting
non-biological children in Ethiopia. I presented my interpretations of these
interviews differently to the other chapters to reflect my encounters researching
in a different cultural world. In these encounters there was a information that was
inaccessible to me and information that was difficult for me to write about due to
my outsider status and inexperience with Ethiopian life. I was also attuned to the
ways that kinship practices in Ethiopia were informed by the impacts of global
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inequalities, devastating poverty and loss of life in ways that kinship practices in
Australia were not. I sought to incorporate all of this into my interpretations of
the interviews, which revealed many important things about the ways social
parents are overcoming challenges to make their experiences of familial love
intelligible.
My analyses of the interviews highlighted two key things. The first was that all of
the Ethiopian participants emphasised the importance of community life in their
understanding of kinship and in their kinship practices. Shared familial and
community rituals were frequently described in their accounts and participation
in rituals was seen by participants as an important part of their lives which
allowed emotional and social communication to proceed in recognisable ways.
The second was that the transitional spaces of relationality that I noted in their
descriptions of familial and community rituals closely resembled transitional
spaces which were described by Australian participants in Chapter Two: shared
sleeping spaces and spaces created by carrying children against bodies, wearing
national dress, and feeding rituals. In the case of the adults in Bahir Dar however,
these spaces appeared to part of the existing social, cultural and community
fabric. They did not have to be created with the same intent. Whilst I did not have
the knowledge to investigate the relational spaces in Ethiopia in the same way
that I did in Australia, the similarities that I noted were significant to the
methodological aims of the thesis, which included identifying sites of sameness
that throw people of their routine readings and broaden cultural discourses. I
suggested that the identified transitional spaces of relationality were potential
sites of sameness. They appeared to support many of the participants in this
research in their attempts to make their lives and loves intelligible, despite the
different backdrops against which they were parenting children born to others.
The findings in this Chapter thus spoke to the recurrent idea that transitional
spaces of relationality can assist social parents in navigating complex differences
in order to make experiences of familial love intelligible to themselves and to
others, whilst also bringing together two worlds and connecting unchartered
terrains.
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6.1.2 Reflections
This study was about looking for the unexpected, hidden, and creative ways that
adults are forging new possibilities of love and intelligibility in their relationships
with non-biological children that they are parenting. It explored the sometimes
ambiguous and fragile bonds that adults are creating in order to hold
relationships together, as well as the currents of opposing discourses and failures
of spoken languages that are challenging them. The research required looking for
tensions and slippages, as well as instances where new groups of people and
transitional spaces of relationality may have formed to create means by which
social parents could make their experiences of familial love intelligible.
I developed a new way of analysis to undertake this investigation. This included
combining cross-cultural field research and a theoretical analysis of the data with
fictional interpretations in the form of short stories. The fictional interpretations
provided me with a way to traverse some of the shortcomings of spoken language
that became apparent in the interviews and to navigate new territory whilst also
taking into account different ways that my background and lived experiences
informed the research process. The theoretical analysis and the short stories, as
they combined and supported each other, were both necessary to adequately
describe the complex and multifaceted lived experiences of the participants in the
research.
I reflect that each of the participants described unique parent-child relationships
and revealed something novel about how people living and loving in social
families may be confronting and navigating challenges to make their personal
experiences of family intelligible to themselves and to others. There were
examples of rituals and adapted kinship practices being used to foster
connections described as love, and new descriptions of family and kinship that
transformed my own understandings. A recurring theme that stands out is that
we can look to transitional spaces of relationality to better understand how adults
are making their experiences of familial love intelligible where there are complex
social, cultural and personal differences to navigate. In these spaces I believe that
adults and children may be able to form new ways of communicating — through
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spoken as well as material, haptic and affective languages — to come to new
understandings of family and love that extend beyond hegemonic understandings
and better fit with the worlds around them. I am struck, however, that this
research charters limited terrain. There are still many hidden and subjugated
knowledges, including those that lie in the cross-over of different social and
cultural worlds, yet to be uncovered.
It is my concluding hope that the more we continue to uncover and understand
the complexities of social parenting, the more the problems troubling the heart of
contemporary Australian kinship may be acknowledged and creatively addressed.
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